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Preface

2012 Doctoral Symposium in Informatics Engineering – DSIE’12 is an event repre-
senting the 7th edition of a scientific meeting usually organized by PhD students
of the FEUP Doctoral Program in Informatics Engineering (ProDEI). However, the
current edition is co-organized with PhD students from MAPi Informatics Doctoral
Program. This fact brought up expectations on both quantity and quality increase of
the submitted papers.

This kind of meetings have been held since the school year 2005/06 and the main
goal has always been to provide a forum for discussion on, and demonstration of,
the practical application of a variety of scientific research issues, particularly in the
context of information technology, computer science and computer engineering. DSIE
symposium comes out as a natural conclusion of mandatory ProDEI and, this year,
MAPi courses called, respectively, “Methodologies for Scientific Research” (MSR) and
“Seminar”, leading to a formal evaluation of the students learned competencies.

The aim of those specific courses (MSR and Seminar) is to teach students the
processes, methodologies and best practices related to scientific research, particularly
in the mentioned areas, as well as to improve their capability to produce adequate
scientific texts. With a mixed format based on multidisciplinary seminars and tuto-
rials, the course culminates with the realization of DSIE meeting, seen as a kind of
laboratory test for the concepts learned by students. In the scope of DSIE, students
are expected to play various roles, such as paper’s authors, both scientific and orga-
nization committee members as well as reviewers, duly accompanied by more senior
lectures and professors.

DSIE is then seen as a “leitmotif” for the students to write scientific correct and
adequate papers following the methods and good practices currently associated to
outstanding research activities in the area. Even though some of the papers are still
at an embryonic stage and lack some maturity and even though some just report a
state of the art, we already can find some interesting research work or interesting
perspectives about future work. At this time, it was not essential, nor even possible,
for most of the students in their PhD first year, to produce strong and deep research
results. However, we hope that the basic requirements for presenting an acceptable
scientific paper have been fulfilled.

DSIE’12 Proceedings include 35 articles accepted in the previously defined con-
text. They cover a large spectrum of topics in computer science and engineering areas
and can be grouped according to eight main clusters. These clusters include some
different, although related, topics since, as it was expected, the paper themes are of
a large diversity. These clusters are named as follows: Data Mining (7 papers), HM
Interaction (5 papers), Image Processing and Computer Graphics(5 papers), Informa-
tion Retrieval (4 papers), Data Management (3 papers), Distributed Computing and
Protocols (3 papers), Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing (3 papers) and other isolated
topics (4 papers). The complete DSIE’12 meeting encompasses a two days program
that includes also two invited talks by outstanding researchers in Formal Methods for
Programming and artificial life, autonomous robots and self-organization in multi-
agent systems.

Professors responsible for both ProDEI and MAPi programs current edition are
proud to participate in DSIE’12 meeting and would like to acknowledge all the stu-
dents who have been deeply involved in the success of this event that, we hope, will
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contribute for a better understanding of the themes that have been addressed during
the above referred courses, the best scientific research methods and the good practices
for writing scientific papers and conveying novel ideas.

January 2012 Eugénio Oliveira and António Augusto Sousa (ProDEI)
Gabriel David (MAPi)
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Talk: Taking a PhD in Informatics Engineering, a
biased perspective

A PhD in Informatics Engineering (IE) has many aspects in common with any other
area but also some specialities regarding the scientific area of IE. In this talk we will
analyse both aspects from a personal perspective, built on personal experience and
long time observation of different cases. The talk will approach the theme considering
the student’s side, the supervisor’s side and the institutional and social environment.
We will isolate a few essential aspects that a IE PhD student must take into account
when pursuing his research work. With this we expect to challenge some made ideas
and to foster discussion in the symposium.

About the speaker

Luis Correia (http://www.di.fc.ul.pt/˜lcorreia) was born in Lisboa, Portugal, in
1959. He obtained an Electrical Engineering degree (5 year degree) in 1982, from In-
stituto Superior Técnico of Universidade Técnica de Lisboa, and a PhD in Informatics
(Behaviour based mobile robots) from Universidade Nova de Lisboa, in 1995. In 2009
he got habilitation from Universidade de Lisboa. From 1982 to 2003 he was practic-
ing assistant, assistant and assistant professor at Universidade Nova de Lisboa. Since
2003 he is associate professor at Universidade de Lisboa. From 2004 on he has been
leading LabMAg research centre. His research interests are in the area of artificial
life, autonomous robots and self-organisation in multi-agent systems. He has partic-
ipated in several research projects, four of them funded by the EU, with a leading
or co-leading role of the national team in two of them. He has supervised 5PhD and
17 MSc thesis and wrote around 100 scientific articles, with revision, for journals and
conferences. He is member of the editorial review board of the International Journal
of Natural Computing Research (IJNCR) and of the advisory board of EPIA and
Editorial Polimetrica. Regularly participates in program committees of conferences in
the area of artificial life and evolutionary computation.
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Talk: Towards a Linear Algebra of Programming

Besides the development of metrics for software quality, there is a trend towards quan-
titative methods in the software sciences which includes probabilistic programming
and probabilistic reasoning. Fault tolerance and fault injection can also be addressed
quantitatively. In this talk we address the foundations of probabilistic functional pro-
gramming. Probabilistic functions are half way between relations and functions: they
express the propensity, or likelihood of ambiguous outputs. A basis for a Linear Alge-
bra of Programming (LAoP) enabling probabilistic reasoning is put forward as exten-
sion to the standard algebra of programming (AoP) based on relations. We show that,
if one restricts to discrete probability spaces, categories of matrices provide adequate
support for the extension, while preserving the reasoning style typical of standard
program calculation.

About the speaker

José Nuno Oliveira (http://www.di.uminho.pt/˜jno) is Associate Professor with
Habilitation in Computer Science at the U. Minho. He graduated from the U.Porto in
Electrical Engineering and received his MSc and PhD in Computer Science from the
U.Manchester (UK), where he became interested in formal methods. He is a member
of the scientific group IFIP WG2.1 - Algorithmic Languages and Calculi and of the
Formal Methods Europe (FME) association, where he convenes a subgroup on educa-
tion. Since his PhD work on data-flow program transformation, he has lectured and
published on calculational techniques in software design for nearly 30 years. He has
served the programme committee of many conferences in the series of FME symposia,
MPC, TFM, SEFM, SBMF, ICTAC, ESOP, etc. He was chair of MPC’00, FME’01
and TFM’09.
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Session I

Human Computer Interaction

Chairman: Eduardo Brito

Length of Text Line on the Bases of Eye Blink to Reduce Maximum Focus Losses
Mushtaq Raza

Workload and Situational Awareness management in UAV teams through interface
modelling

António Sérgio Ferreira
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Length of Text Line on the Bases of Eye Blink to Reduce 
Maximum Focus Losses 

Mushtaq Raza 
MAP-i Doctoral Student, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal 

uomian49@yahoo.com 

Abstract. The usage of web shows the importance of usability and readability 
of the web applications. Web application fails to encounter the user’s require-
ments in effective manner, because the designers are unaware of some of the 
important factors affecting readability, reading from the screen. Although focus 
losses at two positions, when eye blink, middle of text line and when text line 
ends, specifying suitable length of text line on the basis of Eye Blink will re-
duce the focus losses. The study has evaluated participants assuming three ty-
pographical variables that are font style, font color and font size with white 
background for improving the overall readability from the screen. The study fi-
nally suggested the Length of Text Line in three units of different standards 
combinations. Presenting text materials in the suggested line length will deduce 
the problems of causing reading, converting maximum focus losses to minimum 
ones. 

            

            Keywords. Readability, Line length, understandability, appearance, Eye Blink. 

1 Introduction  

In present era of information technology, plethora of information are available, in this 
fast and busy life people want and wish to get the desired information as easy as poss-
ible. The usage of computer and internet increases day by day, today online reading 
from computer systems become more common. According to Google data centre June 
2006, about 900 million computer users exist in the world [29]. According to Internet 
World States, internet users in the world distributions in the world 2011 are 
2,095,006,005, which are approximately 2100 million or 2 billions [30]. It means a 
large population use internet to get the desired information easily, cheaply, and accu-
rately. Though information readily available, and Internet is the source which pro-
vides information with comfort and almost with no cost, but these content is not up to 
the mark. As huge part of information is consists of textual data, it is difficult and 
tedious to spend a lot of time in front of a computer because user facing a lot of prob-
lems during reading from computer screen, known as readability problems. During 
reading from the computer screen, usability of the web contents must be consider with 
significance and should not be ignored. Typography plays a major role in the web 
contents usability, many studies exist regarding typography, standards has been de-
duce after different studies for soft copy and hard copy. Web usability is an approach 
to make web sites easy to use for an end-user, non specialized web user, without any 
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specialized training, and without having any pre knowledge. Keep it in mind that huge 
amount of information are access through World Wide Web and Web browsers. There 
is an urgent need to increase our knowledge about the usability or readability factors 
influence reading from computer screen. Few problems create inefficiency and keep 
users away from online reading for long time. One of the main problem that act as a 
huddle in reading from computer screen is Eye Strain, focus loss during reading, brain 
fog, and headache. These entire problem are interrelated, the focus is to reduce the 
focus loss during reading and hence eye strain become less or to get large time to get 
tired. During reading from the screen users become tired after some time and get 
bored. It may involve many reasons but this study and the previous study specifies 
suitable Length of Text Line with special relationship to Eye Blink on the basis of 
font style, font size, font color and background color. The study reduces the problem 
caused by reading and increase readability that will ultimately lead to efficiency and 
comfort. The structure of the paper is as follow. First section describes the focus area 
and importance. Second section describes how to deal with the problem and approach 
that reduce or solve the problem. Third section introduces related work. Next section 
includes methods and procedures, analysis, facts and Figure about experiment, lastly 
conclude the whole work. 

2 Problem 

Online reading or Reading from computer screen creates a lot of problems which lead 
to inefficiency and degradation. Reading from the computer screen from nearer dis-
tance requires more focus and attention that led the reader or user to rapid fatigue and 
concentration loss position. During reading from the screen it is generally observed 
that the user feel problem related to eye e.g. Eyestrain, which causes them less pro-
ductive work by preventing them from online reading. Eyestrain does not permanent-
ly damage eyes or vision loss. However, it can be very uncomfortable and lead to 
productivity loss, in the form of getting tired quickly and preventing user not to use 
computer for long time. The part of eye that take part in reading is called macula, 
which is 10% of the retina center and responsible for reading [25]. The Problems 
during reading from the computer screen can include: a feeling of being unable to 
focus on the screen that is focus losses again and again, confusion, attention deficit, 
brain fog, irritability, headache, eye Strain or neck pain, dizziness or faintness, quea-
siness or vomiting, and an uncomfortable feeling down through the chest. [1]. People 
or computer user most of the time avoid online reading because it is time consuming 
as compared to the reading from the paper. Reading from the screen is 25% slower 
than reading from the paper, because they loss their focus from the position they read-
ing [17]. During reading from computer screen human losses concentration or ac-
commodation at two positions, first when the line (text line) breaks and second when 
eye blink when reading or line still continue. In reading eyes naturally blink in order 
to relax muscles from contractions form which loss the focus or concentration from 
the position from where he/she is reading. Starting reading again, the muscles goes to 
contraction form to get focus. In same way when the line breaks, sweep from the end 
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of the line to the beginning of the next line loss focus and the eye muscles goes from 
contraction to rest and then from rest to concentration. If this process happens as 
many times the eye become tired and will cause problems. This process involve two 
types of eye muscles internal muscles that are sphincter of the pupil, ciliary body  and 
eye lens, external muscles such as medial rectus, superior rectus, superior oblique, 
inferior rectus, inferior oblique and lateral rectus. 

 

Fig. 1. Iris sphincter muscle 

The mentioned problems can be overcome to some extent by decreasing the process 
of focus loss and focus gain which will protect eye from rapid fatigue. Deducing or 
adjusting the length of text line to an adequate size will convert two focus losses to 
one, it means that when human eye blink the line should be end which will lead to 
convert maximum focus losses to minimum focus losses that will protect eye strain 
and indirectly all other relevant problems. The efficiency and readability will in-
crease. The most important factors that affect length of text line are Font Size, Font 
Style, and Spacing between lines, Text color and Background Color. 

3 Related work 

Related experiments are summarizing in the following section. Line Length: 
(WEBER, 1881) he suggested that an ideal line length was 4 inches equal to 100 mil-
limeters. He stated further that the maximum never should exceed 6 inches or 150 
mm. The same year Javel (1881) reported that line lengths should be no longer than 
3.6 inches or 90 mm [7]. (COHN, 1883) suggested that 3.6 inches or 90 mm was the 
best length of text line, and that 4 inches or 102 mm was the longest tolerable line 
length for printed media [3]. (TINKER & PATERSON, 1929) found that line lengths 
between 3 inches and 3.5 inches or from 75 to 90 mm yielded the fastest reading per-
formance Using 10-point black type on white paper. These recommendations were for 
Printed materials [4]. (SPENCER, 1968) proposed that the characters should not be 
exceeded from 70 characters per line, this recommendations also for printed materials 
or for hard copy [5]. (JACKSON & MCCLELLAND, 1979) analyze and measure the 
reading rate for effective reading performance on the bases of users or readers com-
prehension. These authors multiplied reading rate by the comprehension score to pro-
duce their index. However, they do acknowledge that multiplication may not be the 
optimal formula, as sacrificing comprehension for very fast reading may exaggerate 
reading ability [6]. (DUCHNICKY & KOLERS, 1983) found an affect reading rate 
for reading from screen and suggested appropriate Line length for text line, and speci-

Length of Text Line on the Bases of Eye Blink to Reduce Maximum Focus Losses
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fied that line length should be about 75 characters per line. The study has been done 
on the base of studying different display technologies [8]. (MASSON, 1985) The 
effect of line length on reading rate may be dependent upon the overall reading speed, 
means how fast a reader can read, as speeding up reading may result in different pat-
terns of eye movements. Masson has reviewed research on the characteristics of natu-
rally fast readers and found that “super readers'' make fewer fixations during reading 
from the printed materials and also from the computer screen [9]. (RAYNER & 
POLLATSEK, 1989) They deduce that Tinker's work identified an optimal line length 
of 52 characters per line. The trade-off between two opposing factors that are: If line 
lengths are too long, the return sweeps to the beginning of the next line are difficult. If 
the lines are too short, readers cannot make use of much information in each fixation 
[10]. (DYSON & KIPPING, 1998) Kipping et al suggest in their study that 4-inch line 
length of text line produced the slowest reading rate and the 7.3 inch line length pro-
duced the fastest. These experiments are done with using 12-point type font size [11]. 
(YOUNGMAN & SCHARFF 1999) according to Youngman and Scharff 8 inch line 
length of text line elicited the fastest speed as compare to the line of 4 inches or 6 
inches text line lengths. They used 12-point type for font size [12]. (DYSON & 
HASELGROVE, 2001) A medium line length of 55 characters per line appears to 
support effective reading at normal and fast speeds. The investigation was made on 
three effecting factors that are; comprehension, reading rate and scrolling patterns 
[13]. (BERNARD, FERNANDEZ & HULL, 2002) had participants read 12 point 
prose text with line lengths of 9.6 inches or 245 mm, 5.7 inches or 145 mm and 3.3 
inches or 85 mm. Their adult subjects preferred the two shorter line lengths [14]. 
(BOB BAILEY, 2002) Users tend to read faster if the line lengths are longer up to 10 
inches. If the line lengths are too short, means around 2.5 inches or less then it may 
impede rapid reading. Users prefer lines that are moderately long in length that is 4 to 
5 inches [15]. (DAWN SHAIKH, 2005) reported a study that examined the longest 
line length of 95 characters per line or 10 inches resulted in the fastest reading speed 
[16]. (MUZAMMIL & MUSHTAQ, 2010) suggested different text line lengths for 
three variables on the bases of eye blink during reading from computer screen. The 
study concluded if the text for reading is provided in the given length it can reduce 
eye strain and enhance reading capabilities from the computer screen. The experimen-
tal setup was explained i.e. equipment, participants, material for experiment, the col-
lection of data procedures, and then explain three main major factors that’s must be 
consider during reading. Previous study presents eight different combinations from 
the combination of three given variables for experiment, i.e. Font color, style and size. 
Understandability, appearance, and line length on the bases of eye blink were three 
major factors that were considered. According to Muzammil et al combination “Ver-
dana, 10, Black” and “Verdana, 10, Green” are best, when consider clarity and ap-
pearance [24]. Text Layout: (J. NIELSEN, 2000) Use colors with high contrast be-
tween the text and the background. Optimal legibility requires black text on white 
background and so-called positive text. White text on a black background and called 
it as negative text. Negative text is considered to be equally good, but has no proof 
[17]. RICHARD and HANNA provide systematic approach to prove Nielsen state-
ment [18]. (BRADLEY WILSON) Times are the most popular body font that is 29%, 
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then Palatino 13%, Garamond 8% and the rest fonts 50%. The font sizes that are nor-
mally used are, Average 9.99, Median 10, Largest 12 and Smallest 8.5 [19]. City of 
Seattle Web Presentation and Accessibility Standards Version 2.5 are; the minimum 
font size for basic page body text will be or appear equal to Verdana 10 points. All 
page body text will be black. All page body text will be presented in Verdana font 
[20]. (MUSHTAQ RAZA, 2007) Preliminary mean analysis of the fonts revealed that 
font type Time New Roman is the most readable, conveyed personality Business like 
and first preference of the participants as compared to Courier New, Arial and Brad-
ley [21]. Eye Blink or Blink rate: The analysis of the eye movement in reading is 
blinks, when readers close their eyes. Blinking rate increases with increasing reading 
time, resulting in high data losses, especially for older adults or reading impaired 
subjects [22]. Spontaneous blink rate was significantly larger in women than in men 
(19 vs. 11 blinks per minute); older women blinked more frequently than younger 
women. Eyelid displacement was greater in young than in older subjects [23]. When 
eyes are focused on an object for an extended period of time, such as when reading, 
blinking rate decreases up to about 3-4 times per minute [28]. 

4 Methods and Procedures 

4.1 Considered Variable 

The study involves; Typographical Variables that is Fonts size 10 points (web stan-
dard), 12 points (print media standard), and Font face Verdana (web standard), Time 
New Roman (print media standard) and Color Combination (Foreground and Back-
ground) that is Black/White & Green/White for female users between 20 to 40 years 
old. 
4.2 Equipment for Experiment 

The experiment has done on laptop, i.e. the text for the test was provided and the re-
quired data was collected on a system having specifications: Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 
Duo CPU T5750 @ 2.00GHz, 1995 MHz Laptop of model Dell Studio 1535. 

4.3 Participants 

For experiment and collection of data Thirty Two (32) female volunteer were consi-
dered. They were aged from 21 to 36, that is 18 female participants are age ranged 
between 21 and 25, 9 participants are age between 26 and 30, and 5 female volun-
teered participants are age ranged between 31 and 36. Overall average age is 25. The 
participants were having correct vision, and there is no disability. There are 16 or 
50% participants, graduate students, 7 or 22% were postgraduate students, 6 or 19% 
professionals, and 2 or 9% were chosen randomly. 

Length of Text Line on the Bases of Eye Blink to Reduce Maximum Focus Losses
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4.4 Experimental Setup 

The data is collected in the month of August. The temperature were around 30 degree 
centigrade (30o), weather were dry in those days i.e. no rain from few days. All the 
data are taken in under normal room light and the users are sat 24 to 28 inches away 
from the screen, means that follow the safety precautions that should be following 
during using computer. The text provide for experiment in “Internet Explorer” web 
browser. 
4.5 Experimental Material 

A web page is designed with 8 different paragraphs with different typographical 
properties. The design page is presented to the users or participants. Each paragraph is 
the combination of different parameters, means that each paragraph has one parameter 
different than all other paragraph. Each graph is around 5 to 6 lines long and the 
length of each line is around 10.5 inches per line. This textual material is provided in 
Internet Explorer Web browser. The considered variables in the experiment are the 
two different standards, i.e. Print media standards and Web standards. The composi-
tion of each paragraph is given in the following passage. Short hands: Style, Size, 
Color. Paragraph 1: Time New Roman, 10, Black. Paragraph 2: Time New Roman, 
12, Black. Paragraph 3: Verdana, 10, Black. Paragraph 4: Verdana, 12, Black. Para-
graph 5: Time New Roman, 10, Green. Paragraph 6: Time New Roman, 12, Green. 
Paragraph 7: Verdana, 10, Green. Paragraph 8: Verdana, 12, Green 

4.6 Data collection Procedure 

The data has been collected in the following manner. Step 1: The user is positioned 
and instructs how to read the passages in order to collect correct data. Step 2: The 
video has been taken from the user or reader but they are unaware from it because of; 
to get natural blink during reading. Step 3: After the video been taken, the user is than 
briefly explained with the process, means the purpose of research and why the pas-
sages is read by them in a said constraint. Step 4: A questioner has been conduct in 
order to collect information about the different combinations. Questioner: A ques-
tioner contains of 16 questions, 8 about “to find out the degree of understandability or 
clarity of words in the paragraph based on fonts’ style and size”. And 8 about “to find 
out the degree of pleasant appearance or good-looks of the paragraph based on fonts’ 
style and size”. Step 5: A thorough discussion has been made on each Question, and 
the conclusion was deduce. Step 6: Each video analyzed carefully in order to find out 
the suitable length of Text Line on the bases of Eye blink for each combination, 
through which the maximum focus losses is replaced by fewer one. Step 7: The values 
are put in EXCEL tool and the Result are deduced in the form of Charts and Tables. 
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5 Results Analysis and Discussions 

5.1 Clarity and Understandability 

The user is asked to rate the paragraph, on the basis of “the degree of understandabili-
ty/clarity of words in the paragraph based on fonts’ style and size”. Average percep-
tion about each paragraph: Paragraph 1 is too small, looking to much condense, and 
difficult to read. Paragraph 2 is a bit easier to read than the first combination but the 
words are looking attached to each other. The words are looking shaky, that is unsta-
ble. Paragraph 3 is Clearer, Understandable and very much easier to read as compare 
to the previous ones. Paragraph 4 is also clear and easy to read but it is observe that 
the user lost correct line when the finish one and starting new line it may be because 
the lines are looking very close. During discussion it is observed that the readers get 
bored during reading such large font size textual materials. Paragraph 5 is too much 
difficult to read because there is not high contrast between background and Text col-
or, the words are too small and looking very condensed plus the green color font is 
looking very sharp with white background. Paragraph 6 is difficult to read because 
small, low contrast and looking unstable. Paragraph 7 is ok and is clear than the para-
graph 5 and 6, observing that the readers have positive approach towards this combi-
nation. Paragraph 8 is ok but looking a bit larger and same problem as in paragraph 4. 

Table 1.  

 
When the Questioner is evaluated then the user’s data is converted into simple form 
as shown in table 1 and 2. For the conversion of qualitative measures into quantitative 
measure, Categories are assigned to some numeric values, that as Excellent = 0.6, V-
Good = 0.5 … V-Bad = 0.1 and then each numeric value is multiplied by the number 
of users chose the respective option. That is; 0.6 * X1 + 0.5 * X2 + 0.4 * X3 + 0.3 * X4 
+ 0.2 * X5 + 0.1 * X6 = Average. Where Xx is the number of user select the respective 
category/choice. Automatically Graph has been generated. As shown in the Figure. 2 
for table 1 and Figure 3 for table 2 
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Fig. 2. Understandability and clarity for each combination 
The Table and Chart shows the understandability and clarity for each combination, 
specified in each paragraph. The average in the table shows the clarity of each combi-
nation and in chart the BAR height shows the clarity of each paragraph. Each combi-
nation can be ranked as; Paragraph 3: Verdana, 10, Black. Paragraph 7: Verdana, 10, 
Green. Paragraph 2: Time New Roman, 12, Black. Paragraph 4: Verdana, 12, Black. 
Paragraph 8: Verdana, 12, Green. Paragraph 6: Time New Roman, 12, Green.  Para-
graph 1: Time New Roman, 10, Black. Paragraph 5: Time New Roman, 10, Green 
In simple words, combination in paragraph 3 should be use regarding understandabili-
ty and clarity which is also the result of previous study.   

5.2 Pleasant Appearance 

The questioner contains fifty percent questions regarding appearance of each para-
graph. The users were asked to rate the different combination on the basis of “the 
degree of pleasant appearance or good-looks of the paragraph based on fonts’ style 
and size”. Average perception of users about each paragraph: Paragraph 1 is look-
ing very nice but not comfortable; the text is not easy to read. Paragraph 2 is looking 
very much nice and nice to read. Observed that the user like the chemistry of the font. 
Most of the users like the font style. Paragraph 3 is very much simple and very stable 
and much comfortable, enjoying reading. Paragraph 4 is looking boring, very simple 
and extra large. Paragraph 5 is appearing nice but too much uncomfortable, but as it is 
looking shaky, therefore reading this combination is more irritating. Paragraph 6 is 
appearing to be very fine than the paragraphs 5, 7 and 8. Paragraph 7 is looking fine 
and comfortable than others. Paragraph 8 is ok but looking a bit larger and boring. 

Table 2.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Appearance and look for each combination 
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The Table and Chart shows the appearance and look for each combination, specify in 
each paragraph. The strength of appearance for each combination is shown in the 
form BAR height. Each combination can be ranked as; Paragraph 7: Verdana, 10, 
Green And Paragraph 2: Time New Roman, 12, Black. Paragraph 6: Time New Ro-
man, 12, Green. Paragraph 3: Verdana, 10, Black. Paragraph 8: Verdana, 12, Green 
Paragraph 4: Verdana, 12, Black. Paragraph 1: Time New Roman, 10, Black 
Paragraph 5: Time New Roman, 10, Green. In simple words, combination in para-
graph 7, paragraph 2 and paragraph 6 is best typographic combination regarding ap-
pearance and looks.  

5.3 Length of Text line on the Basis of Eye Blink 

Data Analysis Procedure: During reading video has been taken from each user 
without informing them (after taking video the whole process and research purpose is 
explained to the user), in order to observe eye blink naturally when the users reading 
the textual materials. Calculate the length of Text line for each Blink for every para-
graph and find out the Average of each user. Similarly the process of calculating 
length of text line is repeated for each user, and then finds out the grand average for 
all the users. The length has been specified. The length is measured in three different 
units that are Characters per Line without spaces, Characters per line with spaces and 
length in Inches per line. 

Table 3.  

 
The results has been obtained in three different measurable units that is Characters per 
Line without space count, Characters per Line with space count where (±5 or ±7) 
means the number of spaces vary in range of 10 spaces per line that is 93 (±5) means 
88 to 98 and 133 (±7) means 126 to 140. The length per line in C/L without spaces 
and Length per line in inches give us exact measure than the C/L with spaces. Figure 
4 shows length of line as Character per Line without spaces (spaces are not counted) 
for each combination of parameters. The paragraph 3 (Verdana, 10, Black) accommo-
date 110 characters per blink which is greater than all other combinations and shows 
to be the most efficient typographical combination. The combination in paragraph 7 
and paragraph 2 accommodate 108 and 105 characters per blink respectively and so 
on. 
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Fig. 4. Charter per line without spaces 

Figure.5 shows the number of characters per line with spaces for one natural eye 
blink. The length is same as in above Figure.5 but not precise and accurate like other 
units because the number of spaces varies up to ±5 or ±7 spaces per line and depends 
upon the words used 

 
Fig. 5. Charter per line with spaces 

Figure 6 shows length of text line of each combination in inches. As the length of 
paragraph 4 is longest one but it does not means that it is more efficient than other 
paragraphs because the number of words are less than from paragraph 3, 7 & 2 be-
cause the size is bigger which increase the length of text line but accommodate less 
words. 

 

Fig. 6. Charter per line in inches 

6 Conclusion 
The main objective of this study is to suggest suitable length of text line for web page 
or online reading, while keeping Eye forefront. On the bases of eye blink suggest the 
suitable length of text line considering different typographical variables. This scrutin-
ize illustrate three important things about various combination of standards. One; the 
length of text line on the bases of eye natural blink second; understandability or clari-
ty, third; the good attractive appearances of the combinations. The study suggested 
the Length of Text Line in three units of different standards combinations. Presenting 
these text materials for reading through internet or generally from computer screen in 
the suggested line length will deduce the problems of causing reading, by converting 
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maximum focus losses to minimum ones. This study proves that “paragraph 3”; the 
combination “Verdana, 10, Black” shows overall promising results for efficient line 
length, understandings, and for attractiveness. The combinations in paragraph 2 and 
paragraph 7 are the competitive combinations showing good results in all three as-
pects. These recommendations serve materials that study online or from computer 
screen, for example Thesis, e books, research papers etc. in simple words, during 
designing materials for reading from computer screen, the recommendations should 
be considered for different combinations for maximum efficiency. Future work is to 
compare the previous study [24] to this study in the same direction to achieve more 
results. 
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Abstract. The practical use of Unnamed Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to ex-
tract the human element from dangerous situations is becoming a more
feasible scenario with every new iteration of technological advancement.
Cost and implementation time reductions have led to the emergence of
various off-the-shelf solutions which allow a wide array of usage of these
systems. However, on the most part, the development emphasis of these
systems does not reside on usability quality or human factor effects. This
hampers the viability of theses systems in scenarios were human oper-
ators must be focused on other duties other then vehicle control and
supervision, therefore a priority must be given to the control interface.
Through the implementation of a Real-Time Strategy (RTS) game inter-
face paradigm, in an already existing command and control framework,
it was possible to develop a control and supervisory interface console
which achieved a decrease of workload in preliminary testing.

Keywords: HCI, HRT, UAV, Workload, Situational Awareness, Real-
time strategy games

1 Introduction

With every new chapter of technological advancement, either in the hardware
and software sectors, it becomes easier or more cost-effective to develop and ap-
ply Human-Robot Teams (HRT) in operation scenarios of dangerous nature. A
wide array of scenarios, either simple Search and Rescue missions [1] or more
complex military missions [2], are steadily becoming routine theatres of opera-
tions for autonomous vehicles. Among the various types of automated vehicles
UAVs, through their ability to quickly cover large tracts of ground from an aerial
perspective, have demonstrated be a valuable asset when aiding the activities of
human teams in a number of complex and demanding situations [3].

In order to do so these vehicles rely on complex control systems which allow
the human team member to take advantage of their capabilities, however the
rising complexity of said systems has led to an increasing need for more human
operator per UAV platform. Nevertheless steps are being taken to allow future
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unmanned vehicles systems to invert the operator-to-vehicle ratio so that one
operator can control multiple vehicles connected through a decentralized network
[4]. However this decentralization puts an increasingly high strain on the human
operator’s workload [5] reducing the team’s overall performance [6] if steps aren’t
taken to deal with these variables.

There are various ways to cope with the workload reduction challenge. It
can be achieved by an emphasis on further developing and extending the control
schema by creating frameworks which allow an adaptive level of automation [7]
[8] and dealing with the inner-workings of control algorithms or by addressing
interface usability issues, prioritizing the human user experience.

In order to achieve a low-entropy interface with the human operator, in a
stress filled situation, a great amount of attention must be given to the satura-
tion point of information the operator can handle at one given moment [9][10].
Conceiving the interface using a multi-modal approach is advantageous since
it’s one way of avoiding the natural bottleneck that arises from using only one
communication channel between the UAV and the operator [11].

Nevertheless, even with these approaches to reduce the operator workload
there is another factor which must be taken into account when dealing with
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Every interface has a learning curve which
the user must overcome in order to fully take advantage of its capabilities, there-
fore it is safe to assume that the more familiar the interaction schema the lower
the learning curve will be. It can than be assumed that video games could prove
a valuable asset when looking for familiar interface layouts and techniques. On
this premise there have been various successful applications of game-based in-
terfaces in HRT control [12][13]. For this paper the RTS game genera will be
used as the basis for interface analysis. This type of game paradigm has already
shown promise in other research [14] surrounding autonomous vehicle control.

Fig. 1. Interface example of the Macbeth command and control system[21].
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To deal with the emergent need to simplify the method of interaction with
more complex and capable UAVs the Neptus framework, developed by the Un-
derwater Systems and Technology Laboratory at FEUP, has been extended from
it’s original role as a Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C4I)
[19] for autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) to also incorporate UAV control
and supervision. It is upon this already established framework that the validity
of an RTS paradigm will be tested. All development efforts were made so to min-
imize the use of additional peripherals than the standard single monitor setup to
on the one hand, reduce logistical system costs and on the other hand, increase
the number of operational scenarios where the console might be of viable use.

In order to evaluate both workload and situational awareness metrics specific
tests will be employed. For workload evaluation the method used was the NASA
Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire, already widely used in military
and commercial aviation pilot workload tests [15][16]. For situational awareness
the method used was the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique
(SAGAT) also widely used, not only in the aviation field but also HRT testing[17]
[18]. Although time constraints and availability of certified humam operators
limited the testing phase to only one account, the test proved promising results
and will be augmented in future developments.

In Section 2 a quick overview of the framework used as basis for this paper is
given followed by a conceptual description of the developed prototype in Section
3. All the tests performed on the prototype are detailed in Section 4 and the
subsequent conclusions are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 an analysis of
the envisioned future work is made.

2 Related Work

There already exist command and control frameworks which demonstrate an
emphasis on the quality of the human interface, as seen in Fig. 1, with the
intent of reducing workload in situations where one sole human operator must
command various autonomous vehicles. However the recurring standard interface
paradigm is one of high complexity and high logistical and maintenance cost,
even for the control of single autonomous platform, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

One which attempts to reverse the aforementioned standard is the Neptus
C4I framework which is a distributed framework for operations with networked
vehicles, systems, and human operators. Neptus supports all the phases of a
mission life cycle: planning, simulation, execution, and post-mission analysis.
Moreover, it allows operators to plan and supervise missions concurrently [19].

The Neptus framework communicates with all autonomous vehicles thought
the IMC [20] communication protocol. This protocol, based on XML, augments
the frameworks compatibility with various kinds of autonomous vehicles by al-
lowing a level of abstraction which promotes decoupled software development.

Furthermore, in order to minimize undesirable interdependencies through-
out the framework’s architecture, the Neptus framework consists of a series of
independent plugins surrounding a core section of functionalities.

Workload and Situational Awareness management in UAV teams through interface
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Fig. 2. Interface example of the MOCU military system[2].

Nevertheless, Neptus encompasses a console building application which facil-
itates the rapid creation of new operation consoles for new vehicles with new sen-
sor suites, as well as the remodelling of old consoles for current vehicles (Fig. 3).
It is one such console that ultimately will be conceived as a result of the work
developed.

Fig. 3. Example of a normal operational console provided by the Neptus C4I frame-
work.

3 Prototype Development

Using the Neptus framework, development began towards the creation of a con-
sole that would incorporate conceptual ideas implemented in modern RTS in-
terfaces in order to further expand its usability by the human operator.
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3.1 Conceptual Design Details

One of the major difficulties in this kind of endeavour is the simplification of the
large amount of data deemed necessary for the safe operation and supervision of
UAV systems. The usually overwhelming quantities of numeric and textual data
tend to lead to a multi-monitor solution which quickly raises the complexity of
the interaction experience.In order to avoid this necessity a lot of information
fusion is needed.

The standard RTS game relies heavily on representative icons to convey in-
formation to the player. Distinct icons can, on their own, quickly transmit large
amounts of information, that would otherwise require a large amount of textual
representation, just by small changes in size, orientation and draw rate. With
simple icon modifications one can summarize a vast amount of the UAV’s rel-
evant data. Coupled with this the RTS genera also employs color as a way to
clearly indicate unit status and different levels of urgency. Both these elements
combined on their own can account for a great amount of information simpli-
fication. However there are other aspects that can be extracted from the RTS
example which can prove invaluable to the overall console’s efficiency.

Fig. 4. Example of similarities in layouts between different RTS games interfaces.

Modern RTS games, although having different themes at their core, follow
a seemingly standardized formula when laying out their different interface com-
ponents (Fig. 4). One can reason that this behaviour derived from the genera’s
vast years of experiments with different approaches which slowly converged into
a model that is now amply used by the majority of developers. Moreover, even
the various interface components converged to form a pre-set of core interface
elements that are re-hashed from game to game (mini-map, unit status, etc...).

These unofficial standards, combined with the ample size of the game market,
led to an unintentional spread of these tendencies to a wide audience thus making
it a useful basis of development when aiming at a reduced interface learning
curve.

3.2 Architectural Details

Following the conceptual design, a layout for the console’s components was ide-
alized. As shown in Fig. 5 the focus is to emulate the default RTS layout by
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having a central large map region (section 1), a mini-map to aid the human
operator to not lose context of other UAVs operating outside his view scope
(section 2), a series of smaller additional panels which will house simplified nu-
merical data (sections 3 through 5) and two final panels which will be used to
house contextual information about other autonomous vehicles operating in the
area.

The central concept is to concentrate all the information with the highest
priority in the main panel (section 1) through use of icon disposition and color,
relegating textual information to one of the support panels.

Fig. 5. Representation of the projected console layout.

Before the development of this new operation console started there was al-
ready a pre-existent standard command console for UAV operations which served
as a benchmark in the later testing stage, in order to determine the effectiveness
of the new design implementation.

3.3 Conceived Prototype

In Fig. 6 we can see the finalized operational version of the developed console.
As expected, from the RTS paradigm influence, we have a large main map, aided
by a smaller mini-map, which provides a top-down view of the operation area.
However the typical isometric point-of-view was not adopted due to rendering
limitations when attempting to model 3D environments. On a normal operation
scenario it is complicated to acquire an up-to-date and accurate 3D model of
the area so it was deemed that, as this stag,e a simple map-based representation
would be preferable.

Hovering over the map are icon indicators of the various stages of the UAV’s
flight plan, from the pre-launch stage to the final runway taxi quickly giving the
operator a grasp of the mission’s current stage.

The mini-maps viewport feature allows the operator to quickly know what
part of the operation theatre is being shown on the main panel, as well as what
are the current visual limits.
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Fig. 6. Example of the prototype console developed.

Aiding the main viewing panel are a simple set of numerical data regarding
velocity and GPS indications, however the UAV’s actuator status is complied
and provided by the miniature segmented UAV model. Each section informs the
human operator of its status by alternating color, providing the operator with a
faster means of understanding the UAV’s overall condition.

At the far right of the console are two auxiliary panels one of which allows a
quick visual reference of the all active autonomous vehicles’ altitudes and another
which lists all detected autonomous vehicles in the operation area. Through this
list the operator can also switch between operating vehicles.

4 Tests and Results

In order to test the efficiency of the new proposed interface alterations, on reduc-
ing the operator’s perceived workload and augmenting his situational awareness,
a simulation was held at the USTL with one of its senior UAV operator.

The simulation asked for a team of 3 UAVs to accomplish a simple set of
surveillance tasks over a pre-designated and already known area. One of the
operators was target of the evaluation while the other two were only considered
participants. Firstly the operator used the already existing Neptus UAV interface
to execute his mission, afterwards the new developed interface was used.

4.1 Workload Analysis

At the end of the simulation the operator under evaluation was given a stan-
dard NASA-TLX questionnaire to determine his perceived workload. The results
obtained are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Overall workload percentage comparison, segmented by NASA-TLX compo-
nents.

4.2 Situational Awareness Analysis

During the simulation the operator would, from time to time, quickly be negated
access to the operation interface in order to answer a set of pre-determined
queries with the intent of ascertaining how aware of his surrounding environment
he was. The queries are as follows:

1. Point-out the position of each UAV currently active;
2. Single-out the currently selected UAV;
3. Determine the altitude of all active UAVs;
4. Determine the altitude of the seleted UAV;
5. Determine the speed of the seleted UAV;
6. Determine the current UAVs waypoint;
7. Determine the current UAVs ID.

A total of ten interruptions were made and the results obtained are shown
in Fig. 8.

These preliminary results show promise as it seems accurate to extrapolate
that the modifications made on the command interface, using the RTS paradigm,
have lowered the operators workload and, at the same time, risen his situational
awareness during the mission’s execution.

5 Conclusions

Throughout this paper references were made to the growing importance of UAV
systems, paying special attention to their valuable application in real world sce-
narios. It was then presented the concepts behind a possible solution to be imple-
mented into a pre-existent framework with the ultimate goal of managing UAV
workload a mission scenario and the details around this solution were presented
and discussed.
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Fig. 8. Overall situational awareness percentage comparison, throughout a series of
pre-determined queries.

The C4I operation console, ultimately created based on the presented solu-
tion, enabled the reduction of the workload felt by the operator while at the
same time increasing his situational awareness.

6 Future Work

Although promising these type of results are, by their nature, subjective to the
human operator’s sense of workload and own experience of operation procedure.
This means that further testing must be performed in order to ascertain if the
overall improvements detected prevail in a wide variety of human operators.
Furthermore, a closer look into the level of situational awareness gained must be
taken by providing more challenging and complex scenarios to work with, while
expanding the set of tasks to be evaluated.
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SmartAd: Advertisement System for Next
Generation Networks

Mário Antunes

Instituto de Telecomunicações Aveiro

Abstract. Next generation networks and 3GPP/IMS framework opens
a new series of business opportunities. Telecommunication operators have
a new business model that allows the inclusion of services developed by
3rd party developers. Through the composition of services it is possi-
ble to build innovative services that fully integrates with the network
of operators. This paper presents a novel service designated SmartAd.
The proposed service advertises publicity through a new channel, next
generation networks. It takes advantage of the fixed-mobile convergence
and is built using SOA methodology on top of 3GPP/IMS framework.
A prototype was developed in order to demonstrate the technological
viability of the project. Also a economic study as performed in order to
demonstrate the economical viability of the project.

Keywords: Fixed-mobile convergence, NGN, 3GPP/IMS, SIP, SOA

1 Introduction

Telecommunications operators always had interest in providing services beyond
telephony. This interest was the origin of convergence of services, namely audio,
video and data, commonly known as Triple Play. Currently with New Generation
Networks (NGN) [9] there is a new set of opportunities to enchant the operators
network with 3rd party applications or services. One of the biggest advantages
of NGN is the reduction of the maintenance cost of the network. The concept of
a NGN consists basically on transporting all types of data in a packet switching
network that uses the IP protocol.

The generality of current services of a telecommunications operator on the
Walled Garden model built on top of the OSA/Parlay [14] architecture. The
Walled Garden model is a closed model where the telecommunications operators
possess total control under all the provided services. The services developed
under this architecture are monolithic and vertical, which means services are
highly dependent on the network, as show in Figure 1, where each technology
posses different components to the same functionalities. Still the OSA/Parlay
architecture introduced the concept Service Delivery Platform (SDP). It is a
uniform and consistent interface to access the resources that are available in the
Walled Garden of the telecommunication operator, for instance, message system,
telephony system, accounting system, among others.
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Fig. 1. Legacy telecommunication model

Nowadays the telecommunications operators possesses a close business model,
with little appeal to 3rd party developers. Because of this the telecommunications
operators are becoming simple bit pipes [5]. With the current trend the only
source profit of a telecommunications operator is the transport of data between
the network. All profit related to value-added services are underestimated.

Currently the business paradigm of the telecommunications operators is evolv-
ing towards an open model, similar to the Internet. Internet provides several free
services that can be acceded from practical every network available, this is pos-
sible because the services are not bound to a specific operator.

The evolution in the business model of the telecommunication operators is
driven by the transition between OSA/Parlay architecture to 3GPP/IMS [1,12]
architecture. 3GPP/IMS architecture was proposed by 3GPPP (3rd Generation
Partnership Project) for the third generation of mobile telephony. It follows the
principles of IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) in order to break the bar-
rier between conventional telephony and Internet, one example is the adoption
of SIP [8] as the signalization system instead of the traditional H323 proto-
col [10]. The H323 protocol provides audiovisual communication between any
packet switching network, it is recommended by ITU (International Telecom-
munication Union). This protocol is rather complex because it requires physical
gateway to communicate with common telephony network (PSTN). In the other
hand the SIP protocol, developed by IETF, allows to establish interactive ses-
sions between users. The main advantage of SIP is simplicity, it is a pure software
solution that only communicates through IP protocol.

An new approach is needed in order to open the business model of the
telecommunication operators. One possibility is based on Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA) [4], a common architecture in the area of Information Systems.
Each resource, designated as service, is independent from others which allows it
to be used and reused for several applications and functions. This methodology
allows the build horizontal services, each service is built though several layers as
show in Figure 2. An application can be deployed in several types of network and
the only different if the layer that access the network. This origins uncoupled
services and allows the composition and orchestration of new services, based on
existent ones.
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Fig. 2. Next generation telecommunication model.

By opening the business model, the telecommunications operators obtains a
new source of income, as they provide a series of services that can be combined
or orchestrated into new services developed by 3rd party developers. In other
words the Walled Garden was opened and a new series of well defined and
independents services is provided to 3rd party developers. This allows 3rd party
developers and telecommunications operators coexist and make profit together,
without increasing the risk to the telecommunication operator.

In this paper it is presented a novel 3rd party service built through compo-
sition of services on top of 3GPP/IMS platform. The service is designated by
SmartAd, an advertisement distribution services. SmartAd advertises publicity
in a new channel through next generation network. The paper is divided as fol-
lows, Section 2 presents the state of the art of NGN. Section 3 presents the novel
service propose in this paper. Section 4 describes the details of the implementa-
tion of the service. Section 5 presents the technological and economic viability
of SmartAd. Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Related work

The migration of telephonic services to the Internet is a reality, in this the process
the telecommunication operators become only bit pipes. Unable to combat the
actual tendency the telecommunication operators had to adapt, opening the
Walled Garden and adopting a open business model similar to the Internet. This
migration is motivated by two principal reasons. The fixed-mobile convergence,
unification of fixed communication with mobile communication, this allows the
reducing the maintenance cost of the network since it is only need to maintenance
one physical network instead of two. The adoption of horizontal services allows
wider profit margins, since it is a open model any developer can create and
deploy new services on top of the existing ones. Other advantage is that a service
developed to a NGN can be accessed though a conventional computer, a mobile
phone of any telecommunications operator, tablet or any device that was Internet
connection. This means that this services can reach a higher number of clients.
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There are several efforts in the creation of a uniform platform to develop,
deploy and distribute services into a NGN. As previously referred one of the
most relevant and successful attempts to creates an uniform platform was the
3GPP/IMS platform [1]. The SPICE platform [13] is a extension of the 3GPP/IMS
platform that hides the complexity associated to network convergence and allows
to efficiently distribute services composed from the basic provided services.

There are already several services deployed into NGN, one interesting exam-
ple is IPTV [3, 7] given origin to services commonly known as Triple Play. In
this services there only one network is used to send and receive Internet data,
telephony and television signal.

Amjad Akkawi et.al. [2] developed a gaming platform based on 3GPP/IMS.
This platform allows the games to flexibly adapts to the network conditions and
reserve resources, in order to improve user experience. The authors proposes a
platform with several basic services, such as chat rooms, scoreboards and other
elements present in several multi-player games. Developers can then develop
games, that in this platform are perceived as services, this allows the game
to be a composition of the basic services. The platform is responsible for the
communication between the players and the ensures quality of service to them,
without any intervention from the game developers.

A. De Rogatis et.al. [6] proposes a service that allows a client to automatically
pay a vehicle parking with a mobile terminal. The service monitors the client’s
terminal as they enter the parking lot and connects to the service, accounts the
duration of the parking based on the time that the terminal is reachable through
the network installed in the parking lot. In the presented prototype the authors
assume that the terminal is left inside the vehicle. When the vehicle leaves the
parking lot, the service can not reach the mobile terminal and discount the
parking value from the credit of the client.

Other important technologies, that have being used to achieve innovative
business model are SMS, almost every person knows how to send and receive
them. This makes SMS one of the most simplest interfaces possible between per-
sons and services. The usage of SMS as a mean of communication to a business
is well known [11, 16]. Are used to alert the client about determinate event, for
example sports result, birthdays and meetings. Other usage of SMS are queer-
ing services for diverse types of information, a well known example is Paginas
Amarelas, from 2003 offers a the possibility for search based on SMS exchange.

Nowadays there are several services that allows the user to customize the
the waiting tone of their mobile terminals, examples of these services are TMN
Waiting Ring 1 and Vodafone Welcome Tone 2. Those services allows the receiver
to personalize the waiting tone that the caller will ear.

1 http://www.tmn.pt/portal/site/tmn
2 http://www.vodafone.com/content/index.html
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3 SmartAd

SmartAd is a new multimedia service build using SOA methodology and that
takes advantage of the capacities of the NGN, in particular pure software solu-
tion, using voice over IP (VoIP) and geographic location of the caller. This novel
service explores a new opportunity for business, devalued in telecommunication
business. Each time that a client makes a call, he listen the monotonous awaiting
tone, or in some recent cases some type of pre-selected audio, selected by the
recipient. Examples of this type of service is TMN Waiting Ring and Vodafone
Welcome Tone. Based on this situation a new business idea was born, occupy
this time slot with some sort of lucrative audio.

The main idea behind the proposed service is each time a client makes a call,
the call is deviated and instead of the waiting tone it will be reproduced audio
advertisements that has especially selected to the caller. After the advertisement
the call is redirected to the original recipient as shows in Figure 3. As an example
lets assume the user Alice pretends to call the user Bob:

1. Call is established.
2. The call is deviated by the service, that selects one audio advertisement

based in the context of user Alice.
3. User Alice listens the advertisement instead of the normal waiting tone.
4. At the end of the advertisement the call is redirected to the user Bob, be-

coming a conventional call.

Fig. 3. Example of the proposed service.

All this process is seamless to the users, the only difference between this
service and a normal call is the existence of audio publicity. This is a very
important aspect since the users are reluctant to change common habits. If the
service introduced a significant change in the process of making a call only a small
part of the users would subscribe the service. One important note, emergency
calls (for example, calls to police, fireman, emergency number) have a private
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share of the bandwidth. So the proposed service will not interfere with emergency
calls.

Other functionality of the service is request information, enterprise’s geo-
graphic position, by SMS. An client sends one SMS with an keyword of his in-
terest and the service searches its internal repository of enterprises and returns
a list of enterprises that match the keyword sorted by the geographic distance
between the client and the enterprises. Through this functionality it is possible
to infer some preference of the client.

One advantage of the service is the use of context information in the process
of selection of audio advertisements. In this service, context information means
geographic position of the client and his preferences collected through the SMS
information service. This concept could be extended with other sources of in-
formation, for example several social networks, such as Facebook 3 or MySpace
4.

The service offers opportunities to the telecommunications operators, as pre-
viously stated, but also advantages to clients. Since the telecommunication op-
erators have a new source of profit from the publicity agencies, they can reduce
the price of the calls. It is appealing to the advertisement agencies, since this
service offers a wider target audience than conventional advertisement channels
and allows to pinpoint the correct advertisement to a specific client, instead of
the common mass attack. The details about the duration of the advertisement
or the distribution of the service among the clients is discussed in Section 5

4 Implementation

To demonstrate the technological viability of the proposed service a prototype
was developed. The service can be roughly divisible into four different modules
and a main application that composes the modules into a service. Each single
module provides a different functionality to the service, while the main applica-
tion combines the functionalities of each module and delivers a coherent service.
The main applications holds the business logic.

The service was developed following the SOA methodology, which means each
module is independent, consistent and can be re-used as many times as needed.
Figure 4 shows the modular structure of the proposed service.

The geographic location module is responsible for register and update the
geographic position of the clients. This is a service that could be provided by
the telecommunication operator. But a service from a operator is costly and for
the purpose of prototyping this simple module is enough.

The SMS center module is responsible for the reception and sending of SMS’s.
It allows the clients to communicate with the service to search enterprises.

The session manager module is responsible for deviate and redirect the calls.
It deviates a call to the media gateway that reproduces the selected advertise-
ment to that client, after the call is re-routed to the original recipient.

3 https://www.facebook.com/
4 http://www.myspace.com/
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Fig. 4. Modular structure of the proposed service. Each module represents a indepen-
dent service.

As the name suggests the media gateway module is responsible to reproduce
audio publicity in the mobile terminal of the client.

SmartAd is deployed onto 3GPP/IMS platform, one abstraction of the net-
work that provides functionalities to distribute multimedia content. For the pur-
pose of the prototype the implementation selected was OpenIMS 5 since it is
a open source implementation that can be deployed in only one desktop com-
puter. The signalling protocol that was used is SIP, since it is the protocol used
by 3GPP/IMS.

In the client side the application was deployed into a Android system for two
reasons. First it provides GPS that facilitates the development of the geographic
location module. Second there are several applications in android market to
establish SIP calls.

4.1 Main application

The main application composes the SmartAd service by combining all the pre-
viously referred models. It possesses the business logic and all the information
needed in order to select for each client the best advertisement available. A
website was also developed for the purpose of add new enterprises and theirs
advertisements into the service.

The selected database to store companies was Apache derby6, but other
relational database could be used. Each entry in the database has the name of the
company, a list of keywords related to the company and the geography position
of the company. Each company have a list of associated audio advertisements,
and each of the audio advertisement can have a time period of reproduction
specified by the company. This time period allows the company to decided in
which part of the day they want the advertisement to be reproduce, for example
advertisement for restaurant have bigger impact at lunch and dinner time.

5 http://www.openimscore.org/
6 http://db.apache.org/derby/
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As previously stated the main application is responsible for the selection of
the correct advertisement based in the context of the client. In SmartAd service,
context is defined by three different types of information:

1. Geographic position of the caller
2. Time of the call
3. Preferences of the caller

Based on the previously mention information the advertisement for one caller
is selected as follows. The list is filtered based on the time period of the advertise-
ment, only remain advertisements that are valid to the time of the call. The list
of advertisement is ordered by geographic distance based on the caller and the
enterprise. Finally the list is again filtered based on the preferences of the caller,
for this prototype a very simple algorithm was devise. Each caller registered in
the system has a weigh for each type of enterprise available, and based on the
queries of the user into the service the weights are updated. For example a caller
that usually query the system for sport shops, stadiums and other sport related
companies, the weight related with sport will increase. For the filtered list of
advertisements one is randomly selected with a condition probability based on
the weights.

4.2 Geographic location module

As previously stated telecommunication operators do not provide the geographic
location of the caller for free. For this reason it is necessary a service that al-
lows to register and query the geographic location of the callers. There are two
different possibilities to achieve this goal. First option, the mobile terminal pe-
riodically sends to the service it geographic location. This approach has a major
drawback that is selecting an period of update, a large period means less mes-
sages to the system but bigger errors in the position of the mobile terminal.
Small period means a more accurate positioning of the mobile terminal but
largely increases the number of messages send to the system. Second option is
adopting the publish/subscriber method. The mobile terminal has a daemon
that sends its geographic location every time it changes. The biggest advantage
of this method is it energetic efficiency, that is especially important with battery
powered devices.

XMPP [15] was the protocol selected to transmit the position of the mobile
terminal to the system. This protocol supports the publish/subscriber method
and is based on XML messages which makes a very light and extensible protocol.

The architecture of the module is showed in Figure 5. Each time the GPS
of the mobile terminal, generates a change position event the developed daemon
communicates the new position to the system. The geographic position server
has two principal functions, listens to the updates from the mobile terminals
and provides a web service that allows to query the geographic position of a
terminal. This functionally is used by the main application of SmartAd in the
process of selection the advertisement to a caller.
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the geographic position module.

4.3 SMS center

To build a SMS center it is necessary a SMS gateway, for this prototype it was
selected Kannel 7. It is open-source and allows to receive and send SMS’s through
a 3G board connected to a desktop computer.

Each time the SMS gateway receives a message it queries the main appli-
cation of SmartAd for the keyword present in the message. At the same time
the preferences of that client are updated. The main application searches in its
internal repository of enterprises and creates a list of enterprises that match
the keyword send by the client. If there isn’t enough enterprises in the internal
database, the main application searches the keyword in google. After extracting
the list of enterprises, it is sorted by geographic distance to the client and sent
back to the SMS gateway. The SMS gateway then sends the a SMS wit the reply
to the client.

4.4 Session manager

One of the most important components of the service is the session manager
module. The 3GPP/IMS platform uses SIP for signalling and session manage-
ment, the session manager module has to have the ability to manage a SIP
session in order to deviate SIP calls.

Each time the application server receives a SIP call, deviates it to the ses-
sion manager. The session manager query the main application of the SmartAd
service in order to select the most appropriate advertisement for the caller. The
session manager communicates to the media gateway the advertisement that
should be reproduced in that call. Deviates the call to the media gateway that
behaves as a normal recipient and begins transmit the advertisement. At the
end of the advertisement the session manager module redirects the call to the
original recipient and on this point beyond it becomes a conventional SIP call.

7 http://www.kannel.org/
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4.5 Media gateway

The media gateway needs the capacity to convert audio files into flows of RTP
(Real-time Transport Protocol) packets, in order to transport multimedia con-
tent through IP network.

The communication between the media gateway and the session manager is
made through SIP messages, there is no explicit communication between the
media gateway and the main application.

The media getaway awaits for a SIP Message indicating what advertisement
should be reproduced in the next SIP call. When it receives a SIP message it
loads the selected advertisement to the media pipeline and waits a SIP Invite
that marks the beginning of the SIP call. When receives a SIP Invite, processes
the Session Description Protocol (SDP) that describes the multimedia session
and starts transmitting the advertisement converted to the negotiated codec. At
the end of advertisement it send a SIP Bye to the session manager, to mark the
end of the advertisement.

5 Results

The described prototype was developed and tested. There were used five com-
puters, connected through a wireless network. Each desktop computer runs one
of the modules, and one of them also runs OpenIMS. The client was simulated
with a Htc Magic android mobile.

Each module was tested individually with positive results. Finally all modules
were combine in one service. Five dummy enterprises were added to the service
and several queries were effectuated to the service in order to develop a profile to
the client. After that several calls were made in order to test the advertisement
reproduction. The service behave correctly.

Its important to refer that in this paper a new service is proposed and pro-
totype was build just to prove the concept. Only a qualitative analysis was
performed to demonstrate the technological viability.

5.1 Economical viability

The proposed service is a novel advertisement distribution service. The ser-
vice provide several advantages over the conventional advertisement distribu-
tion channels (television, radio and Internet). Allows to pinpoint advertisement
to clients, instead of the conventional mass advertisement distribution. Provides
extensive and accurate statistics of advertisement reach. This solution do not re-
quires a new infrastructure to distribute advertisement, it uses mobile terminals
and theirs networks.

Some disadvantages were also identified. Since is a completely new approach
is difficult to predict the reaction of the clients. It uses the structure of telecom-
munications operator, so it depends the success of the operator.

Several positions for the service were considered, service provider, advertise-
ment enterprise and mobile virtual network operator (MVNO). But the most
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economical favourable position was service provider associated to a marketing
department of a telecommunication operator with a revenue share model, as
show in Figure 6. The marketing department of the telecommunication operator
manages the advertisers. Using the described service the advertisements are dis-
tributed to the clients registered in the operator. One important advantage of
this position is that all information of the clients is protected inside the telecom-
munication operator. With this position all the external relations are manage by
the operator.

Fig. 6. Position of the service into a telecommunication operator.

Several enterprises were contacted to answer to a questionnaire in order to
understand what is the value of the service. From the questionnaires 31% of
the enterprises is willing to paid 10 cents for 30 seconds of advertisement. All
the other companies respond that 30 seconds of advertisement worth more than
10 cents. Based on these values a economical study was performed. For each
contact the advertisers pay 10 cents to the telecommunication operator, 95% of
the profit of the service is for the telecommunication operator. Was considered
Optimus, the smallest telecommunications operator in Portugal8, and only a
small part of the operator’s clients adheres to the service. Even with this con-
ditions at the third year the investment is paid and the service produces profit
to the developers, while providing a desirable income to the telecommunication
operator.

6 Conclusion

It was presented a novel service, designated by SmartAd, that advertises enter-
prises through a new channel of communication. The service allows to pinpoint
advertisements to each caller while tries to minimize the intrusion level.

A prototype was developed in order to verify the technological viability of the
service, as previously described the prototype worked correctly. A economical
studied was also performed in order to verify the economical viability of the
project, as previously described it appears to be a profitable service.

8 based on financial report 2010 of ANACOM(http://www.anacom.pt)
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The next step should be improving the prototype, in order to be used on a
server with a real workload from callers. While the prototype demonstrates that
technologically it is possible to develop the proposed service, the dimension of
clients introduces new requirements to the system. It is also necessary to contact
a telecommunications operator in order to subscribe the necessary services to
compose the proposed system.
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Abstract. Collaborative Filtering (CF) has been a popular research
topic in the field of recommender systems. Traditional CF algorithms
rely on the assumption that data is stationary and disregards the dy-
namic nature of usage data. However, user preferences typically change
over time, and traditional static CF algorithms do not have the ability
to reflect these changes. In the past few years a new generation of CF
algorithms has emerged that considers temporal effects. This paper pro-
vides a short survey on these time-aware CF algorithms and challenges
for the near future.

Keywords: Recommender systems, Collaborative filtering, Data Streams

1 Introduction

In the past few years, an increasing number of researchers have focused on Rec-
ommender Systems. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most popular
recommendation methods and has been successfully used in a large number of
applications, such as e-commerce websites [24] and on-line communities in a
series of domains [30,15,37]. The Netflix competition [3] has motivated many
notorious contributions from the scientific community.

Although great effort has been put in the development of new algorithms
and the improvement of CF methods, many challenges are still present, mainly
related with the accuracy and scalability of CF recommenders. These challenges
are mainly caused by the huge amount of sparse data needed to feed CF al-
gorithms. As these algorithms become more scalable and accurate, new issues
are now being approached. This paper focuses on one of these issues that is the
dynamic nature of usage data. It is reasonable to assume that user preferences
change over time, causing temporal effects that have not yet been considered
until very recently. We review the literature on state-of-the-art algorithms that
try to reflect the temporal dynamics in CF recommenders.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
provide an introduction to traditional CF methods. Section 3 introduces the key
concepts in the field of data stream mining and their relation to CF. In section 4
we review the literature in time-aware CF. A brief comparative study is presented
in section 5. In section 6 we discuss possible trends and future challenges in the
field. Finally, we conclude in section 7.
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2 Classic collaborative filtering methods

In virtual communities such as music or movie websites there is usually a large
number of users that browse through items in the system. Items can be movies,
cd’s, books, restaurants or any other kind of product of interest. In many of
such systems, users are allowed to give their personal opinion about items, ei-
ther explicitly – e.g. using a “like” button or a 5 star rating scale – or implicitly
– e.g. number of times a user listens to a music track, or whether a user has
bought some item or not. Suppose a system has n users and m items. By col-
lecting ratings from users in a system, it is possible to build a ratings matrix
Rn×m containing all ratings given by users to items. This matrix is the starting
point for CF. Typically R is a sparse matrix, meaning that there is a very high
proportion of missing values – users usually rate only a small part of the items
in the system. The core task of CF algorithms is to predict those missing values.
Recommendations are usually returned as a ranked list of the items with the
highest predicted ratings.

2.1 Neighbourhood methods

Neighbourhood-based CF algorithms take rows or columns of R and compute
correlations between them to obtain a similarity value. If the rows of R are the
users and the columns correspond to items, similarity between two users u and v
is obtained computing the correlation between the rows corresponding to those
users, R(u) and R(v). Similarity between two items i and j can be obtained
computing the correlation between the columns corresponding to those items
RT (i) and RT (j). In the first case we are using a user-based algorithm and in
the latter we are using an item-based algorithm.

User-based CF Given two users u and v, the similarity between them is given
by some metric. The most commonly used similarity metrics are the Pearson
Correlation and the Cosine measure.

Cosine measure For two users u and v, the cosine measure considers two vectors
u and v in a space with dimension equal to the number of items rated by u and
v:

sim(u, v) = cos(u,v) =
u · v

||u|| × ||v|| =

∑
i∈Iuv

ruirvi√∑
i∈Iu

r2ui

√∑
i∈Iv

r2vi

(1)

where u · v represents the dot product between u and v, Iu and Iv are the
sets of items rated by u and v respectively and Iuv = Iu ∩ Iv is the set of items
rated by both users u and v.

A common problem with the cosine is that different users may use the rating
scale differently. For example, in a system with a rating scale of integers from 1
to 5, one user can interpret the value 3 as a positive rating, while another user
can see it as negative rating. This means that different preference levels can be
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expressed using the same value. Conversely, equal preference levels may result
in different ratings.

Pearson Correlation For users u and v, the Pearson Correlation is given by:

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

(rui − r̄u)(rvi − r̄v)
√∑

i∈Iuv
(rui − r̄u)2

√∑
i∈Iuv

(rvi − r̄v)2
(2)

where r̄u and r̄v are the average ratings given by users u and v, respectively.
These averages have a normalizing effect on ratings given by different users,
minimizing the scale interpretation problem.

Rating prediction To compute a rating prediction r̂ui given by the user u to item
i, an aggregating function is used that combines the ratings given to i by the
subset U ′ ⊆ U of the k users most similar to u. Two examples of this function
are [1,4]:

r̂ui = n
∑

u′∈U′
sim(u, u′)ru′i (3)

r̂ui = r̄u + n
∑

u′∈U′
sim(u, u′)(ru′i − r̄u′) (4)

Equation (3) performs a weighted average, in which weights are given by
the similarities between u and u′. Equation (4) incorporates the average ratings
given by u and u′ to i in order to minimize differences in how users use the rating
scale. In both equations (3) and (4) n is used as a normalizing factor.

Item-based CF Similarity between items can also be explored to provide rec-
ommendations [35,24]. Although item-based CF differs very little from user-
based CF, there is an important difference: item-based CF retrieves recommen-
dations directly from the similarity matrix and does not require that the matrix
R is kept in memory.

The main motivation for the use of item-based algorithms is that most sys-
tems have a larger number of users than items. In such systems the dimension of
the similarity matrix is significantly reduced using item-based CF [35,24]. Cosine
and Pearson Correlation can be used as item-based similarity measures:

Cosine measure Let Ui and Uj be the set of users that rated items i and j
respectively, and Uij = Ui ∩ Uj the set of users that co-rated both items i and
j. The similarity between i and j is given by the cosine of the angle formed by
vectors i and j, whose coordinates are the ratings given by all users to each of
the items:

sim(i, j) = cos(i, j) =
i · j

||i|| × ||j|| =

∑
u∈Uij

ruiruj
√∑

u∈Ui
r2ui

√∑
u∈Uj

r2uj

(5)
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Pearson Correlation The Pearson Correlation, as a measure of similarity between
i and j is given by:

sim(i, j) =

∑
u∈Uij

(rui − r̄i)(ruj − r̄j)
√∑

u∈Uij
(rui − r̄i)2

√∑
u∈Uij

(ruj − r̄j)2
(6)

where r̄i and r̄j are the average ratings of i and j, respectively.

Rating prediction According to [35], the prediction of the rating given u to item
i is obtained like this: let J be the set of items j closest to i. Then,

r̂ui =

∑
j∈J sim(i, j)ruj∑

j∈J sim(i, j)
(7)

Equation (7) is the weighted average of the ratings given by ua to the items
similar to i. The similarity values sim(i, j) are the weighting factors.

2.2 Matrix factorization methods

Two properties of the ratings matrix R motivate the use of matrix factorization
methods. These are its high dimensionality and its sparseness. Factorization
algorithms provide a way to obtain lower rank and denser matrices than the
original matrix R, with minimal loss of information. The most popular matrix
factorization method used in CF is Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

Singular Value Decomposition Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a
matrix factorization method that can be used to produce low rank approxima-
tions to a matrix, in a similar fashion to Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [8].
Given a m× n matrix R with rank s, its SVD is given by:

R = A×Σ ×BT (8)

where A and B are orthogonal matrices with dimension m × s and n × s
respectively (BT is s × n), and Σ is a s × s diagonal matrix containing only s
non-zero values (σ1, σ2, . . . , σs) in its diagonal, called the singular values. These
singular values are positive and in non-increasing order, such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥
. . . ≥ σs > 0.

If we take the s′ < s highest singular values in Σ we obtain a new matrix
Σs′ with rank s′. Reducing matrices A and B accordingly, we obtain a new
pseudo-ranking matrix Rs′ , also with rank s′:

Rs′ = As′ ×Σs′ ×BTs′ (9)

The dimension of Rs′ is controlled by the parameter s′ that acts as a trade-off
between reduction amount and information loss. Low values of s′ produce low
dimension matrices, but with high information loss. It is known, however, that
Rs′ is the best approximation to R with rank s′. The optimal s′ can be obtained
by cross-validation or using optimization.
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Rating prediction In a CF algorithm, if R is the original matrix, A spans the
user space and B spans the item space. We can then predict the unknown rating
of user u to item i as:

r̂ui = r̄u +As′
√
Σs′

T
(u).

√
Σs′Bs′(i) (10)

where r̄u is the mean rating given by u.
The complexity of SVD resides on the algorithm to perform the actual de-

composition, since rating predictions are made in constant time O(1).
Other methods closely related to SVD are probabilistic Latent Semantic

Analysis (pLSA), used in [16] and [39], and CF via Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) [13].

Extensions to SVD In [33], an incremental SVD algorithm is proposed and
evaluated. Regularized SVD with biases is presented in [29] and [20]. A time-
aware SVD model with biases is also presented by Koren in [21]. This method
is further explained in subsection 4.2.

2.3 Other methods

Other alternatives have been proposed to solve CF problems. In [4] two prob-
abilistic strategies are presented, one is clustering and the other is based on
Bayesian networks.

In more recent work [12,38,5], bi-clustering – or co-clustering – simultane-
ously clusters users and items, with gains in computational performance and
without significant accuracy loss. In fact, it is frequent that users in a cluster
only appreciate a specific subset of items.

Other probabilistic approaches are based on Graph Theory [2]. For systems
with binary ratings, Association Rules [34] and Markov Chains [36] are also used.

3 Data streams

A data stream is a continuous and potentially unbounded flow of data. Algo-
rithms that process data streams are constantly being fed with new data at some
fixed or variable rate, posing new challenges in storage, computation and data
analysis [11]. Such streams of information do not have persistent relations, as
new data keeps adding up.

When processing data streams, some key differences from static datasets need
to be taken in consideration. Data elements arrive on-line at unpredictable rates
and order. Also, it should be assumed that data streams do not fit in the working
memory. Data elements must be discarded or archived at some point.

CF algorithms take usage data to compute models and make recommenda-
tions. This usage data shares all the above characteristics and thus can be looked
at as a data stream.

P. Domingos and G. Hulten [11] identify the following desirable properties
for an algorithm that learns from data streams:
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– It must require small time for each data element;
– Main memory requirements must be bounded and independent of the number

of data elements;
– Only a single pass over the data should be necessary to build the model;
– The model must be available anytime, not only when it finishes processing

the data, since data processing may never cease;
– The model should be able to adapt to drifts in the underlying concept (con-

cept drift).

From a data stream mining perspective, time-aware CF focuses on the ability
to deal with concept drift, in the sense that user preferences are assumed to drift
over time and new users and items keep entering in the system.

4 Time-aware collaborative filtering

In recent years, new approaches have emerged that take into account the time
dimension in ratings data. The main motivation for these new approaches is that
user preferences naturally evolve over time. Moreover, new users and items keep
entering the system, changing the underlying relationships. Traditional CF algo-
rithms do not take this into account and therefore need to be frequently trained
to keep up with the evolving data. Both neighbourhood-based and SVD-based
models have been recently adapted to take temporal effects into consideration.

4.1 Time-aware neighbourhood models

The most natural way to adapt neighbourhood-based algorithms to temporal
effects is to somehow give more relevance to recent observations, and less to past
observations. This can be achieved using a series of techniques, most of which
are based on either discrete time windows [27,22] or continuous decay functions
[9,10,25].

Decay function algorithms Early work on time-aware neighbourhood-based
CF is presented in [9], in an item-based algorithm. The authors use a monotonic
decreasing time function f(t) = e−αt in the recommendation step, giving more
weight to recently rated items by a user. In function f , t is the time at which
a rating was given and α is a parameter that controls the decay rate relative
to time. In later work, the same authors propose a similar method in [10] using
recency-based weighting. The rating prediction for an item is weighted by the
most recent ratings given to similar items.

In more recent literature [25], Liu et al. introduce decaying time functions
in both the similarity computation and the rating prediction steps of the item-
based algorithm. For the similarity computation step, the decreasing exponential
function of time f(t) = e−αt is used with a parameter α that controls the decay
rate. This function provides weights for the similarity computation, based on the
cosine measure. In practice, this causes pairs of items to be less and less similar
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as their ratings are given farther apart in time. At the rating prediction step
a similar decay function g(t) = e−βt is used to make rating predictions, using
the same method as in [9]. The only difference between f and g are the decay
parameters α and β – which can actually be the same. The authors argue that
allowing different decay factors for similarity computation and rating prediction
provides finer grain control over the algorithm. One notable feature of this algo-
rithm is that the similarity computation is incremental and of low complexity,
allowing the algorithm to perform on-line updates as ratings are continuously
given by users.

Time-window algorithms Time-window algorithms work by considering only
data in a window (sliding window) that contains either the latest N instances
– for example, the latest 1000 ratings – or the instances contained in the latest
time interval – for example, all ratings given in the last 24 hours.

A user-based neighbourhood algorithm is proposed in [27] that uses a sliding
window containing a fixed number of instances. The algorithm computes simi-
larities between the latest user sessions. Each user session consists of a number
of ratings given by a user in a short period of time – for instance, during 1 hour.

A different approach using time intervals is used in [22]. The authors use a
set of item-based algorithms differing only in the number of nearest neighbours
considered to predict ratings. Algorithms are retrained at fixed time intervals
– 7 days, with variable number of instances – with data in that same interval.
Error is continuously monitored for all algorithms, and the algorithm with the
lowest error so far is selected to provide recommendations.

4.2 Time-aware factorization models

Factorization algorithms have recently been adapted to cope with temporal ef-
fects. In his notable work [21], Koren extends his optimized SVD algorithm [20]
to tackle temporal effects. The algorithm in [20] combines neighbourhood and
factorization in a unified model. One interesting aspect is the use of user and
item biases. These biases are used in the rating prediction step to reflect user and
item deviations from global averages. To tackle temporal effects, these biases are
computed as the time functions for user bias and for item bias. For item biases,
time is split into discrete 10 week intervals (bins), and the biases are computed
according to the time window in which they fall. User biases are computed us-
ing a decay function. One other decay function is used to weight past ratings
at the prediction computation. Parameters for the algorithm are obtained using
optimization techniques.

In [40] a factorization model is used on a three-dimensional tensor obtained
by adding time factors to the ratings matrix. By splitting time in w equal length
intervals and introducing the time dimension in the m × n ratings matrix R,
we obtain a three-dimensional tensor T with dimension m × n × w. Each cell
in T contains a rating given by a user within one time interval. The authors
use Probabilistic Matrix Factorization algorithms studied in [31] and [32] and
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introduce a new similar algorithm with a simple constraint in the time dimension
to achieve acceptable scalability with large datasets.

Another interesting work was carried out by Das et al. [6]. The proposed
algorithm combines a neighbourhood model with pLSA and MinHash clustering
[18] using the MapReduce [7] programming framework in a news recommender.

4.3 Data stream algorithms

In [23], Li et al. propose an approach to drifting preferences of individual users us-
ing the CVFDT algorithm [17]. This is a popular classification algorithm for high
speed data streams that automatically adapts to concept drifts. The CVFDT
algorithm is used to build a decision tree for each item in the dataset, given
the ratings of other highly correlated items. The ratings given by users to these
correlated items are used to predict the ratings for the target item. The algo-
rithm can be extended to use item hierarchies – if they exist – with considerable
improvements, and the mechanics of CVFDT provides automatic adjustment to
drifts in user interests, avoiding accuracy degradation.

In the previously mentioned work [27] a second algorithm uses the TECHNO-
STREAMS stream clustering algorithm [28], using a sliding window through user
sessions.

5 Comparative study

For a better understanding of benefits and shortcomings of time-aware CF algo-
rithms, we provide a comparative study, based on the characteristics of the main
algorithms and results obtained in the reviewed literature. Table 5 summarizes
this study.

5.1 Discussion

In terms predictive ability, all time-aware CF algorithms studied in this paper
present improvements when compared to their time-unaware counterparts. How-
ever, a thorough comparison between all algorithms is not possible by reviewing
the literature. This is mainly due to considerable differences in methodologies,
datasets and metrics used by the authors to evaluate their algorithms.

One striking aspect of most of the aforementioned work is that run time per-
formance and scalability are somewhat overlooked, with the notable exception
of [25]. While the accuracy of CF algorithms are undoubtedly important, scala-
bility and run time complexity performance are also major issues in this field of
research, and can be decisive factors in the choice of a recommender system.

6 Future challenges

Because time-aware CF is still a very recent topic, most real-world systems still
rely on static CF. This means that models have to be frequently retrained which
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Approach Algorithm Key strategies

Neighbourhood

Ding et al. 2005 [9] Decay function in rating prediction.
Ding et al. 2006 [10] Recency-based weighting in rating predic-

tion.
Liu et al. 2010 [25] Decay function in both similarity compu-

tation and rating prediction.
Nasraoui et al. 2007 [27] Data stream approach with sliding win-

dow.
Lathia et al. 2009 [22] Adaptive neighbourhood size controlled by

error rate.

Factorization
Koren 2010 [21] Unified neighbourhood and SVD model

with time variant biases.
Xiong et al. 2010 [40] 3D ratings tensor with time dimension.

Probabilistic tensor factorization.
Das et al. 2007 [6] pLSA with MinHash clustering in a

MapReduce software framework.

Data streams
Li et al. 2007 [23] CVFDT stream mining algorithm for drift-

ing user preferences.
Nasraoui et al. 2007 [27] TECHNO-STREAMS stream clustering

algorithm.
Table 1. Approaches to time-aware CF algorithms and main strategies.

given the large amounts of data can be a complex task. Temporal CF has the
potential to improve accuracy by better reflecting the current reality. However,
many open issues persist. In real-world systems, usage data keeps adding up
as new users and items enter the system and new ratings are provided. It is a
fundamental requirement that CF algorithms are scalable enough to cope with
these increasing amounts of data. In terms of scalability, the research in recom-
mender systems seems to be pointing at the ability of the algorithms to update
their models on-line. This means that the ideal CF algorithm should be able to
update the recommendation model at a faster rate than new data arrives. Thus,
a data stream approach to recommender systems seems a viable way to pursue
future work in the field of recommender systems.

One important aspect of the research in recommender systems is evaluation.
The majority of the literature focuses on off-line accuracy and scalability eval-
uation using well studied evaluation protocols and metrics. However, real-world
systems are usually sensitive to a larger number of environmental variables that
cannot be reproduced in the laboratory. Users of on-line systems are humans with
naturally biased perspectives on the quality and the utility of a recommender
[26]. Moreover, the main task of a recommender system may vary consider-
able with the application [14]. For instance, users might be willing to sacrifice
accuracy to obtain serendipitous, less obvious recommendations. In other ap-
plications, such as news recommendation, the recency of recommended items is
a key factor and may be preferred to high accuracy. On the other hand, scal-
ability issues typically have considerable investment implications. This type of
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factors cause algorithms with good off-line performance to not translate directly
into good on-line performance. For this reason, on-line evaluation and user feed-
back may be determinant to the choice of algorithms and their parameters. One
practical way of evaluating on-line recommenders is by conducting controlled
experiments [19].

7 Conclusions

We have reviewed the relevant literature on time-aware CF. Although this is yet a
recent topic, time-aware CF has shown to be competitive, and multifaceted in the
sense that diverse techniques have been adopted. Temporal CF has the potential
to become a standard starting point for researchers in the field of recommender
systems. Challenges like the on-line evaluation and on-line performance of CF
algorithms, as well as scalability improvements are the main issues to be faced
in the near future.
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Abstract. Over the past decades, healthcare institutions adopted Picture Ar-
chive and Communication Systems in their workflows. The exchange and inter-
action between different equipment is performed with Digital Imaging Commu-
nication in Medicine (DICOM), which is a very extensive protocol covering 
many areas of the imaging laboratories. However, the communication of a wide 
domain composed by several medical institutions is not well supported. 
In the last few years, Cloud computing has been used to allow communication 
anytime and anywhere. This new paradigm creates new opportunities to share 
information that can be always available. The proposed implementation is sup-
ported on the public cloud resources that are available on the Internet, creating 
the opportunity to exchange information between the medical devices inside the 
institutions with another devices located in another institution.  
Despite of the advantages of the cloud computing, it also brings new challenges 
regarding the data privacy when the medical data are transmitted over different 
domains. This paper presents a solution to share DICOM services across 
healthcare institutions without breaking DICOM based on cloud. A solution to 
tackle these issues was proposed, creating a ciphered channel between the enti-
ties that are sharing DICOM services. In this paper we explored the application 
of cloud computing to share medical imaging data across different institutions 
providing privacy and confidentiality to the involved entities. 

Keywords. PACS, DICOM, Medical Imaging,  Cloud computing 

1 Introduction 

The use of collaborative work environments has greatly increased in healthcare in the 
past over decade. This trend had changed in the healthcare delivery systems and the 
exchange of medical data across institutions is quite common in several modalities 
[1]. Their importance was increased due to cost-saving for the medical institutions 
and it can be used in different areas, such as, expertise consultation, cooperative work 
and sharing of images between multiple image centres. 

Nowadays, PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) is one of most 
valuable tools supporting medical decision and treatment procedures. A PACS is a 
key point to store, retrieve and distribute medical images in the various steps of the 
clinical practices. Digital Imaging Communication in Medicine (DICOM) supports 
the distribution of the medical imaging, although this standard is oriented to a single 
institution. The communication of a wide domain composed by several medical insti-
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tutions is still a challenge. Commonly, the image repositories or PACS archive is not 
shared between medical centres due to technical challenges and security concerns.  

Although the DICOM standards support SSL/TLS layers, there are many medical 
devices that do not support these features. This creates restrictions for the users locat-
ed outside the institution from accessing the PACS archive in a secure way. The med-
ical institutions often use VPN (Virtual Private Networks) to share medical resources. 
However, this solution requires point-to-point configurations, which is not scalable. 
Other possibilities to exchange exams between medical institutions are processed 
through CD/DVD delivered for instance, by conventional mail or email. 

Cloud computing is large used to share files over the Internet and allow users to 
communicate with each other using external infrastructures. This technology allows 
access to applications and data without any infrastructure inside the medical institu-
tions [2]. However, there are also some important issues that must be considered dur-
ing the implementation of a solution (infrastructure and/or application) in a public 
Cloud provider [3]. Namely, there are critical concern related with data security and 
privacy.  

The main idea of this paper is to promote DICOM inter-institutional communica-
tions, allowing the establishment of shared workflow and exchange of documents 
across them. The proposed DICOM relay service aims to be a communication broker, 
allowing search, store and retrieve of medical images over a group of hospitals, in 
different sites. This solution allows, for instance, remote access to the institutional 
PACS archive. The communication between different islands is supported on the 
cloud services, but it keeps the interoperability with the devices adopted by the medi-
cal community. The proposed DICOM routing mechanism has a transparent applica-
tion to end-user without any breaks with actual standards used by medical imaging 
devices and repositories. Finally, the architecture provides several security services 
associated to connections.  

This paper is structured in 5 sections. The section 2 gives the background of the ar-
ea and introduces concepts that are useful in the rest of the paper, section 3 presents 
the implemented architecture, section 4 presents the results and compares the solution 
with other solutions, and section 5 presents the final conclusion of the work. 

2 Background 

2.1 Medical workflow in collaborative scenarios 

PACS presents significant advantages over traditional analogical systems based on 
film and also create an excellent opportunity for telemedicine, telework and collabo-
rative work environments.  Although medical digital imaging brought many benefits, 
it also presents new challenges for storing, indexing and sharing their data. 

Currently, most devices in medical institutes follow the DICOM standard to com-
municate, store and visualization information. In theory, DICOM standard solved all 
issues regarding the communication between different collaborators, but it still has 
some gaps in real environments, mainly in inter-institutional cooperation, which have 
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barriers in “many-to-many” collaboration. Teleradiology is one of important coopera-
tive areas in medicine and it increased in the last two decades. The medical centres 
cannot afford specialists from all areas and it is very usual to outsource some services, 
including reporting of procedures produced inside institution. In same areas, there are 
hospitals or small centres that have technicians and acquisition devices to perform 
examination of specifics modalities, for instance, computer radiology (CR) or mag-
netic resonance (MR). However, they do not have enough radiologists, i.e. physician 
specialists, to report all these exams. In those cases, the remote reporting is a practice 
quite common.  There are also others user cases, for instance, the tele-work scenarios, 
where healthcare professionals need to have remote access to medical repositories and 
information systems of their institutions.  

As referred, the technologic challenges associated with the sharing of medical im-
aging between multi-institutions are still not solved. In the last decades there are sev-
eral approaches to tackle this issue. The DICOM over email is an approach proposed 
in several papers [4] [5]. However, these solutions still has some associated latency 
due to the restrictions of email protocol. On the other hard, the Grid computing para-
digm has been also explored to provide federated access to distributed image reposito-
ries [6-8]. Another approach [9] presents a similar scenario based on Cloud compu-
ting. In this case, the solution focuses on exchanging, storing and sharing medical 
images across the different hospital. The last two approaches are relevant, however, in 
both cases, a central repository is presented and there are several institutions or de-
partments that do not intend to share or outsource the repository to outside of the in-
stitution. 

Telematics platforms appear as fundamental tools to support identified services and 
processes. Moreover, those new technologies can be decisive in some scenarios, 
mainly in regions with difficult access or with few habitants. 

 
2.2 DICOM protocol 

DICOM protocol is quite important for interoperability between medical devices. The 
standard allow the interoperability with medical equipment of the different manufac-
tures. This protocol works over TCP/IP granting a reliable connection between actors. 
Over the protocol layer, DICOM has services that follow client/server architecture. In 
the DICOM scenario there is Service Class Provider (SCP) and Service Client User 
(SCU). A DICOM equipment can have different roles, i.e. SCP or SCU, depending on 
the type of device. For instance a modality that produces images is responsible for 
storing the image in the PACS Archive. Thus, a modality is considered a SCU be-
cause it uses a service. On the other hand, PACS Archive is offering a service, and 
therefore it belongs to SCP. Each DICOM device has an Application Entity Title 
(AETitle) that identifies the DICOM device. DICOM AETitle works as an addressing 
mechanism, similarly to IP and port in the lower layer of the network stack. 

To communicate with a DICOM device, the first step is to purpose an exchange of 
information, called DICOM association. In this procedure, devices negotiate several 
parameters for the association, such as, what kind of information will be transferred, 
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how it is encoded and the duration of the association. After the negotiation, the ser-
vice commands are executed between SCU and SCP to perform the service goal. 

Storage is a service that allows the SCU to store images in a PACS Archive (C-
STORE command).  Basically, the modality or image generator (i.e. Storage SCU) 
sends the images to the PACS archive (i.e. Storage SCP) - Fig 1. For each image, a C-
STORE Request is invoked. All the contents of the DICOM objects are inside the C-
STORE request message. A C-STORE response is sent from the Storage SCP after 
the file be received.  

Query/Retrieve is a service composed of two commands. Query allows the SCU  
(i.e. workstation) to search for a study or patient, using the C-FIND command (Fig 2).  
The workstation can search over the image archive using several fields like, for in-
stance, patient name, study date and modality. Fig 2 illustrates a query action, which 
looks for exams from today with names starting with A and in the response, two stud-
ies were retrieved (Antonio and Ana). 

 

 
Fig 1: DICOM storage service. The Storage SCU is the client that are trans-

ferring a set of images to the PACS Archive (Storage SCP) 

 
Fig 2: DICOM query (C-FIND). The Query SCU is the client that is search-

ing the PACS repository (Query SCP). 
Finally, retrieve method allows the SCU (i.e. workstation) to get/move image from 

the SCP (i.e. image archive) - Fig 3. The retrieve operation uses the C-MOVE or C-
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GET command. The C-MOVE is a retrieve command that uses a C-STORE to trans-
fer the images. The C-MOVE command does not download the images directly. In-
stead of transferring directly, it performs an action meaning the image archive sends 
the study to a specific location that typically is its own workstation. 

 
Fig 3: DICOM retrieve image. Retrieve SCU is the client that is fetching a 

set of images from PACS archive (Retrieve SCP). 
 

2.3 Cloud computing 

Cloud computing is a rising technology that allows the enterprises to hold scalable 
resources without having any IT infrastructure. There are several cloud providers, 
such as, Amazon AWS, Google and Rackspace that embrace many areas, since stor-
age, databases, and notification systems. These providers supply elastic computing 
power and unlimited storage [10] [11] to their customers. 

There is a huge amount of interest in the IT industry to migrate services to Internet 
Cloud platforms [12]. In order to response to their request, many cloud companies 
have been created to meet their demands. There was a significant effort from Cloud 
providers to offer new features to clients and nowadays cloud computing is much 
more than a way to virtualize machines. It is an ecosystem with a range of comple-
mentary services to work well individually and together. For instance, Amazon Web 
Services has released many services to fulfil their customers’ requirements: S3 [13], 
SQS, SimpleDB and many others. In turn, Google AppEngine [14], Windows Azure 
[15] and many others improved their solutions with new APIs to overcome the chal-
lenges of their targets. 

It is evident that the computing-as-utility is a business model becoming prevalent 
in the electronic world and numerous institutions are adopting it. The emergence of 
Cloud computing providers creates a great opportunity to tackle the costs of purchase 
hardware and software.  

The market is changing and there are new paradigms to deploy applications and to 
store information that are always available on the Internet. We believe that medical 
solutions will also adopt these new models to improve their business processes. Fol-
lowing the technological evolution, cloud computing has been adopted by several 
companies in the industry and in particular healthcare industry.  
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3 System architecture 

In this section, an architecture to solve the problems with sharing medical images 
across institutions will be described. The component design and the workflows of the 
transfer and search over remote repositories will be presented. 

3.1 Description 

As explained earlier, DICOM standard is not very used to inter-institutional commu-
nication due to its limitation. Each hospital is an independent island, unable to com-
municate with other hospital infrastructures. The PACS integration across medical 
institution is an ad-hoc process, which has several barriers to deploy.  Moreover, the 
telework can be difficult due to the restriction to access medical repositories outside 
of institution. In this paper we present a solution that creates an easy way to integrate 
different medical repositories of different institutions supported on cloud computing 
services. 

Cloud computing is largely used to share files over the Internet. Cloud providers 
offer a high quality of service, mainly in the availability and scalability. Our solution 
takes advantage of the cloud computing services to exchange information between 
different locations. The communication between the components of the digital medi-
cal laboratories is mainly used through DICOM. This protocol runs over TCP/IP pro-
tocol, but contains its own addressing model through the AETitle that identifies the 
medical device [16]. Due to the network filters restrictions (i.e. firewall’s), this com-
munication does not perform well in WAN (Wide Area Network) scenarios. To ex-
tend the communication to different institutions, the proposed approach takes ad-
vantage of the DICOM addressing mechanism to route the information to the correct 
location (i.e. AETitle is the DICOM address mechanism).  

The public cloud infrastructure is used as communication mechanism to support in-
formation forwarding among the involved entities through these routes. Furthermore, 
additional Cloud provider support is simplified due to a plugin-based system. To sup-
port abstraction with the cloud storage we developed a Cloud IO (Input/Output) 
stream mechanism. It allows writing in the cloud storage as a data stream. New cloud 
providers can easy supported, only need to implement the interfaces supplied by 
Cloud IO. Notification systems were used to perform communication between the 
several components of the architecture. 

3.2 Components 

The proposed DICOM relay service has two main goals: grants the secure and reliable 
connection between the players and create an easy solution to access the internal med-
ical repositories anytime and anywhere. Our architecture (Fig 4) contains two soft-
ware components: DICOM Bridge Router and DICOM Cloud Router, which we will 
explain with more details, in the sequel. 
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Fig 4: Architecture of the solution: Router in the boundary do the communication 

between the DICOM devices and the Cloud computing  

DICOM Cloud Router.  
The DICOM Cloud Router (Router) has the main responsibility of handling the 

DICOM services and forwarding messages to the correct place. To perform this pro-
cess, it uses AETitle routing tables, i.e. for each AETitle belonging to the DICOM 
network domain, it contains associated the type of services that is providing and the 
username of the Router, which will allow to reach the correct router to forward the 
messages. In fact, manual management of those tables are actual practices because the 
DICOM standard does not provide a mechanism to auto-discovery of the DICOM 
nodes. Also, for security reasons, only allowed medical devices should be accessed 
from outside the medical institution and those tables also work as access control list. 
Thus, the Router has a graphical interface to setup the IP, port and the services availa-
ble inside the medical institution. 

Real world objects were mapped directly in the DICOM standard, for instance 
DICOM equipment is represented as a “Device” in the defined concepts of the stand-
ard. The Router supports multiple devices (i.e. as many as are online in the WAN 
DICOM network), each one with a different AETitle and transfer syntaxes (i.e. the 
data codification supported).  

Finally, each medical institution or isolated DICOM network that wants to share 
services to the WAN DICOM network needs to run a Router inside the private net-
work that will be saw as a standard DICOM node supporting several services (Fig 4). 
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The DICOM Bridge Router (Bridge), works as a relay mechanism between differ-
ent DICOM Cloud Routers disperse over several locations. This component works in 
a partnership with the cloud providers. The huge amount of information that flows in 
WAN network needs to be uploaded/downloaded to the cloud providers.  DICOM 
Bridge Router is an important part of the architecture because it stores information 
about all devices (i.e. AETitles) and corresponding services supported. Moreover, it 
has accounts from routers and a list of cloud providers that routers can use to store the 
temporary information. It needs to be always available over the Internet because rout-
ers need to write information in the Bridge to provide communications. It can be de-
ployed in several places, for instance, in a private cloud detained by a medical institu-
tion or a public cloud provider. Due to privacy concerns, we strongly recommend 
deployment of this component in a trustable provider or in-house (i.e. medical institu-
tions). 

The network management is supported by a temporary information system and the 
Bridge is accessible through the web service mechanism (RESTful). It provides the 
credentials to validate authorized routers, AETitle of the DICOM networks and cre-
dentials to access to the cloud provider. Only validated users register on this entity 
can access to the DICOM WAN Network. Moreover, the Bridge is a very important 
component because it stores the session key used to cipher DICOM messages of an 
association. Thus, it should be located in a trustable location, to safeguard the pro-
posed architecture. 

The Bridge is considered the main component of the architecture because it per-
forms the management of the relay service. It only contains a reduced amount of in-
formation, and during the dataflow it just store a minimum amount of data, i.e., the 
confidential shared key. The remaining information is transmitted through the cloud 
in a ciphered mode. It is used two different cloud services: blobstore and notification 
systems. The Cloud providers supply, on the one hand, temporary storage of blinded 
data (encrypted DICOM objects/commands) and, on the other hand, a notification 
service that allows us to establish communication between the routers when an event 
is triggered. 

3.3 DICOM services workflow 

The architecture was designed to support multi-centre shared repositories, for in-
stance, a regional PACS or a network of imaging centres. In this paper we presented 
the implementation of two mainly used DICOM services: storage and query/retrieve. 
The integration of the proposed solution in the PACS workflow is effortless using the 
developed Router. The DICOM services allow interoperability between different 
manufactures, i.e. with existent devices in the institution. 

The Fig 5 presents the dataflow among devices in the medical institutions. In the 
Fig example, the Hospital A is accessing to the repository located in the Hospital B. 
The client workstation invokes the query to the Router inside their institution (i.e. 
Hospital A), with the AETitle of the PACS archive of Hospital B. The Router will 
forward the information using the cloud providers and the Bridge. The responses from 
PACS archive are forwarded via Router in Hospital B. The existence of a relay infra-
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structure is transparent to institutional DICOM devices because the Routers follow the 
DICOM standard rules. 

 
Fig 5: Basic dataflow of the architecture. Hospital A contains a workstation 

that accesses to the PACS archive of the Hospital B. The communication 
flows in the intranet to the Router, and the router forward the messages 

through the Cloud services and the Bridge.  
 

The Router is able to forward the DICOM C-STORE, C-FIND and C-MOVE com-
mands. The C-STORE is the most complex process, responsible to store images in a 
remote DICOM SCP, i.e. PACS repository. The medical studies in transit are stored 
in the cloud blobstore and they are uploaded in parallel method to improve the medi-
cal image transmission. The C-FIND service is simpler, and the DICOM messages are 
converted to XML and are relayed through the cloud blobstore and notification sys-
tem. Finally, in C-MOVE service, the router notifies the other router, via cloud notifi-
cation systems and the C-STORE command is used to process the transfer the images 
in inverse way, i.e. from SCP to SCU, as explained in the section 2.2. 

4 Results and discussion 

In order to assess the performance of DICOM relay service, a testbed were performed 
with two different networks in disperse locations We used several third party client 
workstations to test the cloud relay service, namely OsiriX [18], dcm4che2, dcmtk 
[19] and Conquest [20]. The prototype performs well and was able to transfer images 
and search over remote repositories. 

The DICOM relay service has multiple benefits in the regional PACS according to 
their needs for teleradiology communications. As we already verified, to perform well 
it is necessary to have a good Internet connection in both sites. We considered that 
moving information is less expensive than moving the patient. The solution has the 
latency similar with the direct connections, and the final balance of implement a solu-
tion like that is strongly positive. 
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This solution has other benefits, due to easier application in a hospital and even in 
any computer that can work “anytime, anywhere”. Moreover, actually several medical 
institutions still use conventional mail to transport CD/DVD, emails, etc. There are 
other solutions [23] based on email paradigm, but in same cases, the email is very 
restricted inside the medical institution. Another approach [24] was proposed, with a 
very well defined target: sharing neuroimaging, based on transfer techniques DICOM 
based. They provide a very good description of the architecture, but their target was to 
share other information of the workflow of neuroimaging. The proposed solution is 
very specific to the particular scenario and it cannot be generalized to all medical 
imaging modalities. Thus, our solution is generic enough to improve the workflow of 
this procedure and create a more easy way to share medical repositories across multi-
ple institutions. 

The proposed architecture to relay DICOM services has an unquestionable benefit, 
which is the interoperability between medical devices. Radiologists can work at 
home, in the same way that they do in the hospital, without changing their methods. 
They will be able to access PACS in the remote hospital without needing to waiting 
for the exams to arrive by email or other mechanisms. 

Furthermore, for a regional PACS/Tele-imagiologic services, the proposed archi-
tecture can provide inter-institutional DICOM services and support distinct work-
flows: 

Tele-image center: a shared repository between a group of hospitals and the PACS 
cloud archive meets their needs. 

Remote Query/Retrieval: radiologists can perform query and retrieve to a remote 
PACS archive. 

Auto forward auto (multiple repositories): an institution that has several distributed 
hospitals can have multiples repositories disperse the sites, shared with other hospi-
tals. So all medical institutions of the same group have access to these repositories. 
 

5 Conclusion 

The presented solution allows DICOM standard communication between different 
medical devices located in distinct institutions. The proposed architecture allows the 
creation of a federated DICOM network located over distinct medical institutions, 
creating a unique view of all resources.  

It is a fact that other solutions exist like, for instance, VPN and email. However, 
the former mechanism demand bureaucratic and time-consuming actions and, the 
latter, do not offer any privacy with regarding to the email provider.  

DICOM relay service is a secure and easy to deploy in an institution and the end-
user does. It does not need complex setups to start communicating with external re-
positories, allowing interoperability with any the DICOM standard device. Besides, 
the required infrastructure is not excessive because it supports its main resources on 
the Cloud.  
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Abstract. Ada is one of the most used programming languages for the
development of software in the critical systems arena. SPARK is a well
known subset of Ada, with its own toolset for software verification, that
is being increasingly adopted by the industry.
Although SPARK has been enjoying industrial (and academic) success,
we have found some flaws in its (semi-)formal approach to verification.
In this paper we identify some of these flaws and we provide an example
of the formal semantics and program logic of SPARK.
The example is presented, along with the soundness proof, including the
soundness theorem that was adapted to deal with the safety conditions
inherent to SPARK.

Keywords: Ada, Formal Methods, Program Logics, Program Verifica-
tion, Semantics of Programming Languages

1 Introduction

Ada is a highly respected programming language in the critical systems arena
and one of the most popular programming languages used for the development of
high integrity software (HIS)[2,14,3,15]. It is a full-fledged programming language
with concurrency and real-time support built into the core language.

SPARK[4] is a (strict) subset of the Ada programming language with its own
toolset for enforcing programming practices and providing program verification
capabilities. SPARK achieves this using a semi-formal approach to program ver-
ification.

In this introduction we overview the programming languages and their aims
and we focus on some of the deficiencies that SPARK has as a formal approach
to verification.

The Ada programming language Ada has always been developed with the aim of
providing a reliable, readable and safe programming language for use in critical
systems, as it was initially commissioned by the DoD1.

1 Department of Defence of the United States of America.
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Through the years, the programming language has been revised and ex-
panded several times (Ada 83[11]2, 95[24,25], 2005[26], 2012[21,1]), bringing new
features to the language while removing (some) ambiguities in the programming
language and in its Reference Manual.

Although Ada has been evolving as a general purpose programming language,
for the critical systems arena, especially for HIS, strict restrictions are placed
upon the features of the programming languages that can be used. These restric-
tions are designed as ways to avoid common programming errors and to simplify
the verification and validation process, which is of the utmost importance in
these systems.

The SPARK Programming Language and Toolset SPARK3 takes into account
the usual restrictions that are placed upon HIS and implements tools to analyse
and enforce (some of) these practices.

It is important to note that SPARK is a strict subset. This means that all
(valid) code written in the SPARK programming language corresponds to, not
only a valid Ada program, but to a Ada program with the exact same semantics
(and independent of compiler implementations). SPARK also supports a subset
of the Ravenscar profile for real-time concurrent aplications called RavenSPARK.

SPARK advocates the early adoption of the language and tools in the soft-
ware development process. Late integration in the software development process
leads to programmers trying to “sparkify” already existing code, which has been
shown to be hard and costly[6].

SPARK promotes a Correctness by Construction approach4 to software de-
velopment. Correctness by Construction tries to guarantee that programs behave
as specified by guaranteeing that each individual component (in the broad sense
of the word; also applied to subprograms) is implemented as a refinement of an
abstract specification. In SPARK this is implemented by using Programming by
Contract in the packages’ body and specification, generating Verification Con-
ditions (VC) for refinement.

The SPARK toolset consists of various tools. In this paper we shall focus
on the main tools of the toolset5: Examiner, Simplifier and POGS. The Proof
Checker, Zombiescope and SPARKBridge will not be considered in this discus-
sion. Although they are flagship tools they are outside the scope of this article.
In Fig. 1 we present the usual verification cycle used with the SPARK tools.

The Examiner[22] is responsible for analysing the syntax and static semantics
of SPARK source code. It is also the VC Generator (VCGen) of the toolset[23].

2 Hoare criticised the Ada programming language in his Turing Award speech[9]. The
version he addressed is what is known as ”preliminary”/”pre”-Ada/Ada 80, the first
draft of the language that was revised and extensively changed into the first official
standard, Ada 83.

3 SPADE (Southampton Program Analysis and Development Environment) Ada Ra-
tiocinative Kernel.

4 Correctness by Construction is also advocated by other formal methods such as the
B method.

5 The SPARK version that is considered in this article is SPARK 9 GPL.
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The Examiner outputs the VCs into the FDL language which are then supplied
to the Simplifer.

The Simplifier is an automated theorem prover tailored for SPARK. It at-
tempts to discharge the VCs written in FDL using its own set of rules, that take
into consideration the specific features of SPARK, while additional rules may be
added by the user to aid in the proof process.

Problems related to the SPARK approach Although SPARK has shown itself
able to certify critical software up to Common Criteria EAL-5[20] (and EAL-6
in some cases), because it is semi-formal, it can not reach the highest level of
certification from Common Criteria, EAL-7[7]. The same can be said for the
future DO-178C[16].

To be a fully formal approach, not only should the language be described in a
mathematical formalism (both static and dynamic semantics) but also the tools
that are used in the toolset should also provide correct and verifiable formal
specifications. The implementation of the tools would then have to be proven
correct regarding the specifications.

Although there is previous work on the formal semantics[19] (both static
and dynamic) of SPARK, it is outdated and does not reflect the actual status
of the language. Furthermore, this only addresses the language and not the
program logic and VCGen, which are not formalized anywhere in the SPARK
literature. Without the availability of such specification, results on the soundness
and completeness of the logic can not be given (the same for the VCGen).

Development of a Program Logic for SPARK In this paper we present our work
on the formal specification of a subset of the SPARK programming language,
which we call mSPARK6. Although we have formalized mSPARK’s semantics
and program logic and proved the program logic’s soundness (although not for
the full mSPARK) using our own adaptation of the soundness theorem, which
accounts for safety conditions on range/constraint types, we present here only
a small but illustrative part of our work. For the detailed semantics, program
logic and proof, please refer to the author’s thesis[5].

6 The m stands for mini and Minho.
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Fig. 1. Use of the SPARK toolset for program verification.
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2 mSPARK - A Subset of SPARK

In this section we present our subset of the SPARK programming language,
mSPARK. We start by presenting the features that were included in the subset,
followed by a small discussion on why these features were chosen. We omit
most of the operational semantics because of space constraints, choosing only
a representative example. For further reference, this work has been previously
presented in[5].

The mSPARK Programming Language As previously stated, mSPARK is a sub-
set of SPARK. Given this, we present in Table 1 the list of features that can
be found in the SPARK programming language and their status in our subset.
Items marked with Xare fully implemented, items marked with X are not imple-
mented, and items with ± are partially implemented. We also added a column
to the table, justifying some of our options.

Most features that are not implemented yet are, for our immediate purposes,
not as important as the features we chose. The features that were chosen were
based on our experience in developing programs in SPARK and other program-
ming languages and also based on what we deemed to be the most important
and interesting features for our first approach at SPARK formalization.

We also present a minimal example of a program written in mSPARK, which
has a different syntax from SPARK (albeit very similar) to provide a small
“flavour” of the programming language. This program finds the maximum of
two numbers.

types

type Short is range -65536 .. 65536;

variables

x, y, res : Short;

subprograms

function Max( a : Short; b : Short ) return Short is

aux : Short;

begin

if a >= b then

aux := a;

else

aux := b;

end if;

return aux;
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end Max;

execute

x := 9001;

y := 0;

res := Max( x, y );

end;

Operational Semantics example The inference rule from Fig. 2 provides a repre-
sentative example of the inference rules in our operational semantics of mSPARK,
portraying the different safety problems that might occur during the evaluation
of a command of mSPARK.

{φ} a(e1, . . . , en) := e {ψ} (Assign Array)

if |= φ→ (safe(a(e1, . . . , en)) ∧ safe(e) ∧ safe range(a, e)) and |= φ→
ψ[a(e1, . . . , en B e)/a]

[e1, . . . , en] ⇓Expr(env) [k1, . . . , kn] [k1, . . . , kn]::/type array ind(env, a)

(a(e1, . . . , en) := e, env) constraint error
(AssignArrindex error)

[e1, . . . , en] ⇓Expr(env) [k1, . . . , kn] e ⇓Expr(env) k
[k1, . . . , kn] :: type array ind(env, a) k::/type array val(env, a)

(a(e1, . . . , en) := e, env) constraint error
(AssignArrvalue error)

Fig. 2: Inference rules for array assignment with safety conditions.

The Assign Array inference rule is applied when all arguments of the array
assignment are safe, including the indexing and range constraints of mSPARK
types. The other two rules, AssignArrindex error and AssignArrvalue error,
deal with type errors on the ranges of the expressions being evaluated, regarding
the declared type for indexes and arrays, respectively.
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Table 1. Features of the mSPARK programming language.

Feature mSPARK Comments

Basic commands X
Basic control structures X
Extended control structures X

Basic data types ±
Some types, such as fixed and floating-
point and modular arithmetic are not
included, for now, in the language.

Enumeration types X
Range types/subtypes X
Type casting X

Record types X

Subprograms ±
We allow parameterless procedures
with frame conditions and pure func-
tions (with and without parameters).

Named Parameters X
Assertion annotations X

Data-flow annotations ± We only use data-flow annotations for
frame conditions.

Packages ±
We use a different syntax from SPARK.
Also, we do not support some of
SPARK’s features.

Object Orientation X
An important addition to future itera-
tions of the language. SPARK has only
partial support for it.

Refinement X

One of the most important features we
have on our “wishlist”. The most im-
portant part will be to have the ax-
iomatic semantics and VCGen for this
feature.

RavenSPARK X

Important feature for the future. We in-
tend to have the operational and ax-
iomatic semantics for this subset of con-
currency.

Generics X

SPARK’s team has been struggling
with this feature for some time. We
would like to formally specify this in our
language.
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3 Developing a Program Logic for mSPARK

In this section we present an example of the program logic of mSPARK, the
soundness theorem adapted for safety and we show how to prove the sound-
ness of the program logic, by induction on the inference rules of the operational
semantics. We start by specifying in Fig. 3 what is to safely evaluate an expres-
sion (for a restrict subset of expressions), presenting the definition of the safe
predicate for any given environment (an environment contains the context in-
formation of the program such as variable declarations, types, subprograms and
so on and so forth).

[[safe(k)]](env) = >
[[safe(x)]](env) = >

[[safe(−e)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(e)]](env) = >
[[safe(e1 � e2)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(e1)]](env) ∧ [[safe(e2)]](env)∧

compatible types([[e1]](env), [[e2]](env))

where � ∈ {+,−, ∗,=, <,<=, >,>=, /=}
[[safe(e1 / e2)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(e1)]](env) ∧ [[safe(e2)]](env)∧

compatible types([[e1]](env), [[e2]](env))

∧ [[e2]](env) 6= 0, where [[e2]](env) :: integer

[[safe(not b)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(b)]]

[[safe(b1 and b2)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(b1)]](env) ∧ [[safe(b2)]](env)

[[safe(b1 or b2)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[safe(b1)]](env) ∧ [[safe(b2)]](env)

[[safe(a(e1, . . . , en))]](env) ⇐⇒
n∧

i=1

([[safe(ei)]](env) ∧ [[saferange ind(a, i, ei)]](env))

[[safe range(v, e)]](env) ⇐⇒ [[e]](env) :: variable type(v, env)

Fig. 3: Safe predicate interpretation.

Then, using the safe predicate definition, we introduce the program logic for
array assignment in Fig. 4 and we define in Fig. 5 the meaning of an Hoare triple
and its validity.

Soundness is the property that what can be stated in the program logic agrees
with the operational semantics. This is defined in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of mSPARK’s program logic).

` {φ} S {ψ} ⇒ |= {φ} S {ψ}
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{φ} a(e1, . . . , en) := e {ψ} (Assign Array)

if |= φ→ (safe(a(e1, . . . , en)) ∧ safe(e) ∧ safe range(a, e)) and |= φ→
ψ[a(e1, . . . , en B e)/a]

Fig. 4: Program Logic for array assignment.

We say a Hoare tripe {φ} S {ψ} is valid iff

∀env 6= error ∀env′. [[φ]](env) = > ∧ (S, env) env′ ⇒
env′ 6= error ∧ [[ψ]](env′) = >

We use the notation |= {φ} S {ψ} to mean that {φ} S {ψ} is valid.

Fig. 5: Validity of Hoare triples.

Finally, we show how to execute the soundness proof for the running example
of array assignment.

{φ} a(e1, . . . , en) := e {ψ} (Assign Array)

Proof. if |= φ→ (safe(a(e1, . . . , en)) ∧ safe(e) ∧ safe range(a, e)) and |= φ→
ψ[a(e1, . . . , en B e)/a]

We want to prove |= {φ} a(e1, . . . , en) := e {ψ}, i.e.

Expanding:
∀env 6= error ∀env′ . [[φ]](env) = >∧ (a(e1, . . . , en) := e, env) env′ ⇒ env′ 6=
error ∧ [[ψ]](env′) = >

Let env 6= error and env′ be environments such that:
(i) [[φ]](env) = >
(ii) (a(e1, . . . , en) := e, env) env′

From (1) and the side condition |= φ → (safe(a(e1, . . . , en)) ∧ safe(e) ∧
safe range(a, e)) we know that
(iii) [[safe(a(e1, . . . , en))]](env) = >
(iv) [[safe(e)]] = >
(v) [[safe range(a, e)]] = >

Rule AssignArrindex error could have not been applied because (iii) guaran-
tees [k1, . . . , kn] :: type array ind(env, a).
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Rule AssignArrvalue error could have not been applied because (iv) guaran-
tees [[safe(e)]] = > and (v) guarantees k :: type array val(env, a).

So env′ = env[a([k1 . . . kn] B k)/a]. From (iii), (iv) and (v) it follows im-
mediately that env′ 6= error, since env is assumed to be well formed and the
substitution [a([k1 . . . kn]B k)/a] is well defined.

From (i) and the side condition |= φ→ ψ[a(e1, . . . , en B e)/a], follows
[[ψ[a([k1 . . . kn] B k)/a]]](env) = >, but, by a typical substitution lemma (that
one can shown by induction on ψ), this is equivalent to
[[ψ]](env[[[a([k1 . . . kn]B k)]](env)/x]) = >, i.e. [[ψ]](env′) = >.

4 Related Work

The SPARK toolset now includes the SPARKBridge tool which takes the gen-
erated VCs of Examiner and translates them into SMT-Lib and also has native
support for CVC3 and Yices. This is from the work of Paul B. Jackson on the
study and expansion of Examiner and the FDL output of its VCGen[12,13],
implemented in the Victor tool.

Although this work aims at proving VCs from SPARK, it does not implement
its own VCGen. The aim of the project is to use the Victor tool on top of the
SPARK tools, disregarding the correctness (or not) of Examiner, and translating
Examiner’s output into other widely accepted formats so that other theorem
provers can be used.

The Hi-Lite Project from the open-DO initiative has also presented work on
deductive verification based on VCs for a SPARK-based subset of Ada[17,18]
named Alfa, which intends to be less restrictive than SPARK. Their approach
to the VCGen is to translate Ada code (in the Alfa subset) into Why[8] and
then to use the VCGen from Why and its interface to the several proof tools it
supports, including proof assistants.

Both these works focus on providing translators, either for FDL or for a
subset of Ada, and then use existing tools to translate/generate the VCs. In
both cases, there is no functional correctness proof of the translator nor for the
VCGen implemented in Why.

The approach closest to the work we developed (and are developing) is the
work done by Homeier[10] where he proposes the formal verification of the veri-
fication tools themselves, although his work is aimed at a While7 language.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a brief outlook on the research work that we have been
developing for a subset of the SPARK language. This work provides a firm

7 While languages are a staple of books on theories of programming languages.
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theoretical background on the formal specification of a subset of a programming
language aimed at the development of High Integrity Software and for the tools
that may be developed for supporting this language and even full SPARK and
Ada.

Although the work presented here is directed towards a very specific lan-
guage, the results can be adapted for programming languages with similar fea-
tures. Furthermore, the example presented in this paper hints on how semantics
and program logics can be adapted to deal with safety restrictions and how to
prove the soundness of a program logic in relation to its operational semantics
counterpart.

6 Future Work

The program logic for the subset presented on Section 2, although completely
specified, is still lacking the soundness proof for the whole subset (in [5] we
provided the proof for a large set of constructs), with subprograms being the
most important feature that has been left out. Work on specifying a VCGen
has been carried out but it is also missing soundness and completeness proofs
and has incomplete support for all features of mSPARK. Future work will tackle
these theoretical aspects on the formal specification of mSPARK.

Embedding the mSPARK programming language and program logic in a
proof assistant, thus providing a framework based on mechanical verification, is
one of the most important directions that future work should address. Mechan-
ical verification is less prone to errors in proofs and work on rigorous software
development would benefit greatly from having a formally verified workbench
for program verification.
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Abstract. Major web applications need the partition-tolerance and avail-
ability of the CAP theorem for scalability purposes, thus some adopt the
eventual consistent model, which sacrifices consistency. These systems
must handle data divergence and conflicts that have to be carefully ac-
counted for. Some systems have tried to use classic Version Vectors to
track causality, but these reveal either scalability problems or loss of
accuracy if pruning is used to prevent growth.
Dotted Version Vectors is a mechanism that deals with data versioning
in eventual consistent systems, which allows accurate causality tracking
and scalability, both in the number of clients and servers, while limiting
vector size to replication degree.
However, theories can abstract too much of the hiding properties which
difficult the implementation. We discuss the challenges faced when im-
plementing Dotted Version Vectors in Riak - a distributed key-value
database -, evaluate its behavior and performance, discuss the tradeoffs
made and provide further optimizations.

Keywords: Databases, Causality, Eventual Consistency, Logical Clocks,
Scalability, NoSQL, Riak

1 Introduction

There is a new generation of databases on the rise, which are rapidly gaining pop-
ularity due to increasing scalability concerns. Typically these distributed systems
have restrictions placed in Consistency, Availability and Partition-Tolerance of
the CAP theorem [2]. They were grouped in a new broad class of databases called
NoSQL (Not Only SQL). Examples of databases are Google’s BigTable, Ama-
zon’s Dynamo, Apache’s Cassandra (based on Facebook’s version) and Basho’s
Riak 1. Instead of providing the ACID properties, they focus on implementing
what it is called a BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, Eventually consistent)
system [9]. A BASE system has weaker consistency model, focuses on avail-
ability, uses optimistic replication, thus makes it faster and easier to manage
large amounts of data, while scaling horizontally. As the CAP theorem says, we
can only have two of the three properties that it describes. Since virtually all

1 http://wiki.basho.com/Riak.html
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large-scale systems must have partition tolerance, to account for hardware and
networks faults, NoSQL databases focus on the CP for strong consistency, AP
for high availability, or adjustable systems.

Systems like Riak or Cassandra [5] adopt an Eventual Consistency model
that sacrifices data consistency to achieve high availability and partition toler-
ance. This means that eventually, all system nodes will be consistent, but that
might not be the true at any given time. In such systems, optimistic/aggressive
replication is used to allow users to both successfully retrieve and write data
from replicas, even if not all replicas are available. By relaxing the consistency
level, inconsistencies are bound to occur, which have to be detected with min-
imum overhead. This is where Logical Clocks, introduced by Lamport [6], are
useful. Logical clocks are mechanisms for tracking causality in distributed sys-
tems. Causality is the relationship between two events, where one could be the
consequence of the other (cause-effect) [7,4]. Due to constraints in global clocks
and shared memory in distributed systems, these mechanisms are used for cap-
turing causality, thus partial ordering events. It is partial because sometimes two
events cannot be ordered, in which case they are considered concurrent. While
some systems have tried to use classic Version Vectors (VV) [1] to track causal-
ity, they do not scale well or lose accuracy by pruning the vector to prevent its
growth. Dotted Version Vectors (DVV) [8] is a novel logical clock mechanism,
that allows both accurate causality tracking and scalability both in the number
of clients and servers, while limiting vector size to replication degree.

From a theoretical and abstract point of view, DVV are an evolution of VV,
more scalable and flexible. But in engineering, not everything that seems concep-
tually better, translates into better results. The main purpose of this paper is to
implement DVV in a real database, proving that it can be done without major
architectural changes. Moreover, we then evaluate this new implementation with
the original database and discuss their tradeoffs.

In Section 2 we provide a background in Riak and DVV that is necessary
to better comprehend this paper. We explain the basics of Riak, its current
logical clock implementation, the classical alternatives, their shortcomings, and
finally we describe briefly the DVV mechanism. Next, in Section 3 we present the
major changes that had to be done, while implementing DVV in Riak. Section 4
is where the evaluation and benchmarking of this implementation can be found.
Finally, we provide conclusion and future work in Section 5.

2 Background

To understand the state of logical clocks in Riak, let us describe its basic compo-
nents in this context, namely replication, system interface and data versioning.
We discuss the current logical clock mechanism (VV), its shortcomings and we
then briefly present an alternative: DVV - we describe in which way they differ
from traditional VV.
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2.1 Logical Clocks in Riak

Riak2 is developed by Basho Technologies and is heavily influenced by Eric
Brewer’s CAP Theorem and Amazon’s Dynamo [3]. Written mostly in Erlang,
with a small amount of Javascript and C, it is a decentralized, fault-tolerant
key-value store, with special orientation to document storage. Being heavily in-
fluenced by Dynamo, Riak adopts the majority of its key concepts. Being a truly
fault-tolerant system, it has no single point of failure, since no machine is special
or central. Next, a brief description of some relevant Riak areas.

Replication Inspired by Dynamo, Riak uses the same ring concept for replica-
tion. Consistent hashing is used to distribute and organize data. This Riak ring
has a 160-bit space size, and by default has 64 partitions, each represented by
virtual nodes (vnodes). Vnodes are what manages client’s requests, like puts e
gets. Each physical node can have several vnodes, depending both on the num-
ber of partitions the ring has and the number of physical nodes. The average
number of vnodes per node can be calculated by (number of partitions)/(number
of nodes). Vnodes positions in the ring are attributed at random intervals, to
attempt a more evenly distribution of data across the ring. By default, the repli-
cation factor (n val) is 3 (i.e., 3 replica vnodes per key). Also, the number of
successful reads (R) and writes (W) are by default a quorum number (greater
than n val/2), but can be configured depending on the consistency and avail-
ability requirement levels.

System Interface In Riak, all requests are perform over HTTP by RESTful
Web Services. All requests should include the X-Riak-ClientId header, which can
be any string that uniquely identifies the client, to track object modifications
with Version Vectors (VV). Additionally, every get request provides a context,
that is meant the be given back (unmodified) in a subsequent put on that key.
A context contains the VV.

Data Versioning Riak has two ways of resolving update conflicts on Riak
objects. Riak can allow the most recent update to automatically “win” (using
timestamps) or Riak can return/store (depends if it is a get or PUT, respec-
tively) all versions of the object. The latter gives the client the opportunity to
resolve the conflict on its own. This occurs when the allow mult is set to true
in the bucket properties. When this property is set to false, there is a silent
loss update possibility, e.g., when two clients write to the same key concurrently
(almost at the same time), one of the updates is going to be discard. Hereafter,
assume that allow mult is always true.

Lets describe two fundamental concepts in Riak:

– Riak Object: A riak object represents the value in the key-value tuple, i.e.,
it contains things like metadata, the value(s) itself, the key, the logical clock,
and so on. So, from now on, object is the riak object and value or values

2 The description and tests performed on this paper are based on Riak version 0.13
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are the actual data of an object that being stored, e.g., a text, a binary, an
image, etc.

– Sibling: A sibling (concurrent object) is created when Riak is unable to
resolve the request automatically. There are two scenarios that will create
siblings inside of a single object:
• A client writes a new object that did not come from the current local

object (it is not a descendent), conflicting with the local object;
• A client writes a new object without context, i.e., without a clock.

Riak uses VV to track versions of data. This is required since any node is able
to receive any request, even if not replica for that key, and not every replica needs
to participate (being later synchronized via read-repair or gossiping). When a
new object is stored in Riak, a new VV is created and associated with it. Then,
for each update, VV is incremented so that Riak can later compare two object
versions and conclude:

– One object is a direct descendant of the other.
– The objects are unrelated in recent heritage (the client clock is not a descen-

dent of the server clock), thus considered concurrent. Both values are stored
in the resulting object, while both VV are merged.

Using this knowledge, Riak can possibly auto-repair out-of-sync data, or at
least provide a client with an opportunity to reconcile divergent objects in an
application specific manner.

Riak’s implementation of VV tracks updates done by clients instead of track-
ing updates “written” or handle by nodes. Both are viable options, but what
Riak’s approach provides is what clients updated the object (and how many
times), in contrast to what nodes updated the object (and how many times).
Specifically, VV are a list of number of updates made per client (using X-Riak-
ClientId), like this: [{client1, 3}, {client2, 1}, {client3, 2}]. This VV would indi-
cate that client1 updated the object 3 times, client2 updated the object 1 time,
and client3 updated the object 2 times. Timestamp data is also stored in the
VV but omitted from the example for simplicity. The reason to use client IDs
instead of server-side IDs in VV, is because the latter can cause silent update
losses, when two or more clients concurrently update the same object on the
same node [8].

There is a major difference between this and the traditional approach of using
using the node’s IDs, because the number of clients tends to be much greater
than the actual number of nodes or replicas. Therefore, the VV would grew in
size much faster, probably in an unacceptable way (both size and performance).
The solution Riak adopted was to prune VV as they grow too big (or to old), by
removing the oldest (timestamp wise) information. The size target for pruning is
adjustable, but by default it is between 20 and 50, depending on data freshness.
Removing information will not cause data loss, but it can create false conflicts.
For example, when a client holds an object with an old unpruned VV and submits
it to the server, where the clock was pruned, thus creating conflict, where it
should not have happened.
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In short, the tradeoff is this: prune to keep the size manageable, thus letting
false conflicts happen. The probability of false conflict happening should not be
neglected. For example, by having a large number of clients interacting with a
specific object, VV can rapidly grow, thus forcing the pruning. This can lead to
cases where clients have to solve false conflicts, which could be later resolved in
a not so correct way, i.e., if the value that “wins”, is in fact the one that would
have been removed if pruning was not applied.

2.2 Dotted Version Vectors

While pruning clocks creates false conflicts, DVV prevents unbounded size growth
using server-side IDs, thus eliminating the need to prune old data. But we have
also said that VV with server-side IDs can cause silent updates. DVV has the
same structure as VV, but addresses conflicts in a different way, by having a
special case in the vector, when concurrency occurs. If a conflict is detected, the
pair that should be updated is transformed to a triple (figure 1 is an example
of a possible clock increment when a conflict is detected), which conflicts with
the server version. So, what this accomplishes is a representation of concurrency
created by two or more writes in the same key on the same node. For more
details on this, see the DVV paper [8].

Fig. 1. A possible clock increment using DVV. Unlike VV, DVV allows non-contiguous
increments in one ID per clock.

3 Implementing DVV in Riak

The first thing to be done was to implement DVV in Erlang, the programming
language that Riak is written. It is a single file, that contains all the required
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functions. This file was placed in Riak Core, where are all the files that give core
function to the system (e.g. Merkle Trees and Consistent Hashing). Then Riak
KV (i.e. Riak Key-Value), which has the code for running Riak, was modified
to use DDV instead of VV. This required some key changes to reflect the core
differences between DVV and VV. One of them was eliminating X-Riak-ClientId,
since we do not use the client ID anymore to update our clock. These are the
main changes, in the following files:

riak client Here we simply removed the line where the VV was previously
incremented in a PUT operation.

riak kv put fsm This file implements a finite-state machine, that encapsulates
the PUT operation pipeline. In the initial state, we first see if the current node
is a replica, and if not, we forward the request to some replica. Then, when a
replica node is the coordinator, we execute the PUT operation locally first. When
it is done, this replica provides the resulting object, with the updated clock and
value(s), which is sent to the remaining replicas, where they synchronize their
local object with this one.

riak kv vnode This is where the local put is done. A provided “flag” tells if
this node is the coordinator, and thus the one that should do the update/sync
to the clock. If this flag is false, the node will only sync the local DVV with the
received one. Otherwise, this node is the coordinator, therefore it will run the
update function with both new and local DVV, and the node ID. Then run the
sync function with that resulting DVV and local DVV. Finally, the coordinator
sends the results to replicas, but this time not as coordinators, thus they only
run the sync function between their local object and the object provided.

riak object This file encapsulates a Riak object, containing things like meta-
data, data itself, the key, the clock, and so on. Before, an object only had one
clock (one VV), even if there was more than one value (i.e. conflicting values).
When conflicts were detected, both VV were merged so that there was only one
new VV, which dominated both. This has an obvious disadvantage: the con-
flicting objects could only be resolved by a newer object. Even if by the gossip
between replicas, we found that we could discard some of the conflicting values
that were outdated, we could not. With DVV, we change this file so that each
value has its own clock. By discarding this redundant values, we are actually
saving space and simplifying the complexity of operations, since we manipulate
smaller data. It worth noting that this approach to have set of clocks instead of
a merged clock, could also be applied to VV. Since DVV was designed to work
with set of clocks, it was mandatory to change this aspect, which introduces a
little more complexity to the code, but has the advantages stated above.

4 Evaluation

In order to see if the performance was really affected, if there was savings in
metadata space (smaller clocks) and if false conflicts were really gone, we had to
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evaluate this implementation. We executed performance benchmarks comparing
the original version and the DVV version. Additionally, other metrics like clock
size and conflicts, to provide some insight in what was happening and why. What
follows is a description of the benchmark tool, the setup, the results and finally
the tradeoffs.

4.1 Basho Bench

Basho Bench is a benchmarking tool created to conduct accurate and repeatable
performance and stress tests. This tool outputs the throughput (i.e. total number
of operations per second, over the duration of the test) and a range of latency
metrics (i.e. 95th percentile, 99th percentile, 99.9th percentile, max, median and
mean latency) for each operation. Basho Bench only requires one configuration
file. The major parameters that were used are:

– Duration: 20 min;

– Number of concurrent clients: 500;

– Requests per client: 1;

– Types of requests and their relative proportions: various (detailed later);

– Key Space: [0-50000];

– Key Access: Pareto distribution, i.e. 20% of the keys accessed 80% of the
time;

– Value Size: fixed 1KB or 5KB;

– Initial random seed was the same for all test, to ensure equal conditions to
both mechanisms, while achieve reproducible results;

– Number of replies (R and W for the read and write operations) = 2.

4.2 Setup

For these benchmarks we used seven machines, all in the same local network. A
Riak cluster running on 6 similar machines, while another independent machine
was simulating the clients. The request rates and number of clients were chosen
to try to prevent resource exhausting, since this would create unpredictable re-
sults. Resources were monitored to prevent saturation, namely CPU, disk I/O
and network bandwidth. We also used the default replication factor n val = 3.

The following types of requests were issued from clients:

– get: a simple read operation that returns the object of a given key;

– put: a blind write, where a value is written in a given key, with no causal
context supplied, i.e. without a clock. This operation will increase concur-
rency (create siblings) if the given key already exists, since an empty clock
does not dominate any clock, thus always conflicting with the local node
clock;
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– upd: an update, that is expressed by a get returning an object and a context
(clock), followed by a 50 ms delay to simulate the latency between client and
server, and finally a put that re-supplies the context and writes a new object,
which supersedes the one first acquired in the get. This operation reduces
the possible concurrency (object with multiple values) that the get brought.

From these three core actions we evaluated two benchmarks that considered
different workload mixes. The first benchmark was to do a simple generic dis-
tribution load, with the proportion of blind puts kept at 10% and interchanged
proportions of 30% versus 60% for gets and updates. The size per value was fixed
at 1KB.

The second benchmark was to simulate TPC-W [10] workloads, using the
“Shopping Mix” (80% reads, 20% writes) with a fixed value size of 5KB, the
“Ordering Mix” (50% reads, 50% writes) and the “Browsing Mix” (95% reads,
5% writes), both with 1KB per value. Reads were done with the normal get
operation, while writes were done in upd.

4.3 Comparison of overall latency

Get Put Update Clock Values
Workload Clock Type Mean 95th Mean 95th Mean 95th Size per Key

(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (bytes) (average)

60% GET VV 7.65 15.9 5.71 10.1 14.4 24.0 790 1.34
10% PUT DVV 3.16 5.25 4.31 6.27 7.76 10.9 127 1.31
30% UPD DV V

V V 0.41 0.33 0.76 0.62 0.54 0.46 0.16 0.98

30% GET VV 10.4 21.6 7.48 13.8 18.8 31.9 859 1.20
10% PUT DVV 3.45 5.83 4.56 6.59 8.39 11.8 123 1.16
60% UPD DV V

V V 0.33 0.27 0.61 0.48 0.45 0.37 0.14 0.97
Table 1. DVV and VV benchmarks with a generic approach.

The first, generic, benchmark results are in table 1, while the TPC-W ap-
proach benchmark results are in table 2. Both tables show the DV V/V V ratio
that helps compare the two mechanisms, values smaller than 1.0 show an im-
provement and are depicted in bold.

In all tests we find that clock size is always (much) smaller in DVV, even
with the (default) pruning that occurs with Riak VV. One can also confirm that
pruning is occurring, because all the tests reveal that there were more concurrent
values in the VV case. The difference in the number of values per key between the
two logical clocks, results from false conflicts created by pruning. We recall that
since Riak VV resort to pruning they do not reliably represent concurrency, and
introduce false conflicts that need to be resolved. Having no pruning, our DVV
implementation accurately tracks concurrency, while still allowing an expressive
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reduction of metadata size. It is easy to see that even if the default pruning
activation threshold was lowered in Riak VV case, although it would reduce
clock sizes, this would also lead to an increase of false concurrency and higher
numbers of values per key.

Regarding performance, the generic benchmark results show that using a
value payload of 1KB, the write and read operations were much better then
using VV. Having less conflicts, and factoring the smaller clock size, on average
operations transfer smaller data (1.8KB versus 1.2KB).

Get Update Clock Values
Workload Clock Type Mean 95th Mean 95th Size per Key

(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms) (bytes) (average)

VV 2.15 3.63 5.00 7.70 159 1.00081
Browsing DVV 2.01 3.49 5.70 8.80 89 1.00051

Mix DV V
V V 0.94 0.96 1.13 1.15 0.56 0.99970

VV 2.84 5.00 6.80 11.0 117 1.00066
Shopping DVV 2.77 4.94 7.70 12.8 82.0 1.00039

Mix DV V
V V 0.98 0.99 1.13 1.16 0.70 0.99973

VV 7.70 16.2 14.4 24.0 682 1.00549
Ordering DVV 2.95 4.76 7.40 10.0 113 1.00425

Mix DV V
V V 0.38 0.29 0.51 0.42 0.17 0.99877

Table 2. DVV and VV benchmarks with TPC-W approach.

In the TPC-W case, the first thing we can see is that concurrency (rate of
conflicts, measured by values per object) is very low, as it would be expected
in a more realistic setting (concurrency rates in Dynamo’s paper [3] are very
similar to these). Read operations were always better, or pretty even between
both mechanisms. This is to be expected since the read pipeline was not modified
by our implementation, but DVV is usually smaller, thus requiring less data to
be transferred.

Write operations were pretty good in the ordering mix, since (like the generic
approach) each value was 1KB and the difference in clock size was significant.
In contrast, the browsing mix also had 1KB per value, but the difference in
clock sizes was not very large (too few writes in 20 minutes for the VV clock to
grew significantly, but with time, it would probably grow much larger). Then, on
average, values with VV and DVV had 1.16KB and 1.09KB in size, respectively.
The same can be said of the shopping mix, in this case 5.12KB and 5.08KB for
the VV and DVV, respectively. Therefore, in the shopping mix and browsing
mix, the difference in clock size was not sufficient to make up for the changes
we had to made in the write pipeline. Simply put, using DVV in Riak, when
writing some value, the coordinator has to send every conflicting value to replicas.
Moreover, if the coordinator is not a replica for that key, then it has to forward
the write request to a new coordinator that is also a replica. In the standard
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Riak implementation, the VV case, the write pipeline is simpler, only the new
client value is passed to replicas and every node can be a coordinator for any
write request.

4.4 Comparison of clock sizes
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Fig. 2. Theoretical growth in clock size.

Figure 2 illustrates the theoretical effect of the number of writing clients in
the number of clock entries, and thus the overall clock size. DVV stabilizes in
size when the number of entries reaches the replication factor (usually 3), while
VV with id-per-client grow indefinitely. Thus, in practice, systems usually resort
to pruning to control its growth. In Riak’s case, the imposed limit to the number
of kept ids, and the trigger to pruning, is in the 20 to 50 range.

In Figure 3 we depict the evolution of the average clock size per key during
the execution of the TPC-W based benchmarks in the Riak cluster. Here we can
see that the DVV size becomes constant after a short time, whereas the Riak
VV size is constantly increasing until stabilizing somewhere close to 1KB in the
Ordering Mix case. Notice that it only stabilizes because of pruning in Riak VV,
if not that it would grow linearly. The other workloads using Riak VV did not
have enough time to stabilize, but would eventually be similar to the ordering
mix. DVV has more or less 3 entries per clock (N=3) and size of 100 bytes, thus
1000 bytes in average for each VV means that it has roughly 30 entries, in line
with the pruning range of Riak [20− 50].
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Fig. 3. Real growth in clock size using TPC-W workload mixes.

4.5 Tradeoffs

Lets resume the advantages and disadvantages of using DVV instead of VV.
First, the advantages:

– Simplify API: since DVV uses the node’s internal 160-bit ID, there is
no need for clients to provide IDs, thus simplifying the API and avoiding
potential ID collisions;

– Save space: DVV are bounded to the number of replicas, instead of the
number of clients that have ever done a PUT. Since there is a small and
stable number of replicas, the size of DVV would be much smaller than
traditional VV;

– Eliminates false conflicts: clock pruning does not cause data loss, but
it does cause false conflicts, where data that could be discard, is viewed
as conflicting. Using DVV, the clock is bound to the number of replicas,
therefore pruning is not necessary, thus eliminating false conflicts;

And now the disadvantages:

– More complex write pipeline: when a non-replica node receives a PUT
request, it must forward it to a replica node. This overhead can be consid-
erable if the transferred data is big. Which is even worse if the replica is not
in the same network as the non-replica. Another thing that may affect nega-
tively the performance is the fact that clock update and synchronization has
to first be done in the coordinating replica, and then sent to the remaining
replicas, whereas in VV the object goes directly to all replicas simultane-
ously. This is made worse when in the DVV case, the resulting object of
the coordinating replica has siblings, which means that all siblings will be
transferred to the remaining replicas. With VV, only the client object is sent
to replicas.
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5 Conclusions

Logical clocks in Riak are pruned when the number of entries exceeds some
threshold, and consequently does not reliably represent concurrency, thus it in-
troduces false conflicts. Having no pruning, DVV accurately tracks concurrency
while still allowing an expressive reduction of metadata size. In terms of perfor-
mance, the results showed that if we have many clients with high reads and low
writes, DVV performs much better. On the other hand, fewer clients and more
writes tend to mitigate DVV advantages, and in some cases it is worse than VV.

As future work, DVV performance should be addressed. The extra hop for
non-replica nodes could be avoid, if we use a partition-aware client library or
load balancer that knows which replica to communicate, thus reducing the re-
sponse time. Another other problem: if the resulting replica coordinator’s object
has siblings, then it has to transfer all the siblings to the others replicas. This
can be somewhat minimized if use a simple LRU cache to store keys and the
corresponding clock. Since we often do not have conflicts, the coordinator can
check first if the client object is more recent than the local one using the cache.
If it is, we can send immediately the client object to all replicas before writing
locally.
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Abstract. Task scheduling is key issue in obtaining high performance
in heterogeneous systems. Task scheduling in heterogeneous systems is
a NP-problem, therefore several heuristic approaches were proposed to
solve it. These heuristics are categorized into several classes, such as list
based, clustering and task duplication scheduling. Here I consider the list
scheduling approach. In this paper, I will have an overview on six well-
known list based scheduling algorithms (HEFT, CPOP, HCPT, HPS,
PETS and lookahead) and compare the results of them.

Keywords: task scheduling , static scheduling , heterogeneous system

1 Introduction

A heterogeneous system can be defined as a range of different system resources,
which can be local or geographically distributed, utilized to executing computa-
tionally intensive application. The efficiency of executing parallel applications on
heterogeneous systems critically depends on the methods used to schedule the
tasks of a parallel application. The objective is to minimize the overall comple-
tion time or makespan. The task scheduling problem for heterogeneous systems is
more complicated than that in the homogeneous computing systems, because of
the different execution rates among processors and possibly different communi-
cation rates between different processors. The DAG scheduling problem has been
shown to be NP-complete [2, 3, 9], even for the homogeneous case, therefore the
research effort in this field has been mainly to obtain low complexity heuristics
that produce good schedules. The task scheduling problem is broadly classified
in two major categories, namely Static Scheduling and Dynamic Scheduling. In
Static category, all information about tasks such as execution and communi-
cation time for each task and its relation with other tasks are known before
hand; in Dynamic category, such information is not available and decisions are
made in runtime. In another way, Static scheduling is compile-time scheduling
and Dynamic scheduling is run-time scheduling. Static scheduling algorithms are
universally classified into two major groups, namely, Heuristic-based and Guided
Random Search-based algorithms. Heuristic-based algorithms give near-optimal
solutions but with polynomial time complexity and acceptable performance in
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comparison with Guided Random Search-based algorithms which give optimal
solutions with exponential time complexity. The Heuristic-based group is com-
posed by three subcategories that are: list, clustering and duplication scheduling.
Clustering heuristics were mainly proposed for homogeneous systems and the aim
is to form clusters of tasks that are then assigned to processors. The duplication
heuristics produce the shortest makespans but they have two disadvantages: one
is the higher time complexity, such as cubic in relation to the number of tasks;
and second, they have lower efficiency because the main strategy is to duplicate
the execution of tasks, resulting in more processor power used. Efficiency is an
important characteristic, not only due to the energetic cost but also, in a shared
resource, less efficiency means less processors available to run other concurrent
applications. List scheduling heuristics, on the other hand, produce the most
efficient schedules, without compromising the makespan and with a complexity
that is, in general, quadratic in relation to the number of tasks. In this paper,
I present an overview on list based scheduling algorithm for a bounded number
of fully connected heterogeneous processors.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, I introduce the DAG schedul-
ing ; in Section 3, I present an overview on list based scheduling algorithms on
heterogeneous systems; in Section 4, I present results of comparison for these al-
gorithms based on several measure parameter and, finally, conclusions in Section
5.

2 DAG Scheduling

The problem addressed in this paper is the static scheduling of a single applica-
tion on a heterogeneous system. An application can be represented by a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG), G = (V,E, P,W ), as shown in Figure 1.
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Task P1 P2 P3

T1 23 32 28

T2 36 36 16

T3 2 3 3

T4 16 17 13

T5 25 17 28

T6 25 38 37

T7 30 21 29

T8 17 26 36

T9 16 10 21

T10 26 16 26

Fig. 1: Application model and computation time matrix of the tasks in each processor

Where V is the set of v nodes, and each node vi ∈ V represents an application
task, which includes its instruction that must be executed on the same machine.
E is the set of e communication edges between tasks, each e(i, j) ∈ E represents
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the task-dependency constraint such that task ni should complete its execution
before task nj can be started. P is the set of p heterogeneous processors available
in the system. W is a v × p computation cost matrix, where v is the number of
tasks and p is the number of processors in the system. wi,j gives the estimate
time to execute task vi on machine pj . The mean execution time of task ni
can be calculated by wi = (

∑
j∈P wi,j)/p. Each edge e(i, j) ∈ E is associated

with a non-negative weight ci,j representing the communication cost between
the tasks ni and nj . Note that, when task i and j are assigned to the same
processor, the real communication cost is considered to be zero because it is
negligible compared to interprocessor communication costs. Additionally, in our
model, I consider that processors are connected in a fully connected topology.
The execution of tasks and communications with other processors can be done
for each processor simultaneously and without contention. Also, the execution of
any task is considered nonpreemptive. These model simplifications are common
in list scheduling problem [4, 8], and I consider them in order to have a fair
comparison to the state of the art algorithms.
Next, I present some of the common attributes used in task scheduling, that I
will refer in the following sections.

– pred(ni) : denotes the set of immediate predecessors of task ni in a given
DAG. A task with no predecessors is called an entry task, nentry. If a DAG
has multiple entry tasks, a dummy entry task with zero weight and zero
communication edges is added to the graph.

– succ(ni) : denotes the set of immediate successors of task ni. A task with
no successors is called an exit task, nexit. Like the entry task, if a DAG
has multiple exit tasks, a dummy exit task with zero weight and zero com-
munication edges from current multiple exit tasks to this dummy node is
added.

– makespan : it is the finish time of the exit task in the scheduled DAG,
and is defined by makespan = AFT (nexit) where AFT (nexit) denotes the
Actual Finish Time of the exit task.

– Critical Path(CP) : the CP of a DAG is the longest path from nentry to
nexit in the graph. The length of this path |CP | is the sum of the computation
costs of the tasks and intertask communication costs along the path. The
|CP | value of a DAG is the lower bound of the makespan.

– EST(ni,pj) : denotes the Earliest Start Time of a node ni on a processor
pj

– EFT(ni,pj) : denotes the Earliest Finish Time of a node ni on a processor
pj

The objective function of the scheduling problem is to determine an assignment
of tasks of a given DAG to processors such that the Schedule Length is minimized.
After all nodes in the DAG are scheduled, the schedule length will be the Actual
Finish Time of the exit task.
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3 List-Based Scheduling Algorithms

In this section, I present a brief survey of task scheduling algorithms, specifically
list based heuristics. In the past years, the research on static DAG scheduling
has focused on finding suboptimal solutions to obtain a good solution in an
acceptably short time. List scheduling heuristics usually generate good quality
schedules at a reasonable cost. In comparison with clustering algorithms, they
have lower time complexity and in comparison to task duplication strategies,
their solutions use less processors, generating more efficient schedules.
A large number of list scheduling algorithms have been developed by researchers
in the past. This type of scheduling algorithms has three phases: the prioritizing
phase for giving a priority to each task; the selection phase for select the task
based on its priority from the ready tasks in current time; and a processor se-
lection phase for selecting a suitable processor that minimizes the heuristic cost
function. If two or more tasks have equal priority, then the tie is resolved by
selecting a task randomly. The two last phases are repeated until all tasks are
scheduled to suitable processors.

Here, I describe the list-based scheduling heuristic algorithms, for scheduling
tasks on a bounded number of heterogeneous processors, selected to be com-
pared, namely, CPOP, HEFT, HCPT , HPS, PETS and lookahead.

3.1 CPOP Algorithm

The CPOP (Critical Path On a Processor) algorithm proposed in [8], like other
list-based scheduling algorithm, has three phases, namely, task prioritizing, task
selection and processor selection phase. In first phase, task prioritizing, the
CPOP algorithm used the upward rank (ranku) and downward rank (rankd)
to give a priority to each task in DAG. The upward rank (ranku) represents the
length of the longest path from the task to exit task, including the computational
cost of the task and is given by ranku(ni) = wi+maxnj∈succ(ni){ci,j+ranku(nj)}
for exit task ranku(nexit) = wexit, and the downward rank (rankd) rep-
resents the length of the longest path from a start task to the task and is
given by rankd(ni) = maxnj∈pred(ni){rankd(nj) + wj + cj,i} for entry task
rankd(nentry) = 0

The CPOP algorithm, after calculating the upward and downward rank value
for all tasks in the DAG, the priority of each task is equal to rankd + ranku. In
CPOP algorithm, tasks are categorized into critical path tasks and non-critical
path tasks. The CPOP algorithm defined a CPprocessor as the processor that
minimizes the overall execution time of the critical path assuming all the critical
path nodes are mapped onto it. In task selection phase, the CPOP algorithm
select the task with highest priority from ready task. In the next phase, processor
selection phase, if the selected task is a CP task, it is mapped to CPprocessor,
otherwise it should be mapped to the processor that minimize its earliest finish
time.
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3.2 HEFT Algorithm

The HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) algorithm [8] is highly com-
petitive in that it generates a comparable schedule length to other scheduling
algorithms, with a low time complexity. Like most of list-based scheduling algo-
rithm it hast three phases. In task prioritizing phase, it used ranku (described
before in CPOP algorithm) to assign priority to the task. In task selection phase,
the HEFT algorithm select the task with highest priority from the ready list as
the selected task. And in the processor selection phase, the HEFT select the pro-
cessor that allows the EFT (Earliest Finish Time) of the selected task. However,
the HEFT algorithm uses an insertion policy that tries to insert a task in an
earliest idle time between two already scheduled tasks on a processor, if the slot
is large enough to accommodate the task.

3.3 HCPT Algorithm

The HCPT (Heterogeneous Critical Parent Trees) algorithm [4] uses a new mech-
anism to construct the scheduling list L, instead of assigning priorities to the
application tasks. HCPT divides the task graph into a set of unlisted-parent
trees. The root of each unlisted-parent tree is a critical path node (CN). A CN
is defined as the node that has zero difference between its AEST and ALST.
The AEST is the Average Earliest Start Time of the task and it is equivalent to
rankd as shown by AEST (ni) = maxnj∈pred(ni){AEST (nj) +wj + cj,i} and for
entry task AEST (nentry) = 0. The Average Latest Start Time (ALST ) of the
task can be computed recursively by traversing the DAG upward, starting from
the exit task and given by ALST (ni) = minnj∈succ(ni)

{
ALST (nj)− ci,j

}
− wi

and for exit task ALST (nexit) =.
The algorithm has also two phases, namely listing tasks and processor assign-
ment. In the first phase, the algorithm starts with an empty queue L and an
auxiliary stack S that contains the CNs pushed in decreasing order of their AL-
STs, i.e. the entry node is on top of S. Consequently, top(S) is examined. If
top(S) has an unlisted parent (i.e. has a parent not in L), then this parent is
pushed on the stack S. Otherwise, top(S) is popped and enqueued into L. In the
processor assignment phase, the algorithm tries to assign each task ni ∈ L to a
processor pj that allows the task to finish its execution as earlier as possible.

3.4 HPS Algorithm

The HPS (High Performance task Scheduling) [6] algorithm has three phases,
namely, level sorting, task prioritization and processor selection phase. In the
level sorting phase, the given DAG is traversed in a top-down fashion to sort
tasks at each level in order to group the tasks that are independent of each
other. As a result, tasks in the same level can be executed in parallel. In the task
prioritization phase, priority is computed and assigned to each task using the
attributes Down Link Cost (DLC), Up Link Cost (ULC) and Link Cost (LC) of
the task. The DLC of a task is the maximum communication cost among all the
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immediate predecessors of the task. The DLC for all tasks at level 0 is 0. The
ULC of a task is the maximum communication cost among all the immediate
successors of the task. The ULC for an exit task is 0. The LC of a task is the
sum of DLC, ULC and maximum LC of all its immediate predecessor tasks.

At each level, based on LC values, the task with highest LC value receives
the highest priority followed by the task with next highest LC value and so on
in the same level. In the processor selection phase, the processor that gives the
minimum EFT for a task is selected for executing that task. It has an insertion-
based policy, which considers the insertion of a task in an earliest idle time slot
between two already scheduled tasks on a processor.

3.5 PETS Algorithm

The PETS (Performance Effective Task Scheduling) algorithm [5] has the same
three phases as HPS. In the level sorting phase, like HPS, tasks are categorized
in levels so that in each level the tasks are independent. In the task prioritiza-
tion phase, priority is computed and assigned to each task using the attributes
Average Computation Cost (ACC), Data Transfer Cost (DTC) and the Rank of
Predecessor Task (RPT). The ACC of a task is the average computation cost
on all the p processors. The DTC of a task ni is the amount of communication
costs incurred to transfer the data from task ni to all its immediate successor
tasks; for an exit node DTC(nexit) = 0. The RPT of a task ni is the highest
rank of all its immediate predecessor tasks; for an entry node RPT (nentry) = 0.
The rank is computed for each task ni based on its ACC, DTC and RPT values
and is given by rank(ni) = round{ACC(ni) +DTC(ni) +RPT (ni)}.

At each level, the task with highest rank value receives the highest priority
followed by the task with next highest rank value and so on. A tie is broken by
selecting the task with a lower ACC value. As some of the other task scheduling
algorithms, in the processor selection phase, it selects the processor that gives
the minimum EFT value for executing the task. It also uses a insertion-based
policy for scheduling a task in an idle slot between two previously scheduled
tasks on a given processor.

3.6 Lookahead Algorithm

The Lookahead scheduling Algorithm [1] uses a new methodology to select the
suitable processor for selected task in each step of scheduling. In Lookahead al-
gorithm, first, calculate the upward rank for all tasks in a given DAG as same
as HEFT. But in Processor selection phase, unlike the HEFT algorithm that
select the processor based on earliest finish time for current task, the Lookahead
algorithm for test each processor, first assign the selected task to the processor
and then schedule the selected task children and save the maximum EFT of chil-
dren as EFT selected task on the processor. After test all processor for assigning
selected task to them, the lookahead select the processor with minimum EFT
based on its children.
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4 Experimental Result and Discussion

This section presents performance comparison of the DMCP algorithm with the
algorithms presents above. For this purpose, I consider randomly generated ap-
plication graphs. I first present the comparison metrics used for the performance
evaluation.

4.1 Comparison Metrics

The comparison metrics are Scheduling Length Ratio, Speedup, Efficiency.

SLR =
makespane(solution)∑
ni∈CPMIN

minpj∈P (w(i,j))
Speedup =

min
pj∈P

[ ∑

ni∈V
w(i,j)

]

makespane(solution)

The denominator in SLR is the minimum computation of tasks on critical path.
With any algorithm, there is no makespane less than the denominator of SLR
equation. Therefore, the algorithm with lower SLR is the best algorithm. Aver-
age SLR values over several task graphs are used in our results. In Speedup, the
sequential time is obtained by the sum of the processing time on the processor
that minimizes the total computation cost [8].
For the general case, Efficiency is defined as the Speedup divided by the number
of processors used Efficiency = Speedup/{Number of processors used}.
The DAGs used in this simulation setup were randomly generated using the
program in [7] which consider the following parameters: width as the number of
tasks on the largest level; regularity is the uniformity of the number of tasks in
each level; density is the number of edges between two levels of the DAG. These
parameters may vary between 0 and 1. An additional parameter, jump, indicates
that an edge can go from level l to level l+ jump. In this paper, I used this syn-
thetic DAG generator for making the DAG structure which includes the specific
number of nodes and their dependencies. To obtain computation and communi-
cation costs, two extra parameters are used: CCR and beta. The first parameter,
CCR(Communication to Computation Ratio) is ratio of the sum of the edge
weights to the sum of the node weights in a DAG; and beta(Range percentage
of computation costs on processors) is the heterogeneity factor for processors
speed. A higher value for β implies higher heterogeneity and very different com-
putation costs among processors and a low value implies that the computation
costs for a given task is almost equal among processors [8]. The average compu-
tation cost of a task ni in a given graph wi is selected randomly from a uniform
distribution with range

[
0, 2×wDAG

]
, where wDAG is the average computation

cost of the given graph. The computation cost of each task ni on each processor

pj is randomly set from the range of wi ×
(

1− β
2

)
≤ wi,j ≤ wi ×

(
1 + β

2

)
.

In this paper, I consider DAGs with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 tasks; the number
of processors equal to 4, 8, 16 and 32; CCR of 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 2, 5 and 10; width
equal to 0.1, 0.4, 0.8; regularity equal to 0.2,0.8 ; density equal to 0.2, 0.8; Beta
equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 ; and jumps of 1, 2, and 4. These combinations
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give 30,240 different DAG types. Since 10 random DAGs were generate for each
combination, the total number of DAGs used in our experiment was 302,400.

Figure 2 shows the results of SLR, Speedup and Efficiency produced by the
Lookahead, HEFT, HCPT and CPOP algorithm. We can see that Lookahead
has the lower SLR for all DAG sizes. Consequently, Lookahead achieved better
Speedups. The second best algorithm in terms of SLR is HEFT, as was referred
before to be the state of art algorithm so far. Attending to Efficiency, Lookahead
is also the best one. CPOP that follows very closely Lookahead in terms of
Efficiency, has the poor SLR.
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Fig. 2: (a) Average SLR; (b) average SpeedUP and (c) Efficiency comparison for Random Graphs

If I want to discuss about the result with respect to hardware feature, I should
compare results for different values for CCR and beta (heterogeneity factor).

Figure 3 shows the SLR values for each algorithm with respect to different
values of CCR. As shown, in lower CCR values, the improvement is not signifi-
cant and HCPT, HEFT and Lookahead algorithm have close SLR values but in
higher CCR, Lookahead algorithm shows better SLR than the other algorithms.

Also, Figure 4 show the same condition in improvement like as CCR for beta
(heterogeneity factor); In lower beta, all algorithms have very closely same SLR
values ; But with increasing beta parameter, as shown, Lookahead shows better
improvement in terms of SLR and then HEFT and HCPT.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we had an overview on the most well-know list-based scheduling
algorithms on heterogeneous systems. My result shows, among of all these al-
gorithms, Lookahead shows better performance in terms of SLR, SpeedUp and
efficiency in overall But if we want review them based on hardware feature, as
shown in Figure 3 for lower CCR all algorithms have same performance in term
of SLR and also in Figure 4, as like CCR factor, shown for lower heterogeneity
factor, all algorithms have same SLR values.
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Fig. 3: Average SLR with respect to different CCR values
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Abstract. This paper presents several methods used in the storage of
checkpointing images adopted by fault tolerant systems. Some problem-
atic issues associated with many of these methods are also indicated.
Not only clusters but any computing system suffers from unexpected
failures which can cause the loss of valuable computations results and
data. Periodic checkpoints of both computations and data and their safe-
guard in reliable storage provide an easy way to provide fault tolerance.
However each method brings challenges and drawbacks that depend not
only on the application but also on the underlying hardware. By explor-
ing the major methods, this paper provides a light characterization of
the most important checkpoint and storage schemes available. From this
characterization we conclude that for clusters of workstations the best
checkpoint/storage choice is a group-based non-blocking checkpoint and
a hybrid storage scheme.

Keywords: Fault tolerance, checkpoints, storage, overheads, parity

1 Introduction

Failures represents a serious problem and users demand means to ensure not
only the continuity of an application in case of failures but also to be able to
avoid the loss of all computations done just prior to the fault. The design and
creation of fault tolerance schemes and policies reveals itself as an important
issue, especially when dealing with about large-scale and/or long-running ap-
plications, where the loss of any work can cause unbearable costs and delays.
Among the many existing basic checkpointing algorithms, coordinated check-
pointing and uncoordinated checkpointing with message logging are the most
commonly adopted. In both cases, the checkpoint and its respective storage is
a crucial element, that should be carefully analyzed, since it have a major im-
pact in the execution of an application. Due the limited I/O (Input/output)
bandwidth of both the storage facilities and the underlying hardware of both
the clusters and of the storage facilities, scalability and efficiency represents a
constant problem. Typical installations follow a centralized storage approach,
where during the checkpoint process, all the process nodes take checkpoints at
the same time (coordinated checkpointing), causing a high bandwidth stress on
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the I/O nodes and on the centralized storage devices. In today’s applications,
huge data contexts must potentially be transferred through the network into
reliable storage. For that reason, the times related with checkpoints are critical,
since they have a direct impact on the application execution time.

In this paper several fundamental architectures are analyzed, classified in or-
der to to be able to cross advantages and disadvantages so to decrease the overall
costs. To understand the importance of the storage and checkpointing schemes,
one checkpoint per hour in petascale / exascale systems can cause a 20% over-
heads for current scientific applications and [1] showed that on today’s systems,
the I/O generated by checkpoints consume almost 80% of the total I/O usage
of a system. Also in [2] they state that a 1-petaFLOPS system can potentially
take a performance hit of over 50% unless the I/O bandwidth of storage nodes
are increased. Currently there are a lot of checkpoint and storage schemes in
existence, and many of them have a very limited number of users, since usually
they are selected in terms of convenience without any regard to their impact on
the running applications. A group of the most common schemes of checkpointing
and storage were selected, in order to try to analyze their features and classify
them. The checkpoint scheduling problem, the message logging storage and spe-
cial network storage possibilities, e.g., network overlay are not mentioned and
are left for future work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the two
storage groups: disks and memory. Section 3 reviews several main checkpointing
and storage methods. Section 4 ends the paper with a table summarizing the
main characteristics of the methods and some final remarks.

2 Checkpoint and Storage Classes

All methods studied can be separated into two possible classes: disk-based and
memory based. However, this classification could be extended to incorporate the
hybrid approach: disk and memory-based, which is discussed in the next section.

2.1 Disk-Based Checkpointing

It is the most common and easiest approach available. The application periodi-
cally stores in a disk the checkpoint image. As the size of the cluster increases,
so does the cost of these schemes, mainly due the memory footprint of many sci-
entific applications, which prevents in many cases the overlap of computations
and communications. This means that the cache is almost non-existent, leading
to a rate of data writing as fast as the storage capability. Additionally with
the increase of the number of nodes, also increases the probability of failures,
causing an increase in the number of checkpoints [3]. The combined effects of im-
age size and checkpoint frequency easily generates not only excessive contention
problems but also a significant overhead in the execution time of the application.
The main cause for the absurd overheads in the disks approaches comes from the
fact that the hard disk drives are usually mechanical devices, so it is extremely
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difficult to scale its bandwidth as the rotation speed and the seek latency are
limited by their physical constraints. For that reason, it is not feasible to use
HDD technology to meet checkpoint interval requirement that might be as low
as a few seconds.

In order to understand the problem of disk-based approaches lets consider
this example: lets suppose we have a petascale architecture composed with com-
puting nodes, I/O nodes and disk-based storage devices (see Fig. 1). The total
memory of the system is around 150 TB and the storage has a 3 PB capacity and
the IO bandwidth is about 20 to 300 GB/s. From these values we can calculate
the minimum mean time to store 150TB: 150TB / 300 GB/s = 500 s or 8.3
minutes. If we consider a checkpoint rate of one each hour, this means that the
system will spend in a good day at least: 14% of its time in checkpoint transfer
operations, which is a very large overhead for time-sensitive applications. Even
with special file systems (e.g.: PLFS [4]) and hardware (e.g.: Sun Fire X4500)
which can significantly decrease these overheads, the costs are still too high, for
long running applications.

Disk based approaches may have as the main limitation their narrow I/O
bandwidth and speed. However there are several technologies that can improve
their performance, namely SSDs and ioDrives. SSDs are electronic data storage
instead of their electromechanical counterpart: HDDs. The SSD uses solid-state
memory to persistently store data and is several order of magnitude superior to
HDDs. Be that as it may, SSDs are limited by the interface speed which is the
same one for the HDDs. IoDrives are a more recent technology that uses PCIe
flash cards for solid state storage, providing a high read and write performance
and the advantage of using a faster interfaces than HDDs and SSDs. Several ex-
periments were made to compare these three storage devices, and the results can
be seen in [5], where the performance superiority of ioDrives are demonstrated.
The limited bandwidth of HDDs together with its poor access time make it not
suitable for fast checkpointing On the other hand SSD technology can provide
some relief, but still inadequate when compared with the memory approaches.
Several experiments were made to compare these three storage devices, and the
results can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance comparison of SSD, ioDrives and HDD (from [5]).

HP server SSD HP SFF 15K 6G SAS HDD 80 GB ioDrive

Random reads ¿20,000 IO/s 340 IO/s 119,790 IO/s
Random writes ¿5,000 IO/s 300 IO/s 89,549

(75/25 r/w mix) IO/s
Sequential reads 230 MB/s 160 MB/s 750 MB/s
Sequential writes 180 MB/s 160 MB/s 500 MB/s

Examining Checkpoint and Storage Schemes for Fault Tolerance in Computing
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2.2 Memory-based checkpointing

In these schemes, the nodes save and/or encode the checkpoints locally (in their
own memory) or remotely (on others nodes’ memory or in special memory de-
vices), and since network and memory bandwidths are faster than the band-
width of storage systems, this approach significantly reduces the overheads [6,
7]. Memory-based checkpoint, namely using DRAM technology, spite its lower
latency in relation with disks, it is a constrained approach due its volatile na-
ture and limited availability. Also these approaches has some others significant
drawbacks [6]:

– most algorithms require spare or dedicated nodes;
– most encoding techniques can tolerate only 1 or 2 simultaneous failures;
– encoding algorithms capable to tolerate a higher number of simultaneous

failures are highly time and memory consuming;
– if the checkpoints are store only on volatile memory, these approach is unable

to restart the execution after a whole system failure;
– since it stores encoded data in main memory it has a huge memory footprint

and since memory is still a very limited commodity, these techniques are
impractical in large-scale systems.

Recently, non-volatile memory technologies, like the Phase-Change RAM
(PCRAM) [8] are becoming more available and soon will compensate to use
them instead of physical disks, providing an extraordinary improvement both
in latency as in power characteristics. Research have already demonstrated the
ability of these memories combined with hybrid approaches to be scalable up to
the exascale.

3 Main Methods

Choosing a method or scheme to perform the checkpoint and its respective stor-
age is not an easy task. Each method bring challenges and drawbacks which
depends not only on the application but also on the underlying hardware. With
so many factors to consider, it is easy to find fault tolerance mechanisms with
execution overheads superior to 50% which is in many cases intolerable. Spite
the active search by the industry and research groups for methods to reduce
the failures rates of systems, it is still too impractical to create fail-safe com-
ponents. For that reason, presently the best solution is to make checkpointing
techniques more efficient. However, due the limited I/O bandwidth of both the
storage facilities and the backbone, scalability represents a constant headache,
whose solution is not easy. Following we present the main methods that are used
today on the hope to shed some light on them.

3.1 Checkpointing Strategies

The process to proceed to the transfer of the checkpoint image is a complex
problem and has already been theoretically study in several researches like [9].
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The choice of the method should be done considering three aspects: concurrent
writing to a disk can interfere with a process execution, controlling network
contention problems slows down processes execution and the network traffic is
proportional to the size of concurrently transmitted images [10]. The most effec-
tive in terms of reliability and performance is perhaps the two-level checkpoint
[11] where each node or process has its own local storage, memory or disk (see
Fig. 1), so that the process have the possibility to recover from transient failures
without resorting to remote storage.

Fig. 1. Every computing node process has some sort of storage, be it memory or disk.

The existence of remote storage facilities, where a global image of the ap-
plication can be stored, is used in case of node failure or catastrophic system
failure. While at first sight, this approach seem expensive, by maintaining mul-
tiple checkpoints it is possible to achieve a significant overhead reduction. In
Table 2 we summarize some representatives of transfer scheduling.

Incremental checkpoint [12, 13] aims to reduce the size of the checkpoint data
by saving only altered memory pages (dirty pages) since the last full checkpoint.
It reduces the checkpoint bandwidth and the storage space requirements, leading
to a lower rate of full checkpoints. However this method requires support both
from the operating system and hardware. Also, they do not scale well specially
for massively parallel programs, also its effectiveness reduces with the increase in
checkpoint interval in case of large checkpoint intervals, where the incremental
checkpoint size can be almost the same as the full checkpoint size. Wang et al.
in [12] were the first ones to experimentally derive an optimal balance between
the two: 1 full checkpoint for 9 incremental. [13] present us with a mathematical
approach for determining the number of consecutive incremental checkpoints,
depending on the probability of failure after a checkpoint, the full checkpoint
overhead and the recovery cost of each incremental checkpoint:
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Table 2. Four important checkpoint image transfer scheduling.

Method Observations

Local Disk Protects against processes failures
Does not protect against node failures
Low overhead

Direct Remote storage The greatest performance penalty
Memory bounded

Local disk and remote storage Protects against nodes failures
Useful for migration schemes
Better performance than direct remote storage
Low overhead if transfer is made concurrently

Memory to remote storage Memory bounded
Faster than all previous

m =

[
(1− µ)OF

PIδ
− 1

]
(1)

With OF as the full checkpoint overhead, PI the probability that a fail-
ure will occur after the second full checkpoint and before the next incremental
checkpoint, µ as the incremental checkpoint overhead ratio and δ, the additional
recovery cost per incremental checkpoint.

According to a performance study [14] between blockingand non-blocking
checkpointing algorithms, for high-speed networks like Infiniband and Myrinet,
the blocking algorithm gives the best performance for sensible or small check-
point frequencies. However on clusters of workstations and computational grids,
the costs of synchronization of the blocking protocol introduces a high overhead
that does not appear with the non-blocking implementation. It was demonstrated
that the checkpoint frequency impacts more on the performance than the num-
ber of nodes involved in a checkpoint synchronization for both non-blocking and
blocking protocols.

Grouping or teaming processes and nodes [15, 16] according to their commu-
nication patterns and the underlying hardware can lead to a significant overhead
reduction. By scheduling the group checkpoints to be taken at different times,
it is easy to avoid storage bottlenecks. The coordination can be done in a way
to avoid the need for message logging.

3.2 Reliability and Checkpointing Preservation

Encoding techniques are usually utilized in the checkpoint context to increase re-
dundancy and by that the reliability of the system. There a myriad of variants,
from parity-based (XOR [7], PG-LCP and ICPD [17]) to encoding-based like
Reed-Solomon [18, 21]. In the XOR parity approach the checkpoints images are
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saved in each node’s local storage. The parity of all checkpoints are calculated
and saved in extra checkpointing processors so to make the application recover-
able in the event of failures. The n bit of the encoded checkpoint is calculated
as the exclusive-OR (XOR) operation between the n bit of the checkpoint of
all computing nodes. After a failure the checkpoint of the failed node is calcu-
lated from the encoded checkpoint and the checkpoints of non-failed processes.
Its main drawbacks are its inability to tolerate more than single simultaneous
failures. If more occurs, the encoded checkpoint and the checkpoint of the non-
failed nodes will form a system of the one equation and two or more unknowns,
from which is impossible to recover any data. But separating the processes into
groups, where each group can tolerate one failure, increases the reliability of this
technique. However if the size of local checkpoint or stripe of data are different,
the size of each checkpoint has to get virtually enlarged to the size of the biggest
checkpoint, and so it is not adequate for heterogeneous executions.

To solve the single fail problem, a two dimensional parity can be used. In this
case the nodes are organized into a matrix, which allows the system to tolerate
several failures, but if the number of failures is superior to 2 then the problem
maintains. Another more scalable algorithm, the Localized Weighted Checksum
encoding, was proposed by Chen and Dongarra [19], capable of tolerating more
than 3 simultaneous failures. Their algorithm relies on a chain-pipeline to encode
the checkpoints. In here a binary tree is used to encode the checkpoints with
the bit parity technique. Considering p processes, this method can survive the
catastrophic failure of k processes, and the overhead does not increases as the p
increases. In fig. 2 we can see a parity scheme variant called Parity Grouping of
Local Checkpoints (PG-LCP), where the parity are locally calculated and then
stored on a separated node.

Be CPk,i representing the bit i of the checkpoint image of process k, each
parity bit is calculated by:

pi = CP0,i ⊗ CP1,i ⊗ ...⊗ CPN−1,i (2)

There are others variations like the Intra-Checkpoint Distribution (ICPD),
where each checkpoint is split blockwise into stripes, and the Reed Solomon,
which spite time consuming, is the most tolerable encoding technique. RS is
similar to the the parity technique but uses a distribution matrix, creating a
system of m equations, and as long the number of failures is lower than the
number of equations then its possible to recover the system.

Parity-based’s main advantage is the introduction of less memory overhead,
but it incurs a higher performance overhead that the neighbor scheme. Also
parity schemes are usually associated with the several RAID storage layouts,
destined to efficiently storage checkpoint data in a distributed reliable manner
[22]. In RAID schemes the degree of redundancy can be held relatively low when
compared to replication.

Copy-on-Write algorithms takes the advantage of the memory’s low latency.
The data is copied to a separated memory address space via virtual-memory,
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Fig. 2. Parity grouping of local checkpoints. In this case, parity is calculated stepwise
along a reduction tree [20].

page protection hardware. Once complete, the data is asynchronously saved to
a stable storage while the application is execution. Although Copy-to-Write can
increase the checkpoint latency, it also decreases the checkpoint overhead [23].
These techniques can be greatly improved with the use of buffering capabilities
[24], to enable the overlapping of memory-to-memory transfer of data and its
writing to a stable storage. Since it is a memory approach it is also bounded by
the available memory.

In the Neighbor-based approach the main memory of neighbors nodes [25].
Processes are organized in a virtual ring topology, where each process saves its
checkpoint in his own memory and in the memory of the following process in
the ring. The degree of replication is only one, so the system can only tolerate
single failures, unless the failures are not adjacent. It is not robust against fail-
ures during checkpoint, since to tolerate these ones, each process must be able
to allocate 2 checkpoint images in its memory The transmission of the image to
its neighbor can be done asynchronously with the process computation.

The Content Addressable Storage or CAS reduces and eliminates duplication
data within the CAS file system by storing common data once and referencing
it as needed and any common data that exists from one checkpoint period to
the next can be stored once, meaning a reduction of the disk I/O and consumed
disk space. Its main drawback is the introduction of single points of failure: if
one common block of data corrupts can cause many unreadable checkpoints.
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At-least-k semantics [26] allows a checkpoint to be stored in the volatile
memory of k nodes simultaneously, which increases the checkpoint survivability
while maintaining the advantages of using only volatile memory. Since each sub-
sequent checkpoint can be stored in different locations, this information needs to
be managed during free-fault execution causing a usually insignificant overhead,
but nonetheless introducing a single point of failure.

4 Conclusions and Final Remarks

This study addresses several checkpointing and storage schemes for fault toler-
ance in a distributed or parallel computing environment. Together with Table 2,
Table 3 attempts to aggregate the major characteristics of each one of them.

From the performed analysis we can verify that the main sources of bot-
tlenecks are the bandwidth and latency of the storage facilities. Additionally
the overheads are dependent on how the checkpoint image transfer scheduler
is implemented and the best performance is achieved when the image transfer
is handled concurrently and asynchronously, since the storage access time can
represent the largest percentage of the total checkpoint time. Each option is best
suited according to a particular situation (application, hardware characteristics
and usage).

As an illustration, consider a long-running application on a large system. The
user should prefer the use on a non-blocking checkpoint approach and, depending
on the expected failure frequency (probability) it may also chose between coor-
dinate checkpointing with central storage together with a team-based scheme.
Still, depending on the fault probability and on the storage scheme, a choice be-
tween an incremental or only full checkpointing schemes could be made. Clusters
or other computing system should be provided with highly flexible fault tolerant
systems, easily adaptable by the users to their respective applications.

In general terms we can say that since both a disk-based and a volatile mem-
ory approach have serious limitations, a two-level approach (local and remote
storage) is advisable due its flexibility where the ratio reliability and performance
can easily be tuned to the demands of the application. For clusters of loosely
coupled workstations and benefiting from the availability of local storages the
best checkpoint/storage scheme is a group-based non-blocking checkpoint with
a hybrid storage scheme (local and remote).

In the future, we pretend to perform simulations to empirically character-
ize and adapt some of these schemes to be part of scalable checkpointing and
storage algorithms. These will be used in distributed fault tolerance systems
for applications following a message passing programming paradigm running on
modern clusters, characterized by multi-core, virtualization and loosely coupled
workstations.
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Table 3. General characteristics of the different methods, indicating their major ad-
vantages and disadvantages.

Method Observations

Local + Remote � protects against processes failures
� protects against node failures
� low checkpoint overhead

Content addressable storage � reduces the disk i/o and disk space consumed
� introduces single points of failure

Incremental Checkpoint � reduces checkpoint bandwidth and storage space requirements
� leads to a lower rate of full checkpoints
� the overhead of inc check is smaller than for full checkpoint
� checkpoint time is reduced

Copy-on-Write � low checkpoint overhead
� memory bounded
� complex implementation with low portability

Neighbor-based � can not support multiple failures (if adjacent)
� higher memory overhead if compared with others approaches

At-least-k Semantic � high memory overhead
� some overhead during fault-free executions
� central point of failure in replicator manager

General encoding � most encoding techniques can tolerate only 1 or 2 simultaneous
failures
� not very adequate where data distribution is heterogeneous be-
cause many techniques virtually increases checkpoint sizes so to
match the largest block of data
� lower memory overhead
� higher performance overhead that Neighbor-based.

PG-LCP � fast collective rollback
� performance comparable to RAID4

ICPD � provides fast stable checkpointing
� parity calculations are made in parallel
� high number of communications
� fast recovery if single failure
� adequate for clusters of workstations

Reed Solomon � most tolerable encoding technique
� time consuming

Localized Weighted Checksum � tolerates more than 3 simultaneous failures
� the overhead does not increases as the p increases

Teams/Groups � the checkpoint time if noticeably less than in global coordinate
reaching up to 78% [15]
� performance improvements up to 70%
� reduces checkpoint delays
� reduces checkpoint bottlenecks
� computing intensive applications with large communication
blocks can benefit a lot from this technique

Special hardware � superior performance
� low portability between systems
� higher costs

Non-blocking � the execution time remains constant
� as the number of central storages increases, so does the time for
image transfer
� non-blocking is better suitable for clusters of workstations and
computing grids
� blocking has better performance for sensible checkpoint fre-
quency
� in the choice between the two the checkpoint frequency has more
impact than the number of nodes
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Abstract. Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) enables the interaction of simulated 

network nodes with real ones through the use of special emulated network de-

vices (EmuNetDevices) and real time execution. A virtual node can use an 

EmuNetDevice to bind its network device to a real network device of the com-

puter hosting the simulation; however, the real network device must operate at 

MAC layer and be persistent. This paper presents an evolution of the ns-3 

EmuNetDevice module enabling the support for binding simulated nodes to 

PPP network interfaces, which operate at IP layer and only exist when the con-

nection is active, e.g. 3G client network interfaces. This EmuNetDevice evolu-

tion is expected to implement the new features without introducing a significant 

network delay. Simulation results are presented, validating the new module cor-

rect operation, and is shown that the introduced delay is negligible and can be 

despised, taking into account the high delays that usually characterize the 3G 

operator networks. 

Keywords. ns-3, network simulator 3, EmuNetDevice, simulation, interface 

binding, network protocols. 

1 Introduction 

In the networking research and development field one recurring problem faced is the 

duplication of effort to write first simulation and then implementation code. In [1] the 

authors posit an alternative development process that takes advantage of the built in 

network emulation features of Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) [2] and allows developers 

to share most code between simulation and implementation of a protocol. Sharing 

code allows developers to 1) save time, 2) reduce the introduction of errors and 3) 

easily deploy the code to production environment after careful examination and safe 

operation in simulation mode. The results of such method are very positive [1], vali-

dating the fast prototyping of network protocols through ns-3 simulation model reuse.  

This method is only possible due to the existence of a key ns-3 component called 

EmuNetDevice. Although, some limitations regarding operation with IP layer link 

types were identified throughout the use of this component in a scenario where opera-

tion above 3G operator links is needed. An example of such scenario is the one pre-

sented by WiMetronet [3] that was further addressed and improved by Helder Fontes 
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in his MSc thesis called "Multi-Technology Router for Mobile Networks: Layer 2 

Overlay Network over Private and Public Wireless Links"[4]. This work was motivat-

ed by the possibility of implementing such complex scenarios as the ones presented in 

[3] and [4].  

The main goal of this work is to address the EmuNetDevice identified limitations, 

creating an improved version of this module. This new version is expected to over-

come those limitations, being capable of intelligently adapt to the operation above the 

already supported Layer 2 and, now, the Layer 3 network links. This is intended while 

1) maintaining retro compatibility with previously developed simulation scenarios and 

2) without introducing any significant delay or bottleneck to the network connection.  

This paper presents our work following this order: first, the current version of the 

EmuNetDevice is introduced (Section 2) with special focus to its features and to the 

identified limitations; second, a new version of the EmuNetDevice is proposed (Sec-

tion 3), presenting in detail the new features developed and explaining how they over-

come the related limitations; third, the test scenarios are introduced (Section 4) and 

the obtained results evaluated and discussed; and, finally, some conclusions about this 

work are drawn (Section 5) and possible future research work topics are suggested 

and explained. 

2 Current EmuNetDevice 

Fast prototyping of network protocols through ns-3 simulation model reuse [1] is only 

possible due to the existence of a key component from ns-3 called EmuNetDevice. 

This concept is now introduced. 

Such as real network nodes, simulated ones can also have network interfaces. 

Those network interfaces usually exist only within the boundaries of the simulation 

scenario. The EmuNetDevice, on the other way, is a special network interface 

(NetDevice) that can be bound to a real network interface. This feature allows the 

simulated node to interact with a real network through the use of one or more real 

network interfaces. These real network interfaces are the ones present on the machine 

hosting the simulation software and running the simulation in real time. Real time 

simulations imply that the virtual nodes operate synchronized with a real world clock 

instead of running the simulation as fast as it is possible[2]. 

Although EmuNetDevice exists, it has a limitation: binding to real interfaces is on-

ly supported where Layer 2 (MAC layer) of the OSI model [5] is available, such as 

Ethernet links. It is, in fact, hardcoded to read and write Ethernet frames from an in-

terface. Based on this, any Layer 3 (IP layer) network link, such as the PPP [6] links 

of 3G operator networks, cannot be used by simulated nodes as a communication 

medium. This happens because the lower level supported by these interfaces is layer 

3, therefore, only IP packets can be read/wrote from/to these interfaces.  

Another limitation of the EmuNetDevice is the lack of a feature for cloning the 

MAC [7] address of the real interface. In Ethernet networks not managed by the user 

this could present a problem. Without this feature the ns-3 will be injecting Ethernet 

frames with the automatically assigned "fictitious" MAC addresses. These "fictitious" 
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MAC addresses are only intended to be used inside the simulation, therefore, they can 

be filtered or cause network problems.  

3 New EmuNetDevice 

The EmuNetDevice module was evolved to support a new set of important features,  

further improving the capability of running simulated or hybrid (real and simulated 

nodes interacting) environments over different types of real network interface links. 

The development was made in C++, the language used for the source code of ns-3. 

Each new feature is now listed and explained. The new features are not expected to 

introduce significant network delay and throughput bottleneck. 

3.1 MAC Address Cloning 

Virtual nodes running inside ns-3 use fictitious MAC addresses by default. This does 

not present a problem running simulations limited to a virtual simulated environment, 

but could be a problem when operating in real networks. Sometimes the MAC address 

used by the EmuNetDevice has to match the MAC address of the host computer's real 

interface to allow communication in the real network. Because it is not easy nor prac-

tical to edit the MAC addresses of the simulation code to mach each real interface, an 

EmuNetDevice configuration option was introduced allowing to clone, automatically, 

and in run time, the MAC address of the real interface to which that specific 

EmuNetDevice is bound to. 

3.2 Intelligent detection of Layer 2 or 3 interfaces 

Original EmuNetDevice supports only Layer 2 network interfaces, leaving aside the 

possibility of using Layer 3 interfaces such as the PPPs from 3G operator networks. 

Layer 3 interfaces do not operate with Ethernet frames. The lower level units they can 

read and write are the IP packets. The ns-3 was hardcoded to write the Ethernet 

frames' MAC header. Now it auto detects if the interface only supports IP level, al-

lowing to communicate with Layer 3 interfaces. This intelligent adaptation allows the 

EmuNetDevice to remain retro compatible with previous coded scenarios. 

4 Tests and Results 

This Section describes each executed test and its objectives. In the end, the results are 

also presented and interpreted. 

Before defining the tests, it is important to decide what is important to measure. It 

was decided to measure 1) if the EmuNetDevice can establish communication, 2) the 

connection delay and 3) the throughput achieved. Through this measurements it is 

possible to acknowledge if the new module is operating correctly and without intro-

ducing excessive delay nor throughput bottlenecks. 
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Those measurements were taken in two different scenarios. Scenario 1 represents a 

situation where we need to use 3G operator links, previously unsupported by the sim-

ulator. The correct communication between a real node and a virtual node will vali-

date the correct detection of PPP links, with the simulator being now capable of read-

ing and writing IP packets from/to an interface. Scenario 2 uses LAN Ethernet links to 

connect a real and a virtual node. This last scenario was created to validate the correct 

operation of the simulator in a previous supported scenario, and also to validate the 

MAC cloning feature. 

4.1 Scenario 1 - Using 3G operator links 

Due to the instable delay and throughput variation that characterizes the nature of a 

3G connection, the correct operation of the simulator using PPP links was the only 

thing possible to check. A virtual ns-3 node was used to communicate with a real 

node. ICMP[8] echo requests and replies were exchanged between nodes and were 

checked with Wireshark[9], a packet sniffing program. UDP echo operations were 

also performed, running an echo server inside ns-3 and inside the real node. Each one 

of the tests was performed with success, showing good operation of the new evolved 

version of the EmuNetDevice. 

4.2 Scenario 2 – Using LAN links 

Using LAN links the same tests used in Scenario 1 were performed, validating the 

good operation of the new version of the EmuNetDevice. Some tests measuring the 

delay introduced by the simulation software were also performed. The bottleneck 

represented by the network operations inside the simulator was also measured. The 

delay introduced by the simulator was approximately 1ms, which is considered insig-

nificant for most types of possible network traffic. Related to the throughput, for big 

packets, with an MTU of 1400Bytes, the simulator was able to perform network oper-

ations at a rate of 94Mbps, corresponding to the real throughput of a 100Mbps Ether-

net link. For small packets, with an MTU of 160Bytes, the throughput was limited to 

approximately 10Mbps, which is 6x slower than the expected 60Mbps throughput in 

kernel space. This is explained due to the increased CPU load caused by processing 

each packet at user space. Although 10Mbps is considered a very good result, since 

small packet traffic is mostly related to VOIP traffic and such high bandwidth per 

node is not expected to be achieved. 

In this scenario was used the same code as in scenario 1. Running the same code 

helped validating the introduction of low delay and the low impact in the network 

throughput. This would not be possible to test in scenario 1 due to the instable delay 

and throughput variation of the 3G connection used. 
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 

Finished the development of the new version of the EmuNetDevice and after all the 

tests executes, it is possible to conclude that the new version of the EmuNetDevice 

can be easily used and all the a priori objectives were achieved. Now, a virtual node 

inside the ns-3 can intelligently operate above real 3G operator network links and 

clone the MAC address of the real Ethernet interfaces. The introduced delay was 

demonstrated to be despised and the throughput bottleneck only exists for intensive 

traffic of small packets, which is improbable to occur. 

As future work, other evolutions to the EmuNetDevice are expected to be intro-

duced. 3G operator links are known for its instability, leading to losses of connectivity 

and the extinction of the temporary PPP interface. This leads to the end of the simula-

tion because ns-3 is not expecting a network interface to disappear. A good evolution 

will be to enable the EmuNetDevice to resist to connection drops, automatic reestab-

lish the connectivity and updating the IP address of the simulated node. 
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Abstract. Today streaming text mining plays an important role within
real-time social media mining. Given the amount and cadence of the data
generated by those platforms, classical text mining techniques are not
suitable to deal with such new mining challenges. Event detection is no
exception, available algorithms rely on text mining techniques applied to
pre-known datasets processed with no restrictions about computational
complexity and required execution time per document analysis.
This work presents a lightweight event detection using wavelet signal
analysis of hashtag occurrences in the twitter public stream. It also pro-
poses a strategy to describe detected events using a Latent Dirichlet
Allocation topic inference model based on Gibbs Sampling. Peak detec-
tion using Continuous Wavelet Transformation achieved good results in
the identification of abrupt increases on the mentions of specific hash-
tags. The combination of this method with the extraction of topics from
tweets with hashtag mentions proved to be a viable option to summarize
detected twitter events in streaming environments.

Keywords: event detection, topic detection, text stream mining, twitter

1 Introduction

Twitter differs from other social networks by being a micro-blogging service that
limits the size of messages. This feature that allow twitter users to publish short
messages, in a faster and summarized way, make it the preferred tool for the quick
dissemination of information over the web. In March 2011, the estimated number
of twitter users was 200 million [22] and the amount of messages published in a
single day totalized 177 million tweets sent on the March 11, 2011 [23]. People
use twitter to share advice, opinions, news, moods, concerns, facts, rumors, and
everything else imaginable. Corporations use twitter to make announcements of
products, services, events, and news media companies use twitter to publish near
real-time information about breaking news.

From the point of view of data mining, tweets can be seen as a source of data
enabling users and corporations to stay informed of what is happening now or
what’s being said about them and their brands. Sentiment Analysis and Opinion
Mining performed subsets of tweets mentioning the person or product keywords
[14] are common text mining problems applied to twitter corpus.
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Being Twitter the “what’s-happening-right-now” tool [21] and given the na-
ture of it’s data – an real-time flow of text messages (tweets) coming from very
different sources covering varied kinds of subjects in distinct languages and loca-
tions – makes the twitter public stream an interesting data set for event detection
based on text mining techniques.

In fact the use and extension of text retrieval and clustering techniques for
event detection has long been a research topic [33]. Examples of specific appli-
cations to the twitter stream are the first story detection proposed by Petrovic
et al. [16] that tries to detect whether users discuss any new event that have
never appeared before in Twitter, Weng et al. [27] proposed the detection of
generic events using signal analysis on the Singapore General Election 2011, and
Sakaki et al. [20] exploit tweets to detect critical events like earthquake .

In twitter event detection, the underlying assumption that some related
words would show an increase in the usage when an event is happening is not
a viable method [12] . In comparison to traditional event detection from news
wire, the twitter stream include a much higher volume of data flooded by high
amounts of meaningless messages. According to a study by Pear Analytics [19],
about 40% of all the tweets are pointless “babbles” and 37% conversational.
Such tweets, that some authors call noise [16], are important to build a user’s
social presence [11] and may help to understand the impact an event had or
how people reacted to it, but normally they affect negatively the performance
of event detection algorithms.

2 Related work

Early first story detection systems where based on the representation of doc-
uments as vectors in a term space using term frequencies [1, 32]. Applying a
distance measure, new documents are compared to their nearest neighbors and
if it’s distance exceeds an predefined maximum value the document is considered
to be a first story. This method implies to have all the document term frequen-
cies in memory, moreover, finding the nearest neighbor for new documents even
for optimized solutions don’t provide much improvement over a simple linear
search [10]. To overcome this, Petrovic et al. [16] proposed an modified locality
sensitive hashing (LSH) [7] used as a nearest neighbor search optimization that
fulfills the data stream mining requirements by using constant size buckets.

Authors Chen and Roy [5] and Weng et al. [27] assume that the occurrence
of an event may be detected by observing abrupt increases on the use keywords
related with the event. Weng et al. [27] proposed an wavelet-based twitter event
detection. Initially, based on the number of word occurrences over the time, indi-
vidual signals for each of the words are constructed. Signals are then filtered per
wavelet analysis to reveal bursts in the word’s appearance and therefore compute
the cross-correlation between signals. Finally events are detected by applying
a modularity-based graph partitioning clustering algorithm to the signals. Us-
ing wavelet analysis it is compatible with the stream mining requirements, but
the cross-correlation between signals or the modularity-based graph partitioning
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may not meet those requirements in particular the use of limited resources and
the capability of working in real-time.

Using topic distributions rather than bags of words to represent documents
reduces the lexical variability and retain the overall semantic structure of the
corpus [34]. Topic models discover the abstract “topics” that occur in a collec-
tion of documents and are able to identify low sets of representative characteris-
tics of the documents in very high dimensional data. Inference for topic models
remain computationally expensive even with the recently advances in fast in-
ference latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithms Blei et al. [3]. SparseLDA
[34], FastLDA [17] and O-LDA [4] are sampling-based inference LDA methods
using Gibbs sampling that propose efficient topic inference to text streaming col-
lections. Moving from document topics to event detection requires to introduce
other attributes such as spatial and temporal parameters to the LDA model.
This lead Pan and Mitra [15] to combine the LDA model with temporal seg-
mentation and spatial clustering in two distinct methods: the proposed 3S-LDA
is a LDA done in three step, the document topic assignment, a temporal seg-
mentation and finally spacial clustering; the Space-Time LDA is a spatial latent
Dirichlet (SLDA) allocation [26] adapted from the detection of segments in im-
ages to the detection events in text corpus. Those algorithms present good event
detection in the TDT3 [9] and Reuters news dataset but they were not tested in
text streaming.

3 The twitter stream

The data set object of analysis will be retrieved using the twitter streaming
API (statuses/sample method) that, using the default access level (’Spritzer’),
returns a random sample of all public tweets [24]. This access level provides a
small proportion of all public tweets (1%) [25]. The twitter stream API gives
also access the firehose: 100% and gardenhose: 10% streams [24] using special
accounts.

The data returned is a set of documents, one per tweet, in the JavaScript
Object Notation [6]. These documents (Figure 1a), apart from the text of the
tweet, contain additional data like tweet information i.e.: date, source of tweet,
type; user information i.e.: profile, location and counters for favourites, friends,
followers, etc.; entities mentioned in the tweet text i.e.: urls, hashtags and user,
among other information.

Given the average number of 140 million tweets sent per day referred by
Twitter [23], it is expected that the size of the data retrieved by the Streaming
API (1%), in a 24 hour time span, will be roughly 1.400.000 tweets. The 140-
character limit of tweets give an expected 196 MBytes per day or 2269 Bytes
per second data stream.

The json tweet document contains attributes describing the tweet, user in-
formation, tweet relations with other tweets, a lists of urls, hashtags and user
mentions contained in the tweet. In some cases information related with the lo-
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(a) tweet json sample (b) tweet structure

Fig. 1: Tweet document structure and json sample

cation of the user is also provided in the document. The Figure 1b shows the list
of attributes and the relations between entities in the document.

4 Data stream event detection

Given the volume of data and the real-time nature of the twitter stream, event
detection should be processed in an online manner. It’s objective is to identify
abrupt rises in the use of sets of words that could point to the occurrence of
events. Unlike Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining algorithms, analysis is
not based on a restricted set of tweets mentioning predefined keywords, in this
case events are not known a priori, so data analysis cannot be confined to filtering
techniques using only tweets mentioning sets of keywords. The event detection
should address the maximum number of tweets and therefore instead of using
classical text mining algorithms it should consider mining algorithms adapted
to the processing of data streams.

In conventional machine learning algorithms the training data is available as
a whole set. On the opposite, when the training set is a potentially endless flow
of data arriving in an order that cannot be controlled, we consider that we are in
the presence of a data mining algorithm that is able to learn from a stream. Data
stream mining algorithms can be addressed by classical data mining algorithms
that met the following requirements [2]:
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– Process an example at time, and inspect it only once: No random
access to the data being supplied. Examples are accepted as they arrive
and in the arriving order. Algorithms can remember previous examples but
should keep the used resources at a minimum level. Algorithms that require
more than one pass to operate are topically not suitable for data streaming
mining;

– Use a limited amount of memory: Memory usage can be divided in two
parts the memory used to store running statistics and the memory used to
store the current model;

– Work in a limited amount of time: To be capable of working in real-time,
it must process the examples as fast or fastest than they arrive;

– Be ready to predict at any point: It should be able to produce the best
model after seeing any number of examples. The process of generation of
the model should be as efficient as possible. Final model generation should
be direct and avoiding the re-computation of the model based on running
statistics.

5 Twitter event detection based on wavelet analysis of
hashtag mentions

None of the event detection methods described in section 2 met all the require-
ments for data stream mining outlined in section 4, therefore they are not suitable
to perform real-time event detection in the twitter stream. Hashtag mentions of
each tweet are provided in the tweet document returned by the public stream
in node entities hashtags list (Figure 1b) and replace word occurrences in
tweet text. Building occurrence signals from that hashtags it is more cost ef-
fective when compared to the building of tweet text word co-occurrences that
require word tokenization and pre-preprocessing of the tweets text to remove
irrelevant words and other entities like user mentions, urls and hashtags. Given
the amount of data needed to be processed, topic detection applied in real-time
to the Spritzer twitter stream [25] may not be feasible even with the SparseLDA
[34] or O-LDA [4] that are described as real-time approaches to detect latent
topics data streams. The proposed approach relies in the monitoring of hashtag
mention signals using wavelet signal analysis. Because topic inference models are
computationally expensive and require to be retrained each time a new tweet
arrives, they will be only used in a later stage of the processing stage. In the
current proposal LDA is applied only to hashtags signals that were identified
as events at a given time interval and are used to estimate topics that help to
describe the event itself.

Figure 2 shows the proposed workflow to perform the detection of events
in the twitter stream. The following sections describe each one of the steps in
detail.

Twitter event detection: combining wavelet analysis and topic inference
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Fig. 2: Event Detection Workflow

5.1 Data acquisition

The data set acquisition was done getting the tweet documents in json format
and inserting them in a document-oriented database. Two tools were used in
this task, cURL [28] to access the twitter stream and MongoDB [29] to store
the data set in a way that can be queried. The Code 1.1 shows the command
to insert live twitter data in the database. All the tweets retrieved by the cURL
were stored in a collection named tweets in a database called twitter.

1 c u r l −k https : // stream . t w i t t e r . com/1/ s t a t u s e s / sample . j s o n −uUSER: PASS |
mongoimport −d t w i t t e r −c tweets

Code 1.1: Data acquisition of twitter data set

5.2 Hashtag signal construction

The event detection of the twitter stream was made by analyzing the evolution of
hashtag mentions over the time in the twitter’s public stream. There are several
transformations necessary to be performed prior to the event detection using
wavelet analysis. Event detection is based on the peak analysis of individual
hashtags mentions over the time (hashtag signal now on). To build such signals,
for each one of the hashtags mentioned in tweets, it was necessary to build
individual mention counts for each one of the hashtags over the time.

The data preparation process was made using map reduce transformations
[8]. MongoDB supports map reduce transformations using javascript functions
[13]. Therefore, all data preparation algorithms were performed on the database
side. Processing the twitter stream data source using this approach removed un-
necessary data transfers involving high amounts of data transfers across external
components and lead to an increase in the performance compared to other ap-
proaches. To build the individual hashtags signals it was necessary to perform
two map reduce transformations:

Extraction of hashtags from tweet documents The first step was the ex-
traction of the hashtags mentioned in the the tweet documents. Using a map
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reduce transformation all hashtags were retrieved from tweets and then grouped
in intervals of 5 minutes. The Code 1.2 shows the json document resulted after
that transformation for a single 5 minute interval. The json document contains
all the hashtags mentioned in the tweets posted between 21:45:00 and 16:50:00
in the 12th November 2011 (Code 1.2 line 1). The hashtags list show each one
of the hashtags mentioned in the time period (Code 1.2 lines 4 to 9). In the
totaltext list is shown the tweet text where the hashtag was mentioned. In or-
der to improve the topic inference process described in section 5.4, all hashtags,
URLs and user mentions were removed from the tweets text (Code 1.2 lines 11
to 16,). The totalcount shows the total number of hashtags mentions in the
given time period, Code 1.2 line 17 shows that were used 596 hashtag mentions
in this 5 minute period.

1 { i d : ISODate(2011−11−12T21 : 4 5 : 0 0 Z) ,
2 value : {
3 hashtags : [
4 ‘ currucucu ’ ,
5 ‘ kappennu ’ ,
6 ‘ t h ing s lo nge rth ank i msm arr iag e ’ ,
7 ‘ e r i b e l i e b e r b b b 1 2 ’ ,
8 [ . . . ] ,
9 ‘ s t i l l d o n t l i k e t h e g u y ’ ] ,

10 t o t a l t e x t : [
11 ‘ j a j j a s i i l o poco j a j a p o r f a s a l u d e s a de ’ ,
12 ‘ roept g e e s t e n op en ze w i l t n i e t stoppen ’ ,
13 ‘ the time a black person g e t s to l i v e in a h o r r o r f i l m ’ ,
14 ‘ gente usa a tag ’ ,
15 [ . . . ] ,
16 ‘ dont know how i f e e l a bout todd h a l l e y ’ ] ,
17 t o t a l c o u n t : 596 } }

Code 1.2: Map reduce result of hashtag mentions in an interval of 5 minutes

Construction of individual hashtag mention signals The final map re-
duce transformation is made to build hashtag mention signals over the time.
Two simultaneous transformations were done in this map reduce. It is necessary
to count the hashtag mentions in each 5 minute interval and grouping them in
separated time series one for each hashtag. In Code 1.3 is shown an example were
for each hashtag the timeline node contains pairs of timestamps (unix epoch
[30]) associated with a count of the number of times the hashtag was mentioned
over the time. In Code 1.3 line 1 is shown the time series for the “np” hashtag.
The textline node contains a concatenation of all the tweets text that had the
hashtag mentioned in the given time interval (Code 1.3 lines 11 to 16). This text
will be used in section 5.4 to summarize the event with related topics once that
hashtags itself may not be self explanatory. Line 18 in Code 1.3 shows the total
number of times the hashtag “np” was mentioned in the whole time series (all 5
minutes intervals).

1 { i d : ‘ np ’ ,
2 value : {
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3 t i m e l i n e : {
4 1320183900000: 2 ,
5 1320184200000: 17 ,
6 1320184500000: 21 ,
7 1320184800000: 13 ,
8 [ . . . ] ,
9 1320188400000: 17 } ,

10 t e x t l i n e : {
11 1320183900000: ‘ f a v o r wale i l l e s t btch ’ ,
12 1320184200000: ‘ i do no days o f f long walk j i l l [ . . . ] ’ ,
13 1320184500000: ‘ t w i s t i n g stank curreny [ . . . ] ’ ,
14 1320184800000: ‘ t r e y songz miss ing you remix [ . . . ] ’ ,
15 [ . . . ] ,
16 1320188400000: ‘ marsha ambrosius l a t e n i g h t s and [ . . . ] ’
17 } ,
18 t o t a l c o u n t : 20648 } }

Code 1.3: Map reduce result of the evolution of hashtag “np” over the time (“np”
signal)

5.3 Event detection using wavelet hashtag signal analysis

Signals built from Hashtag count mentions were assumed as being the basis for
twitter event detection. It was also assumed that they represent the evolution
of trends in the twitter stream. The map reduce process described in section
5.2 produced one signal for each of the hashtags mentioned in the defined time
interval. Those signals represent time series in the evolution of topic mentions in
the tweet stream. It was considered that an abrupt increase on the mention of a
hashtag may result in a possible event that is happening at a given time. Wavelet
analysis is a well know signal processing method to detect changes and peaks in
signals [5]. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) construct a time-frequency
representation of a signal that offers very good time and frequency localization.
Two wavelet tools where used to detect events in the twitter stream: the peak
analysis was used to detect peaks in the hashtag signal; local maxima detection
was used to detect changes in the hashtag signal. Because of the noisy nature
of the tweet stream – some hashtag signals have a high variance between con-
secutive time intervals – signals were preprocessed using Kolmogorov-Zurbenko
Adaptive Filters [31] to retrieve the trend of the hashtag signals (Code 1.4 line 3).
This step removed some noise from hashtag signals and lead to a better wavelet
peak and local maxima detection. Prior to the continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) (Code 1.4 line 6), the signal was transformed in a time series (Code 1.4
lines 4 and 5). Extrema locations (in time and in scale) are calculated based on
the CWT of the signal (Code 1.4 line 7). Finally, the peak detection in the time
series was done and found the local maxima in the each one of the time series via
a CWT tree (Code 1.4 line 8). The event detection algorithm was implemented
in R (programming language) [18] and results inserted back into the MongoDB
database using the resulting json documents.

1 f o r e a c h ( h a s h t a g s i g n a l in t w i t t e r s t r e a m )
2 {
3 k z s i g n a l <− kz ( h a s h t a g s i g n a l )
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4 x <− getTimeInterva l ( h a s h t a g s i g n a l )
5 y <− s i g n a l S e r i e s ( k z s i g n a l , x ) )
6 W <− wavCWT( y , wavelet=” gauss ian2 ” )
7 W. t r e e <− wavCWTTree(W) [ 1 : 1 0 0 ]
8 p <− wavCWTPeaks(W. t r e e )
9 }

Code 1.4: Pseudocode for event detection in R programming

5.4 Event summarization with LDA topic inference

By monitoring the evolution in hashtag mentions, detected events are a list of
hashtags that had a peak in mention counts at a given time interval. Some hash-
tags may be self explanatory of the event itself like “7bilhoesdepessoasnomundo”
that revel tweets related with the 7th Billionth Child Born in 31th October 2011
or “papandreou” in tweets related with the greek PM Georgios Papandreou res-
ignation the 9th November 2011. Other hashtags names representing events may
not be self explanatory and may need additional information to describe human
perceptible event descriptions. To archive this, in parallel when an event is de-
tected, an topic inference algorithm is applied on all the tweets text related with
the hashtag in each one of the time series 5 minutes interval. The idea is to ex-
tract latent topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] from the tweets
text. This method improved the hashtag description summarize the event with
a set of topics inferred from tweets belonging to the time interval were the event
occurred.

The process of extracting latent topics is done for each hashtag signal ob-
tained from the process described in section 5.2. Each time interval of the
textline node is considered as document used to train the LDA model. The
Code 1.3 (lines 11 to 16) show the input text documents used in the the topic in-
ference process for the “np” hashtag signal. In each one one of the time intervals
was created a document-term matrix to be passed to the LDA algorithm. Topic
were estimated by the LDA model using Gibbs Sampling, where each document
represents the text of all the tweets referring that hashtags in individual inter-
vals of 5 minutes. After the LDA estimation, in each 5 minute interval of the
hashtag signal were retrieved 5 topics representative of the hashtag at that given
moment. Code 1.5 line 11 shown the 5 extracted topics (t1 to t5) for hashtag
“np” between 22:40 and 22:45 of the 1st November of 2011. Note that in this
case the topics vary in time depending on the considered time interval (Code 1.5
line 6 show the extracted topics for the previous 5 minute interval and line 15
with topics for the following 5 minutes). In conjunction with the timestamp of
the event detection this process will retrieve the 5 topics relevant to the hashtag
in using tweets of the timespan where the event occurred.

1 [ . . . ] ,
2 { hashtag : ‘ np ’ ,
3 time : 1320186900000 ,
4 count : 11 ,
5 t e x t : ‘ o n e t i m e l t t h i s song never g e t s [ . . . ] ’ ,
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6 t1 : ‘ n irvana ’ , t2 : ‘ andando ’ , t3 : ‘ a i d o n i a ’ , t4 : ‘ a n a s t a c i a ’ , t5 : ‘ np ’
} ,

7 { hashtag : ‘ np ’ ,
8 time : 1320187200000 ,
9 count : 19 ,

10 t e x t : ‘ make me proud s p e c i a l k placebo ok [ . . . ] ’ ,
11 t1 : ‘ n irvana ’ , t2 : ‘ ambrosius ’ , t3 : ‘ anything ’ , t4 : ‘ a f r a i d ’ , t5 : ‘

cha inz ’ } ,
12 { hashtag : ‘ np ,
13 time : 1320187500000 ,
14 [ . . . ] ,
15 t1 : ‘ np ’ , t2 : ‘ a f r a i d ’ , t3 : ‘ anything ’ , t4 : ‘ a s h a n t i ’ , t5 : ‘ b e t t e r ’

} , [ . . . ]

Code 1.5: Summarization of hashtag “np” over the time using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA)

6 Experimental results
The the Spritzer twitter stream [25] was monitored between 00:00 of the 10th
of November and 23:59 of 18th of November of 2011 totalizing more than 192
hours of data acquisition. In this time period were retrieved 13.651.464 tweets,
this gives almost 72.000 tweets per hour and an average of 1.7 million tweets
per day. These values were far above that ones expected by estimations made in
section 3. In this time interval were mentioned 493.050 distinct hashtags meaning
that were constructed 493.050 hashtags signals to be monitored. Table 1 lists the
top 20 most mentioned hashtags in the time interval considered.

Table 1: Top 20 popular hashtags and mentions counts

# hashtag mentions
1 ff 23872
2 np 20648
3 teamfollowback 19088
4 oomf 13687
5 useatwitternameinasentence 13640
6 nowplaying 11249
7 nf 7979
8 rt 7741
9 fb 7719
10 thingspeopleshouldntdo 6189

# hashtag mentions
11 xfactor 5929
12 ows 5800
13 99fm 5511
14 iwannabe 5225
15 followback 5134
16 bahrain 4981
17 tfb 4726
18 jobs 4632
19 myweddingsong 4386
20 peopleschoice 4160

Results of event detection and topic summarization are presented in the
following subsections.

6.1 Event detection results
The event detection was done in 4 steps: building of hashtag signals, Kolmogorov-
Zurbenko filtering, extrema detection using the continuous wavelet transforma-
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tion and peak detection. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a visual detail of each one
of those steps for two hashtags (“ff” and “116anossemestadio”). The red dots
shows the detected events at a given timestamp: Figure 3d shows the detection
of an event in timestamp 1321029000000 (Friday, 11 Nov 2011 16:30:00 GMT)
and Figure 4d an event in timestamp 1321372200000 (Tuesday, 15 Nov 2011
15:50:00 GMT). The “ff” event is related to the FollowFriday twitter trend that
occurs every friday and where some twitter users suggest other twitter users
to be followed. The “116anossemestadio” is related to the 116th anniversary of
the Clube de Regatas do Flamengo Brazilian sports club in November 15, 2011.
Remarks that Figure 3c and Figure 4c shown the results of the calculation of all
local maxima and local minima for a sliding windows across the signal evolution.
Each branch represent a change in the signal evolution. This continuous wavelet
transform tree will be the basis used to detect peaks in the signal described in
Code 1.4.

(a) original (b) filtered (c) cwt extrema (d) peak detection

Fig. 3: Peak detection for “ff” hashtag

(a) original (b) filtered (c) cwt extrema (d) peak detection

Fig. 4: Peak detection for “116anossemestadio” hashtag

Results of detection of events are presented in Table 2. This table contains
a list of hastags and respective event datetime converted from the unix epoch
timestamp.
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6.2 Event summarization results

Event summarization results are presented in Table 2. The last column of the
table shows a summary of the event using 5 topics inferred from tweets that had
mentions to the event hashtag in that specific 5 minute interval. Additionally to
the hashtag name the infered 5 topics help to summarize the occurrence of the
event.

7 Conclusions

The twitter public stream mining using wavelet signal analysis of hashtag occur-
rences proved to be a valid lightweight option to event detection in this specific
real-time and high throughput data stream. The data acquisition of the stream
using a document based database, the use of twitter hashtag names included
in the stream and the data preprocessing using map reduce transformations
performed inside the database, led to an efficient hashtag signal construction.
Event detection using peak detection on continuous wavelet transformed hastag
signal provided good results in the identification of hashtags mentions bursts
independently of being isolated events or events repeated over the time. The
proposed technique to describe the detected events using a Latent Dirichlet Al-
location topic inference model led to an better description of the event. With this
method, detected events by wavelet analysis are enriched with 5 inferred topics
from tweets occurred at that given time. Based on the experimental results, in
most cases the combination of both hashtag names and inferred topics gave use-
ful description information about the event. For future work and improvements
there were identified 3 main topics: hashtag manipulation with the objective to
group distinct hashtags related with the same event (“f1jp”, “f1nijigen”, “f1”,
“f1chat”, “f1gp”); event repetition learning algorithms to identify and ignore
periodic events like the follow friday (“ff”) that result in an event detected ev-
ery friday; faster topic inference using sampling-based LDA methods applied to
text streaming collections like the SparseLDA, FastLDA or O-LDA real-time
implementations.
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Table 2: List of events detected and respective summarization with topics
hashtag datetime 5 main topics

116anossemestadio 15 Nov 15:50 flamenguista, 116anossemestadio, estdio,
dentro, 116anossemestadio

49ers 13 Nov 23:35 49ers, giants, harbaugh, conversion,
touchdown

argentina 11 Nov 21:15 moreno, bolivia, demichelis, jugando,
mataaar

berlusconi 12 Nov 20:55 silvio, coglioni, berlusconi, boggles, career

blacksabbath 11 Nov 21:20 bezetting, meninos, blacksabbath,
aaaeeewwww, blacksabbath

boosie 14 Nov 17:15 charger, loaded, loaded, better, hunnids

calle13 11 Nov 04:00 actitud, hahahha, celebraron, akabara,
cambio

carrierclassic 12 Nov 00:05 correction, basketball, should, uniforms,
student

cmaawards 10 Nov 01:40 natasha, watching, watching, taylor,
country

cmas 10 Nov 01:50 absolutely, country, country, delicious,
aldean

f1 13 Nov 13:05 vettel, actually, forward, campeonato,
chequerd

ff 11 Nov 16:30 follow, akexwbc, asegura, ff, excuse

fimdomundoinforma 11 Nov 16:10 sobrevivi, sextafeira, dinheiro, evento,
acabar

flamengo116anos 15 Nov 13:05 parabns, estdio, planeta, eterna, parabns

latingrammys 11 Nov 01:20 shakira, franco, premios, bolivar,
ascendencia

lilwaynewackestpunchlines 10 Nov 06:45 lilwaynewackestpunchlines, phenomenal,
should, phenomenal, almost

mareoflores 13 Nov 22:50 pretenden, siguen, libead, mareoflores,
detencin

pacquiao 13 Nov 05:50 marquez, booing, pacquiao, boxing,
fighting

raw 15 Nov 01:20 tengok, watching, followers, appearance,
boston

tvoh 11 Nov 21:25 degene, kijken, tvoh, ahhaha, geniaal

vergonharecord 14 Nov 00:10 outras, arrependase, tendenciosa,
atacando, comprar

veteransday 11 Nov 14:30 country, alabama, served, events, respect

walkingdead 14 Nov 02:45 stupid, walkingdead, alucinaciones,
andrea, stupid

wish111111 10 Nov 15:20 tomorrow, person, better, awards, closed

wwe 15 Nov 01:20 cpeatt, welcome, attacked, hometown,
wwe

xfactor 13 Nov 17:55 technical, amelia, blowing, devlin,
beautiful
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Abstract. Sentiment polarity analysis is a subset of text classification
aiming to classify text according to its sentiment polarity: positive, neu-
tral and negative. This paper proposes an approach to classify Portuguese
on-line news according to their sentiment polarity, in order to verify the
usefulness of a non-supervised learning approach. To do so, each sen-
tence of each news is assigned a likelihood of belonging to each class.
This likelihood depends both on the content of the sentence and on the
influence of nearby sentences. Once analysed, each news may be visu-
alised as an HTML document with each sentence highlighted according
to its sentiment polarity. Forty news (two hundred and fifty sentences)
were manually classified to enable results analysis. It is concluded that it
is important to take the influence of nearby sentences into account even
though this influence should be as little as possible and that an accurate
automatic classification is possible.

Keywords: Information Retrieval; Sentiment Polarity; Text Classifica-
tion

1 Introduction

People everywhere are trying to figure out new ways of obtaining information
as quickly as possible. It is fundamental to be able to collect and analyse rele-
vant information about the subject at hand. Without any automatic, or semi-
automatic, way of accomplishing this, the analysis becomes a hand-made task,
which disables the possibility of handling large amounts of data in a short period
of time.

One of the areas that tries to be of assistance to this problem is the informa-
tion retrieval field of study, whose major goal is to analyse large amounts of data,
as automatically as possible, extracting any relevant information it may contain.
Some questions arise from this, such as which data to analyse, how to analyse
non-structured text, how to distinguish relevant from non-relevant information
and what to do with the extracted information.

Depending on the interests of who is collecting the information, the subject
varies tremendously. An application of these studies is, for example, analysing
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Twitter messages in pre-election periods to extract public opinion on each can-
didate, in order to anticipate vote intentions.

Text classification is a quite explored field of study. Black [1] and Hearst [2]
developed some work that led to the definition of the Naive-Bayes Classifier by
Gale et al. [3], which is one of the most used methods for text classification.
Other studies, like the one of Tong et al. [4], use the well known Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [5].

In this paper, the problem at hand is to identify the polarity of sentiments of
Portuguese on-line news, i.e., if they are positive, negative or simply neutral. An
example of an application of this is the analysis of how the type of news available
may affect the state of mind of the readers, such as matching a huge amount of
negative news to the increase of depression in the community. However, this will
not be subject of further study in this paper, being its focus on the techniques
used to classify the news.

Sentiment analysis is a subset of text classification. This way, the Naive-Bayes
Classifier and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are two widely used methods.
Examples of such are the works of Pang et al. [6] and Kennedy et al. [7]. These
are explained further in Section 2.2.

The approach presented in this paper divides each of the news into sentences
and each sentence is analysed according to its sentiment polarity, based on the
number of positive and negative words in the sentence and on the polarity of
the nearby sentences. The results can be visualised in the format of an HTML
document, having each sentence highlighted according to its sentiment polarity.
In the end, the approach will be evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision and
recall, through a comparison between the results obtained by the approach and
a manual classification of some news.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents and analyses the already
produced work on this field. Section 3 characterises the dataset that was used to
validate the approach. Section 4 describes the methodology used in this work and
how the results were evaluated. Section 5 presents the results obtained. Section
6 presents the conclusions drawn from this study and some future work.

2 Related Literature

Information retrieval is a broad field of research and, therefore, the number of
related studies is immense. As such, it is necessary to focus the state of the
art on text classification studies, as the developed work was, after all, a text
classification problem.

2.1 Text Classification

Text classification is usually achieved through supervised learning, i.e., it is nec-
essary to have a sample on which to base the analysis. This way, text classification
is usually divided in two phases: a learning or training phase and a classification
phase. The first receives a previously hand classified set of documents and, based
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on these, it defines a function which, given a document d classifies it in a class
c. The latter, receives a document d and, using the previously defined function,
outputs its classification [8].

There are two main ways of representing text for classification, through a list
of words or a bag of words. The difference between these two cases is that in
the first, the order in which the words appear in the list matters, whilst in the
latter, the only concern is the frequency of each word in the document. In both
cases, it is usual to pre-process the text, such as stemming it or removing stop
words.

The two main approaches to text classification problems are Naive-Bayes and
SVM.

Naive-Bayes Classifier The Naive-Bayes Classifier was first introduced by
Gale et al. [3] as a response to word disambiguation problems. This approach is
based on hand-annotated approaches, such as the ones of Black [1, 9] or Hearst
[2]. However, Gale et al. [3] replaced the hand-annotated text with parallel text,
i.e., they collect this information from large amounts of text like the Canadian
Hansards [10]. This way, their approach was divided in two phases: a training
phase, in which sentences of both senses of the word to disambiguate are selected
and a classifier is defined, and a testing phase, in which they use the previously
defined classifier to classify each document.

The idea is to build a probabilistic model based on the previously classified
dataset, i.e., given a certain document, what is the probability of it belonging to
each category. Defining c as each of the categories in the set of categories and d
as a certain document, the idea is to calculate P (c|d) [11]. In order to accomplish
this, it is necessary to calculate the probability of each word of the document be-
longing to each category, regardless of its position on the sentence. Naive-Bayes
functions under the assumption that each feature is independent of the others.
Even though this assumption is, in most cases, incorrect, the approach usually
works correctly. The probability P (c|d) can be calculated by:

P (c|d) =
P (c)

∏
w∈d P (w|c)nwd

P (d) ,

where nwd is the number of times the word w occurs in the document d, P (w|c)
is the probability of observing w if the class is c, P (c) is the probability of the
class being c, P (d) is a constant that makes the probabilities for the different
classes add up to one [11] and

P (w|c) =
1+

∑
d∈Dc

nwd

k+
∑

w′
∑

d∈Dcnw′d
,

where Dc is the collection of all documents of the class c on the training dataset
and k is the number of distinct words in the training dataset.

The classifier is a combination between the probabilistic model and a decision
rule. The decision rule usually assigns the document to the category it is more
likely to belong to.
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Support Vector Machine Text classification (or data classification) is a re-
current problem in machine learning. SVM is a technique commonly used to
overcome the problem of dividing data into two categories. Alike Naive-Bayes,
SVM is a supervised learning technique and, therefore, it requires a pre-classified
dataset. The main idea is to associate a vector in a p-dimensional space and a
classification (1 or -1, according to the category it is inserted in) to each docu-
ment and then define a (p − 1)-dimensional hyperplane1 which separates both
categories [5]. The vector associated to each document is based on the differ-
ent features the document may present. Ideally, this hyperplane should be as
far apart from each category as possible, i.e., the distance between the hyper-
plane and the closest point of each category should be maximised. This is called
the maximum-margin hyperplane. The instances that lie most close to the hy-
perplane are called support vectors [4]. Figure 1 presents the maximum-margin
hyperplane for a categorised dataset.

Fig. 1. Example of a maximum-margin hyperplane [4]

The choice of the maximum-margin hyperplane is a p-dimensional optimisa-
tion problem and, therefore, solving it offers computational challenges. However,
there are already some approaches to solve this kind of problems like Ferris et
al. [12] and John Platt [13]. In some cases the hyperplane may be a non-linear
one. An example of such is depicted in Figure 2.

After defining the maximum-margin hyperplane, a vector (point) is assigned
to each of the unclassified documents. Then, depending on which side of the
hyperplane they are, they are considered as being of the corresponding category.

2.2 Sentiment Polarity Analysis

Sentiment analysis is a subset of text classification. Instead of trying to cate-
gorise a certain document, its goal is to understand the sentiment that document
conveys. Moreover, it tries to identify which part of the document should be

1 generalisation of a mathematical plane into a different number of dimensions
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Fig. 2. Example of a non-linear hyperplane [14]

considered as positive and which should be considered negative. Therefore, this
question has to be handled in a different way than simple text categorisation.

Minimum Cut Approach Pang et al. [6] describe a process of classifying
movie reviews as positive or negative. They divided the analysis in two phases:
first they were to identify the relevant sentences, i.e., the prone to subjectivity
sentences and then, using only the subjective sentences, they divided them in
positive and negative. This way, they would obtain 3-way categorisation: posi-
tive, negative and neutral. In order to accomplish this, Pang et al. defined an
undirected graph with n + 2 nodes, where n is the number of sentences (v)
in the document and the other two are a source node (s) and a sink node (t),
representing the classes to which each sentence should be associated (C1 and C2,
respectively).

The graph has edges connecting s to every vi and every vi to t. The weight
of an edge connecting s to a vi is the probability of vi being classified as C1

(ind1) and the weight of an edge connecting a vi to t is the probability of vi
being classified as C2 (ind2). As each vi is either C1 or C2, ind2(vi)equalsto1−
ind1(vi). The weight of an edge connecting a vi to a vk is the probability of the
classification of vk influencing the classification of vi, i.e., how likely it is for
both sentences having the same classification. In this paper this will be referred
to as association score (assoc(vi, vk)).

In the first phase C1 is objective and C2 is subjective whilst in the second
phase C1 is positive and C2 is negative.

In order to decide to which node a sentence must be associated, Pang et al.
[6] associate a cost to each cut of the graph and they try to minimise it, applying
a minimum cut algorithm. A cut is a set of nodes forming a path from s to t
and its cost the sum of the weights of all the edges crossed in that path.

The minimum cut is the one with the minimum cost. Figure 3 depicts the
representation of the first phase of the process.

In order to test their approach, Pang et al. [6] used a dataset of previously
classified movie reviews. They divided their evaluation into two sections, one
testing the efficiency of the subjectivity separation (first phase) and another one
testing the importance of analysing the context in order to classify the text.
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Fig. 3. Graph-cut-based creation of subjective extracts [6]

Contextual Valence Shifters Approach Kennedy et al.’s goal [7] is, similarly
to Pang et al. [6], to automatically classify movie reviews’ sentiment polarity.
However, they use a different approach.

Kennedy et al. [7] try two different approaches. The first one strictly con-
siders the number of positive and negative terms in a review: a review is posi-
tive/negative if it has more positive/negative terms than negative/positive ones.
If the quantity of positive and negative terms are equal (or if the difference is
within a defined margin), the review is considered neutral. In order to identify
the polarity of each term, the General Inquirer [15] is used. It is yet taken into
consideration the existence of terms that may change the polarity (or intensity
of the polarity) of another term. These terms are denominated valence shifters
(not is an example of a negative valence shifter).

The second approach uses a machine learning approach based on SVM, whose
features are single words. Kennedy et al. [7] improve this approach by adding,
as features, pairs of terms of the type valence shifter + (positive/negative) term,
replacing the valence shifter by a value representative of its intensity.

In order to test their approach, Kennedy et al. [7] used the same dataset
used by Pang et al. [6]. They present results for both approaches and for a third
one which combines the two. Their thesis was that the introduction of valence
shifters in sentiment analysis would improve it and the obtained results validate
this.

3 Dataset Characterisation

In this work, a dataset of Portuguese on-line news was analysed in order to
validate the approach. This dataset was collected by Sapo2 and provided by
Sapo Labs at the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto3, as a comma
separated values (csv) file.

2 http://www.sapo.pt
3 http://labs.sapo.pt/up/
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The news were collected between the Ninth of September 2011 and the Sev-
enteenth of November of 2011, enclosing approximately two hundred thousand
news.

Each line of the file represents a document (a news) with six fields, as de-
scribed in Table 1, where only the fields tag and geo are optional.

Table 1. Description of each field of the dataset

Field Description

pubdate The date the news was published in the format DD-MM-YYYY
HH:MM.

title The title of the news.

content The content of the news.

tags A word or words related to the news or to the topic of the news. Ex-
ample: Economia (Economy, n English).

geo Xml with geographical information like the city and district where the
event described on the news took place

page url The url of the news

Even though this is the dataset to classify, another one was used as support
for the classification. The dataset SentiLex-PT 02 [16] is a sentiment lexicon for
Portuguese, including adjectives, nouns, verbs and some idiomatic expressions.
For each sample, the dataset indicates the target of the sentiment, the sentiment
polarity and the polarity assignment. This way, each entry has the following
fields:

– PoS (Part of Speech): ADJ for adjectives, N for nouns, V for verbs and
IDIOM for idiomatic expressions;

– TG (Target of Polarity): the target of the sentiment which corresponds to
human noun (HUM ), functioning as the subject (N0 ) and/or the comple-
ment (N1 ) of the predicate;

– POL (Polarity): 1 for positive, 0 for neutral or -1 for negative;
– ANOT (Polarity Annotation): indicates the annotation was performed man-

ually (MAN ) or automatically (JALC ).
– REV : an optional field which has specific notes about the annotation. If it

is REV=AMB it means the word is ambiguous, i.e., its polarity depends
on the context and if it it REV:POL it indicates the polarity of this entry
was modified in relation to the previous version of the dataset (SentiLEx-PT
01 ).

There are two versions of the SentiLex-PT : one with just the lemma of the
words and another with the inflected forms of the words. In this work, the one
containing just the lemma of the words was used.
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4 Methodology

The approach followed was an adaptation of the one presented by Pang et al. [6],
described in Section 2.2. Pang et al. [6] divided their approach in two phases:
classification of sentences as objective or subjective and classification of the
subjective sentences as positive or negative. Both phases were also divided in two
phases: calculation the probability of a sentence being of one class, regardless of
its context and calculation that same probability but taking into consideration
the influence of the nearby sentences.

The followed methodology was yet a simplificationwas a simplification of this
approach, as instead of dividing the classification in two phases, there was only
one phase, i.e., the probabilities of a word being neutral, positive or negative are
calculated all at the same time. In order to do so, each news was divided into
sentences, each sentence into words and the lemma of each word was obtained
and its polarity evaluated. A word was considered positive if the polarity was
1, neutral if 0 and negative if -1. However, if the word was not present in the
sentiment dataset, it would not be considered. There were also some words whose
polarity was not taken into consideration. These were the so called stop words,
which were mainly articles, like a or the. The list of Portuguese stop words
that was used in this project can be found in [17]. Alike Kennedy et al.’s work
[7], negative valence shifters have also been also considered, i.e., if a word was
near a negative valence shifter, its polarity would become the opposite (negative
became positive and vice-versa). A word was considered to be near to another if
they were at most six words apart. The negative valence shifters considered in
this work were the Portuguese versions of no, never, none and nor.

Alike Pang et al.’s approach [6], this one also divided the calculation of the
probability of each sentence being positive, neutral or negative in two phases.
First, the probability which did not consider the context of the sentence was
calculated. Then, the surroundings were taken into consideration. In order to
do so, counters for the number of positive, neutral and negative words were set,
being updated each time a word was found in the sentiment dataset. As the end
of the sentence was reached, three probabilities (positive, neutral and negative)
were associated to each sentence. These corresponded to the ratio between the
number of words of a certain class and the sum of all the classified words. For
example, the probability of a sentence being positive, regardless of its surround-
ings would be:

Psentence(positive) = positivewords
positivewords+negativewords+neutralwords ∗ 100.

After all the sentences of a certain news had been analysed, there was a second
round, which would again assign three probabilities to each sentence. However, at
this point, the calculation would take into consideration the previously calculated
probabilities for the sentence itself and for the ones next to it. Two sentences
were considered to be next to each other if they were at most two sentences apart.
Four alternative influences of the nearby sentences were used in order to draw
some conclusions about which was the best alternative: no influence, constant
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influence, influence decaying linearly with the distance and influence decaying
exponentially with the distance. After the whole news had been analysed, it was
classified according to the highest probability.

In order to understand if this approach was valid, the obtained results had
to be evaluated. The most accurate way to do so was to perform the test on a
previously hand-classified dataset. As the dataset to be analysed had not yet been
evaluated and due to time restrictions, forty news, which corresponds to about
two hundred and fifty sentences, from the dataset were classified manually. Using
this manual classification, values of accuracy, precision and recall were obtained
for each of the three classes (positive, neutral and negative).

4.1 Details of the approach

Before the analysis process took place, the date files containing the stop words
and the polarities were processed, creating an array for the stop words and a
hash for the words in the polarity dataset and the corresponding polarity. During
the analysis, in order to verify whether or not a word was a stop word, the word
itself would be searched in the stop words array and, in order to determine the
polarity of a word, its lemma would be searched in the polarity hash.

Even though the polarity dataset is supposed to contain the lemma of the
words, in reality there are some words which do not correspond to the actual
lemma. For example, the dataset contains the word demitido (fired in English)
when the corresponding lemma is demitir (fire in English). This way, before
inserting a word to the polarity hash, the corresponding lemma was obtained
and is inserted to the hash instead of the original word.

When working with lemma it was necessary to be careful with the negative
forms, i.e., even though responsible and irresponsible have the same lemma, they
have opposite polarities. In order to solve this issue, it was verified if the initial
letters of a word corresponded to a negative preposition (’i’ ’r’ for example). If
so and if the original word and the word without the preposition had the same
lemma (like irresponsible and responsible), then the polarity would be set as of
the opposite of the polarity of the lemma.

5 Results

After processing all the data, it was necessary to offer some way of visuali-
sation of the results. Having the content of the news, it was possible to cre-
ate an HTML document for each news, containing its content. The tags <font
color=”green”></font> or <font color=”red”></font> were added before and
after each positive and negative sentence, respectively. This way, each sentence
would be presented as black if neutral, green if positive and red if negative.

As only forty news were classified manually, there was no need to analyse
all the news of the dataset, i.e., only the manually classified news were pro-
cessed. Even though the more news were evaluated, the more valid the obtained
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results would be, two hundred and fifty sentences is enough to take some valid
conclusions.

The whole process took about 1 minute, which is an average of 1,5 seconds
per news.

As there are three different categories to which each sentence may be as-
signed, the accuracy, precision and recall values were calculated to each category.

Table 2 presents the results for a constant influence, Table 3 presents the
results for a linear decay in influence and Table 4 presents the results for an
exponential decay in influence.

Table 2. Accuracy, Precision and Recall for each category with constant influence of
nearby sentences

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Positive 62.698 16.484 45.455

Neutral 61.111 4.494 23.529

Negative 42.063 88.889 33.014

Average 55.291 36.622 33.556

Table 3. Accuracy, Precision and Recall for each category with linear decreasing in-
fluence of nearby sentences

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Positive 63.095 16.484 46.875

Neutral 59.127 7.865 25.000

Negative 43.651 84.722 31.771

Average 55.291 36.357 34.549

Table 4. Accuracy, Precision and Recall for each category with exponential decreasing
influence of nearby sentences

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Positive 63.492 18.681 48.571

Neutral 62.302 12.360 39.286

Negative 44.048 83.333 31.746

Average 56.614 38.125 39.868
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The results from the experiment with no influence from the nearby sentences
are displayed in Table 5. This experiment was revealed to be useful to verify
whether or not it was important to take into consideration the influence of these
sentences.

Table 5. Accuracy, Precision and Recall for each category with no influence of nearby
sentences

Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

Positive 61.508 17.582 42.105

Neutral 61.905 20.225 41.860

Negative 46.429 75.000 31.579

Average 56.614 37.602 38.515

6 Conclusions and Future Work

There are two kinds of results to analyse: the accuracy, precision and recall of
each category and the average of these values, for each influence. The latter is
usually more significant as it provides an overview of the results, enabling more
accurate conclusions.

From the results presented in Section 5, it is observable that, as the influence
of the nearby sentences decays, the better the obtained results. However, without
any influence whatsoever, the results’ quality decreases. These results are logical
as, in order to determine the polarity of a sentence, its context must be accounted
for but the most important factor is its content.

The majority of values for accuracy obtained are above 50%, which represents
a quite accurate classification, even though the values of precision and recall tend
to be lower. One aspect that it is important to notice is the discrepancy between
the values of precision for the negative sentences and the positive or neutral
sentences. This may mean it would be advisable to re-examine the probabilities
calculations.

Taking all this into consideration, it is possible conclude that the automatic
classification of news according to their polarities is achievable, even though the
approach presented needs some adjustments.

As for future work, the first topic of discussion should be the calculation of
the different probabilities as the classification relays completely on this. It would
also be interesting to enable the analysis of sets of words as a way to identify
idiomatic expressions and their polarity. At this moment, the news are analysed
word by word which makes this impossible. Some improvements can also be done
to the visualisation. Ideally, it should extract the source code of the news and
modify it, adding the tags for green and red text. However, due to the amount
of different structures of the HTML documents, such was not possible. It would
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be interesting to tackle this question in the future, allowing the results to be
presented with the original layout slightly modified.
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Abstract. With the rapid growth of information on the web, the so-called 

web2.0 services provide users with a simple way of managing a collection of 

resources. The collaborative nature of social bookmarking systems allows users 

to annotate their resources easily and explore other people resources in the net-

work. However, data exploration in such large and complex networks is not al-

ways easy, due to lack of organizational structure. Recently several clustering 

approaches have been introduces to improve the data navigation and infor-

mation exploration in such systems. In this paper we proposed a framework for 

the purpose of clustering and visualizing tag spaces to enhance data exploration 

capabilities. We presented two hierarchical clustering methods and applied 

them to the del.icio.us data set as one of the most popular social bookmarking 

systems. We finally made a comparative study on these two approaches regard-

ing the clustering accuracy and time performance. 

Keywords. web2.0, tags, collaborative, exploration, navigation, clustering, vis-

ualizing 

1 Introduction 

As the amount of information on the web grows rapidly, the issue of data exploration and re-

trieval becomes more crucial. Bookmarking systems allow users to annotate their resources 

with some keywords, called tags, which they consider most appropriate for the content. Users 

can also share both resources and tags with other users in the network. Tagging system normal-

ly consists of three main entities which make a tripartite network of a folksonomy [2]: users, 

resources, and tags. When a user applies a tag to a resource in the system, a tripartite relation-

ship between the user, the resource and the tag is formed. The study of these relationships 

among the tripartite entities provides valuable knowledge to obtain: 

• Semantic of tags will be easier to understand, as a tag can be defined or explained by the 

other tags in the group.  

• Clusters of similar tags can be utilized for tag recommendation, tag ambiguity alleviation, 

and tag bundles suggestion. 

• Clusters of related resources can be quite useful in the time of searching and recommending 

similar resources to users.  

• The best topic for a resource and some Meta information about it can be offered automati-

cally from representatives of tag bundles. 
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• Community of Like-minded users is provided by putting similar users in a group. The users 

in each group can share their resources, tagging behavior and so many similar experiences 

with each other. 

The collection of user-generated tags is usually presented in the tag cloud, which is a visual 

display of tags. Tag clouds take the place of tag lists in which attributes of the text such as font 

size, color or weight are used to represent the importance or frequencies of the tags. Schrammel 

et al. [15] performed a research to investigate which layout for tag clouds is the most appropri-

ate one for searching purposes.  However there are some inherent limitations in tagging context. 

Most important of all is ambiguity. While different users apply different words to a resource, 

and it causes difficulty to find out what the user exactly mean by this word. Acronyms and 

synonyms are other sources of potential ambiguity as well.  

A number of articles [12, 13] claimed that data mining techniques such as clustering, which 

finds groups of related tags, provide a mean to overcome these limitations mentioned above. 

With the help of clustering the effect of ambiguity can be alleviated. Gemmell et al. [12] ex-

pressed that tags can be aggregated in clusters and their ambiguity can be diminished since the 

ambiguous tags can be covered by the majority of tags in a cluster. Sbodio and Simpson [13] 

stated that clustering plays an important role in identifying the concepts of folksonomies and it 

might also help in automating the process of vocabularies extraction from unstructured folk-

sonomies.  

In this work, we focused on investigating the possibility of improving search and data explora-

tion in collaborative tagging systems. We concentrated mainly on clustering like-minded users 

and similar bookmarks. Further works present that organizing bookmarks according to user 

interest and tagging manner may lead to even more interesting results. To achieve the men-

tioned objectives we design and implement a framework in Java called Tag Clustering and 

Visualizing Framework (TCV). The framework consists of four main sections. 

• Data Extraction: allocated for fetching data from del.icio.us tagging system and forming 

three main matrices of user correlation, bookmark similarity and user similarity. 

• Clustering: to cluster obtained data in the previous section based on two hierarchical cluster-

ing methods, greedy agglomerative and betweenness divisive. 

• Visualization: to demonstrate both original data in the mentioned matrices and clustered 

data. 

• Statistics: for creating excel charts according to the original data and clustering results. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lists some related works. Section 3 

presents the TCV framework and its structure and modules. In Section 4 the experiment results 

have been reported. And the conclusion and future works have been addressed in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 

Central to this work is the quality and performance of clustering. Previously in [14] Begelman 

et al. presented several clustering techniques and provide some results on del.icio.us and Raw-

Sugar to prove that clustering can improve the tagging experience. In another direction of work, 

Gemmell et al. [12] proposed a method to personalize a user’s experience within a folksonomy 

using clustering. They examined unsupervised clustering methods for extracting commonalities 

between tags, and use the discovered clusters as intermediaries between a user’s profile and 

resources in order to connect the result of search to the user’s interests.  

Yuruk et al. [22], in a relevant work, proposed a divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm 

called DHSCAN, that iteratively removes links based on an ascending order of a structural 
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similarity measure. We did divisive hierarchical clustering in a part of our work as well, but the 

difference is that we applied betweenness method in order to get more evenly distributed clus-

ters. Newman and Girvan [20], in a similar work to this research, studied betweenness algo-

rithm for divisive hierarchal clustering model, and introduced a measure for evaluating the 

strength of the communities, called modularity. They applied the algorithm to real networks 

with known community structure and extracted almost the same structure without much diffi-

culty. Newman [20], however, in a subsequent work proposed a fast algorithm for detecting 

community structures in networks that was actually an enhancement to the previous algorithm 

of Newman and Girvan [21] and has a considerable advantageous speed over the earlier algo-

rithm. In our work, we took advantage of modularity formula in both the agglomerative and the 

divisive clustering algorithms. Our betweenness divisive algorithm is in some manner the im-

plementation of [21] with some distinction for weighted graphs which in practice improved the 

modularity measured compared to the Newman and Girvan algorithm. 

Another similar research is directed by Simpson [16]. He applied two clustering algorithms, 

‘tag-co-occurrence divisive’ and ‘betweenness-divisive’ algorithm to two different data sets, 

and examined the effectiveness and robustness of both algorithms to the different types of data. 

This research and the similar ones [21], disclosed the poor performance of the betweenness-

divisive algorithm for large data sets, as we also confirmed in our experiments (Section 4.1). 

There has always been a tradeoff between performance and accuracy of an algorithm; this is 

also true for these two mentioned algorithms. The efficacy and utility of this algorithm is 

shown in [21] and some other authors [8], [9], [10] utilized this method for their networks as 

well. Nevertheless, we intend to do more experiments on the accuracy of betweenness-divisive 

algorithm in future works, as it is rather a remarkable theory.  

3 TCV Framework 

The proposed TCV framework consists of four main modules: data extraction, clustering, 

visualization, and statistics.  

3.1 Data Extraction 

One of the early steps in the process of tag analysis is extracting data from web pages. A num-

ber of articles [11], [4], [5], [6] studied record extraction from web pages through identifying a 

set of segments, each of which represented some data, for example a list of objects. They intro-

duced some methods for this aim, but most of them failed to handle complicated or noisy web 

page structures. In TCV, we utilized the same concept of data extraction from the HTML tags, 

but in our specific manner and especially for del.icio.us web pages. We made use of a Java 

library called htmlparser [3] to parse html tags either in a linear or nested fashion and preserve 

data in our data structures for later use.  

Correlation Graphs. The extracted data are mainly preserved in three correlation graphs or 

matrices1 which will be explained in the following paragraphs. To construct these matrices 

efficiently, we made use of the idea of bucket sort algorithm [19]. As bucket sort does not make 

use of comparison sort methods, its computational complexity is linear and therefore applicable 

for a large number of data entries. 

                                                                 

1 In our design we work on matrices first and then visualize the results in graphs. So the matri-

ces and graphs are applied for the same concept and can be used interchangeably. 
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User Correlation Matrix. In this matrix the number of matching bookmarks of users-pairs has 

been counted and reflected.  

Bookmark Similarity Matrix. This matrix keeps the compared results of tag sets of bookmark-

pairs and calculates the similarity between them. There exists numerous metrics for calculating 

similarity between two vectors and some of them are listed in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. A set of common similarity measures 

We made use of cosine similarity measurement regarding what had been studied in [1] by Xu et 

al. on accuracy and performance of the above measures. 

User Similarity Matrix. This matrix which needs the prepared data in both previous matrices 

creates user similarities by analyzing the tagging habits of the users. To do this, we need the 

knowledge of bookmarks’ correlation of user-pairs (user correlation matrix) and the measure of 

similarity of bookmark-pairs (bookmark similarity matrix).   

3.2 Clustering 

Greedy Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. Agglomerative clustering is a bottom-up 

clustering approach where each cluster is a subset of a bigger cluster and this trend continues 

until all the nodes located in at least one cluster. The classic example of agglomerative cluster-

ing is species taxonomy.  

In the agglomerative clustering approach in TCV, we applied greedy algorithm based on the 

modularity concepts addressed in [20]. Modularity is a measurement to determine the strength 

of division of the network to densely connected components with sparse connections between 

components.  

Let eij be the fraction of edges that connect the vertices in group i to vertices in group j. eij 

which defines the edges end in group j are actually equal to eji because of the symmetric char-

acteristics of networks in undirected graphs in this study. eii therefore is the fraction of edges in 

a group connect all the nodes inside the cluster i. To get dense components with sparse connec-

tions, increasing the sum of edges in a cluster ∑
i

iie  could be an appropriate step to gain high-

er modularity. However this sum is not precise enough as it could reach to its maximum value 

when no clustering is done and all the nodes are in the same cluster.  Newman suggests calcu-

lating the sum∑
i

iie and subtracting the value that it would take if edged where placed ran-
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domly. Here another term is introduced called ia  that is the fraction of edges connected to 

vertices of group i.  

 
∑=

j

iji ea

 (1) 
Therefore the modularity formula is represented in the following format. 

 
∑ −=

i

iii aeQ )( 2  (2) 

In the greedy approach for agglomerative clustering, in each step we select two clusters which 

merging them maximize the modularity value. 

 )(2)()( jiijijjijiijji aaeaaeaaeQQQ −=−−−=−=∆  (3) 

And the pseudo code of the greedy agglomerative algorithm is given in the following piece of 

code. 

ALGORITHM AGGLOMERATIVE(G=<V,E>) 
//there are n clusters each contains one node 
s:=0; 
while (s<STEPS) do{ 
     ClaculateModularityofClusters();   //Eq.2   
     q

1
,q

2
:=GetTwoBestClusterstoMerge();   

// Merging q
1 
and

 
q
2 
gives the highest modularity 

based on Eq.3 
     MergeClusters(q

1
,q

2
);     

   // q
1
,q

2 
makes one new cluster  

     s:= s+1; } 

Betweenness Divisive Hierarchical Clustering. Hierarchical divisive is a top-down method of 

clustering which generates clusters by sub-dividing the single cluster containing the entire 

network at first. At each step the least similar vertices or the most distant ones are selected and 

the connecting edge is removed until no more edge is remained.  

Instead of cutting the least similar edges in the correlation graphs, we intend to remove the 

edges with the highest betweenness, as it has occasionally studied in the past and it brings well 

spread clusters based on the modularity definition (Eq. 2). Betweenness is a measure that disfa-

vor edges inside communities and get points to those that exist between communities [21]. The 

edges with the highest betweenness are allocated to connect many nodes together and therefore 

many clusters, so by removing them the inherent clusters will appear step by step. The be-

tweenness divisive method consists of two main processes: vertex value and betweenness value 

calculation.  

Calculate Vertex Values.  

1. The initial vertex s is given, distance ds=0 and weight ws=1. 

• d is the distance from the source node to this node in breadth-first search (BFS). 

• w is the weight of each node shows how many distinct paths there are from the source node 

to this node. 

2. Every vertex i adjacent to s is given, distance di=ds + 1=1 and wi=ws=1. 

3. For each vertex j adjacent to vertices i we select one of these cases: a) if j has not been as-

signed values for d and w, dj=di +1 and wj=wi. b) if j has already been assigned and dj= 
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di+1 then wj=wi+wj. c)  if j has already been assigned and dj<di+1 the weight is remained 

unchanged. 

• In the b branch a vertex is being considered more than once, meaning that there are some 

ways from source to this node, so adding the weight value ensures that we consider all the 

distinct paths in our calculation. 

4. Repeat from step 3 until all the vertices have been assigned a distance and weight value. 

Calculate Betweenness Values.  

5. Find every leaf vertex t. a leaf vertex is a vertex that no vertex should pass through it in its 

path from s.  

• To distinguish the leaf vertex we should find vertices for which there is no neighbor with the 

higher d compare to d of the leaf vertex.  

     
it dd <    }{neighborsi ∈  

6. For each vertex i neighboring t assign the value to the edge from t to i of

t

i

w

w
. 

7. Now we go through other vertices j which all their below neighbors edges are already calcu-

lated. By below neighbors we mean neighbors vertices with lower d. the edge from vertex i 

to j, with j being farther from s than i, assign the value that is 1 plus the sum of the values on 

the neighboring edges immediately below it all multiplied by 

j

i

w

w
. 

• Here is the modification point in the main algorithm: instead of adding just 1 to the above 

sum, we add1 plus the weight of the edge showing that some edges are more likely to be be-

tween other nodes according to their weights. 

8. Repeat the step 7 until node s is reached. 

When the calculation for a single source is finished, the process will be start over until all nodes 

become source once; we then have the betweenness values for each edge which is the sum of 

scores for the different source nodes.   

 

Fig. 2. Calculate edges values when ‘a’ is the source node 
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3.3 Visualization 

For visualizing clusters before and after clustering, we make use of prefuse visualizing toolkit 

[17], which is a software framework for creating dynamic visualizations for both structured and 

unstructured data [7]. We applied various layouts of prefuse to demonstrate our original graphs 

and the communities formed after the clustering process. In Fig. 3 the process of visualizing in 

the TCV framework is demonstrated. 

 

Fig. 3. How visual toolkit works in TCV framework 

The input graph which is already saved in a text file is given to VisUtility class that creates 

graphML [29] out of the input graph. VisualToolkit class is able to create different layouts of 

the output graph when it is supplied with the proper graphML. Some samples of the Bookmark 

Similarity Graph represented in different layouts are demonstrated in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Different layouts of prefuse for bookmark similarity matrix 

3.4 Statistics 

In the statistic part of the TCV framework, performance of the clustering methods can be com-

pared and demonstrated in different excel charts. The clustering algorithm and the matrix are 

selected and the chosen type of the chart will be drawn in this step. With the help of a Java 

chart library, jfreechart [18], various excel charts can be drawn to have different looks of the 

clustering process for all three matrices. 
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4 Experiments and Results 

This section presents some experiments conducted to consider different aspects of a tagging 

system which leads to some series of results and conclusions. For several experiments we use 

two sets of data from del.icio.us, a sample of 20 users from the popular bookmarks and another 

sample of 50 users from the recent page. Table 1 shows the characteristics of two samples of 

the data set. 

Table 1. Statistics of two samples of data sets 

 User Source Users No. Bookmarks 

per User 

Total Book-

mark No. 

Tag No. 

Sample 1 popular 20 <=300 1714 1603 

Sample 2 recent 50 <=300 3992 3832 

4.1 Agglomerative vs.  Divisive Approach 

In this section we do a comparative study on agglomerative and divisive clustering methods 

regarding the modularity and timing issues. 

Modularity.  

    

                           (a) Sample 1            (b) Sample 2 

Fig. 5. Modularity vs. steps No. for agglomerative and divisive method 

In Fig. 5 the horizontal axis is the number of steps and the vertical axis is the modularity meas-

ured in each step. As the experiment in sample 1 shows, the maximum value for modularity is 

achieved in the agglomerative algorithm (about 0.42). Although modularity value closer to 1.0 

is an indicator for a better clustering, in real networks, however the highest reported value is 

0.75. In practice, Newman [20] found that modularity values around 0.3 indicate a strong 

community structure for the given network. Here the agglomerative method achieves about 7% 

higher modularity rather than the divisive method. 

In sample 2 diagram, the superiority of agglomerative method to the divisive algorithm is even 

more observable. The maximum modularity value in the divisive approach is 0.37 while it is 

0.47 for the agglomerative approach. (about 10% improvement for agglomerative) 
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Timing. Although the increasing speed of computers will probably alleviate time limits in the 

coming years, the time complexity is still an important issue in most of the algorithms. Fig. 6 

shows a comparison between running time of agglomerative and divisive algorithms in the user 

correlation matrix of 50 users (Sample 2).   

 

Fig. 6. Measured time in agglomerative and divisive algorithms 

The above graph shows that there is a steady upward trend for agglomerative time consump-

tion, while the divisive trend has a sharp increase in the amount time needed to cluster the same 

sets of objects. As it is also clarified in [21], the divisive clustering method is entirely computa-

tional intensive and it operates in )( 3nO time on sparse graphs. Therefore, for larger graphs 

with more than 10000 nodes this algorithm is rather inapplicable.  

4.2 Betweenness Divisive Method  

    
                           (a) Sample 1            (b) Sample 2 

Fig. 7. Modularity vs. number of clusters for the original formula and the new formula 

The new formula which has addressed in section 3.2, step 8 of the betweenness algorithm, deals 

with the weights of the edges in our similarity graphs. The changes made in this formula in a 

successful manner increased the overall modularity. As Fig. 7 shows, the new formula obtained 

better results rather than the original one. For data set of sample 1, the modularity value im-

proved by almost 1%, and as the diagram of sample 2 shows, the maximum modularity gained 

by the original formula, for un-weighted graphs, is almost 0.37 while it reached a peak at 0.42 

for our weighted graph (about 5% improvement). 
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5 Conclusion and Future Works 

In this work, we proposed a framework for clustering and visualizing the data of a well-known 

bookmarking system, del.icio.us. The main goal was to improve the data exploration and data 

navigation in collaborative tagging systems. Two hierarchical clustering model has been ana-

lysed and implemented, greedy agglomerative and betweenness divisive. We also made some 

modifications to the main betweenness divisive algorithm and proposed a new formula to im-

prove the accuracy of the mentioned algorithm. However, according to our experiments in 

section 4.1 and 4.2, we observed higher accuracy and superior performance in agglomerative 

method rather than divisive approach. In fact betweenness divisive results proved its inferiority 

in computational timing and even modularity gained, and therefore it tends to be less widely 

used rather than the agglomerative methods based on the acquired results.  

One of the open issues directly related to our framework is developing a search engine in 

bookmarking environments and applying clustering to it in order to show improvement in 

search result over clustered entities. Another further work regarding the divisive clustering 

algorithms is to improve its speed. Some solutions such as parallelization were proposed in 

[21], but the issue is still remained open. Another work could be a comparative study of tradi-

tional divisive method and the betweenness divisive algorithm introduced in [21]. Although in 

[21] the concept of betweenness was addressed as a superior approach, we couldn’t find any 

research specifically dealing with the superiority of this approach over the traditional one. 
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Abstract. Some real life problems require the classification of items
into naturally ordered classes. Conventional methods, intended for the
classification of nominal classes, are traditionally used to deal with these
problems where the classes are ordered. This paper proposes an adapta-
tion of association rules for classification intended for multi-class prob-
lems where the order relation is not ignored. The theoretical background
assumes that the random variable class associated with a given query
should follow a unimodal distribution. The adaptation, which uses class
association rules (CAR’s), is essentially in terms of the output handling,
i.e the voting system for the predicted class. The experiments in real
datasets are presented. Despite this very simple variant of association
rules for classification, the results indicate that the method is making
valid predictions and is competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms.

1 Introduction

Many classification problems require classifying examples into naturally ordered
classes. These problems are commonly found in many study fields, such as econo-
metric modeling and collaborative filtering. Other applications include biomedi-
cal classification problems, in which is very frequent that the classes are ordered,
although that is almost never taken into account and the conventional methods,
for nominal classes or regression, are used.

Conventional methods of supervised classification can be used, but first of
all it is usually harder and slower to train with these methods and secondly
the derived classifier might not be really appropriate. On the other hand, using
regression methods introduces an arbitrary selection of numbers to represent
the classes, which in turn influence both the prediction function and the usual
measures of performance assessment that are used. However, the use of methods
specifically designed for ordered classes results in simpler classifiers, making it
easier to interpret the factors that are being used to discriminate among classes
[9].
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Association rules mining is a very important and successful task in data
mining. Although its original purpose was only descriptive, several adaptations
have been proposed for predictive problems like in [8]. This work proposes an
adaptation of association rules for classification intended for multi-class problems
where the order relation of the classes is not ignored. The method searches for
Class Association Rules (CAR’s) and handles them taking into account the order
relation of the classes. This is done by forcing an unimodal distribution [5] of
the class probabilities, even if their empirical distribution is not unimodal.

The paper is organized as follows: sections 2 and 3 introduce the unimodal
paradigm and the task of association rule mining, respectively; section 4 gives a
simple description of the method proposed here; section 6 presents the experi-
mental setup and discusses the results; finally, section 7 concludes this paper.

2 The unimodal paradigm

Let us define a supervised classification problem with K ordered classes C1 <
. . . < CK and denote the feature space as X. In common supervised classification
problems, the goal is to find a mapping:

fT : X→ {Ci}Ki=1

that minimizes certain cost functional relative to the ` examples in a given
training set T = {(xi, Cxi)}`i=1 ⊂ X × {Ci}Ki=1. Bayes decision theory aims to
maximize the a posteriori probability P (Ck|x) in the classification of new exam-
ples x with the class Ck. To that end, we must find a function which estimates
the a posteriori probabilities:

fT (x) = arg maxCk
{P (Ck|x)}

However, should we consider this very same foreground in every classification
problem? Let us assume we wave a temperature classification problem with K =
5 classes: {Very cold, Cold, Mild, Hot, Very hot}. It is intuitive to consider a
natural ordering between these classes: Very cold < Cold < Mild < Hot < Very hot.
Thus if the model obtains P (C4|x) as the highest a posteriori probability for
a given query point x, the second most probable class should be P (C3|x) or
P (C5|x). This means that if the most likely is a Hot day, then the second most
likely should either be a Mild day or a Very hot day. In other words, we can as-
sume that the probabilities should decrease monotonically to the left and to the
right of the class with maximum probability. By using classifiers which do not
take into account the order relation presented, the second highest a posteriori
probability can be, for instance, P (C1|x), which makes no sense.

More formally, the unimodal paradigm introduced in [5] assumes that in a
supervised classification problem with ordered classes, the random variable class
Cx associated with a given query point x should follow a unimodal distribution.
We assume a particular unimodal discrete distribution for Cx, and a classifier
fT estimates the a posteriori probabilities by estimating the parameters of the
assumed distribution.
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3 Association Rules Mining

An association rule (AR) is an implication: A → C where A
⋂
C = ∅, A,C ⊆

desc (X) where desc (X) is the set of descriptors of instances in X, typically pairs
〈attribute, value〉. We also denote desc (xi) as the set of descriptors of instance
xi.

Association rules are typically characterized by two measures, support and
confidence. The support of rule A → C in T is sup if sup% of the cases in it
contain A and C. Additionally, it has a confidence conf in T if conf% of cases
in T that contain A also contain C.

The original method for induction of AR is the APRIORI algorithm that was
proposed in 1994 [1]. APRIORI identifies all AR that have a support and confi-
dence higher than a given minimal support threshold (minsup) and a minimal
confidence threshold (minconf), respectively. Thus, the model generated is a set
of AR of the form A → C, where A,C ⊆ desc (X), and sup(A → C) ≥ minsup
and conf(A→ C) ≥ minconf . For a more detailed description see [1].

Despite the usefulness and simplicity of APRIORI, it runs a time consuming
candidate generation process and needs space and memory that is proportional
to the number of possible combinations in the database. Additionally it needs
multiple scans of the database and typically generates a very large number of
rules. Because of this, many new pruning methods were proposed in order to
avoid that. Such as the hashing [10], dynamic itemset counting [4], parallel and
distributed mining [11], relational database systems integrated with mining [12].

Association rules were originally proposed for descriptive purposes. However,
they have been adapted for predictive tasks such as classification (e.g., [8]) which
is described in Section 3.2.

3.1 Pruning

AR algorithms typically generate a large number of rules (possibly tens of thou-
sands), some of which represent only small variations from others. This is known
as the rule explosion problem [3]. It is due to the fact that the algorithm might
find rules for which the confidence can be marginally improved by adding further
conditions to the antecedent.

Pruning methods are usually employed to reduce the amount of rules, without
reducing the quality of the model. A common pruning method is based on the
improvement that a refined rule yields in comparison to the original one [3]. The
improvement of a rule is defined as the smallest difference between the confidence
of a rule and the confidence of all sub-rules sharing the same consequent. More
formally, for a rule A→ C

imp(A→ C) = min (∀A′ ⊂ A, conf (A→ C)− conf (A′ → C))

As an example, if one defines minImp = 0.1%, the rule A1 → C will be kept,
if, and only if conf (A1 → C)− conf (A→ C) ≥ 0.001, where A ⊂ A1.
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3.2 Class Association Rules

Classification Association Rules (CAR), were proposed as part of the Classifi-
cation Based on AR (CBA) algorithm [8]. A class association rule (CAR) is an
implication of the form: A → C where A ⊆ desc (X), and C ∈ L, which is the
class label. A rule A → C holds in T with confidence conf if conf% of cases in
T that contain A are labeled with class C, and with support sup in T if sup%
of the cases in it contain A and are labeled with class C.

CBA takes a tabular data set T = {〈xi, Ci〉}, where xi is a set of items and
Ci the corresponding class, and look for all frequent ruleitems of the form 〈A, C〉,
where A is a set of items and C ∈ L. The algorithm aims to choose a set of high
accuracy rules RC to match T . RC matches an instance < xi, Ci >∈ T if there
is at least one rule A → C ∈ RC , with A ⊆ desc(xi), xi ∈ X, and C ∈ L. If the
available rules cannot classify a new example, a default class is given to it (e.g.,
the majority class in the training data).

4 Association Rules for unimodal class distribution

Although the original purpose of Association rules was only descriptive, several
adaptations have been proposed for predictive problems like in [8]. The objective
of this work is to propose a supervised classification method, built in association
rules, more suitable for predicting ordinal classes. We believe that our contribu-
tion will improve the performance of the supervised classification in the presence
of ordinal classes in the association rules domain.

After generating the CARs, given some user defined interest measures, these
are grouped and counted per class for each unclassified example x. This is,
considering the classes {Very cold, Cold, Mild, Hot, Very hot} the method can
obtain a bunch of rules for an unclassified example, like, for instance:

(Very cold-5 rules, Cold-7 rules, Mild-15 rules, Hot-2 rules, Very hot-3 rules)

Which is an empirical distribution of the classes where each CAR contributes
in equal terms for the counting. These numbers are then used to estimate the
probabilities of each of the five classes P (Ci|x). Now, the unimodal paradigm
enters: instead of using the usual estimator for these probabilities, for instance
P̂ (Verycold|x) = 5/38, we will use a different estimator that smooths these
numbers and at the same time verify the unimodal paradigm described above;
this paradigm is what makes sense, in our opinion, with ordered classes. To do
so, we will use a specific unimodal parametric statistical model to be fitted to
the numbers (5,13,15,2,3): the binomial distribution. Our purpose will then be
to find a binomial distribution B(4, p) whose 5 probabilities best approximate
the empirical probabilities (5/38, 13/38, 15/38, 2/38, 3/38). In order to do so,
the parameter p will be estimated by maximum likelihood [7].

This p is then used to calculate the probability for the set of classes. The
class with higher probability will be the one chose for the recommendation. The
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method, as we propose, is independent of the CARs generator, once only the
recommendation process is affected.

We believe that this method contributes for better performance because it
will only force the unimodality in the presence of non unimodal distributions. In
those cases where the empirical distribution is already unimodal the probabilities
will be slightly smoothed only.

5 Error measures

In this supervised classification problem with ordered classes, we measure the
performance of the classifier using two different measures. The Misclassification
Error Rate (MER) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The first one considers
every misclassification equally costly. In the latter the performance of a classifier
fT is assessed in a dataset O ⊂ X through

MAE =
1

card(O)

∑

x∈O
|g(Cx)− g(fT (x))|,

where g(·) corresponds to the number assigned to a class. Assuming this assign-
ment is arbitrary the performance measurement given by MAE can be inade-
quate. However, as we are dealing with ordinal classes in this work, the assign-
ment will take into account the classes natural order. This measure can be more
informative than MER, because its values increase with the absolute differences
between the “true” and “predicted” class numbers and so the misclassifications
are measured as a distance factor.

6 Experimental Results

The datasets in this work (Table 1) were taken from:

– (A) www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/ chuwei/ordinalregression.html
– (B) www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ ml/index.html

All the variables were discretized by the following order: (1) recursive minimum
entropy partitioning criterion ([6]) with the minimum description length (MDL)
as stopping rule (2) equal width bins. The division into equal width bins will only
be used in the attributes left undiscretized by the previous method.

The evaluation measures used are the Misclassification Error Rate (MER)
and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the performance of the method was esti-
mated using ten-fold cross-validation. The performance of the Unimodal method
was compared with a very simple CAR method, which classifies the examples
with the most frequent class from the set of all the matching CARs. For the
generation of frequent items we used CAREN [2] and minsup was fixed in 0.1%
and mimp was set to 0.001%.

The number of each class per dataset is graphically presented in Fig. 1. Some
datasets do not seem to have an unimodal distribution in the classes. This can
be because their distribution is not binomial at all or due to the fact that the
data has unbalanced information.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the classes by dataset
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Table 1. Summary of the datasets

Datasets source #examples #attributes #classes

abalone A 4177 10 10
auto A 392 7 10

balance A 625 4 3
cpu A 209 6 10

diabetes A 43 2 10
esl B 488 4 9

housing A 506 13 5
lev B 1000 4 5

pyrim A 74 27 10
stock A 950 9 5
swd B 1000 10 4

Table 2. Results obtained in terms of the Misclassification Error Rate

minconf 75% 50% 25%
CARs Unim CARs Unim CARs Unim

abalone .520 .518 .450 .445 .466 .485
auto .719 .729 .566 .559 .528 .492
balance .248 .333 .248 .333 .248 .333
cpu .455 .440 .450 .436 .435 .426
diabetes .780 .780 .905 .880 .895 .935
esl .416 .399 .352 .334 .348 .332
housing .296 .306 .334 .352 .391 .389
lev .569 .569 .503 .483 .484 .478
pyrim .755 .689 .737 .850 .834 .771
stock .149 .183 .161 .202 .143 .225
swd .521 .519 .446 .441 .449 .462

6.1 Results

The results presented in table 2 indicate that the classifier using the unimodal
method obtains slightly better results than the ones without it. This error mea-
sure is only an indicator of the performance of a classifier because, as said before,
when dealing with ordered classes there are more fair error measures that should
be considered to measure the distance of the predicted class from the real class.
For this reason Table 3 presents the results obtained with MAE, which penal-
izes the bigger deviations of the recommended class in comparison with the real
ones. In this case, the Unimodal method clearly outperforms the other method
in every confidence values considered.

Despite the absence of a statistical test, the improvement observed is a good
motivation for a more throughout experimental study in the future. This indi-
cates that this association rules method is in fact improving its performance by
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Table 3. Results obtained in terms of the Mean Absolute Error

minconf 75% 50% 25%
CARs Unim CARs Unim CARs Unim

abalone .758 .757 .599 .601 .605 .626
auto 1.941 1.951 1.168 1.160 .694 .645
balance .418 .345 .418 .345 .418 .345
cpu 1.231 1.212 1.177 1.163 .862 .780
diabetes 1.495 1.495 2.030 1.875 2.090 1.940
esl .500 .477 .381 .355 .379 .355
housing .332 .330 .405 .397 .462 .435
lev .669 .669 .554 .536 .535 .523
pyrim 1.663 1.264 1.623 1.479 1.702 1.454
stock .151 .184 .164 .203 .145 .225
swd .638 .634 .481 .479 .491 .505

using the Unimodal method when the class distribution is ordered. This also
means that, despite the simplicity of the adaptation, this can be considered a
competitive method. We expect that the results can be significantly improved,
for instance, by implementing more suitable pruning methods.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we present a simple adaptation of association rules for ordinal clas-
sification. This adaptation essentially consists of adapting a well known method
taking into consideration the properties of the classes of the datasets. Which, in
this particular case, is the natural orders of the classes.

These results are positive and clearly show that this method, in most cases,
decreases the error rate when compared with normal association rules methods
in this scenario. We think that it executes well its function to better classify
classes with a binomial distribution.

This work uncovered several problems that could be better studied in order
to study and improve the method’s performance. They include: improving the
prediction generation method; implementing better pruning methods; choice of
parameters.

We also want to undertake statistical tests, in future work, to give a stronger
analysis of the performance of the method.
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Abstract. The Internet is continuously being expanded. This expansion
is represented by an incremental utilization of network traffic. Conse-
quently, such immense amounts of traffic volume require efficient traffic
engineering techniques embodied within Quality of Service strategies.
Traffic classification constitutes a basis for such techniques and enables
the selective prioritization of network flows. Most offline network traf-
fic classification techniques are based on classification models formulated
by supervised machine learning (ML) algorithms. The adequate selection
of suitable features for further usage in ML-algorithms is fundamental
to achieve high classification accuracy rates. This paper expands the
Marnerides’ previous work with respect to the exploitation of the Renyi
information within the traffic classification process. We provide a novel,
and detailed comparison with other features and we further illustrate
that the Renyi information allows a far more accurate ML-based classi-
fication of the network flows. The Renyi information is derived from the
smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville (SPWV) energy time-frequency (TF) dis-
tribution of the traffic signal as composed by the counts of bytes of the
network packets that constitutes a network flow. The impact of this new
feature was evaluated using packet traces captured at the Keio university
campus network in Japan.

Keywords: Network traffic classification, machine learning, decision tree,
neural network, time-frequency distribution, Renyi information

1 Introduction

The Internet is a resource that is continuously being expanded in terms of users,
devices and applications. The expansion of the Internet is represented by an in-
cremental network traffic volume persona in backbone networks. This high traffic
volume utilization requires proper traffic engineering techniques, to guarantee
the best usage of the network infrastructure[18]. The diversity of application-
layer protocols (e.g. HTTP, FTP) exposes different performance characteristics
for a given network flow (e.g. TCP, UDP flow) such as latency, throughput and
jitter. Quality of Service (QoS) is a set of traffic engineering techniques that
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tries to assess and optimize the aforementioned characteristics by defining prior-
ity levels based on the criticality of each flow [14]. Accurate traffic classification
is a challenging task and is considered as fundamental for supporting selective
prioritization of network flows. Two different approaches exist to perform net-
work traffic classification: (1) online traffic classification and (2) offline traffic
classification [8]. The first approach aims to perform network traffic classifica-
tion close to real-time, mostly by using directly the data captured from a network
interface. The second approach aims to perform network traffic classification us-
ing a set of historical data, captured over a limited period of time in the past.
These two different network classification approaches are used under the scope
of different purposes. Offline traffic classification is mostly performed using ML
techniques [19]. Supervised ML-algorithms tend to create a classification model
based on the information obtained through the analysis of a training set. The
training set has records with different data fields named features, and is consid-
ered as the a priori knowledge for the whole supervised ML technique. A test
set has the same features of the training set and the class of all the records
is also known in advance, and is used to verify the accuracy of the formulated
model. This information is used to compare the class predicted by the model
with the actual record class [2]. It is important to explore new features that may
increase the accuracy of the ML-algorithms. This paper expands the work done
in [17] with respect to the exploitation of the Renyi information within the
traffic classification process. We provide a novel, and detailed comparison with
other features and we further illustrate that the Renyi information allows a more
accurate ML-based classification of the network flows, on certain conditions.

Traditionally traffic classification has been mainly assessed with the usage
of the src/dst port numbers that allow the identification of an application layer
protocol (eg. HTTP). Although this feature allows a fast classification, some
applications do not use well known ports, and this consequently results to lower
classification accuracy rates. On top of that, some applications, mainly peer-to-
peer (P2P), use ports that are usually assigned to other well-known applications
and services, in an attempt to avoid their proper classification. The goal of this
behavior is mainly to bypass the proper traffic prioritization, because usually
the P2P applications and services have low priority and have their use limited
with traffic engineering techniques such as traffic shaping [16]. Another feature
used in current and past literature is packet payload information. The analysis
of the message cargo allows an accurate classification of each network flow. The
main disadvantages of this feature are related with confidentiality issues, and en-
crypted payloads. Moreover, the payload analysis is based on semantic parsing,
which is usually a resource intensive methodology [16]. New features are method-
ically tested to assess the importance of their use in supervised ML-algorithms.
The purpose of this work is to experiment and evaluate the accuracy derived by
the usage of two new features, obtained by calculating the Renyi Information [1]
of a signal representing the energy-TF distribution [5] of the Smoothed Pseudo-
Wigner-Ville (PWV) [3], based on the network features of the byte-size and the
inter-arrival interval of the packets for a given flow. In particular, this work
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depends on three supervised ML-algorithms namely decision trees [20], neural
networks [9] and random forests [4]. The algorithmic objective of a decision tree
classification scheme is to construct a tree structure where the interior nodes cor-
responds to features of the data set, and the edges to children nodes corresponds
to the possible values for each feature. Leaf nodes represents the target classes.
The algorithmic objective of a neural network classification scheme is to create
an interconnected group of artificial neurons, and process information using an
approach oriented to connections. The random forest algorithm consists of many
decision trees and outputs the class that is the mode of the classes output by
individual trees.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the procedure, methods and techniques. The overall methodology was based on
data pre-processing, including calculating the new features, and the application
of different supervised ML-algorithms to analyze the impact of these new fea-
tures. The Section 3 presents the results and discussion. The overall results were
based in comparing the accuracy of the models formulated by supervised ML-
algorithms, and the discussion presents reasonable explanations for the obtained
results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Methodology

This section presents the data sources used during this experiment, as well as
the data processing and analysis techniques that were applied. The data sources
subsection details the origin of the data sets used during this experiment. Follows
a subsection with data processing tasks, concerning feature extraction processes
and data preparation. Finally the subsection with data analysis details the su-
pervised ML-algorithms employed during this experiment.

2.1 Data sources

This paper illustrates an experimentation based on two packet-level traces (i.e.
libpcap format [11]) captured on a Gigabig Ethernet (GbE) link from Keio Cam-
pus network (Japan). The first capture (i.e. Keio-I) took place on the 8th of
August, 2006 from 10:43:04 to 11:13:04. Keio-II was the second trace used and
was captured on the 9th of August, 2006 between 16:18:41 to 16:48:31. During
this experiment, Keio-I was used as training set and Keio-II was used as test set.

2.2 Data processing

The data processing task was held in the following five main steps:

1. Data extraction, from the network capture dump (with binary information).
2. Data transformation, which included the following parts:

(a) Conversion from the CAIDA’s Coral Reef tools [15] output to CSV files.
(b) Anonymization of the sensitive information of the data set.
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(c) Map all the extracted packets to the correspondent flows.

3. Loading the data to a data mart created for this experiment.

4. Processing the new features using Octave [7].

5. Data validation process at which some features were re-calculated by using
the mapped packets. This was done in order to ensure correct mapping of
packets with their corresponding flows.

The two data sets used during this experiment contained raw network traffic
data. Due to the raw nature of the data sets it was essential to perform some
data processing tasks in order to extract meaningful packet and flow-level infor-
mation. This task was performed using CAIDA’s Coral Reef Suite [15]. Keio-I
had 9.103.698 network packets composing 877.921 network flows. Keio-II had
7.398.404 network packets composing 497.042 network flows. These tools were
able to determine the class of each network flow (from both data sets), based
mainly on the payload information. This classification was used as this experi-
ment ground truth. Both network traffic traces used during this experiment con-
tained sensitive information, such as the source and destination IP addresses of
each packet. To ensure the network users confidentiality, all IP addresses present
in both data sets were replaced by an encrypted identifier. The anonymized data
was used to populate a MySQL database. This database was created by following
a dimensional model, to support the new features extraction process. In order to
achieve this, a Java application was developed and used. Particularly, this Java
application used the JavaOctave1 to perform Octave calculations, complemented
with the TFTB Toolbox [10] to generate the TF distribution signals based on
the bytesize and the inter-arrival intervals of the network packets of each net-
work flow, as well as their correspondent Renyi information. The commands used
to calculate the Renyi information values from the generated signals were the
following:

real(renyi(tfrpwv(hilbert([ bytesizeA bytesizeB ... bytesizeN ]’))));

real(renyi(tfrpwv(hilbert([ intervalA intervalB ... intervalN ]’))));

The first action was to generate the signal applying the Hilbert transform [13]
employed by the Octave hilbert() function, used for deriving the analytical
signal formed by both packets’ byte sizes and packets’ inter-arrival times. Sub-
sequently, we computed the energy TF distribution of the analytical signal by
applying the tfrpwv() function which in practice computes the smoothed PWV
distribution. The resulted distribution enabled an investigation on the TF plane
and the estimation of the Renyi information. This value represents the entropy of
the energy-TF distribution. The goal of this work was to use this value as a new
feature when using ML-algorithms, and evaluate its relevancy considering the
accuracy of the formulated classification models. This process was accomplished
by using the renyi function in Octave. The renyi function may return complex
numbers that are not employed by the supervised ML-algorithms. To overcome
this drawback, only the real part of the Renyi information value was considered.
This process was accomplished by using the real function in Octave.

1 http://kenai.com/projects/javaoctave Jan 2012
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During this experiment, Octave stood unable to process flows with more than
10.000 packets. Three different environments were used on two different ma-
chines, and every attempt to process flows with more than 10.000 packets failed.
These environments were namely: Apple MacOS X Lion, Microsoft Windows
7 and Canonical Ubuntu Linux 11.10, with their respective versions of Octave
(using both 32 and 64 bit architecture versions). The first machine had an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz processor and 2GB DDR3 1066MHz of RAM, where the
second one had an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz processor and 8GB DDR2 800MHz
of RAM. Due to Octave’s aforementioned limitation it was feasible to compute
Renyi values for flows that contained less than 10.000 packets. In addition, the
minimum packet size for a given flow whilst computing the Renyi information
was fixed to 5 since a lower threshold would not allow the generation of a mean-
ingful signal. The subset of flows with 5 or more packets and less than 10.000
packets corresponds to 35.24% of Keio-I and 35.40% of Keio-II.

2.3 Data analysis

In order to conduct a robust analysis scheme for our new features, our experimen-
tation strictly considered the subset of flows with a Renyi value. In more detail,
it was feasible to compute the Renyi values for 309.420 records of Keio-I and
176.002 records of Keio-II. This filtering process resulted in a Keio-I subset with
29 distinct classes and a Keio-II subset with 25 distinct classes. Table 1 presents
statistical information related with the classes distribution on both training and
test data sets2. The number of records per class were rather irregular.

Table 1. Statistical information related with classes distribution

Number of Records per Class Training Set Test Set

Minimum 1 1

Average 10 670 7 040

Median 82 51

Standard Deviation 39 755 20 947

Maximum 211 567 99 593
(68.375% of data set) (56.5863% of data set)

The ML-algorithms were executed using two different approaches: (1) with
and (2) without the Renyi information features. We compared the results of the
formulated classification models to analyze the impact of the new features. In
this experiment we worked with features derived from two different sources: (1)
from the packets’ byte size and (2) from the packets’ inter-arrival interval.

2 Due to space restrictions, the classes distribution analysis is not presented in great
detail in this paper.
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Therefore, we used the following statistical information as features:

– renyi time : Renyi information value for inter-arrival interval;
– min time, avg time, std time, max time and total time : Minimum,

average, standard deviation, maximum and sum of the packet inter-arrival
interval values;

– renyi size : Renyi information value for byte-size;
– min size, avg size, std size, max size and total size : Minimum, aver-

age, standard deviation, maximum and sum of the packet byte-size values.

According to the basic statistical descriptors of minimum, average, median,
standard deviation and maximum values, the training and test sets exposed
similar statistical characteristics3. The ML-algorithms were employed via the
RapidMiner [12] tool. Keio-I filtered data subset was used as the training set
and Keio-II filtered data subset was used as the test set. By virtue of its al-
gorithmic nature, the decision tree algorithm was used in order to first explore
and analyze the importance of the newly added feature. Decision tree algorithm
selects the most relevant features to build the decision paths of its tree. This
behavior allows us to analyze if a given feature is relevant or not. We executed
the supervised ML-algorithms several times varying its parameters to detect the
values that produced better results. Nevertheless, we have used the following pa-
rameters for the decision tree algorithm: criterion was gain ratio, the minimal
size for split was 4, the minimal leaf size was 2, the minimal gain was 0.1, the
maximal depth varied from 3 to 25 and the confidence was 0.25. The ”pruning”
technique is intended to minimize over-fitting issues but was not used during
this experiment to allow a deeper analysis of the features influence. We have
achieved over-fitting redundancy by using a test set obtained from traces of a
different network capture. In parallel, the neural network algorithm was used
with a varying training cycle (i.e. 20-320 cycles), the learning rate was 0.3 and
the momentum was 0.2, whereas data was normalized and shuffling was not em-
ployed. Neural network was also used with multiple features combinations to
analyze the impact of each feature on the resulting classification models. These
executions were carried out with 50 training cycles, having a learning rate of
0.3 and a momentum of 0.2 (also with data normalized and not shuffled). The
random forest algorithm used the following parameters: The number of trees in
the forest varied from 5 to 80, the number of features to consider was logM + 1,
where M was the number of inputs, and the random number seed was 1.0.

3 Results and Discussion

This section presents the results obtained during this experiment and the dis-
cussion about their meaning. The results subsection presents an analysis of the
different accuracies of the models formulated by the ML-algorithms. We present
the results concerning the decision tree, the neural network and the random for-
est algorithms. In discussion subsection we present the possible reasons for the
observed differences.
3 The values are not be presented on this paper due to the space restrictions.
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3.1 Results

As already mentioned (Section 2.3), the decision tree algorithm was accom-
modated multiple times with varying features and the max depth parameter in
order to examine the efficiency of the newly added features. Ultimately we aimed
at identifying the effect of different features on the overall accuracy rate. The
max depth parameter was also varied to analyze the behavior of the algorithm
when different tree depth restrictions were applied. Defining a small value for
the max tree depth forces the algorithm to select the most influential features
to create its decision tree. In opposition, high max tree depth values allows the
algorithm to use a larger number of features to produce its decision tree. The
accuracy of the model was recorded for every execution of the decision tree al-
gorithm, and was calculated by comparing the predicted class of a record from
the test set with its actual class. Features related with the packets’ inter-arrival
interval were used in an initial approach. Having the intention to analyze the im-
pact of the newly added features we considered to execute the decision tree with
and without the new features. Figure 1 denotes that the features derived from
the packets’ inter-arrival intervals were not able to produce accurate classifica-
tion models, and the addition of the Renyi information feature had no positive
impact. The best results obtained during this experiment had an accuracy rate
lower than 60%. A hypothetical classification model that defaults to the most
populous class 4 would achieve an accuracy rate higher than the formulated de-
cision tree models that used the packets’ inter-arrival interval derived features.

Fig. 1. Accuracy of the decision tree algorithm (packets’ inter-arrival interval features).

On the other hand, the models formulated by the decision tree algorithm that
used the packets’ byte-size derived features presented an higher accuracy rate.

4 The most populous class represented 68.375% of the training set.
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Observing the Figure 2 it is possible to note that when the Renyi information is
not used, the accuracy rate achieves a maximum of 74.28% (in decision trees with
10 levels) and remains with the same accuracy rate thenceforth. This accuracy
rate is possibly the maximum for these features. Adding the Renyi information
feature decreases the model accuracy when the tree depth is limited to a level
lower than 16. A possible reason for this behavior is that the Renyi information
feature may perform better when deeply associated with other features, and only
on trees with more than 15 levels is possible to observe its advantage. Above 16
levels the Renyi information feature increases considerably the accuracy rate of
the formulated models. Due to computational limitations5, it was not possible to
calculate the accuracy of decision tree models with more than 25 levels. Decision
trees having a maximum depth of 25 levels had an accuracy rate of 75.62%.

Fig. 2. Accuracy of the decision tree algorithm (packets’ byte-size features).

The Neural Network algorithm was also used to analyze the importance of the
renyi size feature. We did not considered the renyi time feature due to the
poor results obtained with the decision tree algorithm. In an attempt to analyze
the impact of the different features used by the neural network algorithm, we
used the algorithm with multiple feature combinations. On the first execution
stage, all the features were used, then several executions were performed without
a feature at a time. This was done since our aim was to analyze the impact of
the unused feature on the resulting model accuracy (see Figure 3). It could be
observed that the feature with the highest classification impact was the std size

that represented an accuracy drop of 44.67%, followed by the feature avg size

that represented an accuracy drop of 37.55%. In addition, the Renyi information
feature (renyi size) was the third most influential feature, representing an
accuracy drop of 33.62%. The remaining three features were the less influential

5 Processing power and RAM resources.
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in the resulting model accuracy, representing an accuracy drop ranging from
28.31% to 2.31%. The neural network algorithm performance varied much with
the different features selection.

Fig. 3. Comparison of different features’ impact using the neural network algorithm.

For a complementary analysis, the Decision Tree, the Neural Network and the
Random Forest algorithms were executed in order to compare their performance
when using the packets’ byte-size features including the Renyi information. Dur-
ing the experiment the number of training cycles of the neural network algorithm
was varied from 20 to 320, and the number of trees in the forest of the random
forest algorithm was varied from 5 to 806. The model accuracy rates and the
algorithm execution times were recorded, to allow a comparison between the per-
formance of the three machine learning algorithms that were used during this
experiment. Figure 4) denotes that the accuracy results showed little variation
respecting each supervised ML-algorithm. Comparing with the other algorithms,
neural networks were the ones who varied most with the increase of execution
times7. However, neural networks never surpassed the accuracy rates of random
forests, that outperformed the other two algorithms during this experiment with
a top accuracy rate of 85.65%8.

3.2 Discussion

The results obtained during this experiment showed that features derived from
the packets’ inter-arrival intervals did not contribute to produce accurate classi-
fication models. These particular features has been indiscriminately used in the
past and were considered as de-facto features in traffic classification. This work
contributes to emphasize the irrelevancy of these kind of features on traffic clas-
sification. In fact, during this experiment they contributed to the generation of
classification models with accuracy rates lower than a hypothetical-model that
defaults to the most populous class.

6 The parameters details are not presented in this paper due to space restrictions.
7 Execution time varied with the number of training cycles.
8 When using 80 trees in the forest.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of classification algorithms (accuracy rates vs. execution times).

In the contrary, the use of features that derived from the packets’ byte-
sizes did contribute to produce rather accurate classification models in certain
conditions. A reasonable explanation for the higher accuracy of the features
derived from the packets’ byte-sizes, compared with the features derived from the
packets’ inter-arrival intervals, is related with the operation of the IP networks.
A flow’s packet size is defined at an application level, and remains unchanged
during the network transfer [21], allowing the exploration of their characteristics.
However, the inter-arrival interval of the packets may be changed during the
network transfer, due to the topological distance and the inter and intra-transfers
of packets in local or foreign ISPs. Therefore, the inter-arrival frequency of the
packets looses the source application footprint.

The accuracy of the classification models obtained from these subsets may
not be directly compared with other experiments where unfiltered data sets were
used. Using the entire data set as well as extra features such as protocol flags may
lead to higher accuracy rates, as presented by H. Kim et al [16]. The available
computational resources were a major difference from this experiment and others
of the state of the art [16]. Under powerful computational resources we consider
as highly possible to explore resource demanding techniques and achieve higher
accuracy classification models. The Support Vector Machine algorithm (SVM) [6]
was also executed during this experiment, but was only able to process small
samples of the data set, due to computational resources limitations. Despite
all these restrictions, this study showed that even with limited computational
resources it was feasible to present the promising rates that can be achieved with
the usage of the newly proposed features.
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4 Conclusion

This work presents a new feature (Renyi information of a signal representing the
energy-TF distribution of the Smoothed-PWV, based on the network features of
the packets’ byte-size) to use with supervised ML-algorithms, when generating
network traffic classification models. The conducted experiment showed that the
proposed feature increases the accuracy of the formulated classification models
in certain conditions. Therefore, this new feature should be properly explored in
future researches.

Using features derived from the packets’ inter-arrival intervals shown to be
ineffective when formulating classification models. One of the possible reasons
for that observation is that the inter-arrival intervals of the network packets
may suffer changes during the network transfers, due to traffic prioritization
or routing operations. These events may prevent the use of features based on
this type of information to classify the network flows. On the other hand, the
byte-size information of the network packets are defined at an application level.
This information remains unchanged during the network transfer, and may turn
into an unique identifier of the sender application. The pattern created by the
variation of the byte-size information of all the packets from a given flow may
be explored as a source of identity of the sender application. During this work,
this pattern (treated as a signal) was exploited with the use of the entropy
value (Renyi information) of its energy-TF distribution as a feature. Several
experiments were conducted using supervised ML-algorithms to evaluate the
influence of the presented feature. The results obtained shown that in certain
conditions this feature increases the accuracy of the formulated classification
models, therefore it should be properly explored in the future.

An important limitation of this approach is the confinement of using only
flows with more than 4 packets. The large amount of resources needed to process
the feature when dealing with network flows with a very large number of network
packets are also a major drawback. During this experiment only flows with less
than 100.000 packets were able to be processed.

Nevertheless, the results denotes an increase of the formulated classification
models accuracy that suggests the usefulness of a deeper analysis of this fea-
ture. The presented feature may be used with other offline traffic classification
techniques, based on supervised ML-algorithms, such as the SVM algorithm.
With higher computational resources it may be possible to analyze in depth the
influence of the presented feature using more resource demanding classification
algorithms.

The combination of this new feature with other existent features should also
be tested to define the best feature combination when using a supervised ML-
algorithm to classify network traffic.
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Abstract 
In this research were collected data on the characteristics and preferences of us-
ers of online social networks, for the collection of information was used an 
online survey which had 196 responses, this information after treatment result-
ed in a dataset with (N = 166). 
The goal of this research is study the influence of social networks in interper-
sonal relationships, identify criteria to characterize users who buy with influ-
ence of social networks, gaining knowledge about groups susceptible to adver-
tising on social networks in order to allow for channelling investment and in-
crease the return. 
The collected data was prepared, classified with decision trees and we made a 
cluster analysis, obtaining a subset of 4 features (age, children, profession and 
Hours a day in the social networks), that can classify and predict with 96% ac-
curacy if a user of social networking online is a potential buyer of products ad-
vertised in online social networks. 

Keywords. Social networks, Marketing, Knowledge extraction, decision tree, 
clustering, statistical classification.  

1 Introduction 

Online social networks are shared every day by millions of people who communicate, 
interact, share information between people of different nationalities, cultures and 
areas of knowledge and interests, visitors can enjoy social activities such as chat, 
share multimedia, photos, videos, online games, post ideas, opinions, publicize activi-
ties, products and events such as workshops, demonstrations, sports activities, and 
others, have created new ways to communicate and socialize. 

This phenomenon is a globalized world and created new habits, the high turnout 
and its impact on the habits of the people has sparked interest among researchers from 
various fields, computer science, mathematics, humanities, economics, marketing and 
others. 
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In a growing number of millions of users becomes important to know their charac-
teristics and interests in order to use social networks more efficiently and directed. 

This study analyses the characteristics and interests of users of social networks in 
order to classify them according to already have purchased a product advertised on 
social networking, is performed a collection of features and interests with an online 
survey. The data set was prepared, classified with decision trees and we made a clus-
ter analysis, with the tools SPSS and RapidMiner.  

The document consists of 7 points, the point 2 corresponds to the introductory de-
scription of the algorithms used, decision tree and clustering, Section 3 contains the 
experimental context, the characterization and description of the dataset features, 
characteristics of participants and description of the dataset preprocessing, the point 4 
explains the experimental evaluation, section 5 presents the results, the section 6 is 
the conclusion and finally section 7 contains the references. 

2 Algorithms used  

2.1 Decision tree 

Decision tree learning is a method commonly used in data mining, is a classifier that 
is depicted in a flowchart like tree structure, which has been widely used to represent 
classification models, due to its comprehensible nature that resembles the human 
reasoning. Due to their intuitive representation, they are easy to assimilate by humans. 
They can be constructed relatively fast compared to other methods. The accuracy of 
decision tree classifiers is comparable or superior to other models. Decision-tree algo-
rithms present several advantages over other learning algorithms present several ad-
vantages over other learning algorithms, such as robustness to noise, low computa-
tional cost for the generation of the model, and ability to deal with redundant attrib-
utes.  
The goal is to create a model that predicts the value of a target variable based on sev-
eral input variables.  
Each interior node corresponds to one of the input variables; there are edges to chil-
dren for each of the possible values of that input variable. Each leaf represents a value 
of the target variable given the values of the input variables represented by the path 
from the root to the leaf. 

A tree can be "learned" by splitting the source set into subsets based on an attribute 
value test. This process is repeated on each derived subset in a recursive manner 
called recursive partitioning. The recursion is completed when the subset at a node all 
has the same value of the target variable, or when splitting no longer adds value to the 
predictions. 

Most decision-tree algorithms are based on a greedy top-down recursive partition-
ing strategy for tree growth. They use different variants of impurity measures, such as 
information gain1, gain ratio2, Gini index3 and distance based measures to select an 
input attribute to be associated with an internal node. 

                                                             
1 !"#$ !,! = !"#$ !,! − !"#$(!)     
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In data mining, decision trees can be described also as the combination of mathe-
matical and computational techniques to aid the description, categorisation and gener-
alisation of a given set of data. 

2.2 Clustering 

Cluster analysis or clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised 
learning problem; so, as every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a struc-
ture in a collection of unlabelled data, is a method by which large sets of data are 
grouped into clusters of smaller sets of similar data. Cluster is a collection of data 
objects similar to one another within the same cluster and dissimilar to the objects in 
other clusters. 

Clustering is a main task of explorative data mining, and a common technique for 
statistical data analysis used in many fields, including machine learning, pattern 
recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics. 

Cluster analysis itself is not one specific algorithm, but the general task to be 
solved. Various algorithms that differ significantly in their notion of what constitutes 
a cluster and how to efficiently find them can achieve it. Popular notions of clusters 
include groups with low distances among the cluster members, dense areas of the data 
space, intervals or particular statistical distributions. The appropriate clustering algo-
rithm and parameter settings (including values such as the distance function to use, a 
density threshold or the number of expected clusters) depend on the individual data 
set and intended use of the results. Cluster analysis as such is not an automatic task, 
but an iterative process of knowledge discovery that involves try and failure. It will 
often be necessary to modify pre-processing and parameters until the result achieves 
the desired properties. 

3 Experimental context 

3.1 Online Survey 

For data collection was carried an online survey, with 16 questions about the charac-
teristics and interests of users of online social networks, this survey aims to extract 
knowledge for the study of social networks, 196 people attended this survey, this 
information after treatment resulted in a dataset with (N = 166). 

 
Fig. 1. SURVEY http://dl.dropbox.com/u/2761856/quiz.html 

                                                             
2 !"#$  !"#$% !,!"# = !"#$ !,!"#

!"#$% !,!"#
 

3 !"#" ! = 1 − !!!!
!!!   
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3.2 Data set characterization 

3.2.1 Participants 

In the online questionnaire we obtained 196 responses, which after treatment resulted 
a dataset with  (N = 166), comprising 58 females and 108 males between 18 and 62 
years old (Mean = 32,65; Std. Deviation=8,294). 

With regard to marital state the dataset consists of 94 single subjects, 64 married 
and 8 divorced a total of 166 subjects. 

Regarding the use of different social networks, it was found that the most used so-
cial network is the Facebook with 152 users, the LinkedIn was the second with 93 
users, the rest of the social networks had no significant results. 

Of the 166 responses, 40 participants said that they have bought products by influ-
ence of advertising on social networks and all the people who have bought products 
have aged between 25 and 41 years. 

3.2.2 Dataset features 

In this section we describe the features used in this investigation. The data set consists 
of 26 features that resulted from the online survey described in section online survey 
and from the task of pre-processing described in section Description of the data set 
Conducted pre-processing task. 

In the table 1 we present all the features and their significance. 
 
Feature Nº Name Description 
1 Age Person's age 
2 Gender Person's gender 
3 Nationality Person's nationality 
4 Marital_Status Person's marital status 
5 Children This feature contains the value 0 if the person 

has no children or 1  
If the person has children. 

6 Education Person's level of education, primary, second-
ary, higher, master's, doctoral, other 

7 Profession Person's profession 
8 Hours_Network_Day Hours a day in social networks  
9 Goal_join The goal of the person for to join in a social 

network 
10 Bouht_some_product if the person bought some product advertised 

on social networks this feature have the value 
1, if do not bought it has the value 0 other 
cases has the value 3. 

11 Participate_by_invitations If the person has engaged in any event posted 
on social networks 

12 Agree_with_use_socialnetworks_busine If person agrees with the use of social net-
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ss_purpos works for business purposes 
13 I_met_most_of_the_my_frineds how you met most of your friends 
14 When_have_something_important_say_

prefer 
When I have something important to say, I 
prefer 

15 Social_network person's  social networks 
16 facebook 1- if using facebook 

0 - if not use 
17 Hi5 1- if using HI5 

0 - if not use 
18 Google_plus 1- if using Google Plus 

0 - if not use 
19 twitter 1- if using Twitter 

0 - if not use 
20 linkedin 1- if using LinkedIn 

0 - if not use 
21 Academia.edu 1- if using Academia.edu 

0 - if not use 
22 orkut 1- if using orkut 

0 - if not use 
23 Flickr 1- if using Flickr 

0 - if not use 
24 MySpace 1- if using MySpace 

0 - if not use 
25 Netlog 1- if using NetLog 

0 - if not use 

Table 1. Data set Features 

  

3.2.3 Characterizing dataset for meta-learning 

The task of characterizing dataset for meta-learning is to capture the information 
about learning complexity on the given dataset. This information should enable the 
prediction of performance of learning algorithms. It should also be computable within 
a relative short time comparing to the whole learning process. In this section we in-
troduce new measures to characterize the dataset by measuring a variety of properties 
of a decision tree induced from that dataset. The major idea here is to measure the 
model complexity by measuring the structure and size of decision tree, and use these 
measures to predict the complexity of other learning algorithms. We employed the 
standard decision tree learner. There are several reasons for selecting decision trees. 
The major reason is that decision tree has been one of the most popularly used ma-
chine learning algorithms, and the induction of decision tree is deterministic, i.e. the 
same training set could produce the similar structure of decision tree. (Y. Peng et al 
2002) 
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To characterize the dataset was analysed the frequency distribution of all variables 
and built a decision tree using the SPSS and RapidMiner and in both cases was used 
as target variable bought_some_product - have already purchased a product by adver-
tising influence on social networks. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Decision Tree Parameters 

 
Fig. 3. Decision tree 

To build a decision tree with RapidMiner was necessary to lower the minimal gain as 
a result we obtained the tree in fig.2, with a bit of entropy but allowed us to assess the 
complexity of the problem and make an initial sub-dataset for the problem, constitut-
ed by the features 1, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15. 
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3.3 Description of the data set pre-processing task conducted 

In the collected data set were eliminated the missing values, the data in string format 
were coded in numbers and the information with multiple possibilities was coded into 
single variables. 

The elimination of missing values was done by hand, eliminating the records with 
incomplete values. 

The coding of variables of type STRING in numbers was carried out using SPSS 
functionality Transform -> Recode into Same Variables, fig 3. 

 
Fig. 4. Transform -> Recode into Same Variables 

The transformation of variables with multiple values in single variables was carried 
out using SPSS functionality of the Transform-> Compute Variable, fig 4. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Transform-> Compute Variable 
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4  Experimental evaluation 

4.1 TwoStep Cluster Analysis 

After the collection, preparation and characterization of the data-set, 
as explained in section "Description of the data set pre-processing task conducted", 

we initiated the experimental evaluation 
We start with TwoStep Cluster Analysis, for make the cluster we chose for cate-

gorical variables, the variables chosen by the decision-tree they are (1, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15 
and 10. 

 
Fig. 6. TwoStep Cluster Analysis 

With the initial data set was not obtained good results, so we continued to evaluate 
with other sub-dataset, we have got a good, result fig 6, with the sub-dataset 10, 9, 5, 
1 and 7. 

 
Fig. 7. TwoStep Cluster Analysis 
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So we've reached 5 variables that make the TwoStep Cluster Analysis with good re-
sults, they are the age, if have children, profession, have already purchased a product 
by advertising influence on social networks and goal to join in a social network. 

 
Final Cluster Centers 

 
Cluster 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

AGE 51 30 24 62 46 25 

CHILDREN 1 0 0 1 1 0 

PROFESSION 9 3 2 3 9 9 

bought_some_product 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Final Cluster Centers 

 
Cluster 

7 8 9 10 11 

AGE 19 36 29 35 53 

CHILDREN 0 1 0 1 1 

PROFESSION 1 3 9 7 3 

bought_some_product 0 1 0 0 0 

Table 2. K-Means Cluster Analysis 

4.2 Decision tree 

For classify the data set and predict was used the software rapidminer and built the 
following Main Process: 

It was imported the data-set of a excel file and divided into training set and test set, 
the training set was 70% of the data-set and the test set was 30%. In order to compare 
different algorithms with the same training set and the same set of tests was used an 
operator that replicates the set of input data into multiple outputs, we also use two 
operators allowed us to evaluate the performance of each model and came to the con-
clusion that the best algorithm for this data set was the decision tree with Criterion = 
information_gain, minimal size for split = 2, minimal leaf size = 1 and all other values 
are the standard values. The variable bought_some_product  was used as target variable. 
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Fig. 8. Main Process 

5 Results 

Regarding the use of different social networks, it was found that the most used social 
network is the Facebook with 152 users, the LinkedIn was the second with 93 users, 
and the rest of the social networks had no significant results. 
What concern about, if already have bought products advertised in social networks, of 
the 166 responses, 40 participants said that they have bought products by influence of 
advertising on social networks and all the people who have bought products have 
aged between 25 and 41 years. 

In this research we can identify characteristics of users of online social networks 
that can classify with 96% accuracy users of social networks as buyers of products 
advertised in online social networks. The characteristics are in the table as follows: 

 
age The age of the person 
children If the person has children 

bought_some_product   
Have already purchased a product by advertising influence on social net-

works 
goal_join  Goal to join in a social network 
profession The profession of the person 
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Table 3. Characteristics 

 
With these attributes and with the help of decision trees, we train a model that 
achieved a 96% accuracy that can classify a user of social networks and predict if he 
is a buyer or not buyer of products advertised in social networks. 

6 Conclusion  

In this research were collected data on the characteristics and preferences of users of 
online social networks, for the collection of information was used an online survey to 
which 196 responded responses, this information after treatment resulted in a dataset 
with (N = 166). 

The goal of this research is study the influence of social networks in interpersonal 
relationships, identify criteria to characterize clusters of users who buy with influence 
of social networks and classify user in function of if a users are buyers of products 
advertised on social networks, gaining knowledge about groups susceptible to adver-
tising on social networks in order to allow channelling investment and increase the 
return. 

The collected data was classified with decision trees and are made a cluster analy-
sis, obtaining a subset of 4 features, the age, if have children, profession and the goal 
for to join on a social network, that variables can classify and predict with 96% accu-
racy if a user of social networking online is a buyer of products advertised in online 
social networks.  
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Abstract. Nowadays, a vast amount of spatio-temporal data are being generated 
by devices like cell phones, GPS and remote sensing devices and therefore 
discovering interesting patterns in such data became an interesting topics for 
researchers. One of these topics has been spatio-temporal clustering which is a 
novel sub field of data mining and Recent researches in this area has focused on 
new methods and ways which are adapting previous methods and solutions to 
the new problem. In this paper we first define what the spatio-temporal data is 
and what different it has with other types of data. Then try to classify the 
clustering methods and done works in this area based on the proposed solutions. 
classification has been made based on this fact that how these works import and 
adapt temporal concept in their solutions.  

Keywords: Spatial Clustering, Spatio-temporal Clustering, Data Mining, GIS 

1 Spatio-Temporal Data 

Before bringing  a clear definition about spatio-temporal clustering, we should 
explain more about the nature of spatial and spatio-temporal data and its difference 
with classical data. As it can be seen on figure 1 which shows a sample of classical 
data, each points is represented by its x and y values in a 2-D space and it doesn’t 
show anything about the spatial or temporal situation of the points. 

 

            
Figure 1 – a Simplified classical data in 2-D space 

 
In Spatial data, the data item is representing by its spatial location (usually on 

earth) and it doesn’t provide any information about other features of that item. Figure 
2 shows a sample of spatial data. In this case we don’t also have any temporal 
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information for each data item which cause spatial data to be different from spatio-
temporal data. 

 
Figure 2 – A sample of spatial data 

 
Spatio-Temporal data is more complicated, because time factor can be involved in 

different ways. By the way if we had a temporal information for each data item we are 
facing with spatio-temporal data and not spatial data. We have three types of spatio-
temporal data: 

 
Events : if there is no correlation between data items and data set doesn’t include 
any identification for each data item or at least its not important for us.  A sample 
of such data set is presented in table 1. As it can be seen there are 18 objects that 
for each object we have both spatial and temporal data. So for example <X6,Y7,2> 
implies on object 6 and it shows that object 6 has occurred in time = 2 and its  
Longitude and Latitude are X6 and Y7 respectively. 
 

Table 1. A sample data set of Events data 
Longitude Latitude Time 
X1 Y1 1 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

1 

X6 Y6 1 
X7 Y7 2 
. 
. 

. 

. 
2 

X12 Y12 3 
. 
. 

. 

. 
3 

X18 Y18 3 
 
 
Geo-Referenced data items : such data items are objects that in addition to 
their spatial and temporal position, a non-spatial value related to them is added 
to data item. A sample of such data type is presented on Table 2. for example 
each data items in this case can be a weather station location and corresponding  
temperature value at the different time sequences. For instance <X6,Y6,2,V62> 
implies on object number 6 with Longitude X6 and Latitude Y6 and 2 shows 
that this object has occurred In time=2 and V62 is for example temperature 
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value related to this object. Likewise V61 is the temperature value related to 
object 6 but at time=1. 

                           
Figure 3 – Geo-Referenced data items 

 
 

Table 2. A sample data set of Geo-Referenced data items 
Longitude Latitude Time Value 
X1 Y1 1 V11 
X2 Y2 1 V12 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

1 . 
. 
. 

X6 Y6 1 V16 
X1 Y1 2 V12 
X2 Y2 2 V22 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

2 . 
. 
. 

X6 Y6 2 V62 
X1 Y1 3 V13 
X2 Y2 3 V23 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

. 

3 . 
. 
. 

X6 Y6 3 V63 
 
 

Moving data items: In such data sets, data items are moving and are not static. 
For identification of data items entity they should have an ID to be able to trace 
their movement during the time.  For example figure 4 shows some moving points 
data set during the time between t=1 and t=3. As it can be seen from figure, green 
object is moving to left, orange object has not moved at least from t=1 to t=3, blue 
and yellow objects are being closer together and white object is moving to right. 
Also we have red object in t=1 and we don’t have this object in the next time 
sequences. It means we have not had any information about the red object location 
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at that periods. It can be due to lack of GPS data at that time (e.g. user has entered 
to the inside of a house). As we observed, the important thing that enabled us to 
identify the moving behavior of objects was their color or better say their 
identification parameter. So in such data sets we have all ID, spatial location and 
temporal information as records. Table 3 shows a sample of such data sets. 
 
 

 
Figure 4 – Moving data items 

 
 

Table 3. A sample data set of Moving data items 
ID Longitude Latitude Time 
GREEN X1 Y1 1 
GREEN X2 Y2 2 
GREEN X3 Y3 3 
RED X4 Y4 1 
RED --- --- 2 
RED --- --- 3 
ORANGE X5 Y5 1 
ORANGE X6 Y6 2 
ORANGE X7 Y7 3 
BLUE X8 X8 1 
BLUE X9 Y9 2 
BLUE X10 Y10 3 
WHITE X11 Y11 1 
WHITE X12 Y12 2 
WHITE X13 Y13 3 
YELLOW X14 Y14 1 
YELLOW X15 Y15 2 
YELLOW X16 Y16 3 
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2 Spatial data Clustering 

Spatial data clustering is not a new task and we had already the same concept in 
classical data clustering. The only difference is the difference between the nature of 
input values. In classical data as it has been shown in figure 1, we have values which 
can be presented in multi-dimensional vectors and therefore <x,y> represents two 
distinctive values in a 2-d space. With this definition spatial clustering can be 
simplified as a vector with two values like x,y but this time instead of values x and y, 
the longitude and latitude a object can be replaced. With this assumption the spatial 
clustering problem is exactly like clustering of 2-d vectors.  

 
This clustering also can be done via density-based methods or distance-based 

methods. distance-based methods have two weakness which leads to be not suitable 
for spatial data clustering, first they need a number of clusters as an input and second 
they allocate all objects to the clusters and never identify noises. By the way there are 
some related works like[13] which firstly transform spatial or spatio-temporal data to 
same length multi-dimensional vectors and then apply a generic clustering algorithm 
like k-mean on the data.  

  
 Density-based clustering of spatial data mostly is based on two well-known 

density-based algorithms DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of 
Applications with Noise) and OPTICS(Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering 
Structure). In both of these algorithms there is a density function which compute the 
distance of objects in order to allocate them into the clusters. Two input parameters of 
these algorithms are distance threshold and minimum number of neighbors which can 
make objects a member of cluster or a noise.  The most important property of density 
function that distinguish them from other algorithms is flexibility of that distance 
function so that we can configure this distance function according to our specific 
purpose. Despite of similarity in login between OPTICS and DBSCAN the most 
important difference between them is related to the order of visiting of the objects in 
data set. Contrary to DBSCAN, OPTICS visit the objects based on their ordered 
distances from the visited objects, thus its no such sensitive to the input parameters 
and also have good tolerance to the noises. Also DBSCAN can not recognize 
hierarchical clusters and does not perform well in case the clusters have different 
densities, while OPTICS can do both. 

3 Spatio-temporal data Clustering 

As a matter of fact, spatio-temporal data clustering is not much difference with 
spatial data clustering. All the related works are trying to import time concept in the 
data or algorithms as a threshold or by the distance function or even they transform 
the spatio-temporal clustering problem to a multi-sequence spatial data clustering. So 
with this explanation, we can say there are the following possible strategies: 

 
• Different distance functions  
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• Importing time to the spatial data  
• Transform spatio-temporal data to the new objects 
• Configure the algorithm  
• Progressive clustering 
• Performing clustering task on each time sequences 
• Thresholds-based clustering 
• Spatio-temporal pattern discovery 

 
In the remained part of the paper we explain more about the above strategies. 
  

3.1 Different distance functions  

In this strategy, different distance functions are employed according to the specific 
goal of analysis. In a part of analysis we might use one specific distance function and 
in other part we might use another one. This strategy can be applied to two different 
ways with respect to the type of the given data : 

 
Events : When we are dealing with events data (like data set of table 1), we have 
some events like crime points which are occurred in a specific times. In this case, we 
like to apply a density-based clustering algorithm like DBSCAN on data set.s 
However, in the stage of search for neighbors of a point in DBSCAN we need a 
function that could calculate the distance between the give point and other points and 
then retrieve the neighbors of the given point. This distance function can be selected 
according to the goal of analysis. We have three possible scenario as follows: 
 

Spatial distance function: in this case, we ignore the temporal part of data 
items and apply for example DBSCAN on all data items. In this case our 
problem is changed to spatial data clustering. The goal could be finding the 
regions of the city that have the most crime activates. But yet we don’t know 
in which periods of time these crimes are occurring more. 
Temporal distance function : in this case, we ignore the spatial part of the 
data items and apply clustering on all data items. Our problem will be 
changed to temporal clustering. As the final result we can understand in 
which periods of the year, month, week or time , depending on the type of 
temporal part( year, month, week, stime,…) the crime amounts are the high 
or low. 
 
Spatio-Temporal distance function : Some works like [13],[14] benefit 
from this method and created modified algorithm namely ST-DBSCAN 
while other works like[4] a spatio-temporal distance function with spatial  
and time threshold is using in order to discover the interdiction process over 
the three years. In both ways the goal is to discover the spatio-temporal 
behavior of events. For example we might like to discover the spatio-
temporal regions of crime spots. More precisely as the results, we may 
understand that downtown of the city between hours 19 to 23 and a specific 
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zone of city between 12 to 13 are crime spots. So these spatio-temporal 
regions can be reported to the police to have more patrol there during that 
time periods. In order to cluster such data we need a little modification in one 
stage of algorithm and that is when algorithm is going to calculate the 
distance between points. As well as spatial threshold like 5km We need to 
add a time threshold like 1.5h to filter the points that has not enough distance 
to the given point. In fact firstly when for example DBSCAN searches for 
objects that have lower distance than 5km to the given object. Then before 
starting the counts of the retrieved objects we add another filter step. In this 
new filter step, we check that whether these objects have lower time distance 
of 1.5h to the given object or not. If they didn’t satisfy the threshold they will 
be removed from the retrieved list. Then we count the final retrieved list after 
filtering. If the number of objects was greater than MinPts (minimum 
number of points required to form a cluster) a cluster is created and that point 
is a core point. Another section of the algorithm is exactly like normal one.  

 
Trajectories or Moving points:  In this case, we are dealing with moving points data 
usually called trajectories. As we already discussed, the most important different 
between moving points data and events data is that in events data, objects are not 
moving and they are constant points without any direct correlation to other points. But 
In terms of moving points always each point is identified with its ID and it has direct 
relation to other points, so that some points generate a trajectory. So all the related 
points of this trajectory have same ID and they are connected together. We can not 
see such relations in events data. So the nature of these two data is different from 
perspective of analysis. However as like as event data we also are able to use different 
distance function according to the goal of analysis or in progressive clustering 
according to the stage of analysis. in[3] some distance functions like similar routes , 
similar destinations, similar source, similar route and destinations, similar directions 
are mentioned and are employed in time of the analysis. For example in similar 
destination or similar source as depicted in figure 5-a problem is transferred to a 
single points clustering. Because we ignore the whole trajectories points and we just 
take their start or end points. In case of similar routes as shown in figure 5-c we need 
to compare whole trajectories. So the problem of comparison is comparing of two 
polylines. The determination of selected point per se is a complicated problem as will 
be discussed more in section 3-3. However a direct method for such comparison is 
computing the Euclidian distance between the corresponding points.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 5 – Similarity calculation of two trajectories based on different goals a) 
common destinations b) common sources and destinations c) common routes 
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Concerning the distance functions like similar source and destination (figure 5-b) we 

need to discover some groups of trajectories which they are coming from the same 
root and go to the same destination. These trajectories might be a short direct way 
from the source to the destination or ones which pass zigzag path to reach to the 
destination. In all such distance functions we need to modify our density based 
algorithm to adapt the clustering task with our desired goal. For example in [7] a new 
algorithm namely TRJ-DBSCAN is proposed to find trajectories within e of given 
object at a fixed time t which employs route similarity distance function. 
 

3.2 Importing time to data and define a new threshold  

In this strategy, a new time dimension is added to the 2-d vector of spatial data [15] 
and then problem will be transformed to clustering of a 3-d vectors of <x,y,t> which 
can be performed by both distance-based (e.g. k-mean) and density based 
algorithms(e.g. DBSCAN or OPTICS). In both algorithms a standard distance 
measure such as the Euclidean distance (equation 1) will be used as distance measure 
criteria between two objects <x1,y1,t1> and <x2,y2,t2>. 

 
222 )12()12()12( ttyyxxd −+−+−=     (1) 

 

3.3 Transform spatio-temporal data to the new objects  

 
In this strategy which in general is using for trajectories, we make a new object 

from some spatio-temporal data items so that in nature has the both spatial and 
temporal concept inside of itself. Then we apply clustering algorithms on the new 
data objects[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11]. Also In this case for comparing the new objects 
we need a new distance function that could be as above a Euclidean distance which is 
able to compute the distance between two new spatio-temporal objects. For instance, 
regarding the green and blue points on figure 4 and data items in table 3, according to 
the spatial location visited by green point during the time between t=1 to t=3 we can 
transform all data items related to this point to a single object like Trj_Green: 
(X1,Y1)->(X2,Y2)->(X3,Y3) and likewise for the blue point we have : Trj_Blue: 
(X8,Y8)->(X9,Y9)->(X10,Y10). So with a Euclidean distance function we can 
compute the similarity of these two new spatio-temporal objects. sometimes 
comparing two trajectories by just comparing their spatial locations is not reasonable 
because it neglects the temporal aspect. Some works like [16] consider the properties 
of moving objects in road network space and define temporal similarity as well as 
spatio-temporal similarity between trajectories based on POI (Points of Interest) and 
TOI (Times of Interest) on road networks. Comparing trajectories is not always easy 
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as mentioned above, in some circumstances it’s a difficult task especially when in a 
real-world problems two trajectories length may completely be different. Also if we 
consider each point of trajectories, it would be an expensive task for long trajectories. 
Some trajectory simplification techniques like Douglas-Peucker(DP) 
algorithm[7,11,17] are used to reduce the trajectory comparison computation costs. 
The goal of trajectory simplification is transforming a polylines to another polylines 
with less points. In [7] another two algorithm DP+ and DP* is also presented for 
increasing of efficiency. Goal of all of these methods is having less points while we 
are comparing trajectories and therefore less computation. 

3.4 Progressive Clustering  

Motivation of all works done here [1,2,3,4,5] is doing filtering on the data set to 
first reduce the computing costs and second get better results according to the specific 
goals. In some works like [2,3,4] , multiple distance functions and different input 
parameters are employed in a progressive way so that according to the goal of 
analytics, suitable inputs and distance function are being used and in some other work 
like [1] authors are trying to filter the input data with focusing on time periods which 
cause the clustering result to be same as using whole data set. For instance if the goal 
is understanding the traffic patterns in a city, instead of applying clustering to whole 
data set we can first identify which time periods give us the result we are looking for 
and then filter the data set according to that time periods and then perform clustering. 
In this case first we are facing with a smaller data set and second the result will be 
more meaningful because for example the traffic patters in city in weekends is 
completely different with weekdays and by mixing the both data items the result may 
not what we like to know.  Also in [5] a heuristic method is used for clustering of very 
large spatio-temporal data set. The idea behind that is this fact that dense regions in 
data set remain dense also in a sample subset. So if we were able to discover the 
fundamental frame we can classify other objects to the discovered clusters more 
easier and cheaper. In order to do this, firstly a proper subset is selected and a density 
based clustering like OPTICS is applied to that subset, then an analytics do 
modification and revision on the results, then build a classifier and employ that 
classifier to allocate each new objects to the obtained clusters. 

3.5 Performing clustering task on each time sequences 

Sometimes we perform clustering on each time sequences separated, for example 
in [4] landing events are clustered irrespective of time distance threshold for three 
years of 2005,2006 and 2007 and then clustering results of these years is useful to 
find out how pattern of landings has been changed over these years. Also this strategy 
is employed in the moving clustering problem[6]. Moving clusters are group of 
objects which enter or leave the cluster during some time intervals but having the 
portion of common objects higher than predefined threshold. For discovering of 
moving clusters it needs to perform clustering on each time sequences. 
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3.6 Thresholds-based clustering 

In this strategy, generally spatial and temporal threshold is used for grouping 
objects and in general no clustering algorithm is involved. Such strategy is used in [9] 
for discovering of important places from trajectories, every new location is compared 
to the previous location. If the distance is less than a threshold, the new location is 
added to the previously created cluster. Otherwise, the new candidate cluster is 
created with the new location. The candidate cluster becomes a cluster of important 
places when the time difference between first point in a cluster and the last point is 
greater than the threshold. In another work like [8], they benefit from this strategy for 
discovering of flocks. Flocks are group of trajectories that stay together within a 
specific disk size for the duration of a given time. For example if a disk includes two 
trajectories in three consecutive sequences it can be a flock with thresholds M=2 and 
K=3. 

3.7 Spatio-temporal pattern discovery 

Spatio-temporal patterns which in general is not a clustering problem its more a 
pattern discovery problem, describe a general spatio-temporal behavior of a group of 
objects[10,11]. For example  as a result of trajectory pattern mining on travelers 

trajectories we might have patterns like beachDowntownSation  → → min15min7  

and UniversityBridgeSation  → → min8min2  so that the first one implies the travel 

pattern of tourists and second one could be a travel pattern of students. In order to 
discover such patterns, four steps is needed[10], first a set of input trajectories over 
given grid and using spatial neighborhood or radius to allocate the members. Second 
computing the point of interests from trajectories points by a density based clustering 
algorithm and then mining the frequent patterns.  

 

4 Conclusion 

Several methods and techniques introduced during the paper in terms of spatio-
temporal data clustering, however summary of all methods can be summarized in 
three ways, first those methods who try to transform spatio-temporal data to a 
condition which can be used in classical clustering algorithms mostly density-based, 
second trying to change a bit in classic and spatial-suited algorithms to enable 
algorithm handle the new data type. The third method are related to event type data 
which both change in algorithm and data can is not sufficient to solve the problem and 
should be seen separately and is a collection of tasks in progressive ways. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on how incorporating user behaviour
data on a web search engine can significantly improve the ranking accu-
racy of top results in real web search engine. A large click log dataset and
a set of query-url relevance flags previously labelled by juries was used
to train and evaluate a classifier, as well as to build a re-ranking alterna-
tive based on a cascade click model. Each one of these implicit feedback
based ranking methods can improve the precision of a web search ranking
algorithms by as much as 17% compared to the its original rankings.

Keywords: Data Mining, Search Engine, Classification, Click Model

1 Introduction

A web search engine is designed to retrieve information to its user through an
organized structure, typically an URL list sorted by their relevance. Since the
goal of the search engine is to address the user’s information needs, it is important
to access the effectiveness of the retrieval method. The quality of the results can
be assessed through explicit relevance feedback, using human assessors to judge
the relevance of query-url pairs. However, explicit human ratings are expensive
and difficult to obtain and the reason a document meets the information needs
of a user group might not be so to another one. Disagreements in relevance
judgements are often a reflection of diverse intents being realized with the same
query.

Recently, implicit relevance feedback has developed into an active area of
research, at least in part due to an increase of available resources. Millions of
people interact daily with web search engines; large amounts of interaction data
are produced every day, providing valuable implicit feedback through the user’s
search session attributes such as query text, timestamps, localities, click-or-not
flags, etc. Given a query, whether user clicks a url is strongly correlated with the
user’s opinions on the url. However, individual users may behave irrationally or
maliciously, or may not even be real users; all of this affects the data that can
be gathered [1].

The focus of this research was to explore how implicit measures of user inter-
est (e.g. time data, click through data, query region) could be used to develop
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a predictive model of binary relevance (relevant or irrelevant) between a query
and an url. The click log and relevance labels were provided from a single source,
in this case from a russian search engine [9].

As a baseline model, the search engine’s url rankings were evaluated using
the jury explicit information; then, the url list was resorted using a predictive
click model and evaluated with the same jury information as described in Section
4.1. Finally, the implicit data was used as features to train a classifier in order
to sort the url list by its relevance, as described in Section 4.2. The results are
presented and discussed in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

Ranking search results is a fundamental problem in information retrieval. The
most common approaches in the context of the web use both the similarity of the
query to the page content, and the overall quality of a page. A state-of- the-art
search engine may use hundreds of features to describe a candidate page, em-
ploying sophisticated algorithms to rank pages based on these features. Current
search engines are commonly tuned on human relevance judgments. Human an-
notators rate a set of pages for a query according to perceived relevance, creating
the gold standard against which different ranking algorithms can be evaluated.
Reducing the dependence on explicit human judgments by using implicit rele-
vance feedback has been an active topic of research.

Several research groups have evaluated the relationship between implicit mea-
sures and user interest. In these studies, both reading time and explicit ratings of
interest were collected. Claypool et al. [2] studied how several implicit measures
related to the interests of the user. They developed a custom browser called
the Curious Browser to gather data, in a computer lab, about implicit interest
indicators and to probe for explicit judgments of Web pages visited. Claypool et
al. found that the time spent on a page, the amount of scrolling on a page, and
the combination of time and scrolling have a strong positive relationship with
explicit interest, while individual scrolling methods and mouse-clicks were not
correlated with explicit interest.

Implicit feedback such as click data has been also used in various ways:
towards the optimization of search engine ranking functions (e.g. [3] [4] [5]),
towards the evaluation of different ranking functions (e.g. [6] [7] [8]). Most of
the works above rely on a core method: to learn a click model. Basically, the
search engine logs a large number of real-time query sessions, along with the
user’s click-or-not flags; this data is regarded as the training data for the click
model, which is used for predicting the click through rate (CTR) of future query
sessions. However, clicks are biased with respect to presenting order, reputation
of sites, user-side configuration (e.g. display resolution, web browser) [4]. The
most substantial evidence is given by the eye-tracking experiment carried out by
T. Joachims [8], in which it was observed that users tend to click web documents
at the top even if the search results are shown in reverse order.
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3 Dataset

The dataset used in this research was gathered from the Yandex [9] search engine.
Yandex is the leading internet company in Russia, operating the most popular
search engine and the most viewed website. The dataset includes anonymous
user sessions extracted from the logs, with queries, URL rankings and clicks
[10]. For the purpose of training relevance prediction models, it also includes
relevance judgements for the ranked URLs. The logs are about two years old, do
not contain queries with detected commercial intent and the user data is fully
anonymized.

Some characteristics of the dataset are:

– Unique queries: 30.717.251
– Unique urls: 117.093.258
– Sessions: 43.977.859
– Total records in the log: 340.796.067
– Assessed query-region-url triples for the total query set (training + test):

71.930
– Query-region pairs with assesed urls (training + test): 8.410

The dataset is composed of two distinct entries: the user log, and the relevance
labels.

User log The user log represents a stream of user actions, each line representing
a query or a click.

A query action is represented in a single line, within the format:

SessionID TimePassed TypeOfAction QueryID RegionID ListOfURLs

A click action is represented in a single line, within the format:

SessionID TimePassed TypeOfAction URLID

Each of the previously stated placeholders is defined as follows:

– SessionID is the unique identifier of a query session.
– TimePassed is the time passed since the start of the session with the SessionID

in units of time.
– TypeOfAction is the type of the action. Its either a query (Q) or a click (C).
– QueryID is the unique identifier of a query.
– RegionID is the unique identifier of the country the user is querying from.

There are 4 possible identifiers (integers from 0 to 3).
– URLID is the unique identifier of an URL.
– ListOfURLs is the list of URLIDs ordered from left to right as they were

shown to the user from the top to the bottom. Example:

10989856 0 Q 10364965 2 671723 21839763 3840421 180513

10989856 103 C 21839763

10989856 955 Q 1009161 2 197515 197539 11 179526 5859272

10989856 960 C 197515
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Relevance labels The relevance labels consist of labels assigned by Yandex
judges to a subset of URLs appearing in the logs. Labels are binary: Relevant
(1) and Irrelevant (0). The judgement of relevance was based not only on the
text of the query, but also on the region of the user, but not in every case.

A relevance label is represented in a single line, within the format:

QueryID RegionID URLID RelevanceLabel

Where each placeholder is defined as follows:

– QueryID is the unique identifier of a query.
– RegionID is the unique identifier of the country the supposed user is querying

from.
– URLID is the unique identifier of an URL.
– RelevanceLabel is the relevance label (0 or 1).

Example:

1209161 2 5839294 1

1209161 2 1912415 1

1209161 2 1621201 1

1209161 2 1111 0

4 Methodology

The task we are addressing is the automatic ranking of web search results based
on relevance, e.g, given a set of web page URLs U = {ua, ub, ..., un} we want to
order it from the most relevant to the less for a given query qi and a region (user’s
location) ri. In order to do so, we used a predictive click model do estimate the
relevance between an url and a query and trained a classifier using implicit data
as features.

4.1 Using a Click Model for Relevance prediction

Our goal was to model the relationship between clicks and relevance in a way
that would allow us to estimate a distribution of relevance from the clicks on an
url. This can be done using a click model. Two different types of the click models
are position models [11] and the cascade model [12]. A position model assumes
that a click depends on both relevance and examination. Each rank has a certain
probability of being examined, which decays by rank and depends only on rank.
A click on the first url indicates that the url is examined and considered relevant
by the user, treating the individual urls in a search result page independently.
The cascade model assumes that the user views search results from top to bottom
and decides whether to click each url. Once a click is issued, documents below
the clicked result are not examined regardless of the position. With the cascade
model, each url u, is either clicked with probability ri (i.e. probability that the
url i is relevant) or skipped with probability (1-ri). The cascade model assumes
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that a user who clicks never comes back, and a user who skips always continues.
Let Ei,Ci be the probabilistic events indicating whether the url i (1 ≤ i ≤ M)
is examined and clicked respectively. The cascade model makes the following
assumptions:

– P (E1) = 1
– P (Ei+1|Ei = 0) = 0
– P (Ei+1|Ei = 1, Ci) = 1− Ci

– P (Ci+1 = 1|Ei = 1) = rui,q, where ui is the ith url

The cascade model was chosen to our relevance prediction due to its simplicity
of implementation and calculation speed given the large size of the dataset. With
the number of estimation views for a given url, the perceived relevance can be
calculated by

Perceived Relevance of url i =
Number of clicks on url i

Number of estimated views on url i
(1)

The term Number of estimated views on url i means the number of times
an url has been placed above the last clicked url, respecting the cascade click
model. It is emphasized in [5] that a click does not necessarily imply the users
satisfaction on the content, instead, the user may have been attracted by some
misleading abstracts. Therefore, the introduction of satisfaction value is given
by

Satisfaction of url i =
Number of last clicks on url i

Number of clicks on url i
(2)

The term last clicks on url i means the last url that was clicked on a given
query session. To depict the actual relevance, rather than using perceived rele-
vance alone, one can use the following formula

Actual Relevance of url i = Perceived Relevance× Satisfaction (3)

Once no training phase is required to predict the url relevance using a click
model, the full training set and test set were used to compare the click model
results against the correspondent relevance labels from the jury.

4.2 Using Supervised Learning for Relevance Classification

The accuracy of click model’s actual relevance may not directly translate to rele-
vance. We also used a supervised learning approach to tackle this problem. There-
fore the major challenge lies in inferring the proper characteristics (features) of
a tri-tuple {qi, rj , uk} in terms of expressing web search result relevance. Table
1 depicts the features to be used in a classifier based on [4] and [5]. Three clas-
sifiers were used in this experiment: Naive Bayes, C4.5 and Nearest-neighbour
Classifier. The Weka toolkit [13] was used for the experiments reported in this
paper. The labelled jury dataset was splitted into training and an unseen test
set. The unseen test set is used to report accuracy measures.
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Table 1: Features for Relevance Classification Training
Position Mean position of the URL in current query, region pair

ClickFrequency Number of clicks for this query, URL pair

IsNextClicked
∑

clicks on next position

isPreviousClicked
∑

clicks on previous position

TimeOnPage URL page dwell time

CumulativeTimeOnPage Cumulative time for all subsequent urls after search

DwellTimeDeviation Deviation from overall average dwell time on url

CumulativeDeviation Deviation from average cumulative time on url

PerceivedRelevance NumberOfClicks / NumberOfEstimatedViews

Satisfaction NumberOfLastClicks / NumberOfClicks

ActualRelevance PerceivedRelevance * Satisfaction

4.3 Evaluation metrics

We evaluated the ranking algorithms over a range of accepted information re-
trieval metrics used in [3], namely Precision at K (P (K)) and Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). These metrics are described below.

– Precision at K: As the most intuitive metric, P (K) reports the fraction
of documents ranked in the top K results that are labeled as relevant. In our
setting, we require a relevant document to be labelled Good or higher. The
position of relevant documents within the top K is irrelevant, and hence this
metric measure overall user satisfaction with the top K results.

– NDCG at K: NDCG is a retrieval measure devised specifically for web search
evaluation [10]. For a given query q, the ranked results are examined from
the top ranked down, and the NDCG computed as:

Nq = Mq

K∑

j=1

(2r(j) − 1)/ log(1 + j) (4)

Where Mq is a normalization constant calculated so that a perfect order-
ing would obtain NDCG of 1; and each r(j) is an integer relevance label
(0=”irrelevant” and 1=”relevant”) of result returned at position j. Note
that unlabelled documents do not contribute to the sum, but will reduce
NDCG for the query pushing down the relevant labeled documents, reduc-
ing their contributions. NDCG is well suited to web search evaluation, as
it rewards relevant documents in the top ranked results more heavily than
those ranked lower.

5 Results and Discussion

We compared our methods over the search engine’s baseline rankings using the
performance metrics NDCG and Precision at K. The performance of the click
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model was directly evaluated using the full dataset, once no training dataset was
required. In order to evaluate the performance of the machine learning classifiers,
a stratified sample of 44% of the full dataset was made to build the testing
dataset. The test and training datasets are disjoint sets. We then drill down
to examine the effects on re-ranking for the attempted queries in more detail,
analysing where implicit feedback proved most beneficial. We first experimented
with different methods (Perceived Relevance, Satisfaction and Actual Relevance)
of re-ranking the search engine baseline outputs. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) report
Precision and NDCG for the search engine baseline rankings, as well as for the
click model re-ranking strategies results with user feedback. The improvement
is consistent across the top 8 results and largest for the top results: NDCG at
K = 2 for Actual Relevance is 0.624 compared to 0.493 of the original results,
and precision at K = 2 similarly increases from 0.490 to 0.625.

(a) Precision at K (b) NDCG at K

Fig. 1: Precision and NDCG at K for Yandex original rankings, rankings sorted
by Perceived Relevance, Satisfaction and Actual Relevance.

Table 2: Evaluation results of the machine learning classifiers

Classifier TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area

Naive Bayes 0.47 0.435 0.64 0.47 0.336 0.61

C4.5 0.596 0.417 0.594 0.596 0.595 0.626

Nearest-neighbour classifier 0.55 0.462 0.549 0.55 0.549 0.544

On Table 2 is presented the detailed accuracy of the classifiers. The Naive
Bayes classifier produces a better precision of 0.64 compared with 0.594 and
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0.549 of the C4.5 and Nearest-neighbour classifier respectively. Interestingly,
using clickthrough alone, while giving significant benefit over the original search
engine ranking, is not as effective as considering the full set of features in Table
1 used to train the classifiers. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) reports Precision and NDCG
at K for the different classifiers and also for the Actual Relevance from the click
model.

(a) Precision at K (b) NDCG at K

Fig. 2: Precision and NDCG at K for Yandex original rankings, rankings sorted
by Actual Relevance and machine learning classifiers: Naive Bayes, C4.5 and
Nearest-neighbour.

Our experimental results, incorporating implicit feedback, resulted in sig-
nificant improvements over the original rankings, using both click model and
machine learning classifiers. The set of implicit features, such time region indi-
cator, provides advantages over using click data alone as an indicator of interest.
Furthermore, incorporating implicit feedback data as features into the learned
ranking function is more effective than using implicit feedback for re-ranking.
These results are in accordance with the results reported in [3].

6 Conclusion

In this paper we explored the utility of incorporating implicit feedback obtained
from Yandex search engine to improve its web search ranking. We performed a
large-scale evaluation over the click log, using 71.930 manually labelled queries,
establishing the utility of incorporating implicit feedback to improve web search
relevance. We compared two alternatives of incorporating implicit feedback into
the search process, namely re-ranking with implicit feedback and incorporating
implicit feedback features directly into the trained ranking function on a ma-
chine learning classifier. Our experiments showed significant improvement over
methods that do not consider implicit feedback, gaining improvements as high
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as 17%. Our experiments showed that implicit user feedback can further improve
web search performance, when incorporated directly with popular content- and
link-based features.
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Abstract. Recent advances in DNA sequencing technology have caused
an exponential growth of publicly available genomic sequence data. For
this reason, being able to efficiently store sequenced genomes is a problem
of paramount importance.

In this paper, it is proposed M6, a method for compressing complete
genomes using a mixture of six Markov models with different depths,
that explores inter-chromosomal properties.
Preliminary results show that the compression rate, in several of the
cases, is improved compared to the currently sate-of-the-art Expert-
Model. Moreover, the presented method is substantially faster, moti-
vating further research efforts.

1 Introduction

DNA sequences are made up by a 4-symbol (4-bases) alphabet: Adenine (A),
Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T). A complete sequence of DNA
from a species can be seen has a genome, which in some cases can have millions
of symbols. For example, the human genome is determined by approximately
3 000 million bases [1]. This means that it takes approximately 750 MBytes
to represent the human genome. Moreover, publicly available genomic sequence
data have grown exponential, motivating the study of DNA data compression
algorithms for efficient storage or transmission of the information.

Almost twenty years ago, Grumbach and Tahi [2] proposed the first algo-
rithm dedicated to DNA coding, Biocompress. Since this work, several other
contributions have been made in the area of DNA data compression, such as
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. Most of these works explore the non-stationary nature of the
DNA sequence data, typically using at least two encoding methods, one based on
a Lempel-Ziv-like substitutional procedure [11] and another based on a low-order
context-based arithmetic coding.

According to the substitutional paradigm, repeated regions of the DNA se-
quence are represented by a reference to a past occurrence of the repetition and
by the length of the repeating sequence. Both exact and approximate repeti-
tions have been explored, as well as their inverted complements. In the case of
approximate repetitions, it is also required to indicate where the sequences differ.
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The substitutional approach is usually the main encoding method, with the
low-order Markov model assuming the role of a fall-back, secondary choice.
When the substitutional method is unable to provide satisfactory performance,
the corresponding region of the DNA sequence is represented by a low-order
Markov model. This scheme for representing DNA data has been significantly
improved by Tabus and by Korodi et al., based on the normalized maximum
likelihood (NML) algorithm [12,7,9], and by Cao et al. [10], using the state-of-
the-art expert-model (XM).

The most recent version of the NML-based approach [9] is an evolution of
the normalized maximum likelihood model introduced in [12] and improved in
[7]. This new version, NML-1, aims at finding the best regress block, in other
words, an approximate repetition, using first-order dependencies.

The other method, XM [10], relies on a mixture of experts for providing
symbol by symbol probability estimates, which are then used for driving an
arithmetic encoder. The algorithm comprises three types of experts:

– (1) order-2 Markov models;

– (2) order-1 context Markov models, i.e., Markov models that use statistical
information only of a recent past (typically, the 512 previous symbols);

– (3) the copy expert, that considers the next symbol as part of a copied
region from a particular offset. The probability estimates provided by the
set of experts are then combined using Bayesian averaging and sent to the
arithmetic encoder.

Recent work has shown that the ability of Markov modelling to represent
DNA data sequences seems to go beyond a simple secondary role [13,14]. In
[14] we have addressed the problem of DNA sequence compression using two
Markov models competing for encoding the data on a block basis. The idea was
to use a low-order model for modelling high information content regions and a
high-order model for those regions having low entropy. The method described
in [14] is forward-adaptive, therefore requiring side information, in this case for
indicating which of the two models encodes the block.

In this paper, it is addressed the problem of representation of complete
genomes using exclusively a combination of six Markov models. To investigate
this matter, it is used a method based on a mixture of Markov models. Each
of the Markov models has a different depth, exploring different contexts asso-
ciated with the nature of the data. Moreover, it is used concatenation between
chromosomes in order to explore inter-chromosomal relations [15], consequently
providing better compression gains. The method is tested in a set of genomes,
in order to compare its performance with the state-of-the-art XM encoder. The
results show that the proposed approach not only provides better compression,
but it is also considerably faster.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it is described the materials
and methods, namely the DNA sequences used, the mixture of the Markov mod-
els and the chosen Markov parameters. In Section 3, it is provided experimental
results using eight genomes. Finally, in Section 4, some conclusions are drawn.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 DNA sequences

In this study, it has been used eight genomes obtained from the National Cen-
ter of Biotechnology Information (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/),
as follows:

– Home sapiens, Build 33;

– Mus musculus, MGSCv37 Build 37;

– Escherichia coli, 536 uid58531;

– Pseudomonas aeruginosa, LESB58 uid59275;

– Schizosaccharomyces pombe, uid127;

– Candida albicans, uid14005;

– Haloquadratum walsbyi, DSM 16790 uid58673 ;

– Arabidopsis thaliana, 408:796-815;

The genomes have been compressed in a Linux server, running 16 Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E7320 @ 2.13GHz, with 256 GB of RAM.

2.2 Mixture of Markov models

A Markov model of an information source assigns probability estimates to the
symbols of the alphabet, according to a conditioning context computed over a fi-
nite and fixed number, k > 0, of past outcomes xn−k+1..n = xn−k+1 . . . xn (order-
k Markov model). Table 1 shows an example of how statistical data are usually
collected in Markov modelling. In this example, an order-5 Markov model.

Table 1. Simple example illustrating how statistical data are typically collected in
Markov models. Each row of the table represents a probability model at a given instant
n. In this example, the particular model that is chosen for encoding a symbol depends
on the last five processed symbols (order-5 context).

Context, c nc
A nc

C nc
G nc

T nc =
∑

a∈A
nc
a

AAAAA 23 41 3 12 79
...

...
...

...
...

...
ATAGA 16 6 21 15 58

...
...

...
...

...
...

GTCTA 19 30 0 4 53
...

...
...

...
...

...
TTTTT 8 2 18 11 39
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In practice, the probability that the next outcome xn+1 is s ∈ A = {A,C,G,T},
is obtained using the estimator

P (s|xn−k+1..n) =
C(s|xn−k+1..n) + α

C(xn−k+1..n) + 4α
, (1)

where C(s|xn−k+1..n) represents the number of times that, in the past, symbol
s was found having xn−k+1..n as the conditioning context, and where

C(xn−k+1..n) =
∑

a∈A
C(a|xn−k+1..n) (2)

is the total number of events that has occurred so far in association with context
xn−k+1..n. The per symbol information content average provided by the Markov
model of order-k, after having processed n symbols, is given by

Hk,n = − 1

n

n−1∑

i=0

log2 P (xi+1|xi−k+1..i) bpb, (3)

where “bpb” stands for bits per base. When using several models simultaneously,
the Hk,n can be viewed as measures of the performance of those models until
that position. An example of two models used simultaneously can be seen if
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Example of an overall model for estimating probabilities using multiple Markov
models, in this case two. The probability of the next outcome, Xn+1, is conditioned by
the k1 or k2 last outcomes, depending on the eights of the Markov model chosen for
handling that particular DNA base. In this example, k1 = 5 and k2 = 11.
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Therefore, the probability estimate can be given by a weighted average of
the probabilities provided by each model, according to

P (xn+1) =
∑

k

P (xn+1|xn−k+1..n) wk,n, (4)

where wk,n denotes the weight assigned to model k and
∑

k

wk,n = 1. (5)

For stationary sources, we could compute weights such that

wk,n = P (k|x1..n), (6)

i.e., according to the probability that model k has generated the sequence until
that point. In that case, we would get

wk,n = P (k|x1..n) ∝ P (x1..n|k)P (k), (7)

where P (x1..n|k) denotes the likelihood of sequence x1..n being generated by
model k and P (k) denotes the prior probability of model k. Since the DNA
sequences are not stationary, a good performance of a model in a certain region
of the sequence might not be attained in other regions. Hence, it is used a
mechanism of progressive forgetting of past measures.

pk,n = pγ
k,n−1P (xn|k, x1..n−1) (8)

and, finally,

wk,n =
pk,n∑

k

pk,n

. (9)

2.3 Sequence concatenation

Markov modelling provides probability estimates that depend on the recent past
of the sequences. Generally, bigger sequences provide better statistics, conse-
quently providing more accurate models. Normally, the human genome (like
other eukaryote organisms) is compressed chromosome by chromosome, which
prevents the model from exploring inter-chromosome correlations[15]. In order
to explore the advantage of using these models in more than one chromosome at
the same time, we compressed chromosome 1 concatenated with chromosome 2
and compared the compression ratio with the average resulting from compressing
the chromosomes individually. Table 2 shows the results.

In this case, the average rate without concatenation would stand for 1.7300
bpb. Although, with concatenation, the ratio value is 1.7263 bpb, indicating that
there is an advantage of using concatenation in Markov models. Moreover, since
this method is used in more sequences (in the case of the human genome there are
24 chromosomes) and it is included more mixture models (six Markov models),
the concatenation technique consistently provide better results (less time spent
and better compression ratio).
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Table 2. Compressing results regarding chromosome 1, chromosome 2 and a concate-
nation of chromosomes 1 and 2. It has been used two mixture models (order-4 and
order-16) taking advantage of the complement inverted repeats.

Sequence Rate (bpb) Time (sec.) Length (Mb)

Chromosome 1 1.7201 648.21 218.71

Chromosome 2 1.7388 695.48 237.04

Concatenated 1.7263 1332.29 455.75

2.4 Markov parameters

We recall that, due to the non-stationary characteristic of the DNA data, the
multiple Markov models should combine, at least, a low order model and a high
order one. Accordingly, the low order that was choosen was 1 (minimum order
of the implementation). For the high order category, an order-16 model seems
to be the natural candidate (maximum order of the implementation).

On the other hand, it has been used an order-4 model, because to compress,
for example, the human genome with competing models, model order-4 seems
to have the best compression ratio in the low order category [16].

Moreover, using the knowledge from the competing Markov models [16], it has
been selected order-14. Therefore, for reasons of uniform model order distribution
the other assumed orders were 6 and 10. In short, the six order models used are:
1, 4, 6, 10, 14 and 16.

The probabilities associated to the Markov models were estimated using (1),
with α = 1 (corresponding to Laplace’s estimator) for model orders k = 1, 4, 6, 10
and with α = 0.05 for model orders k = 14, 16. The value of α is not too much
important for low-order models, but it is crucial in high-order ones. In the latter
case, the number of times that a given context occurs is generally small, rendering
the estimation of the probability strongly dependent of α. Using α = 0.05 would
provide, globally, good results. However, this motivates further research efforts
to determine the best α in different orders and sequences.

3 Results and discussion

In the previous section, we have presented a method for compressing complete
genomes using a mixture of Markov models. On the other hand, we have realized
that concatenated sequences achieved better compression results. Therefore, all
chromosomes from the genomes, were concatenated, and addressed as a single
sequence (H. sapiens, M. musculus, S. pombe, A. thaliana).

In this section, we present results for the compressed chromosomes. Table 3
shows that the compression rate in S. pombe, E. coli and P. aeruginosa is im-
proved compared to the currently sate-of-the-art Expert-Model. Moreover, the
presented method is substantially faster, motivating further research efforts.

Another observation shows that the proposed method is better than the XM-
50 in the H. sapiens genome and 2.7 times faster than the state-of-the-art.
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Table 3. Compression results of eight genomes using different approaches. The M6
contain the results provided by the mixture of the six Markov models. The XM-50 and
XM-200 columns show the results obtained with the XM algorithm, using 50 and 200
experts. The ”s” and ”m” symbols represent respectively seconds and minutes. The
results in bold show the best result for compression ratio and time for each genome.

Genome Size XM–50 XM–200 M6
(Mb) Ratio Time Ratio Time Ratio Time

H. sapiens 2928 1.644 1035 m 1.618 1780 m 1.632 388 m
M. musculus 2560 1.560 989 m 1.541 1617 m 1.570 361 m
A. thaliana 119 1.736 23 m 1.730 53 m 1.769 14 m
S. pombe 13 1.876 102.8 s 1.876 145.1 s 1.865 71 s
P. aeruginosa 6.3 1.841 71 s 1.839 174 s 1.785 36 s
E. coli 4.9 1.912 44 s 1.911 55 s 1.898 27 s
H. walsbyi 3 1.903 21.8 s 1.903 23.4 s 1.914 17.6 s
C. albicans 1 1.843 5.5 s 1.843 6.4 s 1.850 5.4 s

Every data compression method assumes a certain model of the information
source that produces the data. When we improve a data compression method,
we are also improving the model of the source. This happens because, when
the probability distribution of the assumed source model is closer to the true
probability distribution of the source, a smaller relative entropy results and,
therefore, fewer redundancy bits are required. This is why the importance of
data compression goes beyond the usual goal of reducing the storage space or
the transmission time of the information. In fact, in some situations, seeking
better models is the main aim. Since this method seems to be much faster than
the state-of-the-art, it is a natural candidate to explore biological properties on
genomes, using techniques such as complexity profiles [17].

4 Conclusions

We have presented M6, a method for compressing complete genomes using a mix-
ture of six Markov models with different depths. Using a concatenation technique
the model was able to explore inter-chromosomal properties and by consequence
to reduce the ratio of compression.

In general, we were able to compress complete genomes with values that
are competitive with the stat-of-the-art XM method and that require much less
computation time.

Taking into account the results that we report in this paper, we can say, per-
haps somewhat surprisingly, that complete genomes can be quite well described
using M6, i.e., by a mixture of six Markov models that rely on short-term knowl-
edge of the past.

In future work we intent to improve M6 using a Markov model with threshold
(also used in XM) and perform more tests in more genomes. Finally, we intent
to use M6 in biological analysis such as using complexity profiles.
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Abstract. Successful user interface design requires a deep understand-
ing of the targeted audience. This paper explores the application of the
K-Means algorithm to cluster smartphone users, in order to offer Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) specialists a better insight into their user
group. Different hierarchical ordered feature space representations are
explored and their performance is evaluated against a synthetic data set.
By applying the best performing features against a real world data set,
obtained from a public available smartphone application, three distinct
user groups could be identified.

Keywords: Data Mining, Usage Mining, Cluster Analysis, HCI, Smart-
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1 Introduction

Designing user interfaces is a challenging task. The success and acceptance of
the user interface depends crucially on the HCI specialists understanding of the
target group and their needs. Wrong expectation of the target group often lead
to severe shortcomings in terms of usability and a low market success. The main
objective of this work is it to explore different clustering techniques and their
applicability in the context of smartphone applications. Common design pro-
cesses like user centered design pay special attention to the detailed description
of the different user types and their needs. The users stereotypes are in these
processes presented as so called personas, each having a background story and
a detailed description of their requirements and skills. The precise construction
of these personas is a very cumbersome and expensive task, as it requires for
instance a large number of interviews [7, 15]. However it is not always possible
to get access to members of the target group. This is in particular a challenge for
web or smartphone applications, that might be targeted at a very brought and
heterogeneous, global audience. In the context of web applications it is there-
fore common to monitor the user interaction and to perform data mining in the
gathered data, to better understand the targeted user group.

Among techniques like pattern mining, particularly clustering techniques
have received much attention, as they provide the necessary information to parti-
tion the audience into different persona like groups[14, 18]. The knowledge about
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these user clusters is also a key factor for successful user interface design in the
context of smartphone applications, especially if no in depth use case analysis
has been carried out before [19]. For example the target user group could be sep-
arated into distinct sub sets, each utilizing only parts of the application features.
In such a case it might make sense to offer each group a different user interface,
focusing on the required features.

In section one the paper introduces the related work, before the experimen-
tal setup is presented and the different features spaces are discusses in detail.
Afterwards the results will be presented and discussed. The paper ends with a
short presentation of future work.

2 Related Work

The problem of user clustering is a field that has been intensively researched in
the context of web usage mining, for instance to provide a customized shopping
experience or to help search engines in scoring the retrieved documents based in
the users interests [14]. Most web mining systems are based on web server log
files, from which the user sessions are extracted. Each session consists out of a
set of URLs which have been visited and the timestamp of the request [21, 6, 5].

In the current literature the most common approaches try to capture the
session data in a vector space model, researching different features set and algo-
rithms. For instance the session data might be transformed into a binary vector
model, where each component indicates the presence of the absence of a certain
URL in the session [11]. Others have used the page frequency instead as the
main feature. Yan et al. for instance use the frequency to construct the feature
space and apply the Leader algorithm to perform the clustering [20]. Antonellis
et al. use also the page frequency, but deploy the K-mean algorithm [8] instead
to determine the clusters [2]. However these two algorithms have in common the
need to specify the number of cluster k in advance. Different methods have been
suggested to overcome this issue. One approach is the so called “elbow method”,
which calculates the sum of squared errors SSE for each k, and tries to detect
a sudden decrease between k and k + 1. Another approach is to calculate the
Silhouette coefficient, s, or the Davies Bouldin coefficient, d, for each k, and
choose the k with the best value of s or d [16]. We may refer the work of Kuo
et al. who explored a new method for determining k. They applied an artificial
neural network (ANN) to decide the optimal number of clusters k in advance,
before using K-Means [11]. Later Kuo et al. also used an hierarchical algorithm
instead of K-Means to solve this issue [9]. Due to the potentially large number
of web pages, the feature spaces might suffer from a high dimensionality, which
causes problems during clustering. This phenomenon is also know as the “curse
of dimensionality”, and leads to difficulties in the visualization of the clustering
results and a poor performance of certain similarity measures [10, 4]. As a solu-
tion Fu et al. introduce the concept of a generalized session, which uses attribute
- oriented - induction to reduce the number of dimensions. Afterwards they used
the BIRCH algorithm [22] to perform a hierarchical clustering [21]. Beside the
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URL of the requested page, the temporal dimension of the user interaction is
seen as a valuable sign for the personal interest of a user regarding a certain
page. Generally it is assumed that a long duration of a page view indicates a
strong interest [18, 1], anyhow it is to point out that the duration might differ
significantly between users and might be prone to noise. [3, 12].

Although web based applications share certain similarities with smartphone
applications, there are some significant differences. Web applications consist nor-
mally out of a large number of pages, where the user interaction can be described
by the transition from page to page, whereas smartphone applications are only
composed out of a few pages. Most of the interaction takes place within the
pages, e.g. a click on a button. Therefore the obtained usage data must be more
fine grained then the web server log files, and must capture each interaction
event.

3 Data Sets

The user interaction can be divided into distinct atomic interaction events. Each
interaction event was triggered by the invocation of a widget wi which is element
of the set of all widgets W in the application. Each widget wi belongs one page
pi, which is an element of the set of all pages P . Each event has a certain
type yi, which is an element of the set of all event types Y that can occur in
the application. Typical examples are an onclick event which occurs in case a
button was pressed, or an onchange event if the value of a text field was changed.
Moreover each event occurred at one point of time ti ∈ N. An event is assigned
to a session si, which starts and ends with the application and is element of S,
the set of all session. Each session is assigned to an element ui of the set of all
users U . Let E be the entire set of events

E = (e1, e2, .., en) with ei ∈W × Y × P × N× S × U (1)

Each interaction event ei be can described by the tuple

ei = (eiw, eiy, eip, ein, eis, eiu) (2)

with

eiw ∈W, eiy ∈ Y, eip ∈ Y, ein ∈ N, eis ∈ S, eiu ∈ U (3)

Due to the lack of a publicily available data set, a custom Android applica-
tion was created in the scope of this work. The application offers the users the
possibility to play a simple memory game, in which they can test there knowl-
edge in certain domains. In addition the users can select between the two levels
of difficulty easy and hard. The application implements two main use cases. The
first use cases targets new and inexperienced users. These users will face the
start page after launching the application and can start an easy memory game
directly pressing a large “Start” button. After finishing the game, users have the
choice between playing the same game again or moving on to another domain.
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Furthermore the users can view their high scores or navigate back to the “Wel-
come” page. The second use case extends the first user case and targets at more
experiences users, that are already familiar with the application. These users can
navigate from the “Welcome” page to several configuration pages, to customize
the domain of the game or to change level of difficulty from easy to hard. In case
the difficulty is set to hard, the users will face a more complex game field which
offers more options, making it harder to solve the game in short time. The basic
navigation structure of the application is can be seen in Figure 1

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of the real world applicaton.

The application was published in the Android Market and all interaction
events were monitored and transmitted in regular intervals to a central server.
After a period of three weeks 41 users had installed the application, and more
then 6500 events were submitted, belonging to 68 sessions.

4 Feature Spaces

The clustering was performed using nine different normalized feature spaces, in
which each user is presented as an instance. Before the different presentations
where calculated, the event stream was filtered to only include onclick events.
This step is mandatory as a magnitude of events was logged in the real android
application. For instance changing the value of a text field, would result in one
onclick, one onfocus, one onchange and one onblur event. As result certain type of
widgets, for instance text fields, would have a significant higher event frequency
then other widget, e.g. buttons, and would hence distort the result.
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The features spaces utilize on one hand the event frequency to describe the
user behavior, and on the other hand use the time stamps to model the temporal
dimension of the user interaction. The temporal dimension can reveal the users
interest in a certain page [18], but can also be seen as a hint regarding the level of
experience the user has archived so far with the application. New users will have
a longer latency between the interaction events, as they have to orient themself
in the new application, whereas experienced users will know the application, and
hence have a lower latency [19].

Following the natural hierarchy of modern smart phone user interfaces, the
features space form a hierarchy as well. A smartphone application consists out of
n pages, each containing m widgets. Thus it is possible to calculate aggregated
values for different dimensions, starting at the widget level, over to the page
level and ending on the application level.

The first feature space V1 can been seen as a application level summary of
the entire interaction. It contains the number of session s(ui)→ N, the number
of visited pages p(ui) → N, the number of invoked widgets w(ui) → N, the
mean session duration m(ui) → R and the mean latency l(ui) → R between
interaction events. Hence v1i ∈ V1 for one user ui ∈ U is

v1i = {s(ui), p(ui), w(ui),m(ui), l(ui)} (4)

Feature space V2 targets the page level, and can be considered a kind of “drill
down”, offering more details about the user interaction. It is composed out of
the page frequencies pf(ui, pj) → R, this means v2i ∈ V2 contains the relative
amount of events the were observed in each page pj ∈ P for a given user ui ∈ U .

v2i = {pf(ui, p1), pf(ui, p2), ..., pf(ui, pn)} (5)

The temporal dimension of the user interaction is considered in the third
feature space V3. Instead of the event frequency, v3i ∈ V3 for a user ui ∈ U will
contain the mean time pt(ui, pj)→ R ui spend on each page p : j ∈ P .

v3i = {pt(ui, p1), pt(ui, p2), ..., pt(ui, pn)} (6)

V4 is the union of V2 and V3. It is composed out of the page frequency
and the mean time users spend on a page, and tries to capture the temporal
characteristics and as well the preferred pages for a user ui ∈ U . v4i is defined
as:

v4i = {pf(ui, p1), pt(ui, p1), pf(ui, p2), pt(ui, p2), ..., pf(ui, pn), pt(ui, pn)} (7)

The following three feature spaces will explore similar feature space repre-
sentations, but on the widget level. v5i ∈ V5 is composed out of the frequencies
wf(ui, wi)→ R of a widget wj ∈W for each user ui ∈ U .

v5i = {wf(ui, p1), wf(ui, p2), ..., wf(ui, pn)} (8)
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V6 presents the mean widget latency wl(ui, wj)→ R for a given user ui ∈ U .
v6i ∈ V6 is therefore defined as

v6i = {wl(ui, w1), wl(ui, w2), ..., wl(ui, wn)} (9)

The union of V5 and V6 is V7. Like V4 it tries to model the temporal charac-
teristics for a user ui ∈ U and his preferred widgets.

v7i = {wf(ui, w1), wl(ui, w1), wf(ui, w2), wl(ui, w2), ..., wf(ui, wn), wl(ui, wn)}
(10)

Moreover two additional feature spaces will be investigated on the widget
level. v8 is inspired by the popular tf-idf measure form the field of natural
language processing [13]. The tf-idf measure gives a higher importance to the
term occurrence in a document, if only a small set of other documents contain
the term as well. As a result it is possible to recognize characteristic terms for
a each document. Each widget wj is considered the equivalent to a term and
the set of all events Ei ⊂ E of an user ui is the considered the equivalent of a
document. By doing so, v8 ∈ V8 will have a higher value for the characteristic
widgets per user. v8 ∈ V8 is defined as

v8i = {tfidf(ui, w1), tfidf(ui, w2), ..., tfidf(ui, wn)} (11)

where

tfidf(ui, wj) =
|(ek ∈ Ei : ekw = wj)|

|Ei|
× log(

|U |
|x : wj ∈ Ej , j ∈ 1, ..|U || ) (12)

V9 is a binary feature space which is composed out of the k most frequent
widgets. Let Tki be the set of the k most frequent used widgets of a given user
ui. Then tw(ui, wj) ∈ {0, 1} is a boolean function which returns 1 iff widget
wj ∈ Tki and 0 otherwise. For this paper k = 10 was found to give good results.
v9i ∈ V9 can be defined as

v9i = {tw(ui, w1), tw(ui, w2), ..., tw(ui, wn)} (13)

5 User clustering

The K-Means algorithm, implemented in the R toolkit [17], was used to find
the clusters within the data sets. This paper will use the “elbow” method, the
Silhouette coefficient and the Davies Bouldin coefficient for k ∈ {2..15} to deter-
mine the best k. The maximum number of 15 was chosen, since a higher number
of clusters seems to be unreasonable for a population of only 41 users.

The different feature representations might result in different values for an
optimal k. To ensure the general feasibility of the taken approach, four synthetic
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data sets were created. These data sets were generated for a prototypical appli-
cation which consists out of two pages, each containing a number of widgets. The
widgets can be grouped into four distinct sets A,B,C and D, each presenting
one application feature. To model different kind of users, for instance beginners
and professionals, several simulated users have been created, each interacting
differently with the application. The main variables of these simulated users are
the average number and length (in events) of sessions and the average latency
between interaction events. Each of the variables is modeled through a Gaussian
distribution, with a default standard deviation per parameter. The number of
sessions and the session length can be used to simulate the personal interest of a
user. The latency related parameters allow the simulation of the different levels
of experience. Additionally the users are parametrized with a weighted set of ap-
plication features, they use most of the times. An application feature is modeled
through the set of widgets A, B, C, and D. By utilizing different combinations
of all these parameters the following four synthetic data set were created:

Data Set 1: This data set simulates two very heterogeneous groups of users
and consists out of 200 users. The first group only utilizes feature A and B ,
has a short session length and in general a low number of sessions per user. The
second group utilizes feature C and D, has a medium session length and a larger
number of sessions.

Data Set 2: The data set consists out of 300 users, which can are divided into
three heterogeneous groups. Each group has a medium session length, a small
number of sessions and invokes the features A, B and C, but with a significant
different weight. The first group focuses on feature A and has a low latency
between the events. The second group on prefers feature B and shows a medium
latency and the thirst group invokes feature C mostly with a large latency.

Data Set 3: This data set simulates experienced and inexperienced users
and consists out of 200 users. The inexperienced group only utilizes feature A,
has a medium latency but only short number of sessions and session events. The
experienced group uses features A and B, has a short latency and a large number
of session and a medium session length.

Data Set 4: This data set model four set of users, which are partly overlap-
ping. The data set consists out of 400 users. Two groups have a small number
and length of sessions and a medium latency, whereas the two remaining groups
show a higher value for the session length and number of sessions and in addi-
tion have a lower latency. Each group utilizes three of the four features, with a
different weight, and each group has a different latency.

The expected results for each data set and each feature space are summarized
in Table 1.

6 Results and Conclusions

To ensure that the random seed of the K-Means algorithm does not influence
the results, the clustering was performed 100 times for all synthetic data sets,
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Table 1. Expected best k for synthetic data sets per feature space

Feature Space Data Set 1 Data Set 2 Data Set 3 Data Set 4

V1 2 3 2 2

V2 2 3 2 3

V3 2 3 2 2

V4 2 3 2 2

V5 2 3 2 4

V6 2 3 2 2

V7 2 3 2 4

V8 2 3 2 4

V9 2 3 2 4

and the mean values for the “elbow” method, the Silhouette coefficient and the
Davies Bouldin coefficient are shown in Table 2.

Before the result will be discussed in detail, some general issues have to be
explained. It can be seen, that the Davies Bouldin coefficient returned in several
cases, which are marked with * in Table 2, a value of 15. For the further analysis
these values will not be taken into consideration, and will be treated as outliers.
In some cases the values for the best and the second best k were quite close for
the Davies Bouldin coefficient. In such a case the second best k is noted behind
the best k in parenthesis. Moreover the “elbow” method was not conclusive in
four cases, which are marked with ∗∗, because the “elbow” could not be clearly
localized. This happened for data set 2 and 4 and the feature set V5, V8 and
V9, anyhow it is to mention that the value for k was close to the expected
value, therefore a value range is given for the k. For the real world application
the “elbow” method turned out to be not useful in most of the cases, as the
curve rendered by the SSE / k pairs did not show any “elbow”. These result are
denoted with a “-”.

When comparing the outcome of the analysis of the synthetic data sets with
the expected values for the data sets it can be seen, that V1 performed generally
well. All methods return the expected k value, the only exception the “elbow”
value for data set 2. This is remarkable, because Data Set 3 was constructed to
have three clearly separated user groups, but might be explained with the fact
that the number of sessions and number of events per session was equal for all
three groups. V9 performed also well, if the outlier value of 15 for the Davies
Bouldin in data set 4 is not considered. The “elbow” method anyhow does not
deliver a non-ambiguous result, and should therefore be interpreted with care
in the context of V9. V5 seemed to perform well in the more simply data sets
1,2 and 3, where the user groups are clearly separated and there is only a small
overlap in the invoked features. The temporal dimension of the user interaction
seems to be well captured by V3 on the page level, whereas the result in the
widget level V6 show only a good result for the “elbow” method. The combined
feature spaces V4 and V7 do not show satisfying results, and should therefore not
be considered in the analysis of the real world application.
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Table 2. Best k for all data sets per feature space and evaluation method

Feature Space Method Data Set 1 Data Set 2 Data Set 3 Data Set 4 Real Data

V1 Elbow 2 5 2 2 4
Silhouette 2 3 2 2 2
Davies Bouldin 2 3 2 2 4

V2 Elbow 2 2 2 2 6
Silhouette 2 2 2 3 2
Davies Bouldin 2 2 2 3 6

V3 Elbow 2 3 2 2 -
Silhouette 4 3 2 2 3
Davies Bouldin 15 * 3 2 2 3

V4 Elbow 2 3 2 2 -
Silhouette 4 3 2 2 3
Davies Bouldin 15 * 3 2 2 3

V5 Elbow 2 3-4 ** 2 5 -
Silhouette 2 3 2 5 2
Davies Bouldin 2 3 2 3 2

V6 Elbow 2 3 2 2 -
Silhouette 2 2 2 3 2
Davies Bouldin 2 2 2 2 6 (2)

V7 Elbow 2 4 2 3 -
Silhouette 2 2 2 2 2
Davies Bouldin 2 2 2 2 6 (2)

V8 Elbow 2 3-4 ** 2 5 6
Silhouette 2 2 2 3 2
Davies Bouldin 2 2 2 3 2

V9 Elbow 2 3-4 ** 2 4-5 ** -
Silhouette 2 3 2 4 2
Davies Bouldin 2 3 15 * 4 15

The real word usage data shows problems regarding the application of the
“elbow” method. The reason for this might be the low number of users in the
data set, which makes it hard to find large and consistent clusters. Only in V1 this
method returns a clear result of 4. The Davis Bouldin method indicates 4 as well,
only the Silhouette coefficient returns 2. The widget frequency represented by
V5 has a non ambiguous result of 2 .V9, which performed well on the synthetic
data set, confirms the value of k = 2, but like in the data set 4 the Davies
Bouldin index returns k = 15. The screen latency which is model by V3 returns
the value 3 for k for the Silhouette and the Davies Bouldin method. Table 3
shows the cluster sizes, the Silhouette and the Davies Bouldin coefficient for the
most promising features spaces and the corresponding best k.

The resulting clusters of V1 and V3 have both one cluster which only con-
tains a single user. As V1 and V3 both contain the the number of invoked pages,
we might conclude that this user distinguishes himself only through the num-
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Table 3. Cluster sizes and cluster quality

Feature Space k Cluster Sizes Silhouette Davies Bouldin

V1 4 25, 1, 8,7 0.71 0.39

V3 3 33, 7, 1 0.65 0.69

v5 2 35, 6 0.57 1.00

ber of pages he has used. Furthermore all clusters contain one cluster which is
significantly larger then the remaining ones, which can be seen as an indicator,
that the entire set of users can be split into one main group and several smaller
groups.

Figure 2 shows the plot of the mean latency l(ui) against the number of
invoked widgets w(ui) per user. The size of the circles presents the number
of sessions per users. The figure reveals, like the cluster analysis before, the
existence of a larger group which utilizes only a subset of the application widgets
and which has a low latency. In contrast to this group, two smaller subsets can be
identified. One group with a larger latency, which only uses parts of the widgets
and another group with a larger number of widgets and a a low latency. It can
be also seen, that this group has in general a larger number of sessions, which is
in indication for an particular interest in the application.

This observations are reasonable in the context of the real world application,
since the application offers one main use case for new users, and one extended
use case for more experienced users. The correlation between the larger number
of sessions and the low latency seems to be sound as well, as users gather more
experience in the application, and can therefore full fill there goals faster.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work nine different feature spaces were subject to investigation, regarding
their feasibility to cluster smartphone usage data. The feature spaces were eval-
uated against four synthetic data sets. A features space summarising the user
interaction in only 5 dimensions showed the best results. However, to capture
the temporal dimension of the user interaction, the mean latency per screen was
found to form a good feature space. The widget frequency performed also well,
but focuses on the most frequent used functions of the application.

The major problem during the elaboration of the results was the lack of a
sufficient data set. To overcome this issue, a custom smartphone application was
developed to harvest real world usage data. Within three weeks, the data of 41
users could be collected. After applying the best performing feature spaces in
conjunction with the K-Means algorithm, three user groups could be identified.
The discovered clusters show good values for the Silhouette and Davies Bouldin
coefficient, and fit the use case structure of the developed application.

Nonetheless the collected data set was quite small, which made it challeng-
ing to draw valid conclusions. Therefore one of the next goals should be the
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Fig. 2. Mean latency l(ui) against the number of invoked widgets w(ui). The size of
the circle indicates the number of sessions s(ui).

acquisition of a larger data set. Once this data set is available other algorithms
should be subject to further research, for instance hierarchical or density based
algorithms. Furthermore new ways of cluster visualization should be explored,
as it might be hard to interpret the results, especially in the context of high
dimensional feature spaces, like those working on the widget level.
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Abstract. Even though three-dimensional (3D) displays have been in-
troduced in relatively recent times in the context of display technology,
they have undergone a rapid evolution, to the point that equipment able
to reproduce three-dimensional, dynamic scenes in real time are now
becoming commonplace in the consumer market.

This paper presents an approach to (1) provide a clear definition of a 3D
display, based on implementation of visual depth cues, and (2) specify
a hierarchy of types and subtypes of 3D displays, based on a set of
properties that allow an unambiguous classification scheme for three-
dimensional displays.

Based on this approach, three main classes of 3D display systems are
proposed –screen-based, head-mounted displays and volumetric displays–
along with corresponding subtypes, aiming to provide a field map for
the area of three-dimensional displays that is clear, comprehensive and
expandable.

Keywords three-dimensional displays, depth cues, 3D vision, survey

1 Introduction

The human ability for abstraction, and the strong dependence on visual infor-
mation in the human brain’s perception of the external world, have led to the
emergence of visual representations (that is, virtual copies) of objects, scenery
and concepts, since pre-historical times. Throughout the centuries, many tech-
niques have been developed to increase the realism of these copies.

At first, this focused on improving their visual appearance and durability,
through better pigments, perspective theory, increasingly complex tools to as-
sist the recreation process, and even mechanical ways to perform this recreation
(initially with heavy manual intervention but gradually becoming more auto-
matic).

As these techniques matured, there was a gradual shift to center efforts in pro-
viding these virtual representations with more lifelike features, by making them
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dynamic, and audible:1 television, cinema, stereo sound and surround sound are
straightforward examples of this.

Finally, recent years have revealed yet another shift, this time aiming at
ways to recreate the sensation of depth, or three-dimensionality. 3D displays
thus emerged as an active area of research and development.

Despite this being a relatively recent field, many different approaches have
been already proposed and implemented as 3D displays, and new ones surface
with some regularity. Moreover, these implementations provide different sets of
approximations for the depth cues that our visual system uses to perceive the
three-dimensionality of a scene.

This profusion of implementations has plagued attempts to define a nomen-
clature system for 3D displays. Despite many taxonomies having been proposed,
a definitive, exhaustive and unambiguous categorization system for 3D displays
has been lacking in the literature, which hinders the classification and evaluation
of different implementations, especially hybrid ones.

The persistent hype around 3D displays shows that there is a great interest
in this technology from public, media and industry. Volumetric displays are a
common staple in movies (though usually called “holograms”), and currently
various techniques have already reached mainstream use, most notably through
3D gaming, cinema and television (for instance, in 2005 already about half the
world’s IMAX cinemas could project stereoscopic movies with the viewers using
either Polaroid or shutter glasses. [1]). Even web browsers are attempting a
democratization of 3D through WebGL, while the popular video sharing website
Youtube has enabled tools for stereo video.

The current hype, however, also means that the distinction between pseudo-
3D and actual 3D displays, and among different 3D displays, is severely blurred
and obscured by marketing and promotion claims. This hides various funda-
mental flaws that these 3D display systems contain, which consist mainly in
their inability to provide all natural depth cues available with natural vision. An
unambiguous and clearly-defined taxonomy would thus be helpful to both the
scientific community and to the industry.

The approach presented in this paper bases the definition and categorization
of 3D displays in a thorough understanding of their fundamental properties and
functional characteristics, rather than in implementation details, as is the case
with most current classifications.

For this, we present, in Section 2, a comprehensive overview of the depth
cues used by human visual system to perceive three-dimensionality. With this
knowledge, we can then, in Section 3, determine the specific subset of these
that clearly mark the frontier between 2D and 3D displays, and define basic
properties of 3D displays. Section 4 then goes into detail inside the 3D display
realm, defining a hierarchy of classes and sub-classes for 3D displays, based on

1 Attempts to stimulate other senses have been tried as early as in the 1960s, with
machines such as the Sensorama[5]. However, such devices (termed “multi-modal”)
haven’t achieved the same commercial success as audiovisual technology.
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the depth cues they implement, the physical properties of the system, and the
usage type.

By taking all these characteristics into account, we expect the outcome to
be a logical, systematic and extensible taxonomy that will facilitate comparison
of different approaches, and the evaluation of appropriate techniques for a given
application. Section 5 assesses the degree to which this objective was fulfilled,
and illuminates what further work is to be performed to enhance the proposed
taxonomy.

2 Visual Cues to Three-Dimensionality

The origins of the Human species, from primates living and moving around
primarily in trees, made perception of depth a very important feature of our
vision. As artistic depictions of reality developed, several techniques were de-
vised to simulate the three-dimensionality of the original scenes being recreated.
Therefore, even media that are usually considered 2D often reproduce some of
the cues that our visual system uses to interpret the location of objects. These
hints, commonly called depth cues, can be divided into two main groups: psy-
chological cues, which depend on our previous knowledge of the visual aspect of
familiar objects, and physiological cues, which manifest through the anatomy of
our visual system [7].

The psychological depth cues are:

Occlusion the overlap of some objects by others that are closer to us. Some
imaging techniques take this further by making the screen itself transpar-
ent, such as the mirror-based Pepper’s ghost illusion, and the more recent
glass-based projections popular in entertainment shows (often deceptively
marketed as “holograms”).

Linear perspective given prior knowledge of shapes and/or sizes of objects,
we interpret perceived distortions in their shape (parts farther away from
us appear smaller), differences in size between objects, and variation of the
angular size (how much of our visual field they cover) as indicators to their
location in three-dimensional space.

Atmospheric perspective commonly known as “distance fog”, it refers to the
fading in contrast and detail, and shift to bluish colors, of objects located at
a great distance. This happens because the light we get from them had to
travel an increased distance through air and thus underwent more scattering
from the atmospheric gases and particles.

Shading and shadow projection effects caused by the relationship between
objects and light sources. The brightness, color and patterns seen in an
object’s surface provide information about (among other things) its shape
and position relative to the light sources that illuminate it. Also, the location,
format and intensity of shadows projected into the object (due to parts of it
or other objects obscuring the light) and into its vicinity allow us to interpret
its 3D form and relative position to other objects and/or the environment.
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The above are all static cues. There are two more psychological cues, which
are dynamic; that is, they manifest when there is movement either of the observer
or of the observed object (or both):

Motion parallax 2 relative changes in perceived position between two objects
when we move. For example, during a car trip a tree seems to be “travelling
past us” faster than the distant mountains.

The kinetic depth effect changes in the appearance of an object due to its
own motion. For example, when a spherical object –say, a football– is uni-
formly illuminated so that no shadows give away its round shape, a slow
rotation around itself is sufficient for our visual system to infer that it is
a solid body and not a flat disk facing us, due to the relative motions of
features in its surface.

The physiological depth cues consist of:

Accommodation the effort made by the muscles in the eye that control the
shape of its lens in order to bring the image into focus in the retina. Even
though we usually do not consciously control these actions, our brain uses
this information as an indicator of the distance of objects we are observing.
Since the focusing effort varies much more for distance changes near the eye,
the effect is particularly notable for nearby objects (less than 2m, according
to [6]).

Convergence when both eyes rotate inwards to aim at the object of interest,
thus aligning the different images they receive, so they can be more effectively
combined by the brain. As with accommodation, this rotation manifests itself
with greater amplitude when differences in distance occur closer to the eye,
so it is also a cue that is more strongly perceived for nearby objects (less
than 10m, according to [9]). If they are close enough, one can clearly feel the
eyes “crossing” so that they can keep aiming at the same point.

Binocular disparity (or stereo parallax)3 differences in images received by
each eye. 4 Studies indicate that for a moderate viewing distance, binocular
disparity is the dominant depth cue to produce depth sensation, through
a process called stereopsis, which is the effort made by the brain to fuse
the images together into a 3D perception of the scene. This effort is always
necessary because convergence of the eyes only produces perfectly aligned
points in the line perpendicular to the eye-to-eye distance (this line is called
a horopter).

The depth cues described above are summarized in Table 1.

2 from the Greek paralaxis (change).
3 “Binocular” comes from the Latin bini (pair) + oculus (eye). “Stereo” comes from

the Greek stereós (solid).
4 This cue has been known and studied for a long time: Euclid in 300 B.C. was the

first recorded scientist to suggest that depth perception in human vision is related
to the fact that we have two eyes which collect different simultaneous perspectives
of the same object [2].
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Table 1. Summary of visual depth cues for three-dimensional vision

static dynamic

psychological occlusion (overlap); linear perspective;
atmospheric perspective (distance fog);
shading.

motion parallax; ki-
netic depth effect.

physiological accommodation (focus); binocular dis-
parity (stereo parallax); convergence.

2.1 The Accommodation-Convergence Mismatch

Although most representational media reproduced in 2D displays implement the
static psychological cues (some, like video, even implement the dynamic ones,
albeit partially – only due to scene movement, but unresponsive to viewer move-
ment), the fact that the physiological cues are not implemented isn’t a serious
problem, because either the scenes represented are meant to take place (or be
viewed from) a distance where these cues aren’t relevant (especially convergence
and accommodation), or because we can cognitively ignore the lack of cues as
our abstraction ability allows us to understand their 3-dimensionality regardless.

But when there is a mismatch in physiological cues, we may feel actual phys-
ical discomfort. Namely, every display that provides stereoscopy (one view for
each eye) is theoretically able to implement proper convergence cues for each
object in the scene depending on their location. But accommodation (proper
focus of the light, that is, the ability to make the light rays diverge not from the
screen, but from the virtual positions of the scene objects) is much harder to
achieve; as a result, most of these displays force the eye to always focus at the
screen to get a sharp image. Therefore, if the scene is placed at a virtual dis-
tance within the range of operation of the accommodation depth cue, we suffer
a phenomenon called accommodation-convergence (A-C) mismatch.

This mismatch is more serious than the aforementioned ones, because it
provides the brain with conflicting physical sensations, which causes discomfort,
as the brain tries to make sense of conflicting data. This effect is similar to
the way mismatch between visual and vestibular (from our balance system in
the inner ear) perception of movement causes motion sickness. The effect is thus
very physical and may cause headaches, fatigue or disequilibrium [10], preventing
continued use of these displays. This, of course, in addition to the reduction it
causes in the realism of the 3D visualization.

During ocular accommodation (focusing), the amount of contraction of the
muscles that control the shape of the eye lens is sent to the brain as information
about the distance of the object being observed. This usually occurs paired with
the convergence, which also sends muscular contraction information to the brain
as an indicator of the proximity of the object. A mismatch between these two
sources of information causes discomfort, as the brain tries to make sense of
conflicting data, just like mismatch between visual and vestibular perception
of movement causes motion sickness. This mismatch happens with conventional
stereo systems, since the eyes do rotate to line-up the different images each
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receive, but otherwise keep the accommodation constant, since to get a sharp
image they need to focus at the screen, which does not move.

2.2 Ranges of Operation

All the psychological depth cues can be reproduced by traditional flat media,
such as paintings, photographs or movies. Therefore, if we are in restricted sit-
uations that prevent us from applying the physiological cues, such media can
be enough to produce a realistic depiction of a three-dimensional scene. These
situations usually manifest if the scene is distant enough from the observer, out
of the range of operation of most depth cues.

Firstly, accommodation stops giving useful feedback at distances over 2m (the
eyes essentially relax the muscles that control the lens, and focus on infinity) and
convergence is similarly virtually unaffected for objects at a distance of over 10m,
when the light “rays” coming from them to each eye have such a small angle
between them that they can be assumed to be parallel.

Our eye separation distance also cannot provide any perceived binocular
disparity for great distances: even though we still get different images for each
eye at distances of over 1 km [8], the minimum depth separation between objects
in the scene (relative distances from the observer) becomes increasingly greater
if we are to interpret relative depth between objects in the scene without other
cues such as occlusion or atmospheric perspective.

Finally, if the scene is static, even motion parallax (which we can provoke
by moving our heads, and as such has a greater range than binocular disparity)
cannot provide cues to the relative positions of objects at great distances, since
the motion of our head produces a fairly uniform displacement in all parts of
the perceived image.

This was the reason why in the past some believed that the sky was a painted
dome placed well above our heads – visually, there was no way to tell otherwise.

2.3 Demand for 3D Displays

Apart from the situations described above, in most cases the human visual sys-
tem will easily detect the illusion of 2D reproductions, which prevents realistic
3D visualization to occur. However, this has never posed a serious problem either
for informational content or for art and entertainment, both due to the several
depth cues that can be represented in traditional “2D” media, and to the high
degree of abstraction achievable by the human intellect.

Nevertheless, since imaging devices started to appear, expectations of realism
in 3D have constantly grown, as demonstrated by the great diversity and fantas-
tic features of such fictional devices devised in science fiction. Recent advances
in computer graphics, display technology and data transfer rates led to not only
the manifestation of increasingly realistic 3D experiences that make such expec-
tations to become more plausible, but also to the exhaustion of the ability to
display complex sets of three-dimensional data, when this is the best approach
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for visualization and/or manipulation of complex information that overcome our
abstraction abilities [4].

When there is a need to display dynamic three-dimensional data, conven-
tional 2D displays lack the ability to convey true three-dimensional perception,
even though (and despite their name) they do support several 3D depth cues
(occlusion, perspective, apparent size, “distance fog”, focus, etc.). Realistic 3D
perception, however, is only achieved by providing further depth cues, motion
parallax and binocular disparity being the most common. As such, many devices
capable of reproducing also the physiological depth cues have started to become
common in many fields. Below we make an overview of these 3D displays.

3 Definition of a 3D Display

The line separating 3D displays from 2D displays is not always clearly defined,
despite what the 2D/3D dichotomy seems to suggest. In one hand, the static
psychological 3D depth cues can, in fact, be reproduced in media traditionally
considered “2D”; on the other hand, most so-called “3D” displays are actually
flat screens (which means that the images are projected in a 2-dimensional sur-
face), with the notable exception of volumetric displays.

With these limitations in mind, we define 3D displays as any devices
that are able to reproduce the dynamic psychological depth cues (mo-
tion parallax and kinetic depth) and the physiological ones (stereoscopy,
accommodation and convergence).

The Projection Constraint

Another important characteristic of 3D displays (of all displays, in fact) is the
universality of the “projection constraint”, which means that the image can
never exceed the boundaries of the display medium as these are perceived by
the observer. This property prevents free-viewing of the scene, limiting both the
look-around freedom (the observer cannot look away from the display) and
the move-around freedom (the observer cannot circle the virtual object to see
it from all sides). These limitations manifest in different ways and degrees for
different displays, but are present for virtually all of them.

This constraint on the virtual viewing area can be compared to the way a
window only allows a glimpse of the scene outside. [4] describes the projection
constraint in the terms that “a display medium or element must exist in the line
of sight between the viewer and all parts of the image.”

It is worth noting that this does not apply only to planar displays: volumetric
displays also can only display images inside their volume. Figure 1 makes this
principle clear.

Countering this effect may be done by increasing the absolute size of the
display (for example, a cinema screen), shaping it in order to surround the viewer
(as is done in the CAVE virtual reality environment), or increasing its relative
size by bringing it closer to the observer (such as in head-mounted displays). Of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the projection constraint. (Reprinted from [4]).

course, the consequences in terms of the ability of the system to support multiple
simultaneous users must be considered for each of these approaches.

4 Proposed Taxonomy for Imaging Techniques

The first 3D display, in the sense described in Section 3, was the stereoscope,
invented by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1840. The binocular-like device allowed
viewing of a double-photograph in a way that produced unprecedented depth
sensation. The images were taken with a special camera with two lenses with
approximately the same displacement as the average interpupillary distance of
human eyes. When placed in the device, the pictures were viewed through a
setup of prisms and lenses, which helped approximate the conditions of the real
scene, rather than the actual conditions of photographs placed immediately in
front of the eyes.

Since then, many other devices were invented as mechanisms for 3D viewing.
The proliferation of such devices and techniques, especially hybrid approaches,
and common misconceptions and misnomers spread by under-researched science-
fiction or over-enthusiastic marketing departments, led to some confusion in the
definitions used today, even (though to a lesser degree) in the scientific literature.

To sistematize the review of 3D displays, we will classify them into three
main types:

1. screen-based displays
2. head-mounted displays (HMDs)
3. volumetric displays

4.1 Screen-based Displays

Screen-based 3D displays are the most popular 3D displays used currently, with
commercial use now common in movie theaters and domestic displays. They
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work mostly by providing stereoscopy (different images for each eye), which, as
mentioned in Section 2, is the main depth cue for 3D vision at moderate dis-
tances. These displays can be further divided in two main groups: stereoscopic
displays, which work in conjunction with glasses, and autostereoscopic devices,
that don’t require any headgear.

The glasses-based 3D displays can display one image to each eye by combining
separate streams of images in one device (i.e, multiplexing of light). This can be
done in three ways:

wavelength multiplexing separating the left-eye and right-eye images in dif-
ferent colors, the most well-known example of which is the anaglyph, with
its characteristic “red-green” glasses;

temporal multiplexing using shutter glasses synchronized with the screen
and a doubled frame-rate that displays the images for the left and right
eye alternatively;

polarization multiplexing the most common glass-based 3D technology cur-
rently in use, achieved by emitting images for each eye with different light
polarizations, and filtering them with polarized-filter glasses.

Autostereoscopic devices include parallax barrier displays, lenticular screens
and holography. Parallax barriers work by interlacing both images together in
alternated vertical strips, and employing a fence-like barrier to block the light
from the left strips from reaching the right eye, and vice-versa. Lenticular dis-
plays do this filtering by using an array of cylindrical lenses that direct each part
of the image to the correct direction. Holography, on the other hand, works by
storing the shape of the wavefront of the light emanating from the scene into an
interference pattern, and reconstructing it.5 All these techniques guarantee that
only light meant to reach each eye actually does.

Despite being planar surfaces, screen-based displays can reproduce the depth
cues of stereoscopy (and, as a consequence, convergence), which allows images
to appear not only in the screen, but also “floating” behind, or in front of it.

The images produced by glass-based displays (and early versions of parallax
barrier displays and lenticular screens) are considered stereograms, since they
only consist of two perspectives of the scene (one for each eye).

Parallax barriers and lenticular screens can display various perspectives si-
multaneously if more of these are stacked in the screen (this of course is limited
by the screen resolution, and the minimum size of the lenses or barriers that are
allowable without creating aberration or diffraction effects that would distort
the final image).

Holography can also reproduce multiple perspectives, but since this is en-
abled through a different mechanism than direct view packing, the limits to
the number of views lie in the recording and reproduction setup rather that on

5 Holograms store the entirety of the information from a scene – hence their name,
which derives from the Greek “holo”, the same root that the word “whole” came
from.
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the screen’s information storage ability, and are typically higher than the other
autostereographic screen methods.

The ability to produce multiple perspectives leads to the images produced
by these three approaches being called panoramagrams, which provide motion
parallax to a certain degree, and, by extension, stereoscopy.

Motion parallax is not necessarily supported by glasses-based displays, but
they can be enhanced to support it (only for a single user) by employing head
tracking [1]. Very fast temporal multiplexing using shutter glasses would techni-
cally enable multi-user motion parallax, but the hardware and software require-
ments for this makes the approach impractical.

However with the exception of holography, none of these displays (either
glasses-based and autostereoscopic) can provide the accommodation cue, which
results in the limitations discussed in Subsection 2.1. Of course, such media can
avoid this problem by representing scenes beyond the range of operation of ocular
accommodation as a depth cue. A good example of an application that works well
this way is flight simulators [1]. But for applications concerning visualization,
manipulation and close inspection of complex 3D objects or datasets, a virtual
location within arm’s length distance is the most (or only) appropriate setup,
allowing direct manipulation of the displayed graphics.

4.2 Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs)

HMDs include the once popular stereoscope, current popular devices such as vir-
tual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR) glasses, and techniques still largely
embryonic, such as retinal projection, contact lens displays and brain-computer
interfaces.

These solve the “look-around” problem by having the display coupled with
the eyes (assuming they can dynamically update the image according to the
direction the user is facing), and overcome the projection constraint by placing
the display close enough to the eye to allow its relative size to easily cover the
field of view of the human visual system.

However, precisely because of these properties, they prevent multi-user appli-
cations unless each user wears their own device, and all of them are synchronized.
They are also invasive, some more than others, but all considerably more than
the remaining systems (except glasses-based stereoscopy).

4.3 Volumetric Displays

Volumetric displays use several techniques to display an image in real 3D space.
This means that each point of the image is actually located at the position they
seem to be, as if we are seeing a light sculpture. This can be achieved by two
main methods: static volume displays, and swept-volume displays.

Static volume displays use a substrate (solid, liquid, or gas) that is trans-
parent or near-transparent in its resting state, but becomes luminous, or opaque,
when excited with some form of energy. If specific points can be selectively ad-
dressed inside a volume of space filled with such a material, the activation of
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these points (called volumetric pixels, or voxels) forms a virtual image within
the limits of the display.

Naturally, gasous substrates are preferred, and displays have been made using
artificial haze to produce unobtrusive, homogeneous clouds suspended in the air
that make light beams visible. Purely air-based displays have also been proposed,
using infrared laser light to produce excited plasma from the gases in the air,
at the focal points of the laser. Advanced forms of such displays are common in
science fiction, often mistakenly referred to as “holograms” in popular culture.
However, the actual visual quality of such displays is very far from their imagined
counterparts, and even quite low compared to other current methods of 3D
vision.

Swept-volume displays use a two-dimensional surface that cyclically sweeps
through a volume (either moving from one extremity to another, or rotating
around an axis) and display, at each point of this path, the corresponding slice
of the virtual object. Due to the temporal persistence of vision, this results in
what resembles a 3D object.6

The main problem with volumetric displays is that, since most of the sub-
strates used become bright when excited, rather than opaque, each point of the
virtual object won’t block light from the other points,[3] which undermines the
very basic depth cue of occlusion; that is, observers would see the back side of
objects as well as their front side. Such devices are therefore better-suited to
display hollow or naturally semi-transparent objects – for example, wireframe
3D models.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

3D displays are increasingly popular choices to provide new, more immersive,
intuitive and interesting tools for education, entertainment (especially in gaming,
television and cinema), telepresence, advertising, among others.

Moreover, as the technology advances, more demanding uses of such displays
have started becoming feasible or expectable in the near future. Such uses require
high-fidelity 3D reproductions of objects, and include areas as diverse as pro-
fessional design, medical imaging and telemedicine, 3D cartography, scientific
visualization, industrial prototyping, remote resource exploration, professional
training, and architecture.

Such wide appeal has led to the rapid development of many techniques for 3D
visualization, and sometimes this has resulted in poorly-defined boundaries be-
tween techniques – especially hybrid ones. This work presented a comprehensive
taxonomy of 3D displays, focusing on fundamental characteristics rather than
implementation details or practical application. This property should make the
taxonomy robust and expansible to include new techniques and innovations.

6 A one-dimensional point-like light source moving in 3D space can also be used to
produce a 3D display, as evidenced in the photographic art of “light sculptures”,
in which light-emitting objects are photographed with very long exposure times,
producing a trail that draws the desired shape in 3D space.
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Future work entails a exhaustive listing of implementations and their ca-
latoguing in a table or database that will allow manual or automatic filtering
and comparison of different approaches based on the depth cues they implement
and other relevant restrictions such as the support for multiple users, the ability
to operate without headgear, and others.
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Abstract. Visual speech animation, also known as, lip synchronization
is the process of matching a speech audio file with the lips’ movements
of a synthetic character. Visual speech is a very demanding task, be-
ing done either fully manual, which is very time consuming, or with
automatic methods based on data analysis. Currently there is still no
automatic method that generates any sequence of visual speech with-
out requiring further fine tuning. This research focused on the problem
of automatically achieving lip-sync and led to a system that relies on
speech recognition to obtain the words from audio and maps them to
the visual poses, thus automatically obtaining visual speech animation.
The system also supports language translation, which allows animation
in a language different from the one spoken. Automatic visual speech
animation has great impact in the entertainment industry, where it can
reduce the time required to produce the animation of talking characters.

Keywords: Computer animation, Automatic Speech Animation, Speech
Translation, Speech Recognition

1 Introduction

Speech is a key element to convey the ideas and thoughts of the person behind
any 3D talking character. However, the speech is not composed only by sounds,
but also by their poses, which in fact, contribute decisively to the believability of
the virtual characters. If the speech animation is not done correctly, i.e. the lips
movements do not resemble the ones of a person or if these are not synchronized
with the audio, the viewers will find the animation awkward.

A speech sequence can be discretized as a sequence of sounds, also known as
phones, and silences. Each phone has associated facial poses, which are positions
of the visible articulators of the vocal track, being composed by lips, teeth and
tongue. All vocal track articulator can influence the production of a phone, how-
ever not all are visible, therefore different phones have the same pose. Visemes
are a key concept in visual speech animation. It is important to note that it
is not possible to directly generate visual speech by concatenating the visemes,
as the produced animation will be over-articulated. This results from the co-
articulation, which refers to the effect one phone, and its corresponding viseme,
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has over the ones around it. Therefore, speech animation has two major compo-
nents, the synchronization of the audio-lips movements and the co-articulation
simulation, which a digital artist has to take into account when animating a
speech. Traditionally, an artist has to decompose the audio in its phones, reduce
them, as not all influence visual speech, mark them in the sound wave, create
the time-line with the visemes and finally control the influence of each in the an-
imation [1]. This is an extremely slow and time consuming process, which takes
about 25 to 30 minutes to animate a sentence.

Several techniques have emerged that try to automate different stages of the
speech animation pipeline, such as lips-audio synchronization, also known as
data-driven techniques. These have the goal of reducing the speech animation
costs. It is within data driven techniques this research made its contribution,
with the goal of creating a fully automatic visual speech animation system, ca-
pable of generating the 3D animation data from a speech audio signal. Language
translation was also added to the equation, as a consequence of the need in the
videogame and film industry to animate their products in different languages.
This is a problem because each time, e.g. a film, is translated all the animation
has to be done from scratch for each language, as it usually is not possible to
reuse it in different languages. Thus , automatic speech animation and transla-
tion largely helps to reduce the time required to animate a film or video-game.

The proposed system is based on automatic speech recognition, which is used
to obtain the words both in Portuguese and in English. The audio is analysed to
get the orthographic and phonetic transcriptions, the text is then translated if
necessary also generating the new audio and the visemes that map to the found
phones are chosen. With the system it is possible to automatically generate visual
speech. The following sections are organized as it follows: state of the art with
the description of what has been done in speech animation, system description,
which contains a more detailed description of how the system was implemented,
results & discussion, with the main results obtained, how they were obtained
and their analysis and finally the conclusion and future work.

2 State of the art

Automatic speech animation, in contrast to traditional animation, does not rely
on direct work by the animator. It is based on different sources of information,
which are then mapped to a model and processed to generate the animation.
Based on the sources it is possible to divide data-driven speech animation in
two types: performance-based or MoCap and speech based. Performance based
animation tracks the movements of a person and maps them to face model, using
video or infra-red signal analysis. The tracking can be based on marker placed on
the actors [4], or markerless, such as [6]. However, to be able to correctly track
the actor, special equipment and very controlled environments are required, thus
having high costs. Using Mocap all the facial movements of the actor are cap-
tured, therefore the lips movements and audio synchronization are automatically
achieved. Fine tuning is still required as the tongue and inner lips movements are
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not captured. On the other hand, speech based animation relies on the analysis
of text and/or audio to generate the animation data. One of the main advan-
tages, compared to MoCap, is the reduction of special equipment needed, as only
a microphone is required. The present work falls within the second category.

Visual speech animation research is divided in two major areas, depending
on the mapping between the input and the visual poses, being them: phone-to-
viseme map and sub-phonetic map. In the first, the phones are obtained from
text or audio analysis, mapped to the visemes and finally assembled in a time-
line. However, the speech animation process is composed by two parts: lip-sync
and co-articulation and with this example the co-articulation is not simulated,
therefore the animation will look over-articulated. One common approach is to
use triphones [2, 3] instead of only phones. As the triphones contain all the motion
information, the coarticulation is automatically modelled. The major problem
with triphones is the creation of the database that is very costly, e.g. with a 40
phone language there will be roughly 404 triphones. Another approach is to use
a model to simulate this effect and one of the most commonn is the Cohen and
Massaro [5] model, where each phone has a curve of influence that can be larger
than the duration of the phone, thus simulating the co-articulation effect. The
major problem with this model is that it is language dependent. It is important
to note that to date there is still not any model capable of simulating all the
possible effects. Regarding the lip-sync, most approaches today use a text-to-
speech (TTS) systems that take a text as input and generates the audio, with
the goal of getting the phones and their durations, e.g. in [7]. However, with a
TTS, it is not possible to create a fully automatic speech animation system as
the text has to be manually inserted and the audio will have a slightly robotic
tone. Another approach is to use automatic speech recognition (ASR) to get the
phones and their timings, which solves this problem. Unfortunately ASR is still
far from perfect, at least for general dictation, however if the context is well
defined the results of the recognition tend to be very good.

Sub-phonetic mapping tries to simulate the behaviour of continuous speech.
By directly mapping the sub-phonetic features to the visemes, more detail can
be obtained from a sound wave, as the in-betweens of the phones can also be
used to generate data for the animation, thus automatically simulating the co-
articulation. Another advantage is the increase of performance, as no phonetic
discretization is required. The major problem with sub-phonetic methods is the
high sensitivity to noise. Here the map between the sound features and the poses
is learned via machine learning, such as in [8] where the sound features were
associated to the facial features using PCA and nearest-neighbour mapping. [9]
used a set of classifiers to create a real-time speech animation system.

The proposed system uses ASR to get the orthographic transcription of what
was spoken. Using the audio as input it is possible to create a fully visual speech
animation system. It is based on a previously created phone-to-viseme map that
will allow the generation of the animation data from the words recognized.

Automatic Visual Speech Animation
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3 System Description

The created system is divided in two major components: 1) a speech processing
tool, responsible for all the input analysis and choice of data that will drive
the animation, and 2) a plugin inserted in an animation engine, which has the
goal of connecting both. These components lead to a logical division between
processing and animation as all the animation data is generated in an entirely
independent tool, thus making the system independent of the animation engine.
Translation was also added to the created system mainly due to its application
in the entertainment industry, allowing instant translation of both the audio and
facial animation. It is necessary to note that, when translating a speech, all the
input audio is made useless as it can be used in the animation. Therefore, it is
necessary to use a text-to-speech to produce the new audio that will drive the
animation data. The two components of the system are now described with the
whole pipeline in the Fig. 1.

3.1 Speech Processing Tool

The initial behaviour of the tool varies according to the fact that it is translating
the input or not. All the system is controlled by a core, responsible for the flow
of information between the different modules, which made the system modular
enough to allow a person to change the approach of any specific module and
keep the system work as intended.

Speech Recognition
The input module was implemented using Microsoft Speech API (SAPI 5.4)
[13], more precisely the SR engine available within SAPI. It can be used either
in dictation or command and control mode. The first allows the recognition of
any utterance, however it has higher error rates, compared to the second, which
allows the definition of commands, sentences, being the only ones recognized
by the system. Both modes can be used by the system in Portuguese (pt-pt) or
English (en-us). However, the design of the pt-pt language model for the dictation
scenario, included essentially unigrams bigrams and trigrams of common words
of the Portuguese vocabulary, telephone numbers, proper names of people and
some business names and addresses of the Portuguese culture and market, and
was not yet trained with a general purpose large text corpus. Therefore, the
word and sentence error rates of the pt-pt SR system, when working in dictation
mode, are poor, where the same rates, for the dynamic context-free-grammar
based command and control scenario, are more approximated to the en-us case.

As soon as the system starts running and all the information is loaded, the
SR engine starts to analyse the audio from the microphone, trying to recognize
any utterance. This analysis is done until the system is closed. Each time a
recognition event is detected, a list of words is created and their audio stored
in files, one word per file. If the pt-pt engine is used, it also provides a list of
phones in the IPA format [10], corresponding to the phonetic transcription of the
resulting recognized word or phrase. This is the information passed to the core,
using a thread, so the engine keeps recognizing the words. It is not possible to
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the proposed system composed by the main modules: the speech
processing tool and the plugin inserted in the visualization tool. Here, it is possible
to see the different components, the main technology used in each, if any used, and
the flow of information until the animation and sound are played. First the words are
recognized in the speech processing module, then if in translation mode, the new words
and audio are obtained, respectively by the translation services and the TTS, then the
words are analysed to obtain their phones in the phrase processing module. After that
the phones are aligned with the audio to get their timings and durations. Finally, the
visemes, obtained from the phone-to-viseme map are passed to the visualization tool
together with the timings, which forms the data required to play a speech animation.

obtain the phones duration and timing from the SAPI, therefore this information
has to be obtained in the other modules.

Text Translation
To translate a sentence, the Microsoft Bing Translator [14] web service was
chosen. This service was implemented with a SOAP interface, used by the module
to make a translation request. The whole process works in an asynchronous way.
When the message is translated, a method within the module is called, used to
pass the information to the core.

Automatic Visual Speech Animation
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Phrase processing
Splitting the words into their basic sound units, i.e. the phones, is the task of the
phrase processing module. The splitting is done using a phonetic transcription
dictionary (a phonetic lexicon) provided by Microsoft, both for English and
Portuguese. The first is complete, therefore it is only necessary to split the
sentence into its words and then get the phones from a dictionary structure
that has the words as keys. The phones are represented in the Universal Phone
Set (UPS) [12]. Regarding the Portuguese language, the provided lexicon is not
complete. When a word or sentence is not available, the phones, obtained from
the SR engine, are analysed and converted from the IPA format to UPS. The
output is the list of phones in the UPS format.

Phone alignment
The phone alignment module is based on the statistical duration of each phone.
The average duration is normalized so the sum of all phones’ duration, in a word,
has the same length as its corresponding audio file. The pt-pt audio durations
were obtained from the Microsoft, collected from the analysis of a database with
100 hours of speech. The en-us durations were obtained using Microsoft TTS,
where a set of 500 words were spoken and the phones’ duration obtained. The
time value is the average per phone. This module receives the audio and the
phones and returns the durations per phone.

Speech Synthesis
Like the input module, the speech synthesis is also based on the SAPI [13], in
this case the TTS engine is used, instead of the SR engine. It takes a text as an
argument and generates the utterance from it. As it is only required to generate
the audio, instead of playing the utterance, the TTS is used to directly create a
file per words’ utterance. The output is the list of audio files.

Viseme Selection
The visual selection module contains the map between the phones and visemes,
thus responsible for the viseme selection. The first step is to load a file that
contains the mapping between the phones and the visemes. Currently this is a
XML file that maps each phone to a viseme, one mapping per language. It is
important to notice the phones are in the UPS format and the visemes’ names
are the same as the ones used by the visualization tool. The selection of the
visemes currently results of directly using the phones, obtained from the previous
modules, and just get their corresponding viseme name. Their animation weights
are always 1. The output is a list of the visemes and their weights grouped by
word.

Communication
The Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) [15] was used to allow the communica-
tion between different programs. A system queue is created that all applications
can use to send and read messages, thus being an easy way exchange informa-
tion. A message containing the audio files, duration and weights is passed to this
module that will place it in the MSMQ. One message per word is created.
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3.2 Visualization Tool

The full automatic pipeline was implemented in the Serious Game Engine (SGE),
which is the current engine used in Porto Interactive Center. Its first version was
created under the LIFEisGAME project [11], whose prototype is completely im-
plemented using the engine. It is undergoing active development and currently is
in a beta phase. The SGE is a highly modular engine, consisting of a small core
and a set of plugins/modules that can be added to perform specific tasks. The
modules’ behaviour is defined by interface classes that establish the methods
each module has to implement. A developer only has to define these methods
and they will seamlessly integrate in the engine. To create the speech anima-
tion system, it was only necessary to add the plugin to the SGE and make it
query the plugin interface for new speech animation data. Unfortunately after
implementing the whole system, some problems arose from this choice, mainly
related with the frame-rate. Using the SGE with allowed only visualization of
the speech animation at 25 fps, which is not enough for speech, where 30/35 fps
are the absolute minimum. Therefore, the plugin was also implemented within
Maya, which even though it does not allow a full automatic pipeline, permits
the creation of the animation with the desired frame-rate. Both cases, plugin for
SGE and for Maya, are now briefly described

Plugin
The plugin only has the function of retrieving the data from the message, i.e. it
parses the data string and obtains the audio file, visemes, their durations and
weights. The message itself is obtained from the communication module, which
accesses the MSMQ and retrieves the data. It is the engine that controls when
the plugin verifies the queue.

Maya Extension
A script for Maya was created that read the animation data from a csv, and
from this created the time-line. To generate the file, the communication module,
within the speech processing tool, was changed to store the data in a file, instead
of the Microsoft Message Queue

4 Results & Discussion

This system consists of automatically generating the speech animation from
an utterance, therefore it is extremely important to validate the visual results.
The animation was created using the Nene model, created by Xenxo Alvarez
(technical director), that has 99 joints. A total of 80 visemes were created, 11
plus neutral for the minimum English viseme set and two sets for the Portuguese,
15 plus neutral for the minimum set and 51 plus neutral for the extended version,
all done by Pedro Bastos (digital artist). The data necessary to create both
minimum and complete pt-pt sets were obtained from Microsoft, while the en-us
was based on the Preston Blair extended phoneme series [16], which defines the
mouth, teeth and tongue shapes for most phones. The Preston Blair visemes are
used in manual mouth animation, which in fact does not require all the visemes
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to generate the animation, however this is a problem when using a phone-to-
viseme approach, therefore the missing visemes were mapped to the Portuguese
minimum set. It took about 8 hours of work to complete the creation of all
visemes.

The whole system was implemented in a laptop with an Intel Core 2 Duo
T9600, 4Gb of memory and an ATI 4650 1Gb. The system was integrated in
the SGE, thus obtaining fully automated speech animation system that works
near real-time. If the recognition delay is ignored, it takes about one second
from the recognition event until the animation data is on the SGE. All the
audio was recorded using the Logitech ClearChat Pro USB Headset at 8KHz
and mono stereo. The results can be seen in a video uploaded to youtube in
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82jid8HPZFo. The validation was done for
two case studies, which are now described.

The system was tested only for two utterances, thus serving only as a proof of
concept. The two utterances were ”olá a todos” and ”animar a fala” (Figure 2).
Both cases were animated using the Portuguese minimum phone set. The figures
show the visemes for the same utterance’s word. The audio for both utterances
is also shown.

4.1 Qualitative Validation

The qualitative validation was done by showing the video of the character speak-
ing to members of the research group, and, as expected, animating a speech by
directly concatenating the visemes does not result in realistic speech animation.
The animation is clearly over-articulated. It appears however, that the vowels
visemes’s weight are somewhat near the correct value, at least for the ones that
are more pronounced. This results from the fact that the louder the phones are
spoken, the wider the visemes are. The speech animation was also integrated
with basic head movements such as nod. And in this case the resulting anima-
tion looked as it was expected, where there was no interference between the
speech animation and the head movements.

4.2 Quantitative Validation

The quantitative evaluation was done in terms of time required to animate a
sentence. The system generated all the audio synchronization information, used
to place the audio and the visemes in the correct position of Maya’s timeline, thus
reducing the time to manually synchronize all the visemes. The weights had to
be fine-tuned in both utterances by changing their weights and animation curves,
used to control the variation of the weights. About 5 minutes per sentence were
required to fine-tune the animation. Based on Xenxo’s previous experiences, he
estimated it would take about 25/30 minutes per utterance. Thus, a reduction
of 500/600 % of the time required to animate each utterance was achieved.
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Fig. 2. Visemes and respective sound waves first, for the utterance ”olá” and second
for ”fala”. All automatically generated.

4.3 External Dependencies

The quality of the output animation is greatly influenced by each module and
method used in it. Even though most modules contribute decisively to the ani-
mation generation, there are some factors that are not controlled by the imple-
mentation. It is also important to note that the animation itself also contributes
to the quality of the results. These are referred as system’s external dependencies
and are:

– Speech recognition. If the words are not recognized correctly, the resulting
animation will be completely wrong, as the audio and animation will not be
same. Furthermore, any audio analysis will produce non usable results.

– Phone alignment. The phone alignment module is based on the statistical
duration of phones, which should be obtained from the analysis of consider-
able size databases. If not done correctly it may influence the audio-visual
synchronization. Another possibility is the use of a force alignment tech-
nique, which requires the availability of a speech recognition engine for the
language
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– Translation. The translation does not directly affect the animation quality.
However, it can, and will influence the users’ expectations as non-coherent
utterances may be animated.

– Model and Animation. The quality of the rig influences how the in-
betweens from two poses are calculated. Furthermore, the blending of differ-
ent poses contributes to the smoothness of the resulting animation. If not
done properly, the viewer will find the animation awkward.

– Visemes. The system is model independent, which means the visemes can be
created in any character, but for the animation to be correct, these visemes
should resemble to the poses of a real person. When creating these, it is also
necessary to be careful, as a viseme may be mapped to more than one phone,
therefore they have to be created accordingly the mapping that was chosen.
If the poses are too exaggerated the animation will look over-articulated even
if the correct poses and weights are provided.

The main limitation of the system is, without a question, the absence of
co-articulation simulation, which prevents the resulting animation from being
fully realistic. It is important to note that co-articulation was never meant to be
addressed, at least until now. There is, however an intrinsic limitation with the
way phones are aligned, especially with English that is related to the statistical
duration of each phone. The Portuguese set is capable of fully represent the
statistical duration of the phones, however in English this is far from true, as
the values were only obtained from a 500 words corpus of synthesized speech.
Therefore, before trying to simulate the co-articulation it would be necessary to
solve this issue.

It is also important note the choice of the model. As the model is not realistic,
a person has lower sensitivity to errors that may occur, therefore it would be im-
portant, in future experiments, to use a human-like model to better understand
the synchronization.

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this work was to create a fully automatic system capable of auto-
matically generating the synchronization of the audio and the lips from a speech
signal and at the same time support speech animation generation in different
languages. That was succefully accomplished, however this is not enough to gen-
erate realistic speech animation, being necessary to simulate the co-articulation
effect. This is the natural evolution of the system, where the goal is to change
the visemes according to the audio.

Some work has already been made in this direction, where from the analysis
of th audio it is already possible to change the weight of the viseme, e.g. when a
person speaks louder the viseme is wider, i.e. its weight is higher. Such already
reduces the problem of over-articulation, even though it is not enough. As a
result, the next steps are to completely implement the weight variation system
and to add a co-articulation model such as Cohen-Massaro’s with the purpose of
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creating a fully automatic visual speech animation system capable of generating
life-like speech animation with little to no fine tuning.
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Abstract. This report presents work done on classification and seg-
mentation of cinematic sound employing support vector machines (svm)
with sequential minimal optimization (smo). Speech, music, environmen-
tal sound and silence, plus all pairwise combinations, are considered as
classes. A model considering simple adjacency rules and probabilistic out-
put from logistic regression is used for segmenting fixed-length parts into
auditory scenes. Evaluation of the proposed methods on a 44-film dataset
against k-nearest neighbor (knn), Naive Bayes and standard svm classi-
fiers shows superior results on all performance metrics. A subsequent
meta-study is presented, which proposes optimizations to the build-
ing of similar datasets with regard to sample sizes. Finally, it employs
sound classes resulting from classification as descriptors in a chronolog-
ical model for predicting period of production of a given soundtrack.
Decision table classification is able to estimate the year of production of
an unknown soundtrack with a mean absolute error of approximately 7
years (actual→ predicted correlation coefficient = 0.6.)

1 Introduction

This report addresses the broad subject of content analysis of cinematic sound.
That is, it details a set of techniques for inferring meaning out of the use of
sound in a cinematic setting. Cinematic sound is defined as sound used either
diegetically (produced by agents in the narrative) or non-diegetically (external to
the narrative) in a visual presentation. In the field of film theory, there has been
little effort to systematize this topic through the use of computational methods
so far. As a result, the so-called semantic gap, that is, the gap between low-level
machine-computable features and high-level human-perceptible semantics [4], is
larger in this than in other fields. For example, the questions of the importance of
the introduction of sound in film in the late 1920s, and its subsequent evolution
in terms of scene length, music predominance over speech and other factors
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across different periods, regions and-or producers, are long standing. Arguably,
automating content analysis in cinematic sound would help address them.

Amongst other approaches [3, 2, 24], [27] has proposed to address this gap
through a model of media encoding (i.e. synthesis, production) and decoding (i.e.
analysis, criticism) based on a hierarchy of low to high level “aesthetic elements”.
The method proposed here is also hierachical, with feature extraction, classifi-
cation, audio segmentation, meta-feature extraction and meta-classification all
building upon one another toward the high level.

Audio is a low-bandwidth medium in the context of digital audio-visual me-
dia, in which video comparatively uses more storage and communication band-
width. Yet, semantically, audio is arguably as complex, and its information po-
tential as high, as video. The analysis of cinematic sound through computation
offers efficiency to information retrieval and recommendation systems that pur-
port to consider the semantics of audio, to name two examples. To that end,
it would be useful to optimize the sample sizes taken when considering content
analysis, since the manual creation of labeled datasets is expensive, and computer
efficiency is essential. Although such research has been done for other kinds of
media (namely print media) [22, 17, 9, 18, 20, 19], audio has been neglected. The
study reported here proposes to address that need.

Although typically only simple, pure sound classes (e.g. speech and music) are
considered in the context of high-accuracy classification (i.e. true positive rate
> 90%) [11], this study attempts to expand those into a larger set, including
hybrid classes combining the simple ones. [12] have shown that a svm classifier,
together with simple adjacency rules for building auditory scenes (see [23] also),
is very effective in achieving high-accuracy of classification and segmentation.
The use of timbral features is well established in the literature as providing the
necessary discriminatory power to differentiate not only simple music and speech
classes, but also for high-level classification tasks employing complex classes [25].

The tools resulting from this study are: (a) a method for segmentation and
classification of cinematic sound segments into auditory scenes (Sects. 4 and 5),
(b) a new visualization tool for representing cinematic sound segmentation: the
sound class map, which shows the distribution of sound classes in a single cine-
matic presentation (Sect. 6), (c) a sampling strategy for minimizing dataset size
and complexity and maximizing generalizability (Sect. 7), and (d) a chronologi-
cal model for prediction of period of production (Sect. 8) .

This report is organized as follows: Sect. 2 characterizes the dataset. Sec-
tion 3 details pre-processing, features, and rationale. Section 4 defines the la-
beled dataset, sound classes and classifier. Section 6 proposes a model of auditory
scenes, and a novel way of visualizing audio segmentation. Section 5 presents the
results of cross-validation on the dataset, features and classifier. Section 7 pro-
poses sample size optimization for similar datasets, and a chronological model for
predicting the period of production of a soundtrack. Section 9 discusses the ef-
fectiveness of the chosen feature space, classifier, auditory scene model, sampling
strategy and chronological prediction model. It concludes by offering potential
improvements to be applied to future research on this topic.
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2 Dataset Characterization

2.1 Population

The population is comprised of the top-grossing American feature films from
1970 to 2006 (population size = 104) as reported by the Internet Movie Database
as of 19 November 2006. Top-grossing is defined as being in the top-250 list of all-
time U.S. box office revenue, without adjustment for inflation. American means
that the production was financed by at least one major American production
company, and thus excludes independent productions. Feature film is defined as
a production at least 40 minutes long released for the theatrical market.

2.2 Sample

Table 1 lists the result of stratified weighted random sampling on the population
(sample size = 44), where each stratum represents one decade. There are 9 films
for 1970–79, 10 for 1980–89, 12 for 1990–99, and 13 for 2000–06. The imbalance
of this distribution reflects the contribution of later decades to the population.

Table 1. Stratified weighted random sample filmography, ordered chronologically.

1. Patton (1970)

2. Harold and Maude
(1971)

3. The Godfather (1972)

4. The Sting (1973)

5. The Conversation
(1974)

6. One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest (1975)

7. Taxi Driver (1976)

8. Apocalypse Now
(1979)

9. Manhattan (1979)

10. The Elephant Man
(1980)

11. Raiders of the Lost
Ark (1981)

12. Blade Runner (1982)

13. Scarface (1983)

14. Amadeus (1984)

15. Once Upon a Time in
America (1984)

16. Platoon (1986)

17. The Princess Bride
(1987)

18. Glory (1989)
19. Indiana Jones and the

Last Crusade (1989)
20. Goodfellas (1990)
21. Reservoir Dogs (1992)
22. Schindler’s List (1993)
23. Pulp Fiction (1994)
24. The Shawshank

Redemption (1994)
25. Se7en (1995)
26. Fargo (1996)
27. Sling Blade (1996)
28. American Beauty

(1999)
29. Magnolia (1999)
30. The Straight Story

(1999)
31. Toy Story 2 (1999)
32. Memento (2000)
33. Snatch. (2000)
34. The Lord of the

Rings: The Fellowship
of the Ring (2001)

35. The Lord of the
Rings: The Two
Towers (2002)

36. Kill Bill: Vol. 1 (2003)
37. The Lord of the

Rings: The Return of
the King (2003)

38. Mystic River (2003)
39. Pirates of the

Caribbean: The Curse
of the Black Pearl
(2003)

40. Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind
(2004)

41. The Incredibles (2004)
42. Sin City (2005)
43. Borat: Cultural

Learnings of America
for Make Benefit
Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan (2006)

44. Little Miss Sunshine
(2006)
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3 Feature Selection

The features used included 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (mfcc) [13],
the zero crossing rate (zcr) [21], and spectral centroid [6], flux [5] and rolloff
(see Fig. 1). The use of these timbral features is well established in the literature
as providing the necessary discriminatory power to differentiate not only simple
music and speech classes, but also broad and general classification tasks involving
music genre, user preferences and broadcast categories, for example [25]. As such,
these features were considered adequate to discriminate hybrid sound classes.

(a) Mel-frequency cepstrum (b) Zero-crossing rate (c) Spectral centroid

(d) Spectral rolloff (e) Spectral flux

Fig. 1. Spectral features for Federico Fellini’s 8 and ½. x-axes: soundtrack time-line.
y-axis: 1(c) center of gravity of the magnitude spectrum of the short-time Fourier
transform (stft); 1(d) frequency below which 85% of the magnitude distribution is
concentrated; 1(e) rate of change of the power spectrum through a distance comparison
of adjacent normalized frames; 1(b) rate of change of the signal’s sign; 1(a) discrete
cosine transform of the logarithm of the magnitude spectrum of the Mel stft.

The means and variances of each of these features were calculated for each 3 s
segment during training. The basic analysis window was 512 samples long with
no overlap, keeping a buffer of 40 windows for computing a moving average for
the features of 129 frames.1 The resulting feature vector was composed of the
buffer and frame means and variances of each of the actual 17 features. resulting
in a final 68-feature vector for each sound segment.

1 Which, at a sampling rate of 22050 Hz, represent 512× 129÷ 22050 ≈ 3 s
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4 Classification

4.1 Labeled Set

The labeled set was composed of 3560 distinct audio segments randomly sampled
from the list in Tab. 1, each 3 s long. These segments were manually classified
by three human coders into any of the classes in Sect. 4.2, with an inter-coder
agreement coefficient κ = 0.832 [1]. Conflicts were resolved by majority voting.

4.2 Classes

The simplest (first-order) classes considered were speech, music, environmental
sound, and silence. Although used throughout the literature, first-order classes
only were not enough to build the meta-feature set used in the second part of
this study. Therefore, these were subdivided into combinations of two-element
hybrid (second-order) classes, corresponding to all possible combinations of two
first-order classes. Table 2 describes the working operational definitions for each
class used in this study.

Table 2. Sound classes and corresponding working operational definitions.

Speech Dialog, perceptually unaccompanied by music or environmental sounds, noise,
or other transient sounds.

Music Harmonic composition with a varying degree of subjective dissonance, percep-
tually unaccompanied by speech, noise, or other environmental sounds.

Environmental sound Foley (i.e., clothes rustling, footsteps), true environmental
sounds (i.e., wind blowing, traffic), and noise in the strictest sense (i.e., white
noise and other types of random or pseudo-random inharmonious sounds).

Silence Perceptual absence of any sound.
Speech with music background Speech that is perceptually dominant over music.
Speech with environmental sound background Speech that is perceptually

dominant over environmental sound.
Music with environmental sound background Music that is perceptually domi-

nant over environmental sound.

4.3 Classifier

The classifier used in this study was a fast implementation of a support vec-
tor machine (svm) [26, reprint from 1966 original] using sequential minimal
optimization (smo) [15]. A linear kernel was used, since the data was linearly
separable in the binary classification problem. Logistic regression models were
built during training and prediction to obtain a posterior probability for each
instance classification [16]. All classification tasks were done using the weka
machine learning framework [7], including its specific smo implementation.

2 “Almost perfect” agreement, according to [10]
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5 Validation

Ten-fold cross-validation was used to obtain performance metrics of the smo clas-
sifier against ZeroR, Naive Bayes, knn, and svm classifiers. Table 3 shows that
smo performed better than its direct alternatives (∆tp > 10%), denoting “sub-
stantial” agreement [10] with the baseline labels (κ = 0.7). Table 4(a) shows that
most misclassifications shared a first-order constituent; the four circled numbers
represent approximately 43 % of total misclassifications. Table 4(b) shows that
performance was consistently high across classes, with the exception of music,
due to a high actual music with environment sound class versus predicted music
class error rate.

Table 3. Cross-validation summary for smo classifier performance versus a baseline
classifier that predicts the mode (ZeroR), a classifier that simply employs Bayes’ theo-
rem while assuming independence between samples (Naive Bayes), a common cluster-
ing classifier based on close samples in the feature space (k-nearest neighbor), and a
support vector machine classifier without the smo optimizations (standard svm).

Classifier
Performance ZeroR Bayes knn svm smo

Correctly classified 32.32% 64.19% 64.34% 65.73% 76.01%
Kappa statistic 0 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.70
Mean absolute error 0.23 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.10
Root mean squared error 0.34 0.30 0.32 0.26 0.22
Relative absolute error 100% 45.23% 44.87% 58.99% 41.97%
Root relative squared error 100% 89.52% 94.08% 76.19% 66.11%

Table 4. Performance of smo classifier. env: environmental sound, mus: music, sil:
silence, sp: speech, m-e: music over environmental sound, s-e: speech over environmen-
tal sound, and s-m: speech over music. tp: true positive rate, fp: false positive rate, pr:
precision, re: recall, fm: F-measure, roc: receiver operating characteristic.

(a) Confusion matrix

Class env mus m-e sil sp s-e s-m

env 242 2 22 2 8 32 2
mus 2 254 44 0 4 4 10
m-e 28 58 180 0 2 16 26
sil 10 0 0 36 0 0 0
sp 6 0 0 6 470 78○ 26
s-e 28 2 18 6 92○ 788 66○
s-m 0 8 26 18 18 90○ 382

All 316 324 290 68 594 1008 512

(b) Cross-validation accuracy

tp fp pr re fm roc

0.78 0.03 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.98
0.78 0.03 0.78 0.80 0.79 0.97
0.58 0.04 0.62 0.58 0.60 0.94
0.78 0.01 0.72 0.78 0.80 0.99
0.80 0.05 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.96
0.79 0.11 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.93
0.73 0.05 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.95

0.76 0.06 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.95
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6 Audio Segmentation

An auditory scene is a coherent collection of sound sources, only a few of which
are perceptually dominant. In this model, a scene change occurs when the major-
ity of these dominant sources change. [23, p. 2441]. There is a natural equivalency
between objects (sound sources) and characteristics (sound classes) [14, pp 26–
27]. Each scene was therefore modeled as a collection of adjacent segments that
share a common class, under the rules in [12, p. 6]. Further, each scene was an-
notated with its cumulative posterior probability, based on the estimates of the
classifier. Finally, basic descriptive statistics were computed for each soundtrack,
namely: average and standard deviation of scene length (in seconds), average and
standard deviation of scene frequency (scenes per minute) and, for each class,
its coverage coefficient (the proportion of the duration of a soundtrack that that
class represents).

Figure 2 exemplifies the result of this process. There are (a) seven time series,
one for each sound class; (b) N discrete auditory scene points (the centered
differently shaped marks); (c) individual scene lengths (the horizontal ticks—a
single center mark is the basic unit, a three-second long scene); and (d) the
cumulative posterior probability, denoted by the vertical ticks, varying from a
simple point (low probability of prediction being correct) to a line spanning the
distance to the adjacent time series (high probability of the prediction being
correct).

Environment

Music

Music/Environment

Silence

Speech

Speech/Environment

Speech/Music

00:00 00:30 01:00 01:30

Timeline (hours:minutes)

8 1-2

Fig. 2. Class segmentation for Federico Fellini’s 8 ½. Each mark represents an auditory
scene. Horizontal ticks show the scene’s length. Vertical ticks show the cumulative
posterior probability that the scene has been correctly classified.
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7 Meta-analysis

Figure 3 shows cross-corrrelation in variation of changes in class coverage, scene
frequency and average scene length from 1970–2006, with progressively higher
sample sizes per decade. For each decade and for each class, random sampling
with substitution was done with sample sizes 1 through 9. Cross-correlation was
computed for each sub-sample with the entire sample, and its results averaged
into three final series, one per meta-feature. All three series are highly cross-
correlated (cc > 0.94). Assuming that the sample size is representative of the
population, this is evidence that the anchor weigths used for the stratified sam-
pling in Sect. 2.2 can be reduced from 10 to 8 films per decade with no loss of
power.
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Fig. 3. Meta-sampling summary of cross-correlation in class coverage, scene frequency
and scene length, 1970–2006, between different sample sizes and full sample. Error bars
show standard error at 0.95 confidence level.
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8 Chronological prediction model

The last step was to train a meta classifier with the task of predicting the year
of production of unlabeled instance soundtracks. The classifier used was a rule-
based decision table [8] with a greedy hillclimbing search space strategy. The
features used in this step were the output of the previous stages of classifica-
tion and segmentation. That is, the feature space extracted from each instance
soundtrack was the class-specific and global means and standard deviations of
length, scene frequency and coverage coefficient, for a total of 58 features. The
correlation coefficient between predicted and actual years was 0.6, with 7.037
years mean absolute error and 9.114 years root mean squared error. Figure 8
shows the output of this classifier.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of actual versus predicted years. Points show each instance sound-
track, the dotted line shows a hypothetical perfect classifier, the solid line shows linear
regression on the predictions (p < 0.001, r2 = 0.36), the dashed line shows loess non-
parametric regression line on the predictions, and the dashed and dotted lines show
smoothing applied to the root-mean-square positive and negative residuals from the
loess line to display conditional spread and assymetry.
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9 Conclusion

The combination of spectral characteristics (mfcc, spectral centroid, flux and
rollof), and the zero-crossing rate as features for short segments provided suffi-
cient discriminatory power for selecting between the seven sound classes defined
in this study. The use of additional features, namely stereophonic ones (such as
apparent source width [aws]) could, in principle, decrease the rate of misclas-
sification, in particular of hybrid classes involving environmental sound, which
proved to be the source of most misclassifications. Environmental noise, aside
from an overly broad definition, is especially heterogeneous. One commonal-
ity might involve its fundamental binaural decorrelation (wherefore most of its
defining characteristics would be lost during pre-processing of a soundtrack to
one channel only).

Amongst various classifiers, smo provided the best predictive capabilities.
At 74% accuracy, the model could certainly see improvements when compared
with the state-of-the-art, which tends to hover around 90%. However, the use of
three hybrid classes is rare in the literature; as argued in Sect. 5, the majority
of errors involved combinations of classes that would not exist in a simple four-
first-order-classes model, where misclassifications confusing a hybrid class with
one of its constituent classes would disappear.

The use of logistic regression to obtain posterior class call probabilities aided
in estimating the effectiveness of implicit audio segmentation based on adjacency
rules. As a result, the sound class maps exemplified by Fig. 2 provide a novel
way of visualizing segmentation results and their correctness.

Under the limited scope of the dataset, this study presented evidence that
a sampling frequency of eight instances per decade is strongly correlated with
the full sample. A tentative conclusion, therefore, is that for the purposes of
segmenting and classifying cinematic soundtracks in the 1970–2006 period, it is
likely that sampling eight instances per decade, for a total of 32 data points, is
justified. It remains to be investigated whether these figures apply also to the full
sound film period of 1930–present, or to other locales or agents of production.

The specific scope of this study disallowed further investigation of production
locales and agents, but chronological prediction was scrutinized. For the three
meta-features specifically employed (class coverage, scene frequency, and average
scene length), it was difficult to build an accurate chronological model, although
the system was able to learn how to place an unknown instance soundtrack in
the 1970–2006 timeline, within an experimental error of approximately 7 years.

In the future, the feature space could be refined to include not only spectral
characteristics, but also stereophonic ones. The smo classifier appears to be
adequate for the subsequent task of training and predicting unknown instances.
The meta-feature space should be expanded, as it is clear that, while a step in the
right direction, judging from the experimental error and correlation coefficients in
the meta classification part of this study, these could be improved. Specifically,
the meta-feature space should most likely include in-soundtrack variations of
scene frequency, length, and class coverage.
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Abstract. Robotic vision is nowadays one of the most challenging branches of
robotics. In the case of a humanoid robot, a robust vision system has to cope with
all the constraints imposed by the hardware architecture and the movements of the
robot. This paper presents a reliable implementation of a real-time modular vision
system for a humanoid robot. The software that we present hasbeen applied
to the NAO robot developed by Aldebaran [1], which is currently the robotic
platform used in the RoboCup Standard Platform League-SPL [2]. Our vision
system can be used efficiently in real time for the detection of the objects of
interest for a soccer playing robot (ball, field lines and goals). We also present
an algorithm for self-calibration of the robot’s camera parameters, as well as two
support applications that can run on an external computer for calibration and
debugging purposes. The experimental results that we present prove the efficiency
of our approach in terms of both accuracy and processing time. Despite having
been developed for the NAO robot, the modular design of the proposed vision
system allows it to be easily integrated into other humanoidrobots with a minimal
number of changes, mostly in the acquisition module.

Keywords: Robotics, robotic soccer, computer vision, object recognition, humanoid
robots, color classification.

1 Introduction

Humanoid robotics is the branch of robotics that focuses on developing robots that
not only have an overall appearance similar to the human bodybut can also perform
tasks that until now were strictly designated for humans. From taking care of the sick
and/or elderly people, to playing football or even preparing for inhabiting a space shut-
tle, humanoid robots can perform some of the most common, yetunexpected tasks that
humans undergo daily. Various humanoid robots are fully autonomous, which means
that human interaction is needed only for their maintenance.

Similar to humans, the vision system of a robot is responsible for creating an accu-
rate representation of the surrounding world and allowing the classification of objects
so that they can be recognized the robot. Implementing a robust vision system for a
humanoid robot is not an easy task since its performance is strongly influenced not just
by the hardware architecture of the robot but mostly by its body movements. In the
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particular case of the standard robotic platform used in SPL, the NAO robot [3] comes
equipped with a x86 AMD GEODE 500MHz CPU processor and 256 MB SDRAM /
2 GB flash memory. Focusing on the real-time performance of this robot, the poor pro-
cessing capabilities have to be overcome by using low-computational image processing
algorithms that can still deliver accurate results when it comes to object detections.

In SPL, NAO robots play soccer on a green field with an orange ball. The field
lines are white and the two teams playing can have either red or blue markers. The
red team will defend a yellow goal and the blue team will defend a sky-blue goal. The
task of detecting the objects of interest is slightly eased by the color codes of each
of the objects of interest. However, an efficient algorithm for object detections cannot
solely rely on color information. During a SPL game, the playing field provides a fast-
changing scenery in which the teammates, the opponents and the ball move quickly and
often in an unpredictable way. The robots have to capture these scenes through their
cameras and to discover where the objects of interest are located. Everything has to be
processed in real time.

In this paper we provide a detailed description of a real-time modular vision sys-
tem, based on color classification, for a humanoid robot. Having chosen robotic soccer
as the context for achieving physical results of our implementation we present a robust
solution for a reliable vision system, with emphasis on the real-time performance. We
start by presenting an overview about the vision system, outlining its modularity, which
makes it intuitively easy for being exported to other humanoid platforms. Then we pro-
pose an algorithm for self-calibration of the parameters ofthe camera. The algorithm
uses the histogram of intensities of the acquired images anda white area, known in ad-
vance, for estimating the most important parameters of the camera, such as: exposure,
gain and white balance. For the color classification algorithms a lookup table and hori-
zontal or vertical scan lines are used. Finally, we present several validation criteria for
a good detection of the objects of interest.

An overview of the work developed so far in this area of robotic vision was needed
in order to better understand the context, the challenges and the constraints that robotic
vision implies. The structure of the vision system that we are proposing was based on
our previous experience in other robotic applications [4] as well as other related papers
such as [5] and [6]. We consider that our approach is an important contribution mainly
due to the modularity of our proposal, the real-time capability and the practically proven
reliability of our system.

2 System Overview

The architecture of the vision system can be divided into three main parts: access of
the device and image acquisition, calibration of the cameraparameters and object de-
tection and classification. Moreover, apart from these modules, two applications have
been developed either for calibrating the colors of interest (NaoCalib) or for debugging
purposes (NaoViewer). Figure 1 shows the proposed modular architecture. These two
applications run on an external computer and communicate with the robot through a
TCP module of the type client-server that we have developed.The current version of
the vision system represents the best trade-off that we wereable to accomplish between
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processing requirements and the hardware available in order to attain reliable results in
real time.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed vision system.

NAO has 2 identical video cameras that are located in the forehead and in the chin
area, respectively. They provide a640 × 480 resolution at 30 frames per second. The
forehead camera can be used to identify objects in the visualfield such as goals and
balls, while the chin camera can ease NAO’s dribbles during asoccer game. The native
output of the camera is YUV422 packed. In the current versionof the software only
the lower camera of the robots is being used since it can provide more meaningful
information about the surroundings. However, the softwareallows to switch between
cameras in a small amount of time (29ms). This can be very useful when more evolved
game strategies will be developed.

The camera is accessed using V4L2 API [7], a kernel interfacefor analog radio and
video capture and output drivers. The V4L2 driver is implemented as a kernel module,
loaded automatically when the device is first opened. The driver module plugs into the
“videodev” kernel module. The access and acquisition module of the system that we
are presenting is the only one that might suffer small changes when used with different
humanoid robots. Different video devices connected by different technologies to the
rest of the hardware can be accessed by making small adaptations to the module that
we are proposing. All the other modules can be used as they areon any humanoid robot
since their construction is very generic and is not related to any particularities that the
NAO robot might have compared to other humanoids.

The calibration module is not continuously running on the robot because of the
processing time limitations. It is run just once whenever the environment or the lighting
conditions change, having the purpose of setting the parameters of the camera so that the
images acquired give the best possible representation of the surrounding world. Details
of the algorithm for self-calibration of the camera are presented in Section 3.

For the detection process, with the use of a look-up table, and by means of the
OpenCV library [8], [9], the raw buffer can be converted intoan 8-bit grayscale image
in which only the colors of interest are mapped using a one color to one bit relationship
(orange, green, white, yellow, blue, pink and blue sky, while gray stands for no color).
The next step is the search for the colors of interest in the grayscale image, which we
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call an index image, by means of vertical or horizontal scan lines, and the formation
of blobs from neighbour pixels that have the same color. The blobs are then marked
as objects if they pass the validation criteria, which are constructed based on different
measurements computed for each blob (bounding box, area, center of mass of the blob).
The color segmentation and object detection are detailed inSection 4.

Having the possibility of running the vision module as a server, the two applications
that we have developed, NaoCalib and NaoViewer can act as clients that can receive,
display and manipulate the data coming from the robot. Thus,NaoViewer is a graphical
application that allows the display both of the original image as well as the correspond-
ing index image, containing validation marks for each object of interest that was found.
This application was essential in terms of understanding what the robot “sees” since
NAO does not have any graphical interface that allows the display and manipulation of
images. NaoCalib is a very helpful application that we developed for the calibration of
the colors of interest and it is presented in more details in Subsection 3.2.

3 Calibration of the vision system

Being still a color coded environment, during a SPL game the color of a pixel in the
acquired image is a strong hint for object validation. Because of this, a good color
classification is imperative. The accuracy of the representation of the colors in an image
captured by the camera of the robot is related to the parameters of the camera such as:
brightness, saturation, gain, contrast or white balance. By controlling these parameters
relatively to the illumination of the environment we can acquire images that accurately
represent the real world. Our approach is limited to these 5 parameters mainly because
they prove to be sufficient for an accurate representation ofthe real world and also due
to time considerations.

3.1 Self-calibration of the camera intrinsic parameters

The use of the NAO camera in auto-mode has raised several issues which made the
segmentation and validation of objects hard to be performed. By using the camera in
auto-mode the images acquired were far from being accurate and the colors of interest
were not represented in the same way that the human eye could perceive them. Thus,
the classification of colors was difficult to perform and the robots’ perception of colors
was distorted when compared to the human one.

We propose an algorithm for self-calibration of the camera that is both fast and ac-
curate, and requires a minimum amount of human intervention(presented in Fig. 2).
The algorithm uses the histogram of intensities of the acquired images for calculating
some statistic measurements of the images which are then used for compensating the
values of the gain and exposure by means of a PI controller. The choice of a PI con-
troller relies again on the attempt of making every process or computation as fast as
possible. Even though at this stage of our developments the calibration module does
not run in real-time, efforts are being made in this direction. Moreover, since there is
not any mathematical relation between the statistic measurements of the image that we
are using, and the camera parameters, the PI controller allows the compensation of the
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latter based on the error between the measurement computed and its idealistic value.
For the calibration of the white balance, a white area, whoselocation in the image is
known in advance, is used. The human intervention is only needed for positioning a
white object in the predefined area and for determining in which situations the calibra-
tion algorithm has to be run. The algorithm only needs an average number of 20 frames
to converge and the processing time of each frame is approximately 300ms.

Fig. 2: Diagram of the proposed algorithm for self-calibration of the camera.

The intensity histogram of an image, that is, the histogram of the pixel intensity
values, is a bar graph showing the number of pixels in an imageat each different in-
tensity values found in the image. For an 8-bit grayscale image there are256 different
possible intensities, from0 to 255. Image histograms can also indicate the nature of
the lighting conditions, the exposure of the image and whether it is underexposed or
overexposed. The histogram can be divided into 5 regions. The left regions represent
dark colors while the right regions represent light colors.An underexposed image will
lean to the left while an overexposed one will be leaning to the right. Ideally most of
the image should appear in the middle region of the histogram.

From the gray level histogram the Mean Sample Value (MSV) canbe computed
based on the following formula and it represents a useful measure of the balance of

the tonal distribution in the image:MSV =
Σ4

j=0(j+1)xj

Σ4
j=0

xj
, wherexj is the sum of the

gray values in regionj of the histogram. The histogram is divided into five regions.
The image is considered to have the best quality when the MSV≈ 2.5. MSV is a mean
measure which does not take into account regional overexposures and underexposures
in the image. The values for the gain and exposure are compensated with the help of the
PI controller until the value of the MSV for the images acquired is≈ 2.5.

For the calibration of the white balance, the algorithm thatwe are proposing as-
sumes that the white area should appear white in the acquiredimage. In the YUV color
space, this means that the average value of U and V should be close to 127 when both
components are coded with 8 bits. If the white-balance is notcorrectly configured, these
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values are different from 127 and the image does not have the correct colors. The white-
balance parameter is composed by two values, blue chroma andred chroma, directly
related to the values of U and V.

The parameters of the PI controller were obtained experimentally, based on the
following reasoning: first, the proportional gain is increased until the given camera pa-
rameter would start oscillating. The value chosen for the proportional gain will be70%
of the value that produced those oscillations and the integral gain is increased until the
convergence time of the parameters reaches an acceptable value of around 100ms.

An exemple of the use of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. As we can
see, the image on the right has the colors represented in the same way that the human
eye perceives them. On the oposite, in the image on the left the colors are too bright and
a distinction between black and blue is difficult to be made.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: On the left, an image acquired with the camera used in auto-mode. The white
rectangle, in the top middle of the image, represents the white area used for calibrating
the white balance parameters. In the middle, an image acquired after calibrating the
gain and exposure parameters. On the right, the result of theself-calibration process,
after having also the white balance parameters calibrated.

3.2 Calibration of the colors of interest

Along with the calibration of the parameters of the camera (presented in the previous
subsection), a calibration of the color range associated toeach color class has to be
performed whenever the environment or the illumination conditions change. These two
processes are co-dependent [10].

NaoCalib is an application created after a model used by CAMBADA, the RoboCup
Middle-Size League team of the University of Aveiro [11]. Itis used for the manual
calibration of the colors of interest and it allows the creation of a configuration file that
contains the Hue, Saturation and Value minimum and maximum values of the colors of
interest. Figure 4 (a) presents an example of its use. The configuration file is a binary
file that apart from the H, S and V maximum and minimum value also contains the
current values of the parameters of the camera.

The interface is based on the histograms of the three color components (Hue, Sat-
uration and Value) and it allows the selection of the color range for each color class
with the help of sliders. For each of the colors of interest, aset of pixels corresponding
to the color class that is being calibrated can be selected with the help of the mouse.
The color classes correspond to the colors of interest, which are: white, green, orange,
yellow, blue, blue-sky, magenta and black. Based on this andwith the help of the H, S
and V histograms the user can manipulate the sliders for selecting the maximum and
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minimum values of the three components for each color class.It is then exported to the
robot and loaded when the vision module starts.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: On the left a color calibration after the intrinsic parameters of the camera have
converged. On the right, the result of color classification considering the same range for
the colors of interest but with the camera working in auto-mode. Most of the colors of
interest are lost (the blue, the yellow, the white and the black) and the shadow of the ball
on the ground is now blue, which might be confusing for the robot when processing the
information about the blue color.

4 Object detection

For an SPL soccer player robot the objects of interest are: the orange ball, the white
lines of the field and the yellow and blue goals. In this section we present our approach
for the detection and validation of the objects of interest,based on color segmentation
followed by blob formation and measurements computations for the validation of the
blobs.

4.1 Look-up table and the image of labels

Color classes are defined with the use of a look-up table(LUT)for fast color classifi-
cation. A LUT represents a data structure, in this case an array used for replacing a
runtime computation with a basic array indexing operation.This approach has been
chosen in order to save significant processing time. The image acquired in the YUV
format is converted to an index image (image of labels) usingan appropriate LUT.

The table consists of 16,777,216 entries (224, 8 bits for Y, 8 bits for U and 8 bits for
V). Each bit expresses whether one of the colors of interest (white, green, blue, yellow,
orange, red, blue sky, gray - no color) is within the corresponding class or not. A given
color can be assigned to multiple classes at the same time [12]. For classifying a pixel,
first the value of the color of the pixel is read and then used asan index into the table.
The 8-bit value then read from the table is called the ”color mask” of the pixel.

The resulting index image is a grayscale image with the resolution of 320 × 240
pixels. A smaller resolution was obtained with the purpose of reducing the classify-
ing time and further decreasing the time spent on scanning and processing the image.
The reduced resolution was obtained by using a subsampling approach. By using the
YUV422 packed format of the image, we obtained a subsamplingof the image across
the image line. For the Y sample, both horizontal and vertical periods are 1 while for
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the U and V samples the horizontal period is 2 and the verticalone is 1. This means
that the two chroma components are sampled at half the samplerate of the luma: the
chroma resolution is halved. Then, by type casting the YUV422 buffer [5], which is an
unsigned char buffer to an integer one, thus making the reading of 4 bytes at the same
time possible, we ignore one column in 4 of the image, by reading only half of the
luminance information (Fig. 5). Even though for the human eye the luminance is the
component of a color that has more significance, this is not valid in the case of robotic
vision. Moreover, using this approach we access 4 times lessthe memory. Further im-
age processing and analysis will be performed on the index image. The algorithm for
the type casting and construction of the index image is depicted next:
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the type casting of the unsigned char buffer to an integer one
and the construction of the index image.

unsigned int ∗ b = (unsigned int∗)Y UV buf
for i = 0; i < nColsIndex× nRowsIndex; i + + do

lutPos = (b[i] & 0x00FFFFFF ) >> 8
IndexImageData[(r× nColsIndex + c)] = lut[lutPos]
c + +
if c ≥ nColsIndex then

i+ = nColsIndex
c = 0
r + +

end if
end for

Fig. 5: An illustration of the conversion of the unsigned char buffer to an integer one,
allowing thus the reading of 4 bytes at the same time. Using this approach we can obtain
a reduced resolution of the images.

4.2 Color segmentation and blob formation

Having the colors of interest labeled, scan lines are used for detecting transitions be-
tween colors of interest [13]. For the detection of posts andfield lines vertical search
lines are used, while for the detection of the ball both vertical and horizontal scan lines
can be used. Both for vertical and horizontal scan lines, it is possible to configure the
number of scan lines to be used in order to reduce the processing time. Both types of
scan lines start in the upper left corner of the image and go along the width and the
height, respectively, of the image. Transitions of the typegreen-color of interest-green
are looked for. The information about the green color is usedas a validation that we are
searching for one of the colors of interest only within the limits of the soccer field.

While scanning the image in search of a color of interest, with every new row/column,
a new scan line of length 0 is being initialized. The algorithm processes all the pixels
of a row/column and for every green pixel found a counter called GPB is incremented
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(GPB stands for “green pixels before”). If a pixel of the color in search is being found,
a counter called CP (“color pixel”) is incremented. Since the algorithm is based on tran-
sitions of the type green-color of interest-green, after finding a given number of color
pixels, a counter for the following green pixels (GPA) is also incremented every time a
new green pixel is found (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Transitions between green pixels (G) and pixels of one of the colors of interest
(C).

For each scan line, the run length information of each color of interest is saved if all
three counters are larger than predefined thresholds. The next step is the formation of
blobs from the run-length information about close parallelscan lines. By calculating the
distance between the center of mass of consecutive scan lines we can decide whether or
not they are parallel. If they are parallel and the distance between them is smaller than
a predefined threshold the scan lines are considered as beingpart of the same blob and
they are merged together.

Having the blobs formed, several validation criteria are applied in the case of the
orange ball and of the blue or yellow goals, respectively. Inorder to be considered a
yellow goal, a yellow blob has to have the size larger than a predefined number of
pixels. In the situation in which the robot sees both posts ofthe goals, the middle point
of the distance between the two posts is marked as the point ofinterest for the robot. In
the case when just one of the posts is seen, its mass center is marked. For the validation
of the ball, the areas of the orange blobs are calculated and the blob validated as being
the ball will be the one that has the area over a predefined minimum value and it is
closest to the robot. In order to calculate the distance between the robot and the orange
blobs without having an estimation of the pose of the robot, the center of mass of the
robot is considered to be the center of the image.

4.3 Results

In this subsection we present several images that show everystep of our algorithms for
object detections: from acquiring a frame, calibrating thecolor of interest, forming the
index image with all the colors of interest labeled, to colorsegmenting and detection of
the objects of interest (in this case the objects of interestwere the orange ball and the
yellow goals).

The first step is acquiring an image that can be displayed withthe use of our
NaoViewer application (Fig. 7(a)). Having an image acquired, we move on to classify-
ing the colors of interest with the help of the NaoCalib application, as it was previously
described in Section 3.2. The result of the color classification can be seen in Fig. 7(b).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7: On the left an image captured by the NAO camera. On the right, the same image
with the colors of interest classified.

The next step of our algorithm, is the conversion of the RGB image into an index
image. Figure 8(a) presents the index conversion of the previous RGB frame while
Figure 8(b) represents the equivalent “painted” image according to the labels in the
grayscale image.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8: On the left, the index image. On the right, the equivalent image “painted” ac-
cording to the labels in the grayscale image.

The painted image is a 3-channels RGB image of the same resolution as the index
image. The index image is scanned and for each pixel labeled as having one of the colors
of interest, the color of the corresponding pixel in the RGB image is set as having
the respective color of interest. If there are pixels that donot have any of the colors
of interest they will be painted as gray. Both images alreadycontain the markers that
identify the objects of interest. The black circle stands for a valid ball while the yellow
circle is a marker for the yellow goals. The yellow circle is constructed having the
center in the middle of the distance between the two yellow goals. The black crosses
are markers for the white lines of the field.

The low processing times that we obtained (Fig 9(b)) allow usto use the camera
at 30 fps while processing the images in real-time and achieving reliable results. These
results are also influenced by the internal structure of the NAO robot.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9: On the left, the result of the object detection algorithms. On the right, a table
with the processing times spent. The total processing time of a frame is 28ms, which
allows us to use the camera at 30fps.

The performance of the vision system in terms of percentage of valid balls compar-
ing to the number of frames acquired by the robot is recorded in Table. 1. The percent-
ages represent frames in which the ball is seen and appropriately detected. The percent-
age of valid balls in almost all of the scenarios is high, the more critical situation being
the one in which the robot is moving, as expected. Due to its type of locomotion, still
images that give a good representation of the surrounding world are hard to acquire.

Scenario Percentage

Robot dribbling the ball 93%
Robot stopped observing the ball 99%
Ball sent towards an imobile robot 99%

Robot moving towards the ball 30%

Table 1: Percentage of ball detections compared to the totalnumber of frames acquired
under various scenarios.

Regarding the auto-calibration procedure, Table 2 presents the time spent in the
performance of the most important tasks of the algorithm. The main steps of the process
are: reading the value of an intrinsic parameter (Read), setting the value of an intrinsic
parameter of the camera (Write), calculating the MSV (MSV),calculating the error
between the MSV value of the acquired frame and the desired value of 2.5 (MSV),
compensating gain (Gain), exposure (Exposure), white balance values (Blue and Red)
and calculating the average U and V for the white area (U and V).

Mode ReadMSV Gain Exposure U V Blue RedWrite Total

Auto 0ms 33ms15ms 15ms 1ms1ms 6ms 5ms 0ms 10s
0 0ms 34ms17ms 18ms 1ms1ms 6ms 6ms 0ms 46s

Max 0ms 34ms15ms 16ms 1ms1ms 6ms 6ms 0ms 1min

Table 2: Processing times spent by the main tasks of the self-calibration module, when
the camera is started at different values of the intrinsic parameters. In the first situation,
the camera starts in auto-mode, in the second situation the camera starts with all pa-
rameters set to 0. Finally, in the third situation the camerastarts with all the intrinsic
parameters set to their maximum values.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a real-time reliable vision system for ahumanoid robot. From cal-
ibrating the intrinsic parameters of the camera, to color classification and object detec-
tion the results presented prove the efficiency of our visionsystem.

Future developments of our work include more validation criteria for the ball detec-
tion based on circular histograms and classifiers training which are more generic and
are not color dependent. Also the algorithm for finding transitions from one color of
interest to another will be further applied for the detection of the team markers.
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Abstract. The design and prototyping design stage and the final model devel-

opment stage of any product are still being treated as separate processes with 

different methodology. This is because people use highly distinct tools in both 

stages. This barrier causes delays and obstructions in the development of a pro-

ject. By approximating the tools used, we may be able to enhance this process. 

In this paper, an application is presented that enables users to model a 2D sur-

face composed of metaballs through a touch-based interface. This application 

may enable virtual models to be made early in the design process, joining these 

two stages of development. The application uses the Euclidean Distance Trans-

form to simulate a metaball system and render it. It supports both single- and 

multi-touch through the Tangible User Interface Objects (TUIO) protocol. It in-

terprets three types of modelling and implements an “undo” action, common in 

several modelling systems. 

Keywords: Multi-touch, Modelling, Early-stage prototyping, Prototype design, 

Touch-based Interfaces 

1 Introduction 

Computer generated images have been increasing its popularity among many indus-

tries [1]. Nowadays, these techniques are useful, sometimes indispensable, to some of 

those industries, not just for creating or modifying objects, for example in a film pro-

duction [1, 2], but also as planning and organising tools. In either case, these tools are 

mainly modelling tools, called CAD systems, which allow designers and architects to 

create and iterate virtual scenes. 

While developing a product that requires these tools, the modelling stage of the 

product usually follows a more creative stage. This first stage allows designers the 

freedom needed to explore different options and ideas with ease [3]. Therefore, mod-

elling using a CAD system is usually only an intermediate or final step towards creat-

ing a virtual scene. The development of a prototype is often divided in these two dif-

ferent stages due to the lack of professional standardised and optimised solutions that 

enable both freedom for rapid prototype development and the use of a CAD system 

for exact modelling [4]. 
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1.1 Modelling Tools and Natural User Interfaces 

The modelling systems have been growing in functionality and effectiveness through-

out the years [5–7]. CAD tools are now precise modelling tools designed for sculpting 

detailed virtual scenes. However, these tools may require some time to comprehend 

and function with due to their advanced features only being available to professional 

and knowledgeable users [8, 9]. 

As a consequence of the associated learning curve, CAD tools do not allow users 

to concentrate on their creativity but rather on their productivity while building a 

model. This fact pushes designers to use a more versatile piece of equipment which 

allows them to focus on their ideas [10] and not so much on the exactness of the mod-

el itself. Hence, tools such as the pen and paper are usually used in the initial stages of 

these projects while modelling systems are only used after the initial paper prototypes 

are created [11]. 

The problem of time-wasting and lack of collaboration between the two stages of a 

model development may be solved using natural user interfaces (NUIs). By reducing 

the experience needed to operate a CAD system, designers with no modelling experi-

ence would be able to create virtual models more freely [11]. 

The concept of NUI refers to a user interface, that can be, in practical terms, im-

perceptible and natural to use [12]. In regular user interfaces, devices need to be used 

to interact with a system and a learning period is usually needed to be able to use that 

device accurately. By contrast, in natural user interfaces, the device that separates the 

user and the system should be as unobtrusive as possible or hidden so that the user 

does not notice it. 

NUIs such as touch detection, voice recognition, haptic input or gesture recogni-

tion usually try to replace the keyboard and mouse [13, 14]. In this case in particular, 

these natural interfaces should be used to ease the modelling experience of inexperi-

enced users that wish to focus on ideas rather than virtual modelling. 

1.2 Description of the Work 

The work that endorses this paper focuses on the importance of creating tools that 

equally offer modelling functionality and creative freedom to the user. The purpose of 

this is to aid in early-stage prototyping and remove the need for different tools for 

different stages of the development. 

This project aims to create a 2D multi-touch CAD environment for rapid prototype 

development based on a Play-Doh modelling approach. In this sense, this work at-

tempts to lessen the barrier of the two different development stages, by means of 

NUIs. 

1.3 Related Work 

In terms of virtual modelling interaction, there has been some work performed in 

order to lessen the load of CAD interfaces, which, by default, can be very overload-

ing. 
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Döllner et al [15] tried to create a framework for modelling and animation that re-

duces the load of the program’s interface. This project, in spite of not involving the 

use of natural input devices, attempted to create a working environment that quickens 

the modelling process. 

Scali et al [16] experimented with a 6 degrees of freedom haptic feedback device 

for 3D modelling and its comparison in quantitative and qualitative terms. Despite the 

main objective being the attempt to facilitate the learning curve of current modelling 

systems, this work ultimately tries to approximate the stages of the development pro-

cess. 

On a completely different approach – paper-designer centred instead of CAD-

designer centred – Anderson et al [17] were able to put together a system that con-

verts electronic Lego pieces put together into a virtual 3D model. This model can be 

worked on at a later stage by a less creative but more trained CAD designer. 

Schmidt et al [18] however, followed a closer methodology to the one used in this 

paper. In their work, they implemented an object modeller which creates 3D objects 

out of 2D lines (through linear sweeps and revolutions) and shape them using push, 

pull and cut operations. Much like the work that this paper endorses, Schmidt et al 

[18] also focus on the combination of virtual modelling on computer at the initial 

stage of a project, although the main difference lies on the type of usage. While 

Schmidt et al [18] developed a system to be used with a stylus to draw new objects or 

parts of an object, our work is based on a more Play-Doh-like approach. 

1.4 Structure of the Document 

This document consists of 6 sections. Section 1 is an introductory part to contextual-

ise the reader and justify the importance of the work at hand. The methodology is 

presented in Section 2 and focuses on how the work was performed and the tools 

used. Section 3 is the last of the descriptive part of this paper and shows how the pro-

totype application is implemented and why. A results Section (Section 4) is presented 

where the developed application is shown, followed by a discussion and conclusions 

Section (Section 5) in which some alternative paths are explored and conlusions are 

given. Lastly, Section 6 addresses the future work. 

2 Methodology 

For the work described in this paper, some key concepts needed to be researched. 

Namely, the object or objects in the application that form the surface to be modelled 

by the user and the interaction with the user. The latter implied the study of touch 

frameworks available for touch detection and processing. 

2.1 Surface to be modelled 

There are several ways to simulate a Play-Doh-like surface on a computer screen in 

order to try to mimic the experience of modelling on a tangible (real) object. Specifi-
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cally, objects whose form changes according to other objects or to some environment 

settings can be used. In general they are called meta-objects [19], though the instances 

of these objects may vary so they might be referred to as metaballs or metacubes, for 

example. These objects are ultimately composed of polygon meshes that may need to 

be recalculated every time the environment changes so that these changes can be tak-

en into account for each object. Roughly, each object possesses: 

 a core position - x and y, for 2D environments; 

 a size value (or several) - such as radius or height, depending on the shape of the 

meta-object; 

 a threshold value - usually to combine the objects, as a curvature or minimum dis-

tance for intra-object interaction. 

For this case in particular, it was decided to use metaballs with the same size and 

threshold values. The idea behind this approach would be to create a surface by com-

bining multiple metaballs adjacent to each other. As a consequence, the surface’s 

contours could easily be shaped by changing some metaballs’ position through the 

user’s input. 

2.2 User Input 

After deciding on how to create the surface for the user to model, the interaction 

method was in due. Interaction through touch was chosen above others to serve as the 

main input for model editing. This decision was based on the notion that people prefer 

modelling tangible objects with their own hands rather than through other means [20]. 

The process that involves detecting a person’s touch on a surface and linking it 

with an application roughly involves the following steps: 

 touch detection through hardware; 

 sending the information from the input device to the application; 

 process the touch information on the application’s domain. 

Detection and Transmission 

Touch can be detected through several mechanisms. In this work, it was decided to 

use a touch and tangible objects information protocol named TUIO [21]. This proto-

col eliminated the need for hardware-specific development so this subject did not 

become a relevant issue. 

The TUIO protocol [21] is progressively being used as a standard for sending and 

receiving touch information. An application that implements a TUIO client and han-

dles its information correctly supposedly works on all devices that implement a TUIO 

server for sending information. Consequently, it also makes application development 

and distribution easier by allowing developers to focus more on developing the appli-

cation itself. 
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Touch Handling 

From the software’s point of view, touch interaction can be considered single- or 

multi-touch. In order to develop the application that would benefit from both single- 

and multi-touch interaction, a versatile and extensible touch handling framework 

needed to be chosen. The Kivy framework was then chosen, due to its speed, flexibil-

ity and its API’s ease. 

Kivy [22] is a Python-based framework for multi-touch applications’ development 

that supports both touch and tangible objects interaction through TUIO. Through the 

Widget class (and its subclasses), the developer can extend three functions that are 

called when the events ‘touch down’, ‘move’ and ‘up’ are created. Furthermore, the 

events and functions are called on a top-down approach. This way, the developer has 

full control over how the application processes each touch. This framework is open-

source, cross-platform and it uses OpenGL ES 2 for rendering. 

3 Implementations 

By using the Kivy framework as the basis of the implementation, a program was de-

veloped in Python that rendered the 2D metaball system on an 800 by 800 pixel 

screen. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the program’s interaction is touch-based and 

allows a straightforward use to any device that implements a TUIO server. 

3.1 Metaball System 

The metaball system that creates the 2D image of the object to be modelled was ini-

tially based on a python algorithm by Hannu [23]. The algorithm was created as an 

optimisation of the naïve alternative to building a 2D metaball system, also described 

by Hannu [23]. The basic idea behind the algorithm, and the reason for its perfor-

mance, is that, for each metaball, it searches for the border of the current metaball and 

then iterates through the border, considering every other metaball’s influence over the 

part of the border it is drawing. 

There are some flaws in Hannu’s work [23] which were revealed when implement-

ed in our system. The first being the fact that processing time increases exponentially 

with the number of metaballs to be processed; the second being that if a metaball does 

not have a border, i.e. it is surrounded by other metaballs (exemplified by metaball A 

in Figure 1), the program can become computationally heavy and may take too long 

to realise that its border should not be drawn. 
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Fig. 1. Location of 9 metaballs which form a single body. In this figure it is visible that meta-

ball A is the only one that does not own part of the joint border. In metaballs C and G, their 

contribution to the border is clearly seen due to discontinuity of the border. 

As the disadvantages to the performance were substantial, it was decided that a dif-

ferent algorithm had to be used, one that mimicked a metaball system and could still 

solve some of Hannu’s [23] issues. The algorithm that was used in the final version of 

the prototype was the Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT) [24]. Roughly, this algo-

rithm calculates the distance between elements, in this case metaballs, creating a bit-

map image with higher values (coloured blue) on spots near these elements and lower 

when these spots are more distanced (coloured red). An example of the algorithm 

being used is shown in Figure 2. EDT scans the entire area (in Figure 2, a 1000 by a 

1000 pixel area) twice (downwards and then upwards), considering only the metaballs 

it has seen previously during the pass. The advantage of this particular algorithm is 

that performance does not fluctuate with the increase on the number of metaballs. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of EDT usage on a 1000 by a 1000 pixel screen. In this figure, it is apparent 

that each meatball is resided on locations with high concentration of the colour blue. 
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However, some adaptations to EDT were necessary to implement it. The main code 

that generates the bitmap is nearly the same and the bitmap is used to create a texture 

in Kivy. That texture is later applied to the main screen and updated when the frame-

work detects a new touch event. Figure 3 shows the prototype’s interface with 400 

metaballs being calculated. 

 

Fig. 3. Final prototype’s interface with EDT meatball system rendering. In this figure, a 20 by 

20 metaball representation is shown, using a 800 by 800 pixel screen. 

3.2 Interaction Mechanisms 

The application described in this work mainly focused on a touch-based interface. The 

user is able to model the surface of the object freely and using single- or multi-touch. 

The actions implemented in this work include the ability to: 

 model the surface without touching it; 

 model the surface by dragging a single metaball through the surface; 

 drag a single metaball without affecting the surface. 

Concretely, if the user simply moves either finger from any empty space towards 

the surface, the surface will mould according to the position and direction of the 

touch. If, on the other hand, the user chooses to click a metaball, it attaches itself to 

the touch. Whether it is a single- or a double-click, the fact will determine if the 

metaball helps shaping the rest of the surface while moving. 

As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, touch is native to the framework Kivy, so 

the implementation is fairly simple. A touch event is generated when a finger touches 

the surface, moves or is lifted. For each of these events, their respective functions are 

called. The following pseudo-code shows what happens when each event generated: 
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# function to be called when 

# a touch gets detected 

def on_touch_down(self, touch): 

 

 for each metaball: 

  if touch is near metaball: 

   grab_metaball() 

  

 move_remaining_metaballs() 

 build_texture() 

  

# function to be called when 

# a touch moves position 

def on_touch_move(self, touch): 

 move_remaining_metaballs() 

 build_texture() 

  

# function to be called when 

# a touch is lifted 

def on_touch_up(self, touch): 

 for each metaball: 

  if this_ball_is_grabbed: 

   ungrab_metaball() 

Additionally, an “undo” action was also implemented. Like any tool nowadays, 

this function allows the user to go back on previous steps. This was done by simply 

storing the positions of the metaballs that the last lifted touch modified. By doing so, 

it is ensured that if the user wishes to undo an action, it would not undo the modifica-

tions of other simultaneous touches, consequently leading to a much more accurate 

“undo” action when using multi-touch. The modification to the previously explained 

functions was simple and it is shown in bold in the code bellow: 

# function to be called when 

# a touch gets detected 

def on_touch_down(self, touch): 

 record_touch_id_and_metaballs() 

 # then perform all other commands 

 # shown before in the same function 

  

# function to be called when 

# a touch moves position 

def on_touch_move(self, touch): 

 save_metaballs_state() 

 move_remaining_metaballs() 

 record_metaballs_moved() 

 build_texture() 
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# function to be called when 

# a touch is lifted 

def on_touch_up(self, touch): 

 record_all_metaballs_that_were_changed() 

 # then perform all other commands 

 # shown before in the same function 

When the user then requests the “undo” action – either by pressing the “undo” but-

ton, shown in Figure 3, or by pressing the “backspace” key – the metaballs associated 

with the last touch lifted will be returned to their original positions. 

4 Results 

In this work, an approach to modelling 2D objects was presented, based on a virtual 

Play-Doh-like object. A prototype was successfully implemented, based on these 

premises and on further research conducted, using the framework Kivy and EDT for 

rendering the object. An example usage of the application is shown in Figure 4 where 

the trace of the user’s fingers modelling the surface can be seen. It is possible to see 

on the right side of the figure, the user’s finger moving the location of one metaball. 

 

Fig. 4. Example usage of the final version of the prototype. In this figure, we can see the trace 

of the user’s fingers through the red circles. The user is modeling the surface with his left hand, 

as seen in the left side of the figure, while simultaneously dragging one meatball, to adjust the 

surface, as seen on the right side of the figure. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusions 

During the execution of this work, decisions were made regarding the software tools 

and protocols, the actions to be implemented by the prototype and some implementa-

tion decisions. 

In respect to the Kivy framework, it was chosen due to some previous work per-

formed by the author [25] that compares this Python-based multi-touch framework to 

other similar frameworks. Specifically, the comparison showed that this framework 

was the most flexible and future-oriented. 

The actions implemented on the final prototype were suggested by the author 

through experience on modelling tools such as Blender, 3D Studio Max, SketchUp 

and AutoCAD. 

As for the implementation itself, the decision to approximate the initial metaball 

system by an EDT implementation was purely for performance reasons. Nevertheless, 

due to the similarity of the visual results obtained, this decision seems to have im-

proved the quality of the results obtained. 

As a conclusion, the multi-touch capabilities of the framework and of the applica-

tion developed on this project, may allow modellers to try out ideas in a more intui-

tive and button-free way. This prototype may enable early stage prototyping through 

virtual technologies. Additionally, the type of interaction created can be considered as 

suitable for this type of work, considering the author’s experience. 

6 Future Work 

In addition to the ones implemented in this application, other instructions can be add-

ed to the prototype, such as the “cut” function, to easily cut part of the surface. As 

such, a study and evaluation of the proposed interaction should be considered as fu-

ture work, in order to improve the user experience and power designers with more 

tools. 

This system could also be evolved into a 3D environment. However, this approach 

would require a carefully designed interaction to suit the users’ needs. For instance, 

camera control would be crucial. In this scenario, the interaction mechanisms would 

benefit from a gesture recogniser, like Kinect [26]. Additionally, tangible objects, 

representing specific functions in the application, can also be considered for future 

work. This type of environment may have the potential to become a stepping stone to 

developers aiming to build modelling tools based on natural user interfaces. 
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Abstract. In this paper we provide the reader with a simple, yet thorough, 
overview of what is motion capture, its history and evolution so far and 
processes used in acquiring the tri-dimensional data of the recorded scene, take 
or animation. A brief look at the “mocap” process’s (short for motion capture) 
structure is given followed by an extensive list of the technologies behind the 
most popular systems used today. We dive into the inner works of acoustical, 
mechanical, magnetic and optical mocap systems, also discussing the 
differences between active, passive and markerless optical systems, since these 
are the most popular of the above referred. Later on we also provide some 
insight into facial motion capture, right after we compare the data acquisition 
systems and quickly overview the generic data file structure. Finally we provide 
examples of real-world applications and some possible research fields in the 
area along with our conclusions. 

Keywords: Motion capture, movement reconstruction, markerless capture. 

1   Introduction 

Animation gave its first steps in the early 20th century, when in 1911, cartoonist 
Winsor McCay drew a character in multiple sheets of paper with slight changes 
between these and then sampled them at a constant rate to create the illusion of 
motion [1]. 

 
Animation processes did not witness considerable innovation until computers 

started to take place in the process. With the birth of keyframing, which reduced the 
amount of samples needed to create an animation animators saw their work a lot more 
simplified. This process was time consuming because, at the time, every artist was 
forced to individually animate each pose/frame. With the introduction of keyframing 
the artist specified the initial and ending frames of the animation and the intermediate 
frames of the movement where automatically generated [2]. However some 
animations were still impossible to recreate due to their inherent complexity, for 
example the human walking animation, which is terrifyingly complex due to our 
articulations. 
 

To speed up the animation process further, motion capture was invented, a 
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means by which we capture the movements of objects in the real world and then insert 
the data of the captured movement in a tridimensional model of the world in a virtual 
environment. The process first evolved with mechanical systems that were quite 
cumbersome and limited the amount of freedom the actor could experience, limiting 
severely the animation spectrum that could be captured. This happened mainly 
because these were mechanical systems that resorted to very restrictive suits and large 
amounts of cable that hindered the actor’s movements. Mocap has evolved much 
since then and today, as a response to these early issues, we have a broader range of 
options (Section 3). They include acoustical, mechanical, optical and magnetic 
systems, further divided in marker and markerless systems. 
 
 

Today, motion capture is widely used in the gaming, movie and animation 
industry [3] as a means to provide quick, budget adapting body and/or facial 
animations in order to animate one or various characters. We provide insight into 
these methods and processes, and also the data processing and data formats that most 
systems use. Lastly we introduce some future work and research in motion capture. 
Research we believe would be highly beneficial and would enable future 
developments and breakthroughs in the area. 

2   State of the Art 

Motion capture has come a long way since its birth a few decades in the past. 
Still, there are a number of pending issues waiting a solution. In this section we 
provide some systems that represent today’s state of the art in motion capture and that 
have dealt and overcome some of the limitations of mocap. We start by introducing, 
Ascension’s Motion Star system [4]. This system tries to overcome some of the 
shortcomings of magnetic mocap systems, such as degree of freedom offered and 
electro-magnetic interference. Stanford University has also developed state of the art 
systems for markerless motion capture [5], that provides great accuracy, full body 
calculation of joint angles and joint centres, as well as a model matching followed by 
kinematic extraction. Carnegie Mellon University has also developed similar systems 
[6], which provide fully articulated 3D models by means of a joint skeleton and body 
shape acquisition. Finally Image Metrics has developed a truly astonishing markerless 
motion capture system, based in a spherical lighting rig equipped high resolution 
digital cameras and their proprietary markerless mocap technology that captures the 
model’s animations to a degree where it is almost impossible to differ between the 
real and the virtual actor. We refer and council the reader to witness this work in [7] 
and [8], for this system is truly a noteworthy feat.  
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3 Motion Capture Systems 

3.1 Marker-based Motion Capture 
 
3.1.1 Acoustical Systems 

In this type of system a set of sound transmitters are placed on the actor’s main 
articulations, while three receptors are positioned in the capture site. The emitters are 
then sequentially activated, producing a characteristic set of frequencies, that the 
receptors pick up and use to calculate the emitters’ positions in three-dimensional 
space. The computation of the position of each transmitter is as follows: Using as data 
the time interval between the emitting of the noise by the transmitter, the reception of 
this one by the receptor and the travelling speed of sound in the environment, one can 
calculate the distance travelled by the noise. To determine the 3D position of each 
transmitter, a triangulation of the distances between the emitter and each of the 
receptors is computed [9]. 

Some problems with these systems are; firstly, the difficulty in obtaining a 
correct description of the data in a certain instant. This is due to the sequential firing 
nature of the transmitters, which can create a non-fluid, or not so fluid as desirable, 
description of the movement. Another downside of these methods are the restrictions 
to the freedom of movement the cables induce on the actor, reducing the scope of 
movements available. Finally, the amount of transmitters that can be used is also 
limited, a factor that can hinder the quality of the animation [9]. Although these 
systems do not suffer of occluding or metallic object interference issues, typical in 
optical and magnetic systems, they are very susceptible to sound reflections or 
external noise, which being quite frequent and uncontrollable in most situations make 
them a ”last resource” choice. 
          
3.1.2 Mechanical Systems 

These systems are made out of potentiometers and sliders that are put in the 
desired articulations and enable the display of their positions (Figure 1). Despite being 
underdeveloped, mechanical motion capture systems have some advantages that make 
them quite attractive. One advantage of these systems is that they possess an interface 
that is similar to stop-motion systems that are very popular and used in the film 
industry, thus permitting an easy transition between the two technologies. A final 
advantage is that they’re not affected by magnetic fields or unwanted reflections, not 
needing a long recalibration process, which makes their use easy and productive. 
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Figure 1: Left: Actor using full mechanical motion capture suit. Right: Actor using just 

some mechanical sensors instead of a full suit. 
 
 
3.1.3 Magnetic Systems 

Using a set of receptors that are placed in the actor’s articulations it’s possible to 
measure the positioning and orientation of the articulations relative to an antenna. 
Magnetic systems aren’t very expensive, in comparison with other systems for motion 
capture. The workstation used for data acquisition and processing is cheap as well and 
the precision of data is quite high. With a typical sampling rate of ~100 frames per 
second, magnetic systems are perfect for simple movement capture.  

The disadvantages of these systems include the huge number of cables that 
connect to the antenna, reducing the freedom degrees of the actor. Systems that do not 
require the use of cables are currently being developed [10], effectively eliminating 
this drawback. The possible interference in the magnetic field caused by various 
metallic objects and structures poses a restriction to the surrounding material, which 
can be of some gravity. Some systems are highly sensible even to the building’s own 
structure presenting some interference, making this a critical flaw in magnetic mocap 
systems.  

Nowadays we observe an effort by these product’s manufacturers, which are 
investing in new and improved versions of their systems that exhibit a reduced 
vulnerability to these issues. Nonetheless, the issue has not been completely 
eradicated. Further reading can be done in [11]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Left: Actor using magnetic mocap suit. Right: Close-up of a magnetic mocap 

sensor. 
 

3.1.4 Optical Systems 
With this kind of system the actor wears an especially designed suit, covered 

with reflectors that are placed in their main articulations. Then, high-resolution 
cameras are strategically positioned to track those reflectors during the actor’s 
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movement. Each camera generates the 2D coordinates for each reflector, obtained via 
a segmentation step. Proprietary software is then used to analyse the data captured by 
all of the cameras to compute the 3D coordinates of the reflectors. These systems are 
the most expensive ones in the market due to their cutting-end technological nature, 
such as the high-resolution cameras and sophisticated proprietary software. The 
values can hit the USD 250,000 bar. 

The advantages of using these systems are mainly the very high sampling rate, 
which enables the capture of fast movements such as martial arts, acrobatics and 
gymnastics, among others. The sampling rate usually depends on the cameras used, 
meaning that the higher the resolution, the higher the sampling rate will be. Sampling 
rates of up to 200 frames/second are achievable. 

Another advantage is the freedom offered by these systems, since, unlike the 
other systems, there are no cables or limited workspace and the reflectors pose no 
restrain or cumbersome effect on the actor. Also, since the reflectors offer no 
resistance there is virtually no limit to the number used in the capture process, which 
enables a very high theoretical level of detail. 

The disadvantages of this method are the occlusion of some transmitters, 
especially in small objects such as hands or closely interacting objects, a problem that 
can compromise the entire process if the occluded data is unrecoverable. This 
problem can be somewhat overcome with the deployment of additional cameras 
and/or reflectors but this implies a higher processing time for the CPU during the 
tracking. Increasing the reflector numbers is no panacea, since the ”tracking-
confusion” problem will eventually arise. This issue consists on the difficulty in 
identifying reflectors that are too close to one another and is directly influenced by the 
resolution of the cameras, being thus solved, by using cameras with higher resolution 
capabilities. This obviously leads to budget issues as these cameras are, as previously 
explained, extremely expensive. One final problem we can encounter is the lack of 
interactivity, since the data gathered must be processed (and sometimes undergo 
filtering and noise reduction) before it is usable. This gives us little feedback, an 
inconvenience when production costs are involved, the studio is booked for only a 
few hours and time is of the essence. Further reading on these systems can be done in 
[12]. 

 
Figure 3: Upper left: A mocap studio. Upper right: Same mocap studio during capture. Lower 

left: A motion capture camera. Lower right: Close-up of a motion capture camera. 
 
Active Markers 

This kind of optical motion captures use LED’s that, instead of reflecting the 
light emitted by the high-resolution cameras, emit their own light, being powered by a 
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small battery. Since according to the Inverse Square Law [13] we can achieve 1/4 the 
power at two times the distance, this can increase the usable capture volume. 
 
Passive Markers 

These markers, unlike the active markers, are coated with a retro-reflective 
material that reflects the light back to the cameras, that must first be calibrated so only 
the markers are identified, ignoring other materials. Using multiple cameras they are 
calibrated using an object with reflectors for which the positions of these are known. 
Waving a “wand” imbued with a series of reflectors, across the capture volume, is 
how this calibration process is usually performed. Normally a system will incorporate 
anywhere from 6 to 24 cameras, but some systems with over 300 cameras exist to 
reduce marker swap or confusion issues in complex captures. 
 

 
Figure 4: Passive markers placed on an actor’s face. 

 
3.2 Markerless Motion Capture 

The ever-growing research in computer vision fields is quickly enabling the 
development of markerless optical motion capture techniques. These systems do not 
require special equipment for tracking of the actors’ movement. The actors’ 
movement is recorded in multiple video streams and computer vision algorithms 
analyse these streams to identify human forms, decomposing these into single, 
isolated parts used for tracking. The motion capture process is, thus, completely done 
via software, removing all the physical limitations while introducing computational 
constrains. A perfect example of such a system is Microsoft’s Kinect, which has 
successfully introduced a solution for low-cost motion capture to the masses [14]. We 
refer the reader to [15], [16] and [17] for further reading on some of these systems. 

 

 
Figure 5: Markerless based motion capture used in the Lord of the Rings trilogy: Upper image: 
The actor whose movements are going to be captured. Lower image: The computer generated 

character side-to-side with the actor imitating his movements. 
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4 Acquired Data Processing 
  

In what regards the data acquisition type, mocap systems are classified in two 
categories; direct and indirect acquisition. Direct acquisition systems are the ones that 
do not require any type of post-processing cycle, such as magnetic, acoustical and 
mechanical systems. Although this is, in fact, an upside to these systems it does not 
come without drawbacks. This is because these systems are more obtrusive and offer 
a lower sampling rate [18]. 

Indirect acquisition systems, in which optical systems are included, offer more 
freedom to the performer and a higher sampling rate. These systems group the 
captured data in data sets that are processed a posteriori by dedicated software; 
responsible for generating the final data set that represents the captured movement. 
This workflow scheme makes the use of these systems impossible in projects that 
require interactivity and near instantaneous viewing of the captures. They are 
especially suited for the accurate and seamlessly perfect capture of complex and fast 
movements [18]. 

Although not all of the methods described earlier require a data processing 
cycle, all of them, require the data to be cleaned, filtered and then mapped (rigged) to 
a skeleton, which then follows the positions of the markers in every frame of the 
animation by binding the markers to the skeleton’s own articulations. 
 
4.1 Data Formats 

Data formats are normally proprietary formats, owned by the company that 
developed the software. These usually follow the same structure, only differing in 
some minor nuances like commentaries, special symbols, data and time information 
and additional data that the manufacturer deems useful. 

The body parts are segmented into key regions and the information for each 
segment is stored separately. The segment structure consists of an object vector, with 
each vector representing one sample of the segment, stored in some file format (e.g. 
3DS). Every segment object is represented by a 3D model with a bounding box and 
contain 9 information channels relevant to the segments X, Y and Z positions, as well 
as orientation and scale factors for each coordinate. This data structure makes it 
possible to transfer the animations between different models, given that they have the 
same scale and pivot positions in every segment [18]. There is research in this field to 
create algorithmic procedures that adapt the data to other structures without producing 
unrealistic or faulty animations. This would be ideally done by adjusting the pivot 
positions of the segments, the scale factors and the weights associated within each 
segment in the skeleton of the mode. 
 
5 Applications 
5.1 Films 
5.1.1 King Kong 

The mocap techniques used in the animation of the King Kong creature in Peter 
Jackson’s film adaptation of the novel with the same name, involved optical marker 
based mocap with around 70 to 80 cameras in a huge warehouse, adapted for this 
function. Every animation of King Kong was played out by one actor (Andy Serkis) 
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and then later heavily edited to compensate for the physiological differences between 
him and the skyscraper-climbing ape. In the capture about 60 optical markers on the 
body and 12 on the face were used. Out of the 70 to 80 cameras, 52 where used to 
track the body movement and around 20 for the facial expressions, the number 
however varied slightly from scene to scene [19]. 

The greatest challenge, however, came with the fact that the producers didn’t 
want human-like movement, but ape-like movement. So, even though, the actor was 
acting like an ape, this just couldn’t compensate for the fact that his body wasn’t that 
of an ape, much less that of a five-story building one. Having taken that into 
consideration, a specific piece of software was used to translate the movement of the 
actor into a more convincing one, compensating for all the physical discrepancies. 
The software mapped every marker in the actor’s body to a corresponding point in the 
gorilla’s body and then adjusted the movement as it was being recorded. After this 
phase, the animation still went through minor adjustments done by some technicians 
to re-touch and polish some nuances [19]. Unfortunately the software used was 
proprietary, so no more details other than this basic workflow specification were 
released to the general public. 
 
5.1.2 Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King 

The visual effects of the Lord of the Rings trilogy were put in charge of WETA 
Digital [20], which assembled a team of computer artists, motion editors, and 
software engineers, among others. They also created a never-before-seen database to 
store every single shot frame in the trilogy. This digital library was able to track, 
cross-reference and analyse every item appearing in the film, making every single 
element susceptible to digital manipulation. This included characters, animals, props, 
and so on, meaning that the motion capture process had no need for extra assets, 
which reduced occlusion and movement restriction issues introduced by these items. 
Such an approach to these problems was a novelty in the area. 

Despite this, the most astonishing achievement by WETA was the creation of 
fully digital creatures, featured in the game, such as Gollum (Figure 5), Treebeard, the 
Balrog and the Eye of Sauron. Gollum is one of the most surprising achievements in 
the mocap process of the Lord of the Rings trilogy as it was created by a mixture of 
motion capture technology and state-of-the-art computer animation. Also, in order to 
distance themselves from normal computer-generated characters Gollum was 
animated using joint movement based on organic muscle and bones, which can be 
seen in action in the film as the muscles and bone move under his translucent skin 
[21]. 

Citation: ”WETA developed vast amounts of code to create Gollum”, ”They 
developed new modelling codes, new skin codes, new muscle codes. He is amazingly 
life-like and we were able to give him a range of expressions from the evil of Gollum 
to the sympathy of Smeagol.”  - Peter Jackson in LotR Making Of. 

Optical motion capture techniques were used to record the actors and proprietary 
software to animate the creatures and battle scenes. These animations created via 
software were constantly subjected to synchronization with the mocap actor’s 
movements (and also between the digital creatures), in order to create a believable 
battle or dialog scene [22]. 
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5.2 Videogames 
5.2.1 Tiger Woods PGA Tour 07 

Tiger woods used a specifically developed facial motion capture technique, 
called Universal Capture, by Digital Air [24]. The process starts with a head scan, 
through the use of high-definition cameras, to obtain a 3D model of the actor’s head. 
Then a large amount of markers (from 80 to 90) are placed in key regions of the 
actor’s head and the movements of the markers are recorded as animations in a three-
dimensional space by the cameras. The movement, opposed to FIFA’s, which was 
captured in a spacious room, is recorded in a confined booth with limited movement. 
This is justified by the fact that in this process we only want facial animation and not 
full-body animation, where the players show virtually no facial animation. About 18 
mocap cameras, 3 video cameras, 2 microphones and a huge amount of floodlights 
surround the booth. The three video cameras are used to capture the actor’s face in 
three different angles, and the recorded video is then used to wrap around the modeled 
face from phase 1 of the capture process and thus create a final animated 3D model of 
the actor’s head, which is animated via the recorded data by the mocap cameras and 
markers, in the booth [24]. A video demonstration and walkthrough of the system can 
be seen in [25]. 
 
5.2.2 Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King 

The Return of the King used the same mocap systems (marker-based optical 
motion capture) that the production crew of the film trilogy choose. They used 
available animations, borrowed from the films and even the same actors that 
participated in the film were recruited. This was done in order to achieve maximum 
synchronization between the original animations and the game’s animations, such as 
the combat or cutscenes’ movements. We can therefore conclude that the mocap 
process from the films didn’t need to be adapted because the new animations to be 
recorded were doable in the already used system. This was because, being an optical 
mocap system, gave the actors enough liberty to act out the desired animations. 
 
6 Conclusions 

Mocap systems, as shown throughout the paper, have evolved from simple, 
highly restricting, user un-friendly systems (software wise), to very mobile and 
specialized ones. The types of system discussed clearly all have their optimal case 
scenarios for deployment. However, optical mocap has evolved much more than its 
brethren systems. This is, for the most part, due to its ability to adapt very well to the 
major requirements of the film and videogame industry, which have invested and thus 
aided in this technology’s development. 

Despite its advantages, there are still improvements that can be done in this field 
(some of which proposed in the Future Research section). Other than these 
improvements, some mocap systems are still very limited in terms of the area where 
they can capture movements, being restricted to adapted warehouses or studios. These 
systems are also very high budget, which, in some cases, rules them out of question. 
They could benefit from lower budget versions, more accessible by the public and 
smaller companies. 
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Synthesizing, acoustical mocap systems are a last resort due to their 
cumbersome, external sound or sound reflection inflicted noise and non-fluid results. 
Mechanical systems are best suited for movements that don’t require a high degree of 
freedom and there may be magnetic or reflection as these cause no noise in the 
capture process. Magnetic systems are useful in situations where the level of detail 
needed is high and the budget is low. However their great sensibility to the 
surrounding magnetic fields proves to be a critical flaw. We assumed the use a non-
wired magnetic suit; otherwise, the captured movement’s choices would be reduced to 
low level of freedom ones. Optical systems, although being expensive and having a 
processing/noise reduction stage, prove to be the best solution in most of the cases. 
This is because they offer a very high level of detail, freedom and working area 
enabling the sampling of virtually any movement. 

In conclusion, mocap systems are very useful tools and provide a solution to a 
very important problem as well as enable truly amazing effects, as shown in the 
article. We have introduced the basic methods behind the various mocap systems and 
explored their advantages and disadvantages, concluding that every system has its 
best use in a specific scenario (and budget). The reader was also introduced to some 
of this technology’s uses in real life and research topics, which we hope has provided 
a comprehensive overview of the area. 
 
6.1 Future Research 

After thoroughly studying the area and writing this paper we believe the 
following subjects would prove interesting fields of research. 
Captured Movement Modification: 
Since every data file represents a limited and closed data set of animations these 
cannot be manipulated after the caption process. An interesting field of research 
would be how to modify or derive new movements from an already captured 
movement. 
Captured Movement Fusion and Concatenation: 
As an extension to the prior research field one could try to create a fusion of any 
number of movements or concatenate them in order to create new movements from 
these original ones, while maintaining their fluidity and naturality, through 
algorithmic approaches. 
Improvements in Actual Tracking Techniques:  
As previously discussed, marker occlusion in optical mocap systems is critical. 
Improved tracking techniques could be developed to eliminate this problem. 
Marker Mapping Techniques for Non-Human Beings: 
Sometimes we want to capture movements that don’t belong to human beings. 
Studying how to position the markers in the most effective way in these beings could 
prove beneficial, especially if the procedure could adapt itself to every object, thus 
becoming general and optimal and if it could help solve the problem stated in the 
above suggestion for future research. 
Markerless Mocap in the Creation of High Definition Realistic Animations: 
A highly advanced system such as the one in [3] and [4] constitutes an important 
milestone in highly realistic animation. We find it a very interesting and promising 
research field, which can help new breakthroughs in motion capture. Would it be in 
the development of even more realistic games, movies featuring indistinguishable 
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virtual actors, personalized helpdesks, AIs with a human interface that creates 
credible and high definition expressions, amongst others. 
Higher interactivity in mocap systems that involve a pre-processing stage: 
With more interactive systems we would overcome the issues present in the systems 
that employ a data processing stage, enabling their use in projects that require nearly 
immediate access and validation of the gathered data. 
Transference of motion captured animations between models: 
Although mocap is somewhat transferable between models there are still a lot of 
limitations as to which animations can be transferred, given the source and destination 
model. For example, the animation of a normal person cannot be transferred to a 
giant, since by physical laws they move in a very different manner, or between 
models with very different body constitutions. An interesting case study would be 
how to adapt certain parameters of the animation so that it would be applicable to 
other models while maintaining its credibility. 
Markerless Motion Capture for Psychological Analysis: 
With the development of markerless mocap we could research methods to analyze an 
individuals inner feelings through expressions for psychological research and 
treatment. One application example of this technology would be an interactive tool 
that would respond, via a programmed AI, in accordance with an autistic child or 
mentally handicapped individual in order to further the healing process, since a 
human being while qualified cannot evaluate the person’s mental status as accurately 
or quickly as a well programmed computer. 
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Abstract. Indoor positioning is an exciting research area that promises many 
new applications in ubiquitous computing area. Knowing the exact position of a 
person in a building becomes a common requirement for many applications in-
cluding person tracking, fire fighting, rescue, healthcare and patient monitoring. 
Several techniques and technologies have been developed for indoor position-
ing e.g. WiFi, RFID and Fingerprinting. Fingerprinting technique can be consi-
dered as a suitable candidate for many location-aware applications due to the 
low-cost and high-accuracy localization features. However, existing fingerprint-
ing technique does not always give accurate localization especially in dynamic 
environments in which the measured signals are distorted by unexpected envi-
ronment changes or other obstacles that might lead to position outliers. Within 
my PhD, we would like to identify which kind of obstacles cause position out-
liers in indoor environments and how these outliers can be handled in order to 
provide an effective indoor positioning method that causes trivial amount of lo-
calization errors. Moreover, we believe that ubiquitous computing environ-
ments bring new positioning requirements that are not supported by the existing 
positioning solutions and therefore, we would like to identify these new re-
quirements. 

Keywords: Indoor positioning, fingerprinting, signal strengths, location-based, 
WiFi positioning, localization accuracy, ubiquitous computing  

1 Problem Statement 

Getting accurate in-building position of a person is become a common re-
quirement for many location-based applications. It helps in providing services 
for end-users anywhere and at anytime. Fingerprinting technique has emerged 
as a widely used indoor positioning technique based on WiFi technology [1]. 
It provides a better way for indoor positioning with low-cost and high-
accuracy localization based on the measurement of the signal strengths col-
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lected from WiFi access points (APs) [2]. Two phases can be indentified in 
fingerprinting technique: the offline phase(training phase) in which the signal 
strengths in a building are collected from APs and stored in a database togeth-
er with their corresponding coordinates or places’ names. The other phase is 
the online phase (positioning phase) in which the located object samples the 
received signal strengths (RSS) from APs at its position and then search for 
similar location pattern in the offline database. The RSS matching process can 
be implemented using pattern recognition approaches (e.g. k-nearest-neighbor 
(KNN) or neural networks (NN)) or probabilistic approaches (e.g. Bayesian 
estimation) [3, 4]. The problem in this method is that the RSS could be af-
fected by diffraction, reflection or any other obstacles that might lead to loca-
lization errors and position outliers. The main focus of my research lies in 
understanding the main causes of these position outliers and finding the best 
way to handle it. Moreover, the research will focus on identifying the posi-
tioning requirements of ubiquitous computing applications in order to identify 
the suitable positioning solution for these applications. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief 
state-of-the-art. Section 3 presents a preliminary research approach and Sec-
tion 4 concludes the paper. 

2 State-of-the-Art 

Various techniques and technologies have been developed for indoor position-
ing. Authors in [4-9] provide comprehensive survey studies to identify and 
compare the major features of the existing indoor positioning solutions. They 
define the main positioning techniques that used for location estimation and 
based on these techniques they classify the existing positioning technologies 
and provide some properties and metrics for evaluation purposes e.g. accura-
cy, precision, cost and robustness. In this section, we will briefly review the 
main measuring principles and algorithms that used for location sensing.   

2.1 Location Sensing 

In general, there are three main principles used for signal location sensing: 
Triangulation, Scene analysis, and Proximity [4] . These principles are used to 
provide Physical, Symbolic, Absolute, or Relative location information for 
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different applications. In the following we will briefly explain these three 
principles: 

Triangulation.  

Triangulation is a geometric-based location sensing technique. It estimates the 
position of an object by measuring its distance from multiple reference points 
using the Received Signal Strengths (RSS), Time of Arrival (TOA) or Time 
Different of Arrival (TDOA). Fig.1 shows the Triangulation positioning based 
on RSS. Alternatively, the position can be determined by computing the an-
gles relative to multiple reference points as shown in fig.2.  

 

Fig. 1. Triangulation Positioning based on RSS (Received Signal Strength)[4] 

 

 

Fig. 2. Angulation Positioning based on AOA (Angle Of Arrival) [4] 

 

Proximity.  

This location sensing method provides symbolic relative location information 
by determining when an object is near to a well-know reference point. This 
method is relatively simple to implement because it entails that a target object 
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is detect by a single reference point, for example, monitoring when a mobile 
device is in range of one or more access points. 

Scene analysis.  

Scene analysis technique refers to the type of algorithms that use the features 
of a scene for location estimation. In this method, an initialization or training 
phase (offline phase) is carried out firstly to collect features (fingerprints) of a 
scene and store them in a database. During the online phase, the location of an 
object can be estimated by matching the current measurement with the priori 
collected features and then the best fit is selected. Fingerprinting method uses 
this technique .The disadvantage of this method is that we need to have access 
to the features of the environment firstly before measuring locations. Moreo-
ver, changes to the environment might need reconstruction of the pre-
collected features [4, 9]. 

3 Approach and Methodology 

As a preliminary research methodology, in this thesis work we would like 
firstly to identify the main obstacles and constraints that might face the loca-
tion determination of a person in indoor environments.  We intend to start by 
surveying the existing indoor positioning systems with more focus on finger-
printing and WiFi-based technologies. Secondly, an experimental perfor-
mance analysis of the existing fingerprinting algorithms is needed to clearly 
identify the drawbacks of these solutions. Thirdly, we believe that, the exist-
ing positioning solutions do not exactly address the localization needs of ubi-
quitous computing area and therefore, Identifying the possible constrains, 
issues and localization requirements that might face the deployment of indoor 
positioning in this area is needed. Finally, propose a robust and effective in-
door positioning method that accurately handles position outliers and causes 
trivial amount of localization errors. 

4 Conclusion 

Indoor positioning is an emerging and a promising research area. In this pa-
per, we opened a potential research direction in this area. We believe that, a 
more robust and effective indoor positioning method is needed to handle the 
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drawbacks of the existing solutions while considering the new requirements of 
ubiquitous computing area. This paper is a preliminary outline step towards a 
more focused research topic in this area. 
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Abstract. Dataflow Programming (DFP) has been a research topic of
Software Engineering since the ‘70s. The paradigm models computer pro-
grams as a direct graph, promoting the application of dataflow diagram
principles to computation, opposing the more linear and classical Von
Neumann model. DFP is the core to most visual programming languages,
which claim to be able to provide end-user programming: with it’s visual
interface, it allows non-technical users to extend or create applications
without programming knowledges. Also, DFP is capable of achieving
parallelization of computation without introducing development com-
plexity, resulting in an increased performance of applications built with
it when using multi-core computers. This survey describes how visual
programming languages built on top of DFP can be used for end-user
programming and how easy it is to achieve concurrency by applying the
paradigm, without any development overhead. DFP’s open problems are
discussed and some guidelines for adopting the paradigm are provided.

Keywords: dataflow programming, visual programming, end-user pro-
gramming, programming languages, parallel computing

1 Introduction

Dataflow programming (DFP) introduces a new programming paradigm that
internally represents applications as a directed graph, similarly to a dataflow
diagram. Applications are represented as a set of nodes (also called blocks) with
input and/or output ports in them. These nodes can either be sources, sinks or
processing blocks to the information flowing in the system. Nodes are connected
by directed edges that define the flow of information between them. Most visual
programming languages that use a block-based architecture for representing their
workflow are indeed based on DFP 3. Several advantages are inherited with such
model, as presented in this paper.

3 Although UML may seem an obvious candidate, it should not be regarded as a
programming language, but rather as a specification language. Methods for making
UML executable exist [20], although they are mainly ad-hoc solutions [10] and not
part of the core standard, hence, not making UML a visual programming language.
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1.1 Motivation

DFP is a commonly forgotten paradigm, despite its ability to successfully solve
certain scenarios, from which the author highlights two.

A first advantage is the existence of visual programming languages4, easing
the work of programmers in a tool that, due to its simplified interface, can provide
rapid prototyping and implementation of certain systems. Visual programming
languages are also known to ease the process of providing end-user programming,
where the user of an application is able to modify the behavior of the application
in some way. Many languages exist providing such capabilities, as described in
section 3. Visual programming has been successfully adopted both by experienced
programmers and non-technical computer users (while still experienced), who
are able to use those language as a tool to either extend an existing application
or to build one from scratch.

A second point in favor of DFP is the implicit achievement of concurrency [16].
In the internal representation of an application, each node is an independent
processing block, producing no side-effects, that is, working independently form
any others. Such execution model allows nodes to execute as soon as data
arrives to them, without the possibility of creating deadlocks, as there are no
data dependencies in the whole system. This is a core feature of the dataflow
model, removing the need to have programmers handle concurrency issues such
as semaphores or manually spawning and managing threads. Such feature can
greatly increase the performance of an application when executed on a multi-core
CPU, a common architecture nowadays, without introducing any additional work
for the programmer.

These two key points from DFP let the author believe that this paradigm
should be part of the knowledge of any developer, empowering him to use it in
scenarios were it best fits. This survey paper is expected to introduce readers with
DFP, describing its historical background, introducing existing languages and
open problems, guiding the reader in the right direction to adopt the paradigm.

1.2 Structure

This survey is composed by five sections, from which this first one is the intro-
duction. The history and concepts of Dataflow Programming are described in
the next section. Section 3 gives examples of DFP languages, frameworks for
implementing the dataflow paradigm and know usages from it. Section 4 argues
about some well-known issues over DFP, as well as describing some common
answers for some of those questions. In section 5 the author argues on why DFP
is relevant knowledge for any developer. Section 6 details future work and the
paper is then finished with a last section detailing the conclusions gathered in
this survey paper.

4 Most visual programming languages are based on DFP [25]
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2 Dataflow Programming Overview

Dataflow Programming is a programming paradigm whose execution model can
be represented by a directed graph, representing the flow of data between nodes,
similarly to a dataflow diagram. Considering this comparison, each node is an
executable block that has data inputs, performs transformations over it and then
forwards it to the next block. A dataflow application is then a composition of
processing blocks, with one or more initial source blocks and one or more ending
blocks, linked by a directed edge.

2.1 History

DFP has been subject of study in the area of Software Engineering for more
than 40 years, with its origins being traced back at at the Ph.D. thesis of Bert
Sutherland [30]. Sutherland used a light-pen and a TX-2 computer to create a
visual programming language, on top of the SKETCHPAD framework. He also
contributed with patterns for graphical representation of procedures that are still
used in visual languages today.

In figure 1 Sutherland shows how arithmetic instructions can be represented
in both textual and visual forms. In that example, extracted from Sutherland’s
thesis, we can understand how parallel operations occur and why they result in a
reduction of the computation time in even such a small code snippet. We can
observe that the calculation of the value of W can be processed simultaneously
with the other arithmetic operations occurring in the two vertically aligned
nodes, as there are no data dependencies between them. In a DFP language, such
parallel computation is achieved automatically by the compiler. The compiler
analyses the source and creates an internal dataflow representation of it, based
on connected notes, commonly, with each node being processed by an individual
thread. DFP compilers exist to create such binaries from either textual and visual
languages.

2.2 Architecture

With the increased need to compute large datasets and enable common computers
to process more than a single thread at the same time, both in the industrial
and scientific world, the need for multi-core processor systems arose [9]. Despite
that, multi-threaded programming was still an error prone task to achieve,
as it was subject to race conditions, very complex scenarios to debug. The
disadvantages and common problems with using threads were well summarized
by Ousterhout [24]. Dataflow programming was able to provide parallelism
without the increased complexity involved in the management of threads.

In dataflow programming, computation nodes are connected between them-
selves whenever a node as a dependency on the value processed from another
node. Values are propagated as soon as they are processed to the dependent
nodes, triggering the computation on them.
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Fig. 1. A comparison of the textual and graphical representation of an arithmetic
calculation, from Sutherland’s Ph.D. thesis [30].

An initial approach to dataflow programming, by Dennis [6], started by
suggesting the use of an architecture able to execute these applications at the
hardware level, by giving static memory positions to each node to fill with values
that could be read by the remaining nodes that were connected to it. With the
introduction of multi-core CPUs and processing farms, languages evolved into
supporting this more common architectures for portability reasons and provided
developers with the necessary tools to parallelize their computations on common
computers [2].

Introduced by Gilles Kahn, the Kahn Process Networks approached this
problem by having sequential processes (nodes) to communicate via unbounded
FIFO queues as message passing protocol [17]. Whenever the entry FIFO queue
of a node was not empty, the first value would be processed by the node and
outputted into the FIFO belonging to the next node in the chain.
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DFP has evolved into a resourceful method to exploit modern computer
architectures, composed by multi-core CPUs, as well as computation farms, while
reducing the development complexity.

3 Languages and Usages

The dataflow paradigm has been used in a wide range of contexts, supporting
either massive computation of data or being the basis for visual languages
providing end-user programming capabilities. The Journal of Visual Languages
and Computing 5 is a reference point in the novel researches being held in this
topic.

This section introduces DFP languages and relevant implementations using
them. The section describes a textual and a visual dataflow language, particularly,
SISAL and Quartz Composer. Although, many more exist, with some relevant
names such as LabVIEW [31], VHDL [29] or LUSTRE [12].

3.1 Visual and Textual Dataflow Languages

Independently of the representation style adopted by a the language, it is up to
its compiler to analyze the provided source and generate an internal dataflow
representation that will define how information will flow between nodes. Several
architectures for generating the internal model were researched by Johnston et
al [16].

Despite this common comparison to dataflow diagrams, as previously stated,
DFP is not a synonym of visual programming, although most visual programming
languages are based on the dataflow paradigm. In fact, many early dataflow
languages had no graphical representation.

The applications achievable with textual and visual languages do not differ,
although, choosing the best language for each situation is a key factor to achieve
success. Visual programming languages favor the simplicity of a visual representa-
tion. Visual programming can also be used to provide an end-user programming
interface. Textual languages require more knowledge but are usually faster to
work with, as well as provide a more scalable organization of the source code [7].

SISAL SISAL, acronym for Streams and Iteration in a Single Assignment
Language, is a derivative of the Val language and it is a text-based functional and
dataflow programming language from the late 80’s, introduced by Feo and Cann
[19,8,9]. The language is strongly-typed, with a Pascal-like syntax for minimizing
the learning curve and enhancing readability.

The language intended to compete in performance with Fortran while using
the dataflow model to introduce parallel computation in the first multi-core

5 Available online at http://www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-of-visual-languages-and-
computing .
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machines. It still provided a micro-tasking environment that supported the
dataflow architecture on traditional single-core machines.

In order to increase its performance, SISAL’s compiler was able distribute
computation between nodes in an optimized way. The management of the internal
dataflow was fully automatic — the compiler was responsible to create both the
nodes and connections between them. In runtime, each node was executed by an
independent thread that was always either running or waiting for data to arrive
to the node. Data was processed upon arrival and the result forward along the
dataflow chain.

In some benchmarks, SISAL was able to outperform Fortran in computation
performance [5].

Quartz Composer Part of XCode, the development environment suite from
Apple, Quartz Composer is a node-based visual programming language. The
language was developed for quick development of applications for processing and
rendering graphical data by non-technical users, as it doesn’t require programming
knowledges [15].

Quartz Composer stands out from other dataflow languages due to its superior
graphical editor, as seen in figure 2. The editor provides an intuitive way for users
to add, configure and connect nodes in their dataflow. Each node can be either
a source, sink or transformation of data and the editor manages type casting
automatically.

The language has a very extensive library of components that interacts with
the operative system out of the box. Transformation blocks can be connected
between any two blocks of information to provide computation over the flowing
data.

The editor allow users to create modules without having to write a single line
of code and allows these modules to be integrated with applications developed in
Cocoa with the XCode suite. It always allows the creation of animations that
can either be used as screen savers or played with Quicktime.

3.2 End-User Programming

DFP is behind most Visual Programming languages based on dataflow diagrams.
Such languages not only target experienced developers but also non-technical
users, providing them with a simplified interface for building applications. In
fact, end-user programming is a common usage for dataflow applications, both by
using visual dataflow-based editors, such as Apple’s Quartz Composer (previously
referred) or with spreadsheets, also a form of end-user programming, empowered
by the DFP paradigm.

Graph-based Empowered by intuitive interfaces, such as the one provided by
Quartz Composer, users are able to extend or create applications without the
need to know how to program. This approach usually relies on the use of a set
of pre-defined blocks that can be used to compose the diagram, connected by
directed edges.
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Fig. 2. The Quartz composer editor. Blocks and the connection between them are
clearly visible. The interface is visually attractive and easy to use.

Spreadsheets Spreadsheets are probably the most common example of DFP
and widely adopted by every type of computer users.

On a spreadsheet, each cell represents a node that can either be an expression
or a single value. Dependencies can exist to other cells. Following the dataflow
model, whenever a cell gets updated, it sends its new value to those who depend
on it, that update themselves before also propagating their new values. This
specific type of application is commonly denominated as Cell-Oriented DPF or
Reactive programming.

At a more advanced level, tools exist that can extract a visual dataflow model
from spreadsheets [13]. These are useful for many scenarios, such as debugging
complex expressions or simplify the process of migrating a spreadsheet to a new
software.

3.3 The Actor Model

The actor model is a very popular concurrency model by Carl Hewitt from MIT
introduced in the ‘70’s. With his team, he researched a method that allow develop-
ers not only to simplify the process of parallelizing their computations, but also to
increase the confidence on the concurrent behavior of their programs [14].Twitter
as adopted it for scaling their computations [21].

An Actor is an agent that receives and sends messages, behaving independently
from other actors in the system. On each message, the actor is able to start new
actors, compute data or reply with messages to other existing actors. In the
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dataflow paradigm, an actor is the equivalent to the node and the messages past
are equivalent to the connections between nodes.

This architecture perfectly fits the dataflow model when an actor is used as
a processing node and the massages between them as communication channels.
In cases where there’s the need to use an imperative or functional programming
language, the actor model could be applied to port the concepts of dataflow
programming into those languages, as it has been done by [27,18,11,23].

Many implementations of the actor model are freely available for several
languages [26,28,32,1].

4 Open Problems

Dataflow programming is an area still open to further research, with some open
issues to answer. In fact, most of the open questions today have long been
identified and despite the improvements, patterns for answering them are yet to
be achieved.

4.1 Visual Representations

Despite DFP being achievable without a visual programming environment, a
graphical representation of how nodes connect in a dataflow-based application
provides the user with a better understanding of what the application is supposed
to do, providing the possibility of end-user programming. Although, representing
conditions and iterations, as well as more complex algorithms or applications
might result in a graph with an huge number of nodes with tangled connections,
hard to read and maintain. Bellow, some solutions for this problem are proposed.

Iteration and Conditions To represent conditions or iterations as a set of
nodes can easily result in a complex graph, nontrivial to understand, if the proper
abstractions are not adopted.

Mosconi [22], summarized techniques adopted by the languages Show-and-Tell
and Labview, while also introducing his approach to iteration and conditions using
the VIPERS language, another dataflow visual programming environment based
on the Tcl language [3]. In his paper, Mosconi describes viable implementations
of the loop expressions For and While and explains how index-based iterations
can be represented, as well as how to handle ending conditions using blocks with
that sole purpose. The representation of a While block in VIPERS is shown in
figure 3. Similarly, he suggests the creation of a single block for each type of loop
and condition, native in the language, in order to significantly reduce the size
of the graph, removing the large number of elements that would be needed to
construct such expressions.

Visual Granularity Another open problem with visual DFP languages also
happens with complex applications, when composed by a very large number of
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Fig. 3. A While block in VIPERS. A represents a block (or set of blocks) inside the
loop that receives and generates new values of x and y. Whenever A returns an x ≤ y
the loop exits and continues execution to block B.

nodes. In some cases, for experienced programers, the complexity of interpreting
a visual representation can end up being higher than reading textual source code.

An approach to solve this problem it to allow a variation on the granularity of
data shown at a given moment. To do so, nodes can be grouped hierarchically, so
that they can be reduced into a single block that represents them, only showing
the inputs and outputs of the whole group of that node. The amount of data
shown for a node at a given time can also be configured. At any time the node
can be expanded, enabling the user to alter its containing nodes.

4.2 Debugging

Debugging parallel applications requires tools capable of monitoring everything
happening in each concurrent operation. In visual programming languages that
process becomes even more complex, as the programmer has no direct control
over the parallelism. There is the need to map the execution in the direct graph
in order to provide visual feedback to the programmer. Browne et al [4] described
an approach to debug these languages as a set of five steps:

1. Identify and select the portions of the graph whose behavior will be monitored;

2. Specify the expected execution behavior for each of the nodes in the specified
set to be monitored;

3. Run the application with a test scenario as input and capture the execution
behavior of the selected portions of the program;

4. Determine where the actual execution and expected events first diverge;

5. Map the elaborated graph of expectations back to the original graph, signaling
where errors were detected.
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The steps above can be followed by language designers to guide the de-
velopment of visual debugging tools for DFP languages using a graph-based
representation of the application, obtained from either a textual of visual lan-
guage.

5 Discussion

This paper introduces the DPF paradigm and presents the two most relevant
features within it: DFP as a basis for most visual programming languages,
including a as way of providing end-user programming in applications and the
ability to seamlessly provide developers with a parallel computational model,
without introducing development complexity.

Visual Programming Languages allow experienced users to perform rapid
application development and non-technical users to extend their application,
what is commonly denominated by end-used programming, or create their own
applications, without requiring programming knowledges. A common issue with
these languages is the complexity to provide abstractions capable of representing
an application without resulting in a huge, unperceivable, dataflow diagram —
this paper identifies two patterns that can be applied to prevent this situation.
Non visual DFP languages also exist. The textual approaches to DFP have a com-
piler capable of inferring the internal dataflow representation of the application,
defining how parallelism is achieved automatically.

Concurrency is also easily achieved by the lack of side-effects in a DFP process-
ing node. Following the concept that data is transmitted as a message and that
these are sequentially processed as they arrive to a node provides DFP languages
with parallelism out of the box, a valuable feature for developers looking to
increase performance on parallelizable applications and algorithms.

6 Future Work

Despite the advantages in performance provided by DFP and the possibility of
providing end-user programming with visual languages, there are no frameworks
that provide integration of these features in modern day languages. Future
work will consist on the development of such framework, believed to be of
interest either for academic and industrial purposes, by using the actor model for
implementing the dataflow paradigm, independently form the language chosen
for implementation.

7 Conclusions

To conclude, the author believes that dataflow programming is a viable paradigm
to be explored today for creating either end-user programming and parallel
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computation applications. Due to the lack of good quality visual editors and
frameworks available for creating such systems, the creation of a generic framework
for building end-user programing systems on top of a DFP architecture based
on the actor model would be of use in several scenarios and will be pursued as
future work.
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Abstract. Parallel corpora are resources used in Computational Lin-
guistics and Natural Language Processing and are defined as a set of
texts, in different languages. These sets are translations of each other.
When dealing the sharing resources process, there have been firm inten-
tion on the use of XML formats. This is no different when talking about
parallel corpora sharing. When visiting different projects in the web that
release parallel corpora for download, we can find several different for-
mats. In fact, this abundance of formats has led some projects to adopt
more than one format.
This article discusses three of the main formats: XML Localisation Inter-
change File Format, Translation Memory Exchange format and the Text
Encoding Initiative. We provide a comparison of their formal definition
and their XML schema. And finally, we present TEI as the best option
between these three formats for parallel corpora.

Keywords: corpora, parallel corpora, xml, xliff, tmx, tei

1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing or Computational Linguistics are examples of ar-
eas where corpora, where it is included parallel corpora, presents themselves as
relevant resources. To best understand some of the concepts we will discuss, we
should start by defining this concept.

The corpus (plural, corpora) term, born in Linguistics, refers to a finite col-
lection of texts, usually from a restricted domain [5]. There are many examples
of available corpora. The most well known is the British National Corpus1.

A Parallel Corpus is a collection of texts in different languages, where each
of them has a translation. In some cases one of these languages is considered
as the source language, and its translations as the target languages. Although
is not consensual, it is usual to consider that a parallel corpus is aligned at the
sentence level, meaning that there is a relationship between sentences in different
languages.

This alignment process can be defined as: having two parallel texts, U and V ,
a sentence alignment of these texts is a segmentation of U and V in n segments,

1 http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
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such that, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ui and vi are mutual translations, and ui and
vi are, respectively, sequences of sentences from U and V [4].

Note that this definition means that we might have segmentations ui or vi
that are empty sequences from U and V . Therefore, there might exist sentences
in one of the languages that does not have a corresponding translation. Indeed,
the creation or removal of sentences during the translation process is common.

This definition can be expanded to a set of languages, instead of just a pair.
In this situation, we have a set S ofm texts Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ m), that have n segments
each, such that, ∀i, j 1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ n, ti,j sequences of sentences are
mutual translations.

The Parallel Corpora definition is simply the mapping between segments in
different languages. Researchers, that are in the Natural Language Processing
or Linguistics field, like to enrich their parallel corpora with some extra in-
formation. Note that this information to be added will depend on the corpus
objective. Examples encompass the simple annotation of named entities (com-
pany name, for instance), morphologic or part-of-speech tagging of each word,
syntactic structure, e.g..

This diversity of possible annotations makes it almost impossible to define
a standard schema with all the alternatives one might want. Therefore, the
adopted solution is the ability to define generic tags that can be personalized by
each user.

In this article we will focus on three different formats that have been used
by the research community to encode corpora and more specifically, parallel
corpora:

– The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) schema (subsection 2.1);
– The Translation Memory Exchange (TMX) schema (subsection 2.2);
– The XML Localisation Interchange File Format (XLIFF) (subsection 2.3);

We will present the formats origins and the original purpose for which they
were created. Their goals are different, and this means that the level and type
of annotation they can support is diverse. Nevertheless, they can all encode
non-annotated parallel corpora, meaning it should be possible to define compu-
tational bridges to convert between these formats.

Section 2 presents each of these formats in particular; Section 3 compares
their structure in means of usability and flexibility. And finally, section 4 dis-
cusses the directions users who need to encode parallel corpora should follow.

2 Parallel Corpora Encoding Standards

The formats described in this paper are currently used by researchers to release
parallel corpora. Very often the researchers make their corpora available in more
than one format2.
2 One example can be found in the Per-Fide http://per-fide.di.uminho.pt/site.
pl/resources.pt
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In this section we will define the subsets that are relevant to encode parallel
corpora and annotate possible language phenomena. In the end, we will per-
form a qualitative evaluation on their flexibility to encode parallel corpora (see
section 3).

2.1 TEI: Text Encoding Initiative

The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) collection of schemas [8] was created to help
in preparation and interchange of electronic texts for most real-world situations.
TEI is modular, and depending on the text being encoded the set of schemas
to be used is different. TEI includes a big variety of schemas, to encode texts,
verses, transcription of speech, standard dictionaries, lists of places and names
(toponyms and onomastic indexes), tables, mathematical formulae, graphs, net-
works, trees and others.

In particular, TEI includes schemas to encode language corpora (chapter 15
of the TEI Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange) 3and for
text segmentation and alignment (chapter 16)4.

All these schemas share a common schema, known as the TEI header. This
header includes typical meta-information, as the name of the document, its au-
thors, the document copyright, editor, publisher, year, e.g. While meta-information
is relevant when encoding corpora and parallel corpora, in this article are more
interested in the means these schema have to encode the corpora, itself.

Nevertheless, we should stress the relevance of meta-information for corpora
construction. It is very relevant to know the genre of the text (journalistic,
literary, religious, e.g.), the age of the text (when it was written), its language
and sub-languages, its type (oral, written), e.g. All this information can be stored
in the TEI header. A good example of the use of the TEI header can be found
in 5.

The macro-structure of a TEI corpus can be described as follows:

teiCorpus← teiHeader, (TEI | teiCorpus)+
TEI ← teiHeader, text

text← front ?, (body | group), back ?

group← (text | group)+

With this structure it is possible to have a header for the full corpora, and
a separated header for each text. Also, each text might be grouped in different
sections.

The text element is used by TEI to store all kind of texts. Therefore one
can expect all kinds of mark-up to be possible inside this element. Although
there are some corpus that might come from well structured data sources, most
are processed by automatic tools, that just extract plain text. Therefore we can
3 http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/CC.html
4 http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/SA.html
5 http://per-fide.di.uminho.pt/
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consider that a text is just a sequence of paragraphs (p element) or lines (l
element, often used for verse lines).

Some texts include some other level of segmentation, like the div element,
that is used to divide text into sections.

For text annotation, TEI provides elements below the line or paragraph level.
It includes elements for sentences (s element), for clauses (cl element), phrases
(phr element) and words (w element). In fact it provides elements below word
level, as morpheme, character or punctuation character.

Given the amount of elements to annotate different levels of text, the anno-
tation of a corpus in TEI format can be very detailed. Any one of these elements
can have attributes like type and function for phrases and clauses, lemma and
type for words. Therefore, it is very simple to add all the needed information
with these attributes, that have an open content type.

The alignment is implemented as links between elements. Often, parallel
corpora are encoded in TEI as three distinctive files: the text in the source
language, the text in the target language, and the alignment file. This alignment
file includes the TEI header, and a sequence of linkGrp elements. These elements
have some meta-information, like the documents that are being linked (in the
xtargets attribute), and includes a list of link elements. These elements can
include a type attribute (that is usually the number of segments form the source-
text and from the target-text that are being linked), and a xtargets or targets
attribute that has the identifiers used in the individual text files for the p or l
elements (although this mechanism makes it easy to link sub-paragraph parts,
like sentences, clauses, phrases or even words).

As an example for a linkGrp element:

<linkGrp targType="head p" xtargets="jrc-pt;jrc-ro">
<link type="1-1" xtargets="28;28"/>
<link type="1-1" xtargets="30;30"/>
<link type="1-1" xtargets="31;31"/>
<link type="1-2" xtargets="32;32 33"/>
<link type="1-2" xtargets="33;34 35"/>

</linkGrp>

Fig. 1. Example of a linkGrp element:

This procedure is not bilingual since more than two languages support is easy
to perform. To achieve this goal the only thing that needs to be done is extending
this mechanism. In fact, we can find two different solutions: first, instead of two
text files, we have one per language, and instead of a linkGrp, we have a set of
groups, one for each language pair; other solution is to have more than two fields
in the targets or xtargets attributes.
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This sort of description on the TEI mechanisms for encoding corpora and
their alignment is not detailed since we do not intend to write a tutorial, but
to compare the referred formats. For more information, we invite the readers to
consult the Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange that are
available on the web6.

As an example of project/corpus encoded in TEI, please check the multi-
lingual parallel corpus based on the Acquis Communautaire7, the total body of
European Union (EU) law applicable to the EU Member States [6].

2.2 TMX: Translation Memory Exchange

The Translation Memory Exchange format was designed for the interchange of
translation memories across different vendors of computer assisted translation
(CAT) software. It is a standard, or norm, defined by the Localisation Industry
Standard Association8 (LISA). LISA is an association where some Universities
and the major companies with CAT software or localisation offices are repre-
sented. Examples of partners are Abbyy, Adobe Systems, Autodesk, Cisco Sys-
tems, Dell, Hewlett-Packard, ICANN, Intel Corporation, Lucent Technologies,
OASIS, SDL International, Skype, Trend Micro, VMWare and XEROX.

To understand the idea of translation memory it is helpful to explain how
a CAT software works. When performing a translation task, the translator is
faced with sentences already translated by herself or by someone on her group.
Therefore, a CAT tool stores in a database all performed translations. These
translations are stored sentence by sentence (or sequence of words by sequence
of words, since the reuse of translations is more effective with short sequences of
words).

Therefore, a translation memory can, in a simplified way, be seen as a set
of pairs that relate sequences of words in two different languages. This informal
definition is near to the definition of parallel corpora. Note that for parallel
corpora we are forcing an order, something that translation memories do not
guarantee by themselves. Given that translation memories are stored in XML
files an implicit order (the order of appearance) exists. This makes the TMX
format relevant for storing parallel corpora.

Again, note that we are simplifying the structure of TMX removing non
relevant elements. The macro-structure of a TMX file is defined as follows9:

tmx← header, body

header ← @creationtool, @segtype, @srclang, @adminlang,

(note | prop)?
note← #PCDATA

6 http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/index.html
7 http://wt.jrc.it/lt/Acquis/
8 http://www.lisa.org/
9 Attributes are denoted with the @ symbol. Also, the seg element definition is sim-
plified.
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prop← @type,#PCDATA

body ← tu?

tu← @srclang, @segtype, ((note | prop)?, tuv+)
tuv ← @xml : lang, ((note | prop)?, seg)
seg ← #PCDATA

A TMX file is a header with some meta-information and a body with a
sequence of translation units (tu). A translation unit is a sequence of translation
unit variants (tuv) with a segment (seg). Figure 2 presents a simple TMX file10.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<tmx version="1.4">

<header creationtool="XYZTool" creationtoolversion="1.01-023"
datatype="PlainText" segtype="sentence"
adminlang="en-us" srclang="EN" />

<body>
<tu>

<tuv xml:lang="en"><seg>hello</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="it"><seg>ciao</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="pt"><seg>olá</seg></tuv>

</tu>
<tu>

<tuv xml:lang="en"><seg>world</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="en"><seg>earth</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="it"><seg>mondo</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="pt"><seg>mundo</seg></tuv>

</tu>
</body>

</tmx>

Fig. 2. Example of a simple TMX file.

Meta-information can be added at different levels. As the prop and note
elements are open content they can be used mostly for everything. Also, as they
can be added at different levels (header, tuv or tu) they make it easy to annotate
specific translation units or units variants. Unfortunately there is not a way to
aggregate translation units in blocks. This is a problem if you wish to tag each
translation unit with the source where the text came from. With TMX we have
only two options: create a different TMX for each text source or to tag each
translation unit with the text source.

10 http://www.tecnick.com/public/code/cp_dpage.php?aiocp_dp=article_tmx#
tmx
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Regarding word annotation, TMX files support is very poor or inexistent and
for that matter it will not be discussed in this paper.

As far as the TMX file format is concerned, it is also being used to make
available parallel corpora. As an example, check the OPUS11 project [7], that
includes different types of corpora to download in TMX format.

2.3 XLIFF: XML Localisation Interchange File Format

Having a product available in a different language increases the potential market
into which it can be sold. With the advent of globalization, industry needs to
customize their products so that they can be available to the global market. This
customization process is known as localisation. Although some may believe that
localisation issues can be solved with translation the fact is that localisation not
only includes translation but also adaptation of a product to a country’s cultural
and legal practices. By cultural practice we may include date/time formats,
numeric or currency formats and symbols, e.g.. Also, the diversity of software
platforms and technologies means that tools to support localisation are diverse
and frequently incompatible with each other. To deal with this issues OASIS
XLIFF 12 has emerged as a standard interchange file format for localisation-
related data and metadata.

XLIFF is an XML-based format that enables translators to concentrate on
the text to be translated. Likewise, since it is a standard, manipulating XLIFF
files makes localisation engineering easier: once there is converters written for
the source file formats, new tools can be written to deal with XLIFF and without
concerns about the original file format. It also supports a full localisation process
by providing tags and attributes for review comments, the translation status of
individual strings, and metrics such as word counts of the source sentences.

XLIFF is the instantiation of XML localisation Interchange File Format.
The XLIFF format grew out of a collaboration between a number of companies,
including Sun Microsystems, but was soon brought under the management of an
OASIS Technical Committee. In April 2002, the first Committee Specification
for XLIFF was published. This is available at 13.

The XLIFF format aims to:

– Separate localizable text from formatting.
– Enable multiple tools to work on source strings and add to the data about

the string.
– Store information that is helpful in supporting a localisation process.

In this article we will look specifically to the schema designed to encode
parallel corpora.

11 http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/index.php
12 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xliff
13 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xliff/documents/

xliff-specification.htm
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Again, please be aware that we are simplifying the structure of XLIFF by
removing elements are not relevant for the purpose discussed here. A formal view
of the macro-structure of a XLIFF alignment document follows:

xliff ← file+

file← header, body

body ← trans− unit+
file← header, body, @source− language, @target− language
body ← trans− unit+

trans− unit← source, target, alt− trans∗
alt− trans← target

target← @xml : lang, ...text..

alt− trans← source?, target

That is, an alignment XLIFF file can be described as a collection of trans-
lation units. Each translation unit contains a sentence or paragraph that is ex-
tracted from the original document in an element called <source>, and the
translator has to fill a <target> element with the appropriate language transla-
tion.

Legacy translations from previous projects can be added to a new transla-
tion unit using <alt-trans> elements. Since the header does not have relevant
information to compare we will focus on the body section. In XLIFF, the body
section contain the trans-unit (translation unit) elements, that are the main el-
ements in an XLIFF file. The trans-unit elements store localizable text and its
translations. These elements represent segments (usually sentences in the source
file that can be translated reasonably independently). The trans-unit elements
contain source, target, alt-trans. The alt-trans (alternative translation) elements
represent translation alternatives for the source segment in the trans-unit ele-
ment. An alternative translation is a translation found in a translation mem-
ory, a translation generated by a machine translation system, or a translation
suggested by a translator or reviewer. These elements, the alt-trans elements,
contain source and target elements. The target elements are the suggested trans-
lations of the trans-unit source. The source element represents the text that was
matched against, from a TM(Translation Memory) system, for example.

The alt-trans element contains attributes. These provide information about
the alternative translations, such as which tool produced them, or in the case
of match-quality, a measure of the quality of the translation. The algorithm for
generating the match-quality value in a given alt-trans element is specific to the
tool that generated it. However, for a translation memory system, it is typically
the percentage of words in the source element that match the source from its
database.

Figure 3 presents a simple XLIFF file 14.
14 Obtained at http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/v1.2/os/xliff-core.html
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<xliff version=’1.2’
xmlns=’urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2’>

<file original=’hello.txt’ source-language=’en’ target-language=’fr’
datatype=’plaintext’>

<body>
<trans-unit id=’hi’>
<source>Hello world</source>
<target>Bonjour le monde</target>
<alt-trans>
<target xml:lang=’es’>Hola mundo</target>
</alt-trans>
</trans-unit>
</body>
</file>
</xliff>

Fig. 3. Example of a simple XLIFF file.

Due to the bilingual aspect of XLIFF it is recommended that the con-
tent within the <file> element is uniformly bilingual. In other words, for each
<source> and <target> elements there is a child of <trans-unit> that is of
the same language as the source-language and target-language attributes of the
<file> element, respectively. The xml:lang attribute should not be used in those
elements. The exception is that <source> and <target> elements that are chil-
dren of <alt-trans> may contain an xml:lang attribute of a different language
than that of the source-language and target-language attributes of the <file>
element.

3 Comparing TEI, TMX and XLIFF

These three formats are different, and they were designed for different objectives.
Table 1 compares some of the most relevant features of these formats. Note that
we are comparing them with parallel corpora encoding in mind. So, documenta-
tion refers on how to use these formats to encode parallel corpora, and dedicated
tools, the availability of tools to encode and manage parallel corpora using these
formats.

A final decision on what encoding schema to use will highly depend on the
objectives. Some examples and decisions you might take:

– Your parallel corpora will be used as a translation memory for machine
translation software. In this case, it is clear that TMX format should be
chosen;

– You are making available a multi-language corpora, in alignment pairs. It
is easier to release each language as a separate XML file, and independent
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Feature TEI TMX XLIFF
Documentation ++ + ++
Schema simplicity to encode parallel corpora – ++ ++
Multi-language support ++ ++ ++
Sentence level alignment meta-data – ++ ++
Word level annotation ++ � �
Dedicated tools – ++ ++
Availability of encoded corpora + ++ -

Table 1. TEI, TMX and XLIFF comparison table (++ stands for very good, + for
enough, and – for limited support. A � is used when no support is present).

alignment files for each language pair. This way, the user can clearly choose
what file to download.

The decision will also be highly dependent on what tools are available to
manage your files. As it is described in the previous table, TMX is well served
with tools to manipulate translation memories. From a wide range of computer
assisted translation tools, to small GUI tools or even libraries, like XML::TMX
[1]. TEI is quite served on tools when used as a schema to encode textual docu-
ment. To manipulate parallel corpora there are just some few scripts developed
by researchers that release their corpora in TEI format. Finally, XLIFF is an
emerging standard that provides a structured interchange format for localisa-
tion data. In the particular part of encoding corpora one can say that XLIFF is
better to other kind of functionalities.

4 Conclusions

In this article we gave a brief insight of the three major schemas available to
encode parallel corpora. As the previous section showed, if we compare directly
the features for each standard, we will end up selecting TEI as the best. It is
not just well documented but it also includes in-depth discussion on the schema
features. The biggest drawback is related to its embracing philosophy. As all
kind of texts can be encoded in TEI it makes it quite difficult to develop robust
tools that can handle the full schema.

The TMX format is in the other end of the continuum. It was developed for
a specific purpose, it is very simple and fully functional for its main objectives.
Being small, makes it quite easy to develop tools manipulating it15: all computer
aided translation software have import/export facilities for this format.

XLIFF fits between the previous schemas. Is was designed to deal with a
specific purpose, localisation, but it is generic enough to embrace a bigger set of
documents related with that purpose.

15 In fact only 90% of the schema is really used on most tools, but this subset includes
the most relevant features.
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Comparing with XLIFF, TMX is a format to exchange translation memory
data from one tool to another. Its purpose is therefore different from XLIFF’s,
although both formats have a lot in common, especially regarding the inline
markup elements. TMX uses only the encapsulation methods for inline codes
(there native codes are enclosed within different elements), while XLIFF provides
both the encapsulation method (using elements very similar to TMX’s) and the
placeholder method (where the native codes are removed to the skeleton file and
replaced by a short element that refers to them.). TMX allows any number of
languages in the same document. XLIFF is designed to work with one source
and one target language.

How to chose one of them is a problem. But for sure, the authors do recom-
mend the use of TMX over XLIFF to encode corpora parallel.

The main conclusion we can get from the analysis of these three standards
is that both specifications, XLIFF and TMX, contain all the elements necessary
to store source document formatting information in XML format. A good CAT
(Computer Aided Translation) tool will allow a translator to reuse a sentence
from an HTML page when translating a Rich Text Format (RTF) document,
keeping text layout intact. This is the key reason why TMX format should be
used as a complement to XLIFF. But also that TMX and XLIFF fail to on the
word level notation, that only TEI can provide.
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Abstract. Dynamic programming languages make extremely difficult
for static compilation to achieve efficient results. MATLAB is one of
the programming languages offering dynamic features and abstractions
to easily perform matrix operations. These features, the vast portfolio
of domain-specific libraries, and the tools to simulate MATLAB sys-
tem specifications, make MATLAB a widespread programming language,
ranging from embedded to scientific computing domains. However, MAT-
LAB programs are usually seen as models and require aggressive special-
izations in order to achieve efficient embedded computing implementa-
tions. For example, the same MATLAB model may be implemented us-
ing double, single, and/or fixed-point precision data types. This kind of
specialization needs analysis steps exploring different alternatives, mea-
suring the impact on accuracy and precision errors, before deciding to
a specific implementation. Furthermore, a selection of a particular im-
plementation may have to be done according to the target embedded
computing architecture. This paper presents a MATLAB compiler in-
frastructure able to generate different implementations from the same
MATLAB input code. Specifically, our MATLAB compiler is modular
and can be easily extended by using a strategic programming approach,
and specific implementations can be derived by aspect-oriented infor-
mation specified by the user. We also present the use of the current
version of the compiler for translating MATLAB codes to C code imple-
mentations for embedded computing systems using different input type
specifications, thus simulating different target scenarios.

Keywords: modular, MATLAB, C, compilation, specialization

1 Introduction

MATLAB [2] is a de facto standard high-level language and an interactive numer-
ical computing environment for many areas of application, including embedded
computing. It is widely used by engineers to quickly develop and evaluate their
solutions [3]. By including extensive domain-specific and visualization libraries,
MATLAB substantially enhances engineers productivity [3].
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The flexibility of MATLAB, however, comes at the cost of interpretation
(and JIT1 compilation) and lack of type/shape information. In MATLAB the
same identifier can be used to hold various data types and array shapes (i.e. the
number of elements of each dimension of a multi-dimensional array) throughout
the code execution. This makes it very handy for quick program prototyping but
it is not ideal for static analysis, and in many cases precludes the application of
advanced program transformations. The flexibility of MATLAB programs results
in lower execution performance. This lack of performance is typically addressed
by the development of an auxiliary reference implementation once the MATLAB
code has been validated. This amplifies the maintenance costs as the programmer
must now deal with multiple language versions of the application.

An alternative approach relies on a compilation tool to perform advanced
analyses and to generate a reference C code directly from MATLAB, thus avoid-
ing the lengthy user intervention. This automatic approach, however, is also
fraught with obstacles as there are inherent limits to what information static
analyses can extract. Rather than pushing the limits of static analysis - some-
times too conservative due to the lack of complementary information about the
problem - we have adopted the pragmatic approach of allowing the user to con-
trol some of the aspects of the translation process at a very high-level. In our
approach the compiler is aware of separate type and shape specifications pro-
vided by the user as a vehicle to convey information to the compiler regarding the
types and array shapes of the used variables. The compiler uses the user-provided
information and complements/checks its consistency against the information it
can derive from its own analyses.

As to the compiler infrastructure, we rely on the concept of strategic pro-
gramming2 to accomplish a modular and flexible compiler framework. The in-
frastructure uses Tom3 to achieve a built-in rewriting system for analysis, trans-
formations, and code generation. The end result is a synergy between compiler
analysis and the user that allows the compiler to generate very high quality
code from MATLAB specifications and the possibility to generate different C
code versions, important when targeting different embedded systems. In addi-
tion, the use of a well-known and mature strategic programming system as Tom
allows our compiler infrastructure to be easier to extend in comparison to an
approach using proprietary and specific data-structures and implementations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the compilation in-
frastructure. Section 3 presents some experimental results. Section 4 describes
related work. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and presents future work.

1 Just-in-time compilation is a method that compiles code at run-time in order to
improve the runtime performance of computer programs.

2 Strategic programming is “a generic programming idiom for processing compound
data such as terms or object structures”, relying on the “separation of two concerns:
basic data-processing computations vs. traversal schemes”. Traversals are composed
by passing the former as arguments to the latter [4].

3 Tom is a language extension that provides pattern matching facilities for manipu-
lating tree structures and XML documents [5,6].
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2 Compilation Infrastructure

Our compiler infrastructure is organized according to the component diagram
depicted in Fig. 1: a single front-end (mat2tir) and two back-ends (tir2mat and
tir2c). The compiler is modular enough to allow back-ends for other output
programming languages.

Front end

Back end

MAT2TIR
(JavaCC + Tom)

TIR2C
(Tom)

TIR2MAT

XML IRMATLAB

Optimized

C Code

Optimized

MATLAB Code

Type/Shape

Specification

Fig. 1. Component diagram of MATLAB Compilation infrastructure.

The mat2tir component uses a parser generated from an LL MATLAB gram-
mar 4 with JavaCC5 to parse MATLAB M-files. The abstract syntax tree (AST)
generated by the parser is then converted to a Tom [5,6] intermediate repre-
sentation (IR) exported in XML format. This mat2tir component is internally
structured as a traditional front-end parser and a Tom IR creator step.

The IR AST grammar is declared by Gom [5,6]. Gom provides a syntax to
define ASTs. The Tom IR structure is built from the JavaCC AST by recursively
visiting each node, respecting the specification declared using Gom syntax.

The Tom IR represents the input MATLAB code as expression trees directly
obtained by the AST produced by the parsing front-end. The IR also represents
the line numbers of MATLAB statements, code annotations, and information
about types and shapes of the MATLAB expressions. Information about types
and shapes is unknown until an inference engine is executed. Annotations are
embedded in the MATLAB comments (they start with %@) and are used in our
approach to identify specific MATLAB code locations (join points), or are inside
a separated file loaded by the backend.

4 LL grammars are a subset of contex-free grammars parsable from left to right, pro-
ducing the leftmost derivation of the input.

5 JavaCC is a parser generator for use with Java applications [8]
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Table 1 depicts MATLAB code for a recursive factorial, part of the corre-
spondent Tom IR and the generated C code specifying the input variable n as
scalar and integer.

Table 1. (a) MATLAB code, (b) XML IR for the factorial function and C code gen-
erated from MATLAB with the following type and shape information input to the
compiler: n:int32:1x1.

1 function x = factorial(n)
2 if n == 1
3 x = 1;
4 else
5 x = factorial(n−1);
6 x = n∗x;
7 end

1 <Start>
2 <FunctionMFile>
3 <ConcIdentifier>
4 <Identifier>
5 ”x” ”1”
6 </Identifier>
7 ...
8 ”1”
9 </FunctionMFile> ”1”

10 </Start>

1 #include ”tensor.c”
2 void factorial(int n, int∗ x) {
3 if(n==1) {
4 (∗x) = 1;
5 } else {
6 factorial(e minus(n, 1),

&(∗x));
7 (∗x) = e times(n,(∗x);
8 }
9 }

a) b) c)

A tir2x form component then takes the Tom IR as input and, by combining
it with the type/shape specifications written by the user, applies specific IR-
based transformations or code generation steps. We have developed two backend
applications, namely tir2mat and tir2C.

The MATLAB Generator backend (tir2mat) is used for validation purposes
and generates MATLAB code from the IR. This MATLAB code is helpful as it
gives the user the possibility to compare results obtained by using transformed
and/or specialized code with the original code. This can be a way to evaluate
and analyze accuracies in the case of type and word-length transformations, and
to trace and debug in the case of inserting code for monitoring.

The C Generator backend (tir2C ) allows us to generate C code from the
MATLAB input code with the possibility to use the complementary information
added by the user.

The transformations in the Tom IR use Tom [5,6] capabilities to manipu-
late tree structures. Pattern matching is used to find specific patterns of data-
structures in the Tom IR where transformations are applied. The use of Tom
allows us to achieve a flexible compiler infrastructure as transformations rules
are described using Tom specifications.

Regarding the back-end, and when translating typeless/shapeless languages
such as MATLAB to C, a key step is the definition of specific types and in
particular array shapes. To this extent we have implemented a limited form
of data-flow analysis [9] as well as an external user-provided mechanism for
static determination of types and shapes of variables as described next. The idea
is that just declaring information about the argument variables of a function,
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the external knowledge gained by the inference engine is sufficient to statically
determine the shapes and types of all, or at least almost all variables.

2.1 Pipeline architecture and Strategies

The compiler is structured as a set of distinct engines attached to a single
pipeline. An engine has both accesses to the compiler internal variables, like
symbol tables, and the IR representing the input code at each step.

Fig. 2 depicts a diagram representing the main classes backend.

Pipe

+_engines: List<Engine>

+execute(program:Program)

Engine

-_actionSelector: ActionSelector

+Engine()

+execute(program:Program)

1

1..*

Callable

-_iR: IRAbstractType

+_symbolTable: SymbolTable

+_code: String[]

+_name: String

+Callable(iR:IRAbstractType,name:String)

+isRecursiveQ(): boolean

+dimensionsKnownQ(lang:int): boolean

+typesKnownQ(lang:int): boolean

Program

-_callables: Map<String, Callable>

-_callGraph: Map<String, Node>

-_mainCallable: String

+Program(mainCallable:String)

+createCallGraph(): void

1

1..*

Fig. 2. Main classes composing a backend instance.

The main class of the tir2c backend, Tir2C, instantiates a single pipeline
(Pipe class) and attaches engines (extend Engine) in the order they should exe-
cute. Engines can manipulate the IRs representing the input MATLAB files, can
change the internal state of the compiler (e.g. symbol tables, generated code), or
both. For instance, the C generator engine, CGeneratorEngine class, is respon-
sible for generating the C code from the imported IR, using the type and shape
information about variables inferred by the inference engine (InferenceEngine-
Filter class) with information directly specified in external specification files, in
case this files exist and contain type or shape declarations. The script inliner
engine (ScriptInlinerEngine) is an example of an engine that inlines IRs for
multiple MATLAB script files into a single IR.

The pipeline is executed after the call graph creation method, which returns
an instance of the Program class holding information about all M-Files, each
represented by an instance of the Callable class. A Callable object holds all
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compiler internal variables, symbol tables and IR structure representing an M-
File. When executing (execute() method) the pipeline the Program object is
passed as argument, and then each engine attached to the pipeline is executed
(execute() method) with it passed as argument. Engines have access to all the
internal variables (e.g. IRs and symbol tables) of the compiler.

2.2 Engine creation methodology

The execution of an engine is performed by passing each Callable from the
Program object to a new instance of a class extending an abstract class called
ActionSelector. The class extending the ActionSelector is always described using
primitives from the Tom language extension in a NAMEActionSelector.t file,
where NAME represents the name of the engine.

The logic to traverse the IR is encapsulated in NAMEActionSelector.t by a
Tom strategy that for each Tom IR structure found in the IR calls a method from
a class extending the ActionSelection class, which encapsulates the only methods
that are allowed to change the compiler internal state for a given Callable passed
as argument.

The ActionSelector of an engine acts as a selector for choosing the appro-
priate method to call from the ActionSelection component. Having the logic for
the traversal of the IR completely separated from the actions to perform during
the traversal of each IR node in separated files allows interesting software devel-
opment techniques as the ActionSelector and the ActionSelection parts of each
engine require different levels of understanding about the compiler architecture.

Extending the ActionSelector to create a new engine only requires knowledge
about the IR and the Tom primitives used to implement strategies for traversing
the IR. Extending the ActionSelection neither requires knowledge about how to
specify Tom strategies nor how the IR is structured, as the ActionSelection part
only deals with updating the symbol table and the IR and all the methods needed
are automatically created when extending the abstract class. Transformations are
only specified, using a strategic programming approach, in the class extending
the ActionSelector abstract class. These classes are represented in 3.

2.3 C Generation

In terms of the implementation, the generated C code relies on a very flexible
data structure called tensor. The tensor is used to represent, in C, all array
variables. This structure has its dimensions and base type (integer, real and
complex) dynamically allocated, thus relying on run-time tests to determine
which operation to apply to the elements of the multi-dimensional array, only in
case the precise dimensions are not known at compilation time (e.g., when such
information is not determined by the static shape analysis stage). The number
of elements of the whole structure is also stored for efficiency. We also developed
a C tensor library with all the structures and functions to support the most
common MATLAB matrix built-in functions.
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Fig. 3. Action Selection Framework abstract classes.

2.4 User-provided Type and Shape Information

To address the limitations of a static type/shape inference analyses and/or to
force implementations according to user knowledge about the target implemen-
tations, our MATLAB compiler supports the specification of types and shapes
of variables as a form of annotations in a separate file. This mechanism com-
plements the capabilities of the type/shape-inference and allows the compiler to
generate code using more accurate type information and/or specialized imple-
mentations.

The code generated by our compiler when considering the specification of
the type and shape of the arguments of the top function results in a specialized
code without type checks which gives an efficient C implementations, both in
terms of performance and memory, whenever such specialization can be used in
the final implementation. The generated code is clean when compared to human
made code.

3 Experimental Results

We carried out a series of experiments to evaluate our MATLAB compiler and the
impact of the type and shape information on the performance of the generated
C code.

In our experimental evaluation we used a set of 11 code kernels originally
written in MATLAB. We used our compiler to automatically derive C codes.
These kernels are drawn from simple arithmetic operations in some cases us-
ing linear algebra operations such as dense matrix-vector multiplications, from
digital signal processing applications, and from an industrial application.

One of the set of kernels used is an industrial code delivered by Honeywell for
the REFLECT project [7,22]. The code is related to a Three-dimensional (3D)
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Path Planning algorithm. This kernel plans a 3D path between the current posi-
tion of an autonomous vehicle and a predetermined goal position. In this paper
we consider the most computationally intensive task of the 3D path planning
algorithm: the gridIterate function. This function consists of 4 nested for type
loops and uses 3D arrays. In the experiments we consider a partial map of the
environment of size 32 ∗ 64 ∗ 16.

We then compared the execution time of each sample code using different
type and shape declaration files. To compare the performance of the base types
the programmer can specify, we carried out experiments where the different base
types corresponding to distinct precision requirements were used. These include
the specification of double (default), float, and fixed-point precision.

Preliminary tests comparing the number of cycles needed to run executables
generated with Mathworks MCC tool6 and the C code generated by our com-
pilation infrastructure shown that, as expected, the compiled C code is much
faster than Mathworks JIT approach (between 2 and 4 times faster). These tests
were performed on an x86 microprocessor (in our case the Intel Core 2 Duo),
not at all a processor for embedded systems, as it is one of the few platforms
compatible with executables generated by MCC (execution requires run-time
compiled libraries). Therefore MCC can not be considered as an alternative to
our compiler for use with embedded systems.

3.1 Methodology

Experiments were conducted using the SimpleScalar/ARM simulator [10,11] to
execute the object output by gcc7 with the -O3 flag from the C code generated
by our compiler from MATLAB input files. The simulator models Intel Stron-
gARM SA-11xx microprocessors, has been validated against a large collection of
workloads, and is believed to be within 4% of real hardware for performance es-
timation [11]. The StrongARM family of microprocessors implements the ARM
V4 instruction set architecture. This simulator reports the cycle count with high
accuracy.

Note that we only declared the type and shape of the parameters of each
function in the M-files, thus asserting that for all call-sites the same information
holds. The information about all other variables is inferred at compilation time
by evaluating the expressions where the input parameters are present. Further-
more, for these examples, we relied on type inference to determine the type and
shape of all other local variables. This is clearly not the most flexible situation
and we will continue to explore scenarios where type/shape specialization makes
sense. In addition to the impact of shape information we also tested the perfor-
mance improvement gained by using single precision floating point rather than
the standard double precision.

6 The MATLAB compiler “prepares MATLAB file(s) for deployment outside of the
MATLAB environment, generates wrapper files in C or C++, optionally builds stan-
dalone binary files, and writes any resulting files into the current folder, by default.”
[23]

7 The GNU Compiler Collection [24]
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3.2 Results and Discussion

We show in Fig. 4 the results obtained when using the SimpleScalar/ARM sim-
ulator.

The results consider the execution time improvements between float vs. dou-
ble, fixed vs. double, and fixed vs. float implementations. The last group of
columns (labeled “average”) corresponds to the average speedup for our set of
code kernels.

Fig. 4. Speedups for different implementations of the benchmarks.

As the performance results reveal there is on average an increase in per-
formance of 1.16 times and 1.09 times when using the fixed-point arithmetic
representation versus double and float precision, respectively. This is mainly due
to the use of integer operations, that are faster than instructions operating on
float and double data types for the specific ARM architecture used.

The fact that the performance relation between double and float is not consis-
tent between benchmarks (mainly because of float-to-double and double-to-float
conversions) is a proof that the specification of types and shapes can be valuable,
even when the target architecture does not change. For instance, when consid-
ering fixed vs. float implementations, a speedup of 1.57 times is achieved for the
dirich code and a slowdown is achieved for the fir code.

4 Related Work

Given the significance of MATLAB in early algorithm design and evaluation,
many other research efforts focused on translating MATLAB code to languages
that provide a more efficient execution environment (see, e.g., [12,13,14]). Due to
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the importance to execute directly MATLAB programs there has been research
efforts to improve the execution of JIT MATLAB compilers. A recent example is
the compiler presented in [15] that performs function specialization based on the
runtime knowledge of the types of the arguments of the functions. DeRose and
Padua developed the FALCON research project [12] that translates MATLAB
to FORTRAN90 code with performance improvements that resemble the ones
we report here for codes of similar complexity. They leverage an aggressive use
of static and type inference for base types (double and complex) as well as shape
(or rank) of the matrices.

Other researchers have also relied on simple type inference approaches such
as ours. Banerjee et al [16,17] have used annotations to specify data types and
shapes, simple type inference analysis and target VHDL code specifications for
hardware synthesis onto Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Later on,
this work resulted on the commercial AccelFPGA compiler which supports,
among others, annotations to define the shape of MATLAB variables.

As with the compiler to optimize Octave programs presented in [18] our com-
piler relies on a strategic programming approach. However, in our approach we
extend the strategic programming approach (using Tom in our case instead of
the Stratego approach in [18]) with user information regarding types and shapes.
One of the closest related work is the embedded MATLAB (a subset of MAT-
LAB) to C code translation existent in the MathWorks Real-Time Workshop
[19] which allows the user to embed annotations with MATLAB code to achieve
C code implementations for embedded systems [20].

The popularity of the MATLAB language is also reflected in the similar lan-
guages proposed. Examples of those languages are Scilab and Octave. Recently,
a Scilab to C translator [21], named Sci2C, has been proposed. The Sci2C trans-
lator focuses entirely on embedded systems and it is completely dependent on
annotations, to specify data sizes and precisions, embedded in the Scilab code.
Our compiler distinguishes from Sci2C as it is capable to generate C code even
without annotations and specialization of the generated C code can be achieved
without polluting the original code (MATLAB, in our case). Furthermore, Sci2C
requires that the size of arrays is fixed and statically known while our compiler
also produces C code (including calls to realloc()) when those sizes are not stat-
ically known.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a compiler infrastructure for MATLAB. The infrastruc-
ture relies on the concept of strategic programming, and especially on the Tom
framework to analyse, transform and generate code from a Tom intermediate
representation of the input MATLAB program.

The architecture of the compiler infrastructure is sufficiently flexible and
modular to allow an easy integration of compilation stages by taking advantage of
Tom rewriting capabilities, in the form of what we called the “Action Selection”
framework.
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One important stage of the compiler is the generation of C code. In order
to achieve more efficient and/or specialized C code our approach allows users
to add information about types and array shapes. This additional information
is of paramount importance in most cases, especially in cases where advanced
type/shape inference analysis needs to be conservative, and in the cases where
one needs specialized implementations dependent on the target system and/or
specific concerns. Additionally, the compiler infrastructure is sufficiently mod-
ular to allow the integration of other output languages generators, other than
MATLAB and C.

Our ongoing work focuses on the use of an aspect-oriented language to spec-
ify more powerful type and shape information (possibly parametrically) as well
as high-level code transformations as recently proposed. These code transforma-
tions will allow users to easily explore specific code optimizations at the MAT-
LAB level.

The comparison of code generated by tir2c with code generated by Sci2C
(performance, memory, and readability-wise) is work in progress.

Future plans include a static analysis (possibly further extended with profil-
ing information) to identify automatically the variables in a MATLAB program
whose types/shapes are more important for the type/shape inference engine.
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Abstract. Despite the enhancement on software hardness induced by
development-time automatic debugging tools, it is impossible, within the
current state of the art, to create fault-free applications. In order to max-
imize systems availability, survivability, maintainability, and reliability
with the lowest human intervention possible, the research on self-healing
systems emerged. This position paper discusses some ideas on how to
solve the issues that render the direct usage of development-time au-
tomatic debugging techniques onto run-time debugging impossible. The
main focus is on Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SFL), a statistic-
based technique that has proven itself very useful. We concluded that the
process of rendering SFL usable in a run-time context is not as trivial as
it might seem.

Keywords: Fault Localization, Automatic Debugging, Spectrum-based
Fault Localization, Self-healing

1 Introduction

Society is increasingly dependent on technology. With the appearance of comput-
ers as a mainstream good, this dependency experienced an exponential growth.
In parallel and as a result of this event, software also suffered from an increase
in complexity leading to larger amounts of bugs in software and an increasingly
harder process of fault detection, localization and correction.

Efforts have already been made in order to alleviate the debugging stress
from humans by relaying part of the process to automated mechanisms. Several
groups of tools exist and can be broadly categorized as shown in Fig. 1. The
path depicted in green is the core subject addressed in this position paper.

Tools such as “Tarantula” [13], “AMPLE” [7] and “Zoltar” [12] already provide
automated ways of targeting the probable cause or location of some error during
development. In contrast to traditional debugging methods such as the use of
tools such as “GDB” [20] or mere log analysis, automated fault localization tools
improve the development cycle in several ways: (1) they reduce the time needed
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Fig. 1: Debugging tools classes

to find the source of the error, (2) they enforce a much more structured debugging
process when compared to the ad-hoc, art-like traditional methods and (3) they
enable regression testing.

Despite the great advance such tools represent, they largely rely on the test
suite available, both in terms of its coverage and quality [1,3]. It is a well known
fact that it is not always easy to create a comprehensive test suite for all of
some software’s components, either due to time, money or complexity restric-
tions. Given that, it is clear that such tools are not able to assure fault-free
applications, arising the need to develop complimentary tools that are capable
of autonomously “heal” failing applications during run-time.

Self-healing systems, have the objective of maximizing their availability, sur-
vivability, maintainability, and reliability reducing human intervention to the
minimum by employing mechanisms that either prevent or solve eventual errors
[14]. Most self-healing systems are composed of core components:

Monitor: Gathers status information from the system through sensors and pre-
processes it for the next stage (analyzer).

Analyzer: Determines whether the received information represents a faulty or
degraded state of the system and whether some action must be taken. Also,
this component may be responsible for pinpointing the probable cause or set
of causes of the system failure.

Planer: Creates a repair plan in order to return the system to an operational
state. This component is the most challenging one as it is normally hard to
accurately predict the impact of some plan through simulation. Also, it is
of extreme importance to deliver a plan that (1) solves the failure and (2)
solves it in a timely fashion. Due to the complexity of most systems, it is
not always trivial to find a solution that meets both requirements.

Executor: Deploys the repair plan conceived in the previous stage.
Knowledge: This represents the knowledge base consumed and produced by

all four previously mentioned tasks.
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Fig. 2: MAPE-K control loop

This was called the autonomic control loop coined as MAPE or MAPE-K (Mon-
itor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, Knowledge) loop [11] (Fig. 21).

When compared to development-time debugging, failures in run-time systems
are not necessarily binary (pass/fail). Issues such as performance degradation,
resource hogging among others are problems that may not represent a system
failure within certain thresholds but, a close monitoring and analysis of such
artifacts may enable the enhancement of the system behavior avoiding failures
[16]. The generic state diagram of a run-time system can be seen in Fig. 3. It is
clear that it is somewhat difficult to define the limits of some system’s degraded
state as it heavily depends on thresholds that are not normally agreed among
all users (e.g. some threshold latency of response from some component may
be acceptable for some and not acceptable for others). The correct definition of
the degraded state boundaries is of great importance as, on the one hand small
boundaries may cause a direct transition from a normal to a broken state and,
on the other hand large boundaries may trigger a large amount of correction
actions, further degrading the system’s state.

The goal of this position paper is to discuss some issues and possible solutions
for the application Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SFL) [5,1,2] technique
to run-time fault detection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give an
introduction on SFL applied to development-time debugging. In Section 3 ideas
on how to face the issues that make impossible the usage of SFL in a run-time
debugging scenario are discussed. In Section 4 we will draw some conclusions on
the issues addressed in this paper.

2 Spectrum-based Fault Localization for
development-time fault diagnosis

SFL is a lightweight statistic based fault localization technique that takes as
its input a form of trace abstraction, called the program spectrum (Fig. 4b)
1 http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/ac-telford/
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and produces a list of likely fault candidates, with the associated probability of
being the true fault explanation. The program spectrum consists of a matrix A,
known as Program Activity Matrix [1] and a vector e containing the pass/fail
information for each run/transaction. A consists of a N×M binary matrix being
N the number of recorded runs an M the number of components in the system
(the size of the component depends on the desired granularity, ranging from
logical blocks to lines of code). For each row of matrix A, all the components
involved in a specific “transaction” (see 3.1.5) are set to true and all the others
to false.

With a program spectrum, the process of localizing the probable faulty com-
ponent consists in finding which component column is the most similar to the
error vector. This is done by calculating a similarity coefficient and further de-
tails on this issue can be consulted in [4]. Fig. 4 show an example of a network
architecture (Fig. 4a) and a set of transactions with the correspondent Activ-
ity Matrix (Fig. 4b). The transactions in this illustrative example are UDP [17]
messages sent from component x to component y (x → y) and the pass/fail
information is obtained from the checking the UDP header’s checksum on the
destination node. According to SFL and without much calculations, it is clear
that components “PC1” and “TR1” are the most probable failing components as
they are the only ones whose activity during all transactions matches the error
pattern.

SFL has the advantage of not requiring detailed system models, using instead
probabilistic techniques to infer candidates based on observations. Studies on
SFL showed that it is an useful technique for reducing the scope of debugging.
Even with low quality test suites, 80% of the initial code was considered not to
be a potential fault location[4,6].
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Fig. 4: SFL example

3 SFL for run-time fault diagnosis

While impressive diagnostic results for design-time testing and debugging have
been achieved, little work has been performed in applying SFL to run-time fault
detection and repair. A large number of issues exist that invalidate a direct
application of this technique into run-time systems.

3.1 Issues on SFL for run-time fault diagnosis

In this section we will discuss some ideas on how to solve the issues that render
impossible the direct usage of development-time SFL techniques in run-time
fault localization. The proposed solutions are purely speculative and are yet to
be thoroughly tested.

3.1.1 Fuzziness In run-time there is much less control, with much more vari-
ables environment than in development-time. As discussed earlier, there is a
gray zone, the degraded state (Fig. 3), in which a binary pass/fail flag is too
simplistic and may hide certain errors. For instance, a component that takes a
long time to output the correct information could either be considered faultless
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or faulty depending on a timeout enforcement. Similar scenarios exist and some
adaptation is needed in order to cope with them.

One possible solution for this issue is to add one extra vector to the program
spectrum depicting the quality of the transaction. This vector enables the detec-
tion of soft-faults and a better incorporation with the self-healing state diagram
presented earlier (Fig. 3).

Run-time fault diagnosis is majorly focused on finding dynamic solutions for
dynamic problems. Mixing this quality of service information with additional
per-component probing, it should be possible to better tailor remedies depending
on the fault symptoms. Techniques such as software rejuvenation [15,21], in
which components are restarted in order to improve the system’s robustness,
could be used much more wisely and also be restricted to cases in which this
type of behavior makes sense.

3.1.2 State variability Another issue on applying SFL to run-time fault di-
agnosis is the precondition that same test suite should always deliver the same
results. In run-time this preconditions doesn’t hold anymore as the system isn’t
normally reset before each transaction and so, a faulty transaction may influ-
ence the next ones, possibly mangling the conclusions taken from the program
spectrum.

An important open question related to this state variability consists in defin-
ing the number of transactions to keep track and how the distance from the
diagnosis time target influences the diagnosis. Different systems present differ-
ent dynamic behaviors and consequently the time span in which an observation
is valid must be determined. This topic has an enormous complexity on its own
and we predict that the accuracy of this parameter will strongly impact the
quality of the framework.

Still on the matter of state variability, triggering a correction action poses
a problem on the classic SFL technique. Two scenarios exist: the component
subjected to a corrective action (1) maintains its column in matrix A or (2) a
new column is created. For (1), new data may confuse the algorithm and pro-
duce erroneous predictions. As for (2), there is the advantage that the corrected
component is treated as a new component and no adaptation is needed to the
classic algorithm. Secondly, it is easier to create knowledge (the fifth phase of
MAPE-K) on whether some corrective action actually works for a certain set of
symptoms.

3.1.3 Dimension When applying SFL to a high dimension application, and
considering the worst case scenario of instrumenting to the granularity of the
statement, each transaction will have a significant impact in terms of resource
utilization. For instance the Linux kernel version 3.2 has around 11.5 million
lines of code. Each transaction record would occupy approximately 1.3 MB (in a
dense binary matrix). An interesting option would be the creation of hierarchies
with different levels of granularity. One challenge to this solution would be how
to decide the inspection granularity of each components. This decision could be
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either human based or dynamic, based on previous gathered knowledge of the
system. For instance, if a component only appears in successful and high quality
transactions, it should be more or less safe to discard the high granularity details
about its inner processes. On the other hand, components with a high probability
of being faulty should be inspected with a higher degree of detail.

3.1.4 Test oracles In order to have the pass/fail information required by SFL,
it is mandatory to have some kind of mechanism that evaluates the result of the
transaction. In development-time debugging, this is done either by creating test
cases manually or having some reference implementations that is known to be
faultless. Some work ([3,8,9]) has already been done in evaluating the possibility
using program invariants in order to provide pass/fail information at low cost.
Program invariants are conditions that if broken the program is guaranteed to be
in a faulty state. Such conditions may be user defined, naive or machine learned.
User defined invariants may be defined in the code or in a model definition
of the application and may manifest themselves in the form of exceptions or
through specific framework calls. Naive invariants are those that are relatively
easy to detect such as invalid pointer addresses or deadlocks. Machine learned
invariants must be subjected to a prior training in order to perform adequately.
Examples of machine learned invariants are array bounds or range detection.
Once again, the effectiveness of machine learned invariants deeply relies on the
quality and quantity of training done. Also, the use of machine learned invariants
may introduce the existence of false negatives and, even worse, false positives.

3.1.5 Transactions Throughout this paper we used the term transaction to
define a delimited set of operations. During this transaction we collect data to
create the program spectrum. In development-time the transaction is the period
in which a test from the test suite is active. When it comes to run-time systems, it
is not trivial to define for every system and every component what a transaction
is. On the one hand we have systems in which it is easy to define a transaction,
for instance in a web server a transaction might be defined by the set of all
operations done upon a request. On the other hand, we have systems in which
it is not clear what a transaction represents: in a word processor, for instance,
it is not easy to define what are the existent transactions. In order to solve this
problem the framework must have some manner of defining boundaries in the
application operation and enforce an oracle verification inside them.

3.1.6 Instrumentation In order to collect the data needed to create the
program spectrum it is required that the target application or component is
instrumented. Even though the performance impact derived from the instru-
mentation was reported to be low, averaging 6% loss [1], in run-time systems
it can represent an issue. Further research must be done in order to optimize
instrumentation either by applying a dynamic instrumentation or by optimizing
the current methods.
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Fig. 5: Maintenance taxonomy

3.2 Further Research on SFL Improvement

In this section some ideas are presented on how to improve SFL functionality
after it becomes adapted for run-time fault diagnosis (“Future Future-work”).

3.2.1 Proactive maintenance Most of the time and as discussed earlier,
there is a gradual transition from healthy state to a faulty state. With SFL
we expect to have the possibility to acknowledge this transition and trigger
mechanisms of proactive maintenance. Fig. 5 shows the taxonomy of software
health maintenance as described in [16]. Reactive strategies are the ones to
employ when the system is in a faulty state. For those cases SFL is used to target
the faulty components. The more interesting and cost effective strategies are the
proactive ones. Preventive strategies are based on heuristics such as age or mean
time between failures of each component. Predictive strategies use knowledge
from the system in order to perform maintenance tasks on the most troublesome
components. The decision on which components maintenance is needed may be
based either on their reliability score or on the observed condition. Using SFL
we expect to have a reliable prediction of which components should be subjected
to predictive maintenance thus increasing the overall system’s survivability.

3.2.2 Improving system’s self-awareness One important factor for good
decision making in self-healing systems is self-awareness. In the scope of this
paper we aim at proposing simple ways of improving some application self-
awareness capabilities.

The first simple way of improving self-awareness would be to use a test suite
that periodically probes the system’s behavior in terms of correct response and
performance. Such test suit should be first ran in an healthy system to create a
reference. Afterward, during run-time, the same test should be re-ran either in
predefined intervals or during idleness and the results compared to the reference
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to assess the system’s health. This approach requires some human effort as, as far
as we know, no automatic way of creating such test suites exists. However, with
some adaptation, it should be possible to adapt unit tests, which are normally
available for regression testing, to create the run-time test suite.

Another factor that might improve self-awareness would be to have means
of measuring the success of some maintenance procedure. This measurement
should enable the application to decide which action should be taken in order to
self-adapt based on previous observations. This kind of reasoning can eliminate
events such as recurrent triggering of corrective actions that do not solve the
actual problem.

The discussed ideas are purely speculative and need further research in order
to draw some conclusions on their effectiveness.

3.2.3 Visualizing System’s Status From the experience of tools such as
GZoltar [18,19] we have the opinion that a well designed visual interface improves
the usability and effectiveness of fault localization tools. By having a model
description of the system, based, for instance, in the ACME [10] specification,
the status and the collected knowledge about the system could be made available.
This way, users could more easily connect probabilist information on the source
of the failures and the relationships between components.

Fig. 6 shows a very early prototype of the final interface. In this interface,
we can see on the left the system’s architecture, in which we have the different
components of the system and their current status. By selecting them, we can
plot their status over time on the right and this way we can detect possible
interactions between components. In the picture we can see that the purple
graph corresponds to “Node 3” and the yellowish graph to “Node 8”. In this plot
it is also possible to include the values of the different components probes in
order to understand the reason of their malfunction. On the bottom we can see
the overall health of the system. The colors range from green to red, being the
first correspondent to a healthy state and the second to a broken state.

Future work on this interface would include the possibility to have different
levels of detail, as discussed earlier for SFL, and zoom on some component to see
its sub-components. This way the user has the ability to focus on the affected
area of the system, not being overwhelmed by non important information for
the issue being addressed. This behavior can be observed in the GZoltar “root-
change” feature [19].

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed some solutions to the issues that render impos-
sible the usage of SFL on run-time fault localization.

At first sight, it appears trivial to apply the SFL technique to run-time
fault localization although, in practice, several issues related to the environment
differences between the two worlds

Towards Using Automatic Development-time Debugging Techniques on Run-time
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Fig. 6: User interface prototype

SFL has already shown its potential on detecting the possible fault sources
in development-time debugging and, despite the great amount of adaptations
needed, we expect similar results in an early stage of framework development.

Regarding the possible improvements on the basic SFL implementation for
run-time fault localization, a vast universe of options exist. Development-time
debugging is a much more advanced research area and we should try to import
ideas and techniques that already proved themselves useful, as is the case of
SFL.
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Abstract. Any given human body generates electrical signals, known as phy-

siological signals, which, by their nature, can be collected, transmitted, stored 

and interpreted in order to, among other purposes, assess state of emotion. This 

paper presents a system, tailored to validate wireless physiological signal 

transmission and processing feasibility, based on low budget wireless mobile 

equipment for a fight-or-flight response detection using artificial neural net-

works. The system was built on current theoretical knowledge on psychophysi-

ology, regarding heart rate, in fight-or-flight emotional response. The system 

has not been tested on human subjects but still was found feasible with natural 

but undetermined constraints on power consumption related to wireless com-

munication. 

 

Keywords: Affective Computing, Physiological Signals, Artificial Neural Net-

works, Wearables, Real-Time Systems. 

1 Introduction 

Affective Computing is a relatively novel field of research that seeks to understand 

interaction of humans with computer systems. Some Affective Computer workgroups 

are committed to dim the line between computer systems and humans, thus making 

interaction as transparent as possible, whilst other groups are devoted to giving ma-

chines the ability to feel and reason. Understanding how emotions work, how they 

affect the human body and, in the end, if emotions are differentiable considering only 

physiological signals space is essential. For the moment there are a handful of theo-

ries and models for human emotion: somatic theories; neurobiological theories; cogni-

tive theories; other theories. Nevertheless there is common ground between the theo-

ries. 

Some Affective Computing investigators have been devoted to building wearables 

[23] which are usually an assortment of sensors and signal processing unit or units. 

These wearables have been put to use in many distinct scenarios such as collecting the 

user’s physiological signals, to log or process them, in order to make changes in com-
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puter system interface or even allow multimedia emotional interactive systems. This 

study is based on a research [17] on wearable for driver stress assessment. The base 

line for the work described in this paper is that physiological changes occur, in heart 

rate, whenever fear arises as elicited emotion and that there is current market mobile 

equipment that may be used to build a wearable person based security system. Current 

handheld equipment allows wireless communication on Bluetooth technology and 

wireless internet/intranet access which are fundamental to connect to wireless sensors 

and to access internet/intranet based databases and services. 

To test the effectiveness of the proposal a computer application was implemented, 

on J2ME mobile platform, which receives, processes, stores and performs automated 

evaluation of physiological cardiac signal in search for evidence of fight-or-flight 

emotional state. 

2 Background and previous work 

One of human basic needs, as stated by Maslow
1
, is the need for security. Every 

healthy human being feels the need to maintain and preserve body integrity. This 

fundamental need is at risk on account of basic factors like: society’s heterogeneity; 

individual moral evolution diversity; inequality of opportunities. And in times of eco-

nomic crisis, such as the one currently settled, a social crisis usually follows, crime 

occurrences raise which, in turn, lowers society perception of security. 

Existing security systems are mainly based on human intentional alarm activation. 

These systems fail on principle because intentional alarm activation, in situations such 

as the attempt to take a valuable object by force, or threat of force, usually puts the 

victim in state of fear. Self-preservation sense will be overwhelming, for untrained 

individuals, to the point that alarm activation will be the least of worries. The disabl-

ing condition, fight-or-flight response, may be key factor in developing personal tai-

lored alarm systems which do not depend on will power for activation. 

 

2.1 Emotion 

Psychophysiology  

The human body is endowed with a complex communication and control network, 

called Nervous System (SN), which allows proper interaction with both internal (body 

and its subsystems) and external environments (the world outside the body) [2]. The 

nervous system includes: sensors – to perceive events from the environment; integra-

tors - to process and store data; components and engines that generate behavior and 

activate gland secretions. Organized by parts or layers, the nervous system is divided 

into two main components: the central nervous system (CNS) and Peripheral Nervous 

System (PNS) [2]. The CNS, comprising the brain and spinal cord, is responsible for, 

among other functions, cognition, memory and learning, reflex responses and beha-

vioral responses. Learning and memory are forms of information processing that al-

                                                           
1 Maslow's hierarchy of needs was proposed by Abraham Maslow in his 1943: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow's_hierarchy_of_needs, visited 2-Jan-2012. 
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low changes in behavior or state, based on previous experiences, in order to cope with 

environment demands. Many of the activities of the body such as breathing, heartbeat 

and digestion take place without conscious intervention. One function of the auto-

nomic nervous system (ANS) is maintaining the internal state of the body to achieve 

homeostasis. This sub-system of the nervous system participates in determining ap-

propriate and coordinated response to environmental stimuli. The response to pres-

ence or perception of a threat is massive. Sympathetic nervous subsystem forces the 

secretion of the adrenal gland, increases heart rate and blood pressure, dilates the 

bronchioles, inhibits intestinal motility, increases the metabolism of glucose, dilates 

the pupils, promotes piloerection and forces dilation of blood vessels of skeletal mus-

cles. This is the response, to intense fear or panic, known as fight-or-flight.  

Emotion and psychophysiology 

Studies have shown that emotions are related to increased activity in certain brain 

areas, more specifically in the areas of the limbic system [8]. This system is formed 

by the hypothalamus, the hippocampus, located in the temporal lobe, and the amygda-

la. It is well known, and accepted, that this system is responsible for characterization 

of emotional events labeling them as positive or negative [8].The limbic system, 

which contributes for flexibility and unpredictability in human behavior, has connec-

tions with the cerebral cortex. The brain is considered to be the result of two systems, 

limbic and cortex, which interact and function as a black box processing the inputs 

and generating the correspondent outputs [8]. For the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio 

[24], primary emotions are innate and quick reactions and correspond to emotions of 

fear, surprise and anger. This author also states that the essence of emotion can be 

seen as the set of changes in body state and that these changes have repercussions in 

various organs. This dedicated system responds to thoughts directed to a particular 

entity or event. Some body's status changes - for instance body posture and facial 

expression - are visible to outside observers. Other changes are only noticeable to the 

owner of the body. This neuroscientist also states that the emotion "is the combination 

of a mental evaluation process, simple or complex, with dispositional responses to 

that process, mostly directed at the body itself, resulting in an emotional state of the 

body, but also addresses the very brain (neurotransmitter nuclei in the brainstem), 

resulting in additional mental changes (...)"[24]. 

Any given organism will perceive an internal or external stimulus in his own way, 

eventually distinct from any other, and any given organism may perceive identical 

stimulus with different degrees of intensity in different days. Any given subject’s 

biological internal state affects His mental state and vice-versa. Every subject is the 

result of a tendency toward internal equilibrium (homeostasis) which depends on 

current internal state and current environmental stimuli.  

In scientific literature there is no conclusive connection between any current theory 

of emotion and a set or sets of physiological signals. There is still a too high inter and 

intra subject variability. The system and algorithm depicted in this paper are, to some 

extent, empirical and based on the fact that physiological changes do happen. These 

changes may they be in response to environmental or internal stimuli, thus generating 

emotion, or may be in response to an emotion, thus somatizing it, generating corres-
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ponding physiological changes. In any of the theories it is common that in a fight-or-

flight response physiological changes occur and, among those changes, heart rate 

usually rises in abrupt way like in an effort scenario. 

2.2 Related work 

One of the works in Affective Computing, related to this paper, was  implemented 

by Jennifer Healey [17] in which its presented study and set of experiences to investi-

gate the correlation between physiological signals and physical activities like walking, 

running or coughing.  

 
Fig. 1. Physiological signals during specific activities [17] 

In previous figure, figure 1, it may be noted that the more reactive indicator is heart 

rate (HR). Heart rate follows activity changes, increasing or decreasing in excitement 

or relaxation. Figure 2, bellow, depicts a set of studies and their findings on how fear 

and sadness affect heart rate. Not all studies present the same effects.  

 
Fig. 2. Effect of fear and sadness on heart rate [18] 
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Another related work is “The Mobile Patient and the Mobile Physician Data 

Access and Transmission” [3]. That paper describes a system composed of a wearable 

device - VivoMetrics LifeShirt®, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and internet 

connection to a base station (server). In this project the wearable records physiologi-

cal signals with submission done later through PDA or desktop computer. The weara-

ble has the ability to send data, via Bluetooth, but does not process data. 

2.3 Automated emotion recognition 

Processing physiological signals has been one of the approaches, with varying de-

grees of success, in mapping signals space to emotional state space [8]. If there is a 

correlation between physiological signals and emotional state, of any given organism, 

we can say it is a privileged way to recognize the relationship between man and the 

environment. These signals can become, progressively, elements of characterization, 

classification and prediction of an individual's emotional state.  

The most effective methods and, therefore, more used methods in automated emo-

tion recognition are support vector machines (SVM) and artificial neural networks 

(ANN). For this work ANN with preprocessing of data was chosen for the classifica-

tion. 

 

Artificial neural networks (A''). 

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a paradigm of data processing based on the 

structure and organizational model of the human brain. An ANN is a set of artificial 

neurons, with weights associated with each connection (input), and depending on the 

combination of activation function of the neuron with the weighted sum of inputs it 

produces an output. The ANN can perform learning by modifying its parameters in-

cluding the weight and value of activation. The ANN is specialized in a particular 

subject and often used in activities of classification and pattern recognition. ANN 

presents favorable results and good tolerance to lack or failure of input values. The 

concept of artificial neuron was created by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts [8]. 

The weights (W) associated with each input connection (X) are determined in learn-

ing stage. The bias, not mandatory, is the activation limit for the neuron. An activa-

tion function is applied to the computation of the weighted sum of inputs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Generic neuron in ANN  
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3 Proposed framework and method

The developed system consists of three distinct modules: the 

processes physiological signals (client); module for processing requests for service 

and storage of physiological signals in a database (local server); virtual 

ECG sensor module. 

 

3.1 ECG Data 

To study physiological signals 

Physionet, MIT (physionet.org)

bases of physiological 

Among them are the data

vestigation on stress in drivers

GSR, Respiratory rate and BVP)

activities and during driving in the city of Boston.

3.2 Framework 

Building a wireless and mobile personal security system

logical signal transmission

requires equipment such

computer acting as server

rent proposal we chose to emulate

built on Sun’s Java Wireless toolkit 

etooth and wifi capabilities. 

kit. The virtual ECG sensor was built on the same principle

tions and displays/sends integer values as current subject’s heart rate

data to be transferred, 

simple integer values makes this virtualization as plausible as any 

ronment. No problems

transmission delays, which 

In this projected framework the ECG sensor 

seconds, a numerical integer value

PDA/handheld equipment. The PDA will perform necessary 

collected and feed the results 

ANN workload in performing

ECG sensor

Proposed framework and method 

The developed system consists of three distinct modules: the PDA - collects and 

physiological signals (client); module for processing requests for service 

and storage of physiological signals in a database (local server); virtual 

physiological signals and correlations, some sets of records, 

Physionet, MIT (physionet.org), were used. This service provides several online dat

bases of physiological trustworthy signals extracted from multiple individuals. 

the data sets made available by Jennifer Healey [17] during an 

tigation on stress in drivers. These data sets are multiparameter records

GSR, Respiratory rate and BVP), of healthy volunteers, obtained in regular office 

activities and during driving in the city of Boston.  

Building a wireless and mobile personal security system, able to perform physi

logical signal transmission and processing, based on wireless low budget technology, 

such as: handheld Smartphone or PDA; wireless ECG sensor

computer acting as server for stored data (database). To assess feasibility of this cu

we chose to emulate these equipments. The compromise solu

Sun’s Java Wireless toolkit which allows emulation of smartphone with 

capabilities. The ECG sensor was also virtualized using the same 

kit. The virtual ECG sensor was built on the same principles of current market

and displays/sends integer values as current subject’s heart rate. On account of 

, between the ECG sensor and the handheld equipment

makes this virtualization as plausible as any real setting en

s were expected regarding data transfers, in what comes to 

lays, which could impair the emulated systems approach. 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed Framework 

framework the ECG sensor is responsible for sending

seconds, a numerical integer value (heart rate). Values will be received by the 

PDA/handheld equipment. The PDA will perform necessary preprocessing 

the results to the ANN. Preprocessing simplifies data and eases 

forming the classification of emotion state according to previous 

PDA

Web / 
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physiological signals (client); module for processing requests for service 

and storage of physiological signals in a database (local server); virtual emulated 

 found at 

. This service provides several online data-

signals extracted from multiple individuals. 

during an in-

multiparameter records (ECG, 

obtained in regular office 

able to perform physio-

technology, 

wireless ECG sensor; 

o assess feasibility of this cur-

The compromise solution was 

phone with Blu-

virtualized using the same tool-

of current marketed solu-

On account of 

between the ECG sensor and the handheld equipment, being 

real setting envi-

in what comes to 

is responsible for sending, every 2 

will be received by the 

preprocessing of data 

fies data and eases 

the classification of emotion state according to previous 
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learning. Any generated 

Figures 5 and 6 depict aspects of the Sun’s Java Wireless toolkit em

Reference heart rate can be raised or lowered by pressing keys 2 or 1, respectively.

 

Fig. 5. Emulated handheld

3.3 Algorithm 

The algorithm that pre

effort [15]. This effort 

estimated maximum upper limit

ology (PFC) web page can 

can be considered excessive for untrained subjects and that the reference heart rate

during exercise, is between 60% and 75% 

cy depends on age and can be defined, though not the most accurate formula, as the 

constant 220 minus age in years

 

The solution found to 

with a preprocessing algorithm for 

generated “stress” alarms will also be recorded in a database table.

depict aspects of the Sun’s Java Wireless toolkit emulated equipment. 

Reference heart rate can be raised or lowered by pressing keys 2 or 1, respectively.

 
Emulated handheld/PDA  Fig. 6. Emulated ECG sensor

pre-processes heart rate data employs the concept of heart 

 was determined by dividing the instantaneous heart rate 

upper limit (see table 1). At the Portuguese Foundation of Card

web page can see that rates above 75% of maximum heart rate frequency 

can be considered excessive for untrained subjects and that the reference heart rate

is between 60% and 75% of maximum heart rate. Maximum freque

age and can be defined, though not the most accurate formula, as the 

constant 220 minus age in years (see table 1). 

Age Reasonable effort heart rate Limits Maximum heart rate 

20 120-150/min 200/min 

25 117-146/min 195/min 

30 114-142/min 190/min 

35 111-138/min 185/min 

40 108-135/min 180/min 

45 105-131/min 175/min 

50 102-127/min 170/min 

55 99-123/min 165/min 

60 96-120/min 160/min 

65 93-116/min 155/min 

70 90-113/min 150/min 

Table 1. Reference heart rate by age [15] 

found to analyze ECG was implemented on artificial neural network 

algorithm for cardiac signal. The ANN has 10 neurons in the 

“stress” alarms will also be recorded in a database table. 

ulated equipment. 

Reference heart rate can be raised or lowered by pressing keys 2 or 1, respectively. 

Emulated ECG sensor 

employs the concept of heart rate 

determined by dividing the instantaneous heart rate by the 

Portuguese Foundation of Cardi-

frequency 

can be considered excessive for untrained subjects and that the reference heart rate, 

aximum frequen-

age and can be defined, though not the most accurate formula, as the 

neural network 

The ANN has 10 neurons in the 
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first layer, 7 in the hidden layer and 1 in the output layer. The activation function is 

the standard sigmoid (logistic). The handheld system and software must load all ar-

tificial neural network parameters, previously defined, stored in a database. It also 

records, throughout the day, cardiac signal values. This behavior keeps the system up 

to date in what comes to the natural and evolving state of the subject which can vary 

throughout life. The implemented algorithm relies on a sliding window. This ap-

proach helps to overcome variability in very close readings. Still it is considered as 

real time architecture despite physiological signal is read in a constant discrete-time. 

Any computer system is necessarily discrete. The data received from the virtual ECG 

sensor, which simulates the physiological signal sensor, running on Sun’s Java wire-

less toolkit emulator, is integrated in a sliding window of size 10. The window con-

tains the last 10 numerical values of heart rate. The determination of the emotional 

state of fear is realized by artificial neural network starting from the suppositions and 

knowledge on psychophysiological reaction fight-or-flight already stated.  

Some numerical constants are found in the algorithm. They are an empirical ap-

proach and should be subject of further study. The use of sliding windows dims the 

probability of occurrence for false positives because singularities, errors or short dura-

tion startles, shall have diluted effect. 

The preprocessing algorithm acts under the following specifications: 

─ When a user logs on successfully 10 units of heart rate will fill the "sliding win-

dow" of attention; 

• While the window is being filled will calculate: 

○ Average (current in window values and previous homologous work period 

average); 

○ Standard deviation (in window values); 

• The first value available in the “sliding window” is the homologous period av-

erage stored in the database. 

─ After filling the window the assessments for emotional state can be held calculat-

ing: 

• Window Average; 

• Window Standard deviation (Std); 

• Std Jitter (numerical difference between current calculated Std and the previous 

Std); 

• Window average jitter 

○ numerical difference between current calculated window average and the 

previous; 

• Instantaneous Effort rate (Rest) 

○ instantaneous value obtained from the sensor divided by the average of re-

cording at rest condition; 

• Instantaneous Effort rate (working) 

○ instantaneous value obtained from the sensor and divided by the average of 

recording at working condition; 

• numerical difference between the instantaneous value and the average recorded 

for the same period (dif1); 
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• Variation of the previous value (Dif1) 

(Dif1/desvpPerHomol) 

• Assess the rate of stress 

○ If equal or greater than 

creates an alarm (AL1 = 1);

• Assess the rate of stress 

○ If equal or greater than 

creates an alarm (

• Evaluate the difference between instantaneous value 

result of multiplying 2.8 

for the same period

○ If greater than 0 then create alarm (AL4=1)

• Verify if windows average has risen 

○ If affirmative create alarm (AL5=1)

• Assess whether the i

rest subtracted from the corresponding standard deviation at rest

○ If true then create alarm (AL6=1);

○ No one should have a working heart rate lower than the resting heart rate

tracted of the Std at

The previous protocol

will be integrated into a

window. Alarms 7 and 8 

─ Determine the average window 

• Higher than 0.5 indicates low heart rate or disconnection without logout

(AL7=1); 

─ Determine the average window alarms [AL1 to AL5]

• Higher than 0.5 indicates shortage of data or actual 

 

All values AL1 to AL9 are fed to the ANN. The following table, table 2, presents 

the all conditions under which a “stress alarm” will be generated

Table 2. ANN 

Variation of the previous value (Dif1) to Std of the same work period 

(Dif1/desvpPerHomol) -> (VAR1); 

ssess the rate of stress to the average at rest 

equal or greater than 1.4 times the average value obtained at rest then it 

creates an alarm (AL1 = 1); 

Assess the rate of stress compared to the average at work 

If equal or greater than 1.25 times the average value obtained at work 

creates an alarm (AL2 = 1); 

Evaluate the difference between instantaneous value (from the sensor) 

ltiplying 2.8 by the lowest of  values (standard deviation recorded 

for the same period or the numerical constant 17) 

If greater than 0 then create alarm (AL4=1) 

Verify if windows average has risen  

If affirmative create alarm (AL5=1); 

Assess whether the instantaneous value is lower than the average recorded at 

rest subtracted from the corresponding standard deviation at rest 

If true then create alarm (AL6=1); 

No one should have a working heart rate lower than the resting heart rate

tracted of the Std at rest. 

protocol allows the creation of different alarms (AL1 to AL6) 

will be integrated into an alarm sliding window with 10 slots. This is the 

7 and 8 will be determined according to following rules: 

Determine the average window of alarm AL6 

than 0.5 indicates low heart rate or disconnection without logout

Determine the average window alarms [AL1 to AL5] 

Higher than 0.5 indicates shortage of data or actual stress tension (AL8=1)

AL1 to AL9 are fed to the ANN. The following table, table 2, presents 

under which a “stress alarm” will be generated (saida=1)

 
ANN input/output matrix. Inputs:(AL1 – AL9); output (saida) 

of the same work period 

1.4 times the average value obtained at rest then it 

work then it 

(from the sensor) and the 

standard deviation recorded 

nstantaneous value is lower than the average recorded at 

No one should have a working heart rate lower than the resting heart rate sub-

(AL1 to AL6) which 

the “stress” 

than 0.5 indicates low heart rate or disconnection without logout 

(AL8=1); 

AL1 to AL9 are fed to the ANN. The following table, table 2, presents 

(saida=1). 

(saida)  
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4 Results 

Regarding the outcome of the created software, claims can be made that the pre-

processing algorithm performs the appropriate processing, in accordance with the 

programmed rules. The artificial neural network performs calculations, without error, 

in accordance with assigned values for each input connections and for each neuron. 

The activation function, equal for all active artificial neurons, worked as expected and 

results are traceable. The preprocessing algorithm reduces all integers or real values to 

Boolean which, in turn are fed to the ANN. Alarms are generated and recorded in the 

database through requests made to the local Web server. The virtual sensor allows 

variation of the value placed on the output through emulator’s virtual keyboard.  

Coherent classification, of fight-or-flight response, was observed in PDA software. 

With undetermined efficiency, the PDA software algorithm and ANN classification 

method mapped ECG values to the corresponding and expected emotion. Whenever 

ECG value was consistently high, with a heart rate effort equal to or greater than 60% 

of maximum heart rate - recorded in the database for each employee - a stress alarm is 

generated. Similarly if the heart rate remains consistently below the resting ECG val-

ue, subtracted of the standard deviation, a “disconnected alarm” is generated. For this 

purpose a very low value of 10 beats per second was used. 

5 Conclusions 

The proposal of using off-the-shelf technology to enhance security of people was 

found feasible. There is available and mature enough technology to transmit, process 

and record physiological signals as described in above sections. Moreover, the tests 

and technical grounds used, within this approach, suggest that using minimally or 

non-invasive wireless sensors in conjunction with mobile devices to collect, analyze 

and record physiological data, in regular activity in the workplace, is both possible 

and desirable. The wireless solution eliminates mobility constraints and will be wor-

thy for scenarios where one or more employees are exposed, to some extent, to securi-

ty threats. Such scenarios include Taxi drivers, money transport trucks, flight stewar-

desses and any public access offices like jewellery shops, gas stations and others. 

The presented algorithm has the advantage of analyzing values, read by sensor, in 

relating them to values recorded for each subject. It presents, in theory, high interper-

sonal stability. The preprocessing algorithm presents fair to good user undependabili-

ty. Each subject, after being submitted to ECG studying at rest and at regular work, 

has a recorded base line (mean and standard deviation for ECG). 

Of the examples, presented in background and previous work section, it is credible 

that all the necessary technologies are mature enough to produce a technological solu-

tion for personal security. Nevertheless false positives, in fight-or-flight classification, 

may occur out of classification error, ANN training deficiencies, or unexpected but 

not threatening scenarios. 
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6 Future work 

Although the algorithm looks promising in dimming false positive occurrence, on 

account of sliding window, testing it with real equipment is essential to validate the 

system. Experimenting in controlled and uncontrolled environments to gather data 

and cross reference will be required. 

Validation of empirical values used is also necessary. Exploitation of new equip-

ment, like VitalJacket
2
, may prove worthy despite it is a medical graded equipment 

and, therefore, more expensive. Sliding window size is also empirical and, therefore, 

should be submitted to further study. 

The algorithm should be tested with SVM, method referred as high in efficiency 

and accuracy, with and without pre-processing.  

Integration of more physiological signals, galvanic skin response, respiration rate 

and volume, could prove worthy for classification accuracy purposes. Current open 

source Android devices and Arduino, an open source hardware platform, will enable 

multiple sensor integration without mobility loss. 
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Abstract. Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) have been strongly 

developed and studied. More data have been increasingly added to these 

systems in order to be more assertive. It is considered that with certain data it is 

possible to the system to assess automatically the participants' satisfaction 

regarding the decisions made. Here, is proposed a methodology that allows a 

GDSS to measure the participant’s satisfaction with the decision, considering 

aspects such as personality, emotions and expectations. The developed 

methodology was implemented in a GDSS with a multi-agent architecture 

consisting of agents that reflect the real participants and are modeled according 

to their personality. In this paper we show that the proposed model assesses 

correctly the participants’ satisfaction. 

Keywords: Decision Satisfaction, Group Decision Support Systems, Outcomes, 

Affective Computing 

1 Introduction 

One of the main factors to the success of an organization is the quality of the decisions 

that are made. However, when someone is questioned about the quality of a decision, the 

answer does not reflect only the outcomes evaluation, but also, even unconsciously; it 

includes the process evaluation necessary to reach the decision. This insight concerns how 

the goodness of a decision depends not only on its relation to ends or outcomes but also on 

whether the means used to make it were suitable [1][2]. Thus, one should be given 

prominence to the process, when drawing conclusions about the results. 

Nowadays the decisions made by managers and executives are mostly performed in 

groups. Thereby, group decision-making is a process in which a group of people, called 

participants, act collectively analyzing a set of variables, considering and evaluating the 

available alternatives in order to select one or more solutions. The number of participants 

involved in the process is variable and all of them may be either at the same place at the 

same time or geographically dispersed at different times [3]. It is a known fact that the 

amount of hours a decision-maker spends in a meeting is not mostly used to make 

decisions. The time spent on things like social issues, are responsible for consuming the 

majority of the time of a process [4][5][6]. 
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Aiming to satisfy all these requirements, Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) 

adapts and develops over the time, incorporating new features, and modifying their 

architectures. Due to the costs to create conditions that allow participants to meet in the 

same place at the same time (time, travel, etc.) the ubiquitous GDSS appeared allowing 

decision-makers to contribute with their ideas to the decision process anywhere, anytime 

[7]. In addition to these available capacities, the architectures of GDSS have also suffered 

big changes, particularly in the use of architectures for multi-agent systems [8][9][10]. 

The affective computing is a recent research area which is included in the Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). Liu Jianming and Wang Jincai defined it as “the computing related to, 

which comes from or deliberately influences emotions” [14]. The affective computing 

allows extending the existing interaction between the human being and the computer 

through the inclusion of emotional communication, and of the necessary means to 

understand that information which derives from affectivity [15]. The most recent studies 

indicate that emotions play an essential role in the decision-making, perception, learning 

and in a diversity of other cognitive functions. 

There are several studies about satisfaction, the majority of these studies are related to 

the participant satisfaction using GDSS or other systems and technologies [11][12][13]. 

The analysis of the satisfaction of a meeting participant on the decision-making process 

needs a rather more complex analysis, on which there is not much literature. 

The goal of this paper is to analyze the participants’ satisfaction with the decision, 

which is mostly done through the system with minimal time-spending cost to the 

participant. 

2 Decision Satisfaction 

The satisfaction with a decision resulting from a decision process is something that 

needs a complex analysis that involves multiple variables. Obviously the satisfaction is 

related to what we think a good decision is. But what is a good decision? The classic 

answer to what makes a decision good concerns outcomes. A good decision has high 

outcome benefits (it is worthwhile) and low outcome costs (it is worth it) [16]. Higgins 

says that psychologically, then, a decision is perceived as good when its expected value or 

utility of outcomes is judged to be more beneficial than the alternatives. The benefits 

include the social benefits of a decision, such as those received from a “politically correct” 

or ingratiating decision. The costs of attaining the outcomes can also influence whether a 

decision is perceived as good. The outcome benefits have to be weighed against the costs 

of attaining the outcomes. The costs include not only the goods or services one must give 

in exchange for receiving the benefits but also the costs of the decision-making process 

itself. The decision-making process that would optimize outcomes might not be used 

because the costs in cognitive effort or time are too high [17][18]. 

Therefore it is clear that there is much more than knowing whether the chosen 

alternative was participants’ favorite in order to evaluate their satisfaction with the 

decision. It was suggested that a purely cognitive approach may be inadequate in modeling 

satisfaction ratings, so it is particularly important to include emotional variables 

[19][20][21]. The research that has been made in the field of satisfaction has recognized 
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that there is a need to incorporate the emotional and affective components in regulating 

consumer’s satisfaction [22]. 

Therefore, it is not only the final results or the decisions made that determine the 

quality and the satisfaction of the decision. This insight concerns how the goodness of a 

decision depends not only on its relation to ends or outcomes but also on whether the 

means used to make it were suitable [23][24]. Suitability here refers only to what is 

morally proper. By considering the more general meaning of suitable as "fit", a new 

perspective on what makes decisions good is possible [16]. 

3 Proposed Model 

Bailey and Pearson agreed that satisfaction in a given situation is the sum of one’s 

feelings or attitudes toward a variety of factors affecting that situation [25]. Our goal is to 

manipulate certain data, which at the end allows the system itself to evaluate the status of 

the participants satisfaction with the decision. Therefore to analyze the participants 

satisfaction with the decision it is important to consider the chosen alternative, the 

expectation related to the decision and to the process, the personality as well as the 

emotional changes. 

3.1 Point 1 – Satisfaction concerning the chosen alternative 

At this point the quality of the chosen alternative is considered from the perspective of 

the participant, and for that it is important to know what is considered by the participants 

as a good alternative. As said before, according to the literature the perception of the 

decisions’ quality is related to the advantages that the participant identifies in that 

alternative, comparing it to the others. Thus, whereas the preferred alternative is the best in 

the participants’ perspective, the distance between the preferred alternative and the chosen 

one means a loss of participants’ satisfaction regarding the decision. The loss of 

satisfaction comprises the difference in the assessment made by the participant for each of 

the alternatives, as well as what the participant did not achieve with the final decision. The 

participants’ assessment of each alternative varies over a period of [0, 1], where 0 means 

“I do not like nothing” and 1 means “I like very much”. There are five different scenarios 

that may occur in a meeting affecting the satisfaction differently (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Different Scenarios in a Meeting that Affect the Satisfaction 

Scenario Initial Preferred Alternative Preferred Alternative Changed Chosen Alternative 

1 A - A 

2 A - B 

3 A B A 

4 A B B 

5 A B C 

 

Thus, the result of a Point 1 is the reference of the satisfaction, while others will have an 

impact (positive or negative) on this point. The impact that each point has on Point 1 leads 

to a value affected by the occurrences of the other points, hoping that this becomes an 

approximation of the real value. 
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In order to understand the satisfaction taking into account these different scenarios, we 

suggest the following formula: 

               

 
 
 

 
 

          

 
    

           
         

      
  

   

 

 
    

  (1) 

Where: 

      = Appreciation of the final alternative, alternative chosen in the meeting; 

      = Appreciation of the participants’ preferred alternative; 

   = Number of changes in alternatives’ appreciation made by the participant; 

        
 = The participants’ appreciation of the chosen alternative at the stage    ; 

      
 = The participants’ appreciation of the chosen alternative at the stage  . 

3.2 Point 2 – Participants’ expectations according to the decision and process 

Consciously or not, people create expectations on (almost) everything. The relationship 

between expectations and the satisfaction is rather obvious. According to assimilation 

theory [26], consumers experience a psychological conflict if they perceive a discrepancy 

between their expectations and their perception of the consumption experience [27]. 

We conclude that it is important to know the participants’ expectations according to 

some issues, in order to have a more accurate perception of the satisfaction. We think it is 

important to study the participants’ expectations on the following topics: 

 

1. Complexity of the meeting: The participant should be questioned about how he thinks 

the meeting will be held, in order to reflect on whether he thinks it will have many 

conflicts and if the understanding among the participants will be problematic. And so 

the following question can be asked: Will this meeting be problematic? 

2. Probability of the participants’ preferred alternative to be chosen: Understanding the 

expectations regarding the probability of the participant's preferred alternative to be 

chosen. 

 

There are three different types of satisfaction’s impact for each suggested topic: 

 Positive Impact: When the final results exceed the expectations. 

 Negative Impact: When the expectations are higher than the results achieved. 

 Without Impact: When the expectations are achieved. 

In order for the participant to classify the expectations, it is suggested to use the Visual 

Analogue Scale (VAS). A Visual Analogue Scale is a measurement instrument that tries to 

measure a characteristic or attitude that is believed to range across a continuum of values 

and cannot easily be directly measured. For example, the amount of pain that a patient 

feels ranges across a continuum from none to an extreme amount of pain. The expected 

value will be between [0, 1]. The way expectations are taken into account in the analysis 

will be explained onwards. 
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As stated in the model the impact of expectations regarding the preferred alternative 

operates on the result of Point 1. To calculate this impact it was applied one formula for 

the case of positive impact and other one for the negative impact. 

 

Positive Impact 

This type of impact occurs when the chosen alternative is the preferred of the 

participant agent, immediately if exists or not, the impact of the expectation   will be 

positive. The following formula is used to calculate the impact: 

                 (2) 

Where: 

   = Expectation that the participant has about his preferred alternative to win; 

    = Appreciation made by the participant of his preferred alternative. 

After the impact calculus the result of Point 1 can be recalculate given the expectation by 

the following formula: 

                                  (3) 

Where: 

               = satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group, taking into 

account the expectation created; 

    (Point 1) = result of the satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group; 

        = result of the calculation of the positive impact. 

With this last formula is obtained then the satisfaction of the participant for the chosen 

option, but considering its expectation regarding this alternative be the chosen one. 

 

Negative Impact 

This type of impact occurs when the alternative is not the preferred choice of the 

participant, so if exists or not, the impact that the expectation will cause will be a negative 

impact. The following formula is used to calculate the impact. 

                  (4) 

Where: 

    = Appreciation made by the participant of his preferred alternative. 

    = Appreciation made by the participant of the alternative chosen. 

   = Expectation that the participant has about his preferred alternative to win; 

The calculus of the negative impact is different from the one on the positive impact. 

This is due to the fact that this case is related to the impact the participant has a certain 

expectation that has not been met and that symbolizes a loss. This loss is in turn related to 

the difference between the evaluation of its preferred alternative and the one elected by the 

group. 

After the impact calculus, the result of Point 1 can be recalculated given the expectation 

by the following formula: 
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                                         (5) 

Where: 

               = satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group, taking into 

account the expectation created; 

    (Point 1) = result of the satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group; 

        = result of the calculation of the negative impact; 

For the case of negative impact it means that the preferred alternative of the participant 

was not the chosen one, the formula to calculate Point 1 taking into account the 

expectation its a bit different. In this case the component that has a negative impact is the 

difference between the expectation and zero. This difference reflects the belief that the 

participant had of his preferred alternative victory that didn't happen and would have a 

negative impact on the satisfaction. 

3.3 Point 3 – Factor concerning the Personality 

The personality is a concept that can’t be briefly defined, because it has a different 

meaning according to some psychologists who study it. Although most of them would 

agree that the field of personality is the study of how individuals differ from each other, 

psychologists would differ about the best way to conceptualize these types of differences 

[28]. The fact that people differ in their ideas and attitudes, makes them react differently to 

the factors they are exposed to. Lately, the satisfaction with most of the scenarios of a 

persons’ personality is being studied. For instance, Shiammack et al. [29] conducted a 

study on two factors of The Big Five: the Neuroticism and the Extraversion that contribute 

to life satisfaction. Another was conducted by Timothy et al. [30], where they tried to 

establish a correlation between the values of each type of personality of The Big Five and 

Job satisfaction. 

Knowing that the personality of each one of us influences satisfaction, we think it is 

relevant to take into account the personality on this analytical model of satisfaction. At this 

point, we can’t do any kind of considerations on how each personality type lives the 

satisfaction in this context. Anyway, this point remains open because we find it relevant. 

3.4 Point 4 – Emotional Changes 

Knowing the importance of the decision-making process and to make conclusions 

about the participants’ satisfaction regarding decision-making, it is necessary to understand 

what happens during the process. As mentioned before, it is important to include in the 

analysis of satisfaction affective and emotional components [19][20][21][22]. 

Having said this, we want to include, at this point, the analysis of emotions generated 

and to know how they can change the participants’ mood. There are two important points 

to be studied: 

 The sum of emotional spaces that exceed positively or negatively the normal state: it is 

thus possible to measure the emotional cost that the meeting had to the participant; 

 Participant mood at the end of the meeting. 
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Emotional changes. 

Let               be the intensity of positive emotions: 

               
               

  
 (6) 

Let               be the intensity of positive emotions: 

               
               

  
 (7) 

After calculating the intensities, it will be calculate d the emotional cost of the meeting: 

 
If IntEmoPGlogal = IntEmoNGlogal Then Cost=neutral 

If IntEmoPGloga > IntEmoNGlogal Then Cost=positive 

If IntEmoPGlogal < IntEmoNGlogal Then Cost=negative 

Participant mood. The mood intensity in each moment is calculated according to the 

formulas presented in last section. 

Is also relevant to calculate the impact of the expectative that the participant had, for 

the meeting goes well (not conflicting). To calculate that impact we follow an approach 

similar to the one described in next section. 

Impact of expectations in mood. 

Positive Impact: The positive impact happens when the meeting has a positive Cost. 

                (8) 

Where: 

   = expectation of the process goes well; 

   = difference of intensity between initial and final mood. 

The value of the impact is to update the value of mood based on initial expectations. 

                             (9) 

Where: 

            = mood value after considering initial expectations; 

   = difference of intensity between initial and final mood. 

Negative impact: The positive impact happens when the meeting has a positive Cost. 

            (10) 

Where: 

   = expectation of the process goes well; 

   = difference of intensity between initial and final mood. 

The value of the impact is to update the value of mood based on initial expectations. 
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                                (11) 

Where: 

            = mood value after considering initial expectations; 

   = difference of intensity between initial and final mood. 

Neutral impact: The neutral impact happens when the intensities of initial and final 

mood are equal. 

Final satisfaction calculation. After getting the value of satisfaction with the alternative 

chosen by the group (based on participant preferred alternative) and humor given the 

expectation of the process goes is necessary to reconcile them. So, it is now necessary to 

calculate the impact that humor has on satisfaction that the participant has on the 

alternative chosen, considering their initial expectations. 

                                                       (12) 

Where: 

               = satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group, taking into 

account the expectation created; 

            = mood value after considering initial expectations. 

          = reflects the participant agent satisfaction with the group decision. 

4 Measuring the Result of the Satisfaction Using the Model 

To measure the output of each of the points of the model we must define how they are 

related. It is considered that the first issue of Point 2 (complexity of the meeting) is 

strongly related to Point 4 (emotional disorders), while the second issue of Point 2 

(probability of the participant's preferred alternative is chosen) is strongly related to Point 

1 (satisfaction with the alternative chosen by the group). So the Point 2 (expectations) will 

not work isolated, but it will influence the results of the other two points. 

The expectations will change the values for Point 1 and Point 4 through a particular 

impact. The impact causes an expectation that is obviously not always the same. Even 

knowing the impact that causes the expectation is positive, negative or neutral, it is 

necessary to quantify that impact. 

Beyond expectations, Points 3 and 4 will also have an impact on Point 1. This is 

because it is considered that the satisfaction about something always gets related to the 

evaluation that is made (the choice of the service, product, etc.). After this evaluation there 

are other factors such as expectations and the process to change satisfaction. Thus, the 

Point 1 will be in this case the analysis that is performed by a human being, while the 

other points according to the context will affect or not (positively or negatively) the 

satisfaction. The end result of satisfaction will belong to the interval [-1, 1]. 

The following scale of satisfaction, developed and inspired from the work of Babin and 

Griffin [31], reflects the satisfaction of the final result obtained by the formula here 

introduced (see Table 2). 
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Table 2. Scale of Satisfaction 

Designation Interval 

Extremely Dissatisfied [-1 ; -0,75] 

Very Much Dissatisfied ]-0,75 ; 0,5] 

Dissatisfied ]-0,5 ; 0,25] 

Some Dissatisfaction ]-0,25 ; 0[ 

Some Satisfaction [0 ; 0,25[ 

Satisfaction [0,25 ; 0,5[ 

Very Much Satisfaction [0,5 ; 0,75[ 

Extremely Satisfied [0,75 ; 1] 

5 Experiments and Discussion 

In order to validate the presented model, 6 experiments were conducted; each one of 

them consists of a large number of simulations. Due to the big number of experiments and 

simulations, in this topic the experiments are presented, followed by the interpreting of the 

results. To validate the model was conducted its implementation in the prototype 

developed in the ArgEmotionsAgents project and the case study presented in [28] was 

used. The case study described here has the goal of inferring the satisfaction regarding the 

alternative chosen by the participants of the meeting. In the illustrated problem of the case 

study, the participants had to choose the best renewable source of energy to be installed in 

a certain place. 

Table 3 presents the data modeled by the participants in their agent regarding the taste 

for the preferred alternative and for the chosen alternative. This Table also presents the 

type of personality of each participant which is obtained by the participants’ answer in the 

questionnaire of the big five inventory and the participants’ expectations regarding their 

preferred alternative to be chosen by the group and the process of the meeting occurring 

without conflicts. 

Table 3. Modeling of the attributes 

Agent Personality Favorite Alt. Chosen Alt. Alternative Exp. Process Exp. Goes well 

AgP1 Negotiator 0.67 0.2 0.05 0.7 

AgP2 Avoider 0.65 0.65 0.2 0.4 

AgP3 Submissive 0.91 0.85 0.7 0.6 

AgP4 Aggressor 0.81 0.76 0.65 0.42 

 

The first experiment was conducted with the goal of understanding, in a general way, 

the satisfaction results obtained, if they made sense and if they respected the theories 

found in the literature. In Table 4 are presented the data related to the emotions generated 

by the participant throughout the meeting process, as well as the gain or loss of mood at 

the end of meeting, comparing to the initial one. We can see that, for instance, AgP1 and 

AgP4 had a positive emotional cost, which lead to a gain of mood; AgP2 had a neutral 

emotional cost, not changing its initial mood, and AgP3 had a negative emotional cost 

which led to a loss of mood. In Table 4 are presented the results of the satisfaction 

obtained by each participant at the end of the meeting process. 

As we can see, the results are related to the appreciation made by the participants to the 

alternative. But if we analyze with attention we can see that, for example, AgP3 had 

considerably less satisfaction than AgP4, when the difference of the appreciation made by 

the 2 participants for the chosen and preferred alternatives are similar, like the 
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classification of the expectations. This is due to the big difference of the existing 

emotional cost between the two participants. As AgP3 had a negative meeting according 

to the emotional context, AgP4 had a positive meeting, which means that final 

satisfactions are different. 

Table 4. Participant’s Emotions and Mood 

Agent Emotions Gain/Loss of Humor Satisfaction Designation 

AgP1 Joy, Distress, Distress, Joy, Joy, Joy 0.1624 -0.066 Some Dissatisfaction 

AgP2 - 0 0.684 Very Much Satisfaction 

AgP3 Distress, Distress -0.0152 0.373 Satisfaction 

AgP4 Joy, Distress, Joy 0.31143 0.534 Very Much Satisfaction 

 

A set of more specific experiments was conducted in order to understand the model’s 

behavior in a big number of scenarios. The next experiment is related to the appreciation 

made to the preferred alternative with the expectations. This experiment only considers the 

case in which the participant’s preferred alternative is chosen by the group. Figure 1 shows 

the results obtained. In the y axis is the final satisfaction, in the x axis is the expectation 

and on the right the result obtained from the appreciation made to the preferred alternative, 

used in point 1 of the model. 

 

Fig. 1. The impact made by alternative appreciation and expectations in final satisfaction 

The 231 simulations conducted in this experiment allow us to clearly understand that 

the more meaning the alternative has for the participant and the less is the expectation for 

this to be chosen by the group, in case it is chosen the bigger the impact, leading to a 

bigger satisfaction. With this experiment we can see that the ideologies found in the 

literature, related to the appreciation, expectation and satisfaction are proved. 

In Figure 2 (left) are presented the results for the satisfaction obtained when the 

participant changes the classification of his/her favorite alternative and when it is chosen 

by the group. The y axis represents the participant’s satisfaction at the end of the meeting; 

the x axis represents the classification the participant started to give to the alternative and 

on the right are the original values of the classification of the favorite alternative before 

the change. As one can see in this experiment, 110 simulations were conducted. One can 

see that the bigger the assessment, the bigger the satisfaction of the participant at the end 

of meeting; however it can be seen that as the assessment is higher, the distance between 

the satisfaction results of the several points from the initial assessments lowers, 

approaching the peak. This shows that the bigger the change in the assessment made, the 

bigger the positive impact if the alternative is chosen by the group. 
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In Figure 2 (right) are presented the results obtained in the experiment and we want to 

understand the impact of the mood in the final satisfaction, considering that the 

expectation on the process goes well. In the y axis there is the final value of the 

satisfaction; in the x axis there are the simulated final values of the mood, and on the right 

there are the values which represent the expectation on the process to go well from the 

participant’s point of view. 

            

Fig. 2. Changing the alternative appreciation (left) and the impact of mood in final satisfaction 

(right) 

63 simulations were conducted, which allow seeing that when the expectation for the 

process to go well is 0, and the mood had a gain, until the maximum satisfaction is 

reached, the impact of mood in satisfaction is always the bigger, on the other hand, when 

the mood had a loss, its impact is lower. The exact opposite happens when the expectation 

for the process to go well is 1. This experiment validates correctly the humor’s influence 

and the impact of the expectation of that humor in the satisfaction. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

Several concepts of affective computing and decision making were presented in this 

paper. The concepts of satisfaction and the existing models which assess the satisfaction 

were also presented. Furthermore, it was proposed in this paper a new model which allows 

assessing automatically the satisfaction of participants of a meeting, which is supported by 

a group decision support system. We believe that the proposed model allows obtaining a 

large amount of useful and valuable information. A big number of experiments and 

simulations were conducted, which allowed to validate correctly every assumption created 

after reading the literature of different areas (psychology, computer science, economy and 

sociology). 

For future work, we intend to conduct experiments in partnership with psychologists, in 

which we will conduct a case study with real people. With that work, we also intend to 

make the model more assertive, through the changes that might be done after studying the 

data obtained. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is a first attempt to implement a model of 

satisfaction analysis completely automatic, which considers every point found as relevant 

in the literature. 
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